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Abstract
This thesis explores the contemporary and future power quality context of low
carbon technologies within the distribution networks of the United Kingdom. The
work was conducted in parallel with a series of research activities undertaken as
part of Ofgem’s Low Carbon Network Fund project, entitled “Smart Street”.
The power quality behaviours of a selection of modern lighting technologies and
residential photovoltaic systems were the subject of a series of empirical investigations. From this a collection of static load models are composed, each specified in
polynomial form. This process includes the development of a novel approach for
characterising harmonic current phasors, expressed in cartesian form, as functions
of a modulating parameter, either supply voltage or appliance load factor.
The method is subsequently proven to incorporate the concept of phase angle
diversity within associated, aggregate load model instances. Crucially, this feature
serves to embody the natural, diversity led attenuation of harmonic current flows
in practical power systems. By contrast, the same effect is consistently found to
be neglected for comparative examples in literature.
The aforementioned load model traits are employed in the time series, harmonic
power flow simulation of representative demand profiles. This analysis is conducted
upon a selection of power system models of real world, distribution networks. For
a mix of present day and future envisaged, demand profile mixes, several of the
technologies trialled within the Smart Street project are observed to impart alleviative, power quality benefits to distribution network customers. This includes the
installation of on-load tap changing transformers, as implemented at low voltage
substations, the deployment of conservation voltage reduction and the application
of meshing between adjacent low voltage feeders.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Introduction

The EU’s Renewable Energy Directive of 2009 committed the UK to obtain 15 %
of its total energy demand from renewable sources by 2020 [22]. Further to this,
separate, UK specific legislation, in the form of the Climate Change Act of 2008
[23], stipulates longer term objectives, whereby net UK greenhouse gas emissions
in 2050 must be at least 80 % below the 1990 baseline. The ensuing efforts to
decarbonise the nation’s electricity supply have focused strongly upon promoting
the adoption of low carbon technologies (LCTs) among electricity customers. In
striving to facilitate the integration of a substantial, new embedded generation
resource, distribution network operators (DNOs) have encountered a variety of
technical challenges, the nature of which is discussed in great detail by this thesis.
Moreover, in the intervening period, parallel EU legislation, namely Eco-Design
Regulation 244/2009, has initiated a simultaneous shift in the archetypal loading
characteristics of domestic lighting [24], owing to the mass consumer transition
from traditional incandescent lighting types to modern, low energy technologies.
These innovations, coupled with steady increases in the uptake of electrified heat
and transport, through devices such as heat pumps (HPs) and electric vehicles
(EVs), have radically altered network loading patterns in just a handful of years.
Associated power quality related complexities have arisen, including a higher
prevalence of reverse power flows within distribution feeders and increased variability in the magnitudes of service level voltages, as observed across each day. As
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such, it is no longer appropriate to treat distribution networks as passive entities,
over which minimal monitoring and supervision is required by DNOs.
Conventional operational practices must evolve to accommodate the growing need
to actively manage the grid. In the UK, such technical realities have become
formalised by the utilities regulator, Ofgem, to acknowledge the changing role of
DNOs, regarding their gradual assumption of distributed system operator (DSO)
duties. In future, control over various aspects of power systems performance shall
be decentralised, in part, to local network operator entities. Envisaged services
include embedded generation and demand despatching at the distribution level,
dynamic pricing and constraint management through direct LCT interaction [25].
This mirrors the contemporary shift towards decentralised forms of generation,
and the burgeoning importance of distribution functions, such as feeder voltage
management, within the traditional power systems supply and demand paradigm.

1.1.1

Smart Street - A Low Carbon Network Fund project

It is hoped that the low carbon transition, envisaged for the UK’s electricity supply
and associated infrastructure, coupled with a new DSO framed mindset, shall
foster a more innovative corporate culture among DNOs. Increasingly, utilities
are incentivised to explore emerging methods and processes, through which the
delivery of power can become more efficient and reliable, while maintaining high
quality of supply standards. To this end, governmental support, via programs
such as Ofgem’s Low Carbon Network Fund (LCNF), have helped mitigate the
risks associated with trialling new technologies on critical network infrastructure.
The analytical findings from one LCNF Tier 2 project, entitled “Smart Street”, are
the focus of a significant portion of this thesis. Smart Street showcased the performance advantages of deploying leading edge, voltage optimisation techniques, in
particular conservation voltage reduction (CVR), across collections of medium voltage (MV) and low voltage (LV) distribution feeders. By adopting such practices,
household electricity consumption can be reduced, in an indirect and non-invasive
manner, intended to be imperceptible to the end user. However, the effectiveness of lowering service level voltages is highly dependent on the voltage response
characteristics, inherent to the prevailing load mix, at any given time instant.
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The project also sought to address various challenges anticipated within future
distribution networks, such as the integration of large influxes of embedded generation and EV chargers. Most of the research undertaken for this thesis was
conducted as part of the Queen’s University Belfast (QUB) team that served as a
research partner within Smart Street, over a two year period.
It is important to clarify the conventions adopted by this thesis regarding its use
of standardised voltage level classifications. General purpose electrical standards,
such as BS 7671 [26], tend to delineate voltage levels into two broad groups, low
voltage (LV) and high voltage (HV), between which a boundary value of 1,000 V
applies. However, power systems dedicated terminology, as defined by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) [27], and pertinent industry standards,
such as BS EN Std. 50160 [28], typically designate the range between 1 and 36 kV
as medium voltage (MV). Accordingly, voltages that exceed 36 kV are thereby
categorised as HV. For the avoidance of doubt, IEC defined terminology [27] is
adopted by this thesis, given its particular focus on LV and MV class networks.

1.1.2

Power Quality Concerns in Modern Networks

In simple terms, the concept of power quality refers to the extent by which service
level voltages, as supplied by utilities, and load currents, as drawn by connected
devices, adhere closely to ideal conditions. It is an important consideration within
electricity networks, as substantial deviations in voltage and/or current waveforms
from nominally defined levels of magnitude, frequency or non-fundamental harmonic content, may cause damage to energised customer equipment.
As such, in addition to embracing new operational philosophies, DNOs must be
cognisant of any associated power quality impacts on network performance. More
generally, ongoing research is required to comprehend how the power quality traits
of various LCTs may translate into aggregated power systems effects, especially
as penetration levels rise. In power systems simulation, the faithful replication of
such complex behaviours within load models can prove challenging. Moreover, the
future blend of network optimisation techniques with LCT behaviours, and their
combined impact on the quality of supply, also needs to be fully understood.
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The stated concerns are applicable to the Smart Street project. In validating the
trialled technology, it is important to ensure that the manipulation of feeder voltages does not elicit undesirable loading responses from connected LCT instances;
lest the power quality condition of the adjoining network becomes perceptibly impaired. For example, the harmonic current footprints of many modern electronic
appliances are known to be sensitive to swings in applied voltage [29]. For these
reasons, the characterisation of various performance metrics for modern customer
appliances, quantified with respect to fluctuations in supply voltage, is a key objective of this thesis. Such efforts are shown to assist in the evaluation of power
quality effects that may potentially emanate from the voltage management techniques employed within Smart Street.
Recent research has provided mounting evidence of the detrimental influence that
certain LCTs may exert on the power quality condition of distribution networks,
irrespective of whether network management techniques are simultaneously imposed. For instance, prior to the imposition of Smart Street, another LCNF
project, entitled “Low Voltage Network Solutions” (LVNS) [30] was enacted within
the same network area, over a three year period. Research tasks included the extensive monitoring of network power quality. A significant correlation was gleaned
between the onset of sporadic bursts of distorted current flow and the local presence of high penetrations of residential, roof-mounted, PV systems. This research
item, alongside other literature, provides impetus for preparing several, future
power quality scenarios in the power systems simulations undertaken within the
later chapters of this thesis.

1.1.3

Residential Adoption of LCTs

This thesis investigates the technical implications that may arise from the enactment of modern network management philosophies, in the midst of high concentrations of LCT devices. This includes an evaluation of the impacts of trialling
CVR technology within the Smart Street project.
Two of the most perceptible LCT related changes to the archetypal load signature
of modern distribution networks are: the displacement of traditional, incandescent forms of lighting with modern, low-energy, non-linear alternatives; and the
significant uptake of embedded generation.
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Since 2012, the sale of general incandescent lamp (GIL) types has ceased across
the EU [24]. As such, the loading characteristics that one might typically associate
with domestic lighting use have thereby altered substantially. Modern technologies, including LED and compact fluorescent (CFLs) lamps, have progressively
supplanted legacy GILs. The ensuing displacement of the simple, linear loading
characteristics, synonymous with GILs, has contributed to rising levels of harmonic
pollution within LV networks. Moreover, the responsiveness of feeder demand to
changes in applied voltage is likely to wane as more modern electronic devices connect, within which functions such as voltage regulation are ubiquitous. Evidently,
such changes may impinge upon the practicality of network-wide, demand reduction measures. For instance, CVR schemes seek to effect decreases in aggregate
customer demand by exploiting the conducive voltage response behaviours that
are presumed to exist among a sizeable proportion of connected appliances.
PV
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Figure 1.1: Capacity factor by renewable generation technology (UK).
12-month moving average.

By contrast, the embrace of embedded generation within the UK has mainly taken
the form of photovoltaic (PV) systems. Over the past decade, generator connections have increased tremendously, from a total installed capacity of under 100 MW
at the end of 2010 to over 12.7 GW by the end of 2017 [31]. Domestic, roof-mounted
systems are speculated to account for around half of the UK’s total PV capacity
[32]. The UK government’s introduction of a feed-in tariff (FiT) for renewable
sources of generation in April 2010 (at a very attractive level of 37.42 p per kWh
generated) prompted an initial flurry of PV installations among residential and
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commercial clients [31]. However, since the end of 2015 the subsidy apportioned
to standalone PV generation has diminished significantly (to under 1 p/kWh).
As a consequence, the rate at which new PV systems continue to be installed is
recorded as having slowed considerably [31, 33].
P
Generation V ol. (M W h p.a.)
Capacity F actor (Avg.) (%) = P
Capacity (M W ) × 8, 760 hrs/yr

(1.1)

The extent to which the growth of PV capacity has proven effective in helping the
UK meet its 2020 renewable energy targets warrants some scrutiny. One approach
is to compare the performance of the new PV asset since the advent of the FiT
subsidy against the yields of other renewable energy resources in the UK across
the same period. The capacity factor metric, as defined by equation (1.1), is often
used to compare different technologies in this manner.
Fig. 1.1 details the historic progression, over recent years, of capacity factors determined for photovoltaic, onshore wind and offshore wind generation types in the
UK. This data is plotted as twelve month moving average values, calculated from
the total generation and installed capacity figures reported in [31]. Presenting the
chart in this manner ensures that seasonal disparities in generation yields can be
reconciled, such that an annualised sense of the performance merits of each technology is attained. At the end of 2017, average capacity factors for PV of 10.7 %,
onshore wind at 25.7 % and offshore wind at 37.2 % are noted.
Given their comparatively low capacity factor, it is reasonable to surmise that PV
installations in the UK rarely operate at their full rated power, and this will be
predominantly during summer months. Moreover, recognising that approximately
90 % of PV installations in the UK have fixed orientations within 45 ◦ of due
south [32], any such instances of close to rated power generation will most likely
occur around noon, the point of daily peak solar irradiance. At all other times
production at levels considerably below rated power is to be anticipated. Such
periods of inverter activity are likely to coincide with sub-optimal, power quality
performance. Characterising such behaviour within power systems simulation is a
major topic of interest within this thesis.
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1.1.4

Load Modelling Challenges

The accuracy of established load modelling approaches is a concern for voltage
optimisation schemes, as applied in a modern context. For instance, the energy
savings merits of techniques such as CVR are known to depend strongly upon the
voltage response characteristics of the prevailing load mix.
To complicate matters, the emergence of modern electronic load types, plus the
phasing out of incandescent forms of general purpose lighting, have led to a substantial, non-linear tranche of demand being introduced into load profiles. In many
instances, modern devices exhibit low responsiveness to changes in applied voltage.
As such, the true extent of the active power and energy savings benefits that one
may reliably attribute to CVR, as enacted within the networks trialled during the
Smart Street project, are keenly disputed in literature [34–36].
In simulation, the choice of load models proves crucial to the outcomes of the
study. This is especially true of harmonic current polluting load instances, in
which fluctuations in both harmonic magnitude and phase angle must be synthesised. Furthermore, when such items are considered in aggregate, the prospective
influences of constructive and destructive interference ought to be factored. Variations in supplied voltage levels are also acknowledged, in literature, to exert an
influence on distortive load behaviours [29, 37].
Conversely, very few resources exist in literature, where methods for the accurate
characterisation of such voltage dependencies, in simulation, are proposed. As
such, the characterisation of the reactive power and harmonic current magnitude
and angle responses of non-linear appliances, to variations in applied voltage, is
explored extensively by this thesis. Moreover, device characterisations of these
metrics are also evaluated with respect to changes in appliance load factor.

1.2

Aims of this thesis

This thesis serves to identify and evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of
enacting modern, network management philosophies, for a collection of present
day and future envisaged, operating scenarios. The analysis is undertaken for a
series of representative distribution network models and associated, time-varying
profiles for customer demand and voltage distortion levels. Novel load profiling
7
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techniques are developed, through which power quality effects, driven by substantial penetrations of LCT devices, are characterised. Several batches of realistic,
high resolution, load profiles are thereby produced. These are applied to the network models in question, via harmonic power flow (HPF) style simulation. The
resultant power quality condition of the simulated networks is analysed with respect to prevailing industry standards for quality of supply.
The applicability of this research is bolstered by its association with the Ofgem
supported, LCNF Tier 2 project, entitled “Smart Street”, introduced in § 1.1.1.
The project encompassed a two year trial period, which took place across a group
of designated distribution networks in the Greater Manchester region. CVR technology was enacted on the trial networks and the resulting impacts on customer
energy consumption, network losses and quality of supply were investigated.
A large number of new assets had to be integrated within the trial networks of
the project. This included the retro-fitting of MV/LV transformers with on-load
tap changing (OLTC) mechanisms; the placement of shunt connected, stepped
capacitor banks on selected LV feeders; and the installation of automated switching apparatus to link and mesh different network sections together, as required.
A series of extensive distribution network models were also developed for power
systems simulation purposes, using Open Distribution System Simulator software,
known more succinctly as OpenDSS. A selection of these are reused in the power
systems analysis undertaken for this thesis.
The aims of this research fall into two broad categories: suggested improvements to
conventional load modelling techniques and the identification of likely, future power
quality constraints within the distribution networks of the UK, supplemented by
a prospective range of potential palliative strategies for DNOs.
In light of the complex behaviours associated with many modern appliance types,
the extent to which the power quality impacts of CVR, and similar technologies,
can be evaluated accurately is unclear, given the inadequacies of many conventional load modelling practices. First, despite a variety of established methods
existing to capture the voltage level dependencies of loads in simulation, they do
not commonly incorporate the simultaneous impact of applied voltage on harmonic
current distortion. Second, the manner by which the behaviours of large appliances
deviate under different partial load conditions, serves as an additional modelling
concern that is not widely addressed in literature.
8
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Both of the aforementioned load modelling issues are pertinent to the role of LCTs
within modern networks. As such, literature reviews of domestic lighting and photovoltaic technologies are undertaken in this thesis. Moreover, upon surveying
an array of relevant literature, it is argued that the typical means by which harmonic current effects, emanating from multiple harmonic polluting sources, are
aggregated within household and feeder level models is incomplete. As such, an
innovative approach is proposed by this research, whereby the influence of voltage
led fluctuations upon harmonic current magnitude and phase angle measurements
is adequately characterised. This facilitates the formation of higher fidelity, aggregate harmonic load (AHL) models, in which cumulative power quality effects,
such as harmonic attenuation, are captured more accurately, and a more realistic
sense of network level power quality impacts may be obtained. The research is
also employed in the generation of pools of temporal, household level profiles for
active power, reactive power and harmonic current, which are used in the HPF
simulation of several network models of interest.
To investigate the existence of power quality related constraints within modern
distribution networks, a range of applicable metrics and prevailing standards are
reviewed. This research encompasses both those effects that derive from appliance level behaviours and those pertaining to the quality of the electricity supply,
as managed by a local utility. A bespoke simulation environment is constructed,
incorporating the Python scripting language, databases and OpenDSS software.
This assists in the performance of voltage sensitive, HPF simulation for the detailed set of distribution network models, developed as part of Smart Street. As
such, this work provides a rare opportunity to explore the power quality condition
of a real-life set of networks in an extensive manner, with respect to contemporary
and future demand scenarios.

1.3

Contributions of this thesis

The main contributions of this thesis are outlined as follows:
1. A review of contemporary power quality standards is presented in § 2. Some
oversights in the setting of device level, harmonic current limits are noted.
From this research, two of the most critical, potential sources of harmonic
current pollution within future networks are identified: modern lighting and
residential photovoltaic systems.
9
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First, for European Std., EN 61000-3-2:2014 [38], in which harmonic current
limits are expressed for different categories of electrical appliance, an exemption threshold applies for most types of lamp, should they be rated 25 W,
or lower. Given the typically small unit ratings of modern lamp technologies, the prospect that large penetrations may impart significant, aggregated,
distortive effects within LV networks, is a concern for DNOs. This fear is
communicated in [24], with the aid of a small practical experiment. Fortunately, the most recent revision of EN Std. 61000-3-2 [39, 40], has sought to
address this issue by removing the aforementioned, 25 W threshold. However, such changes will not address any issues related to the performance of
in-situ, lighting stock.
Second, the failure of prevailing standards to adequately comprehend the
part-loaded operation of PV inverters (PVIs), is highlighted in § 3.8. For
example, in EN 61000-3-2 [39, 40], harmonic current limits are specified in
absolute ampere terms. These restrictions are only liable to apply for PVIs
that operate at, or close to, their nominal rating. As discussed in § 1.1.3,
the climatic conditions experienced by such equipment in the UK makes it
extremely unlikely that operation at rated power occurs.
2. A design example contribution is provided in § 3, to demonstrate the link
between the operation of PVIs under low irradiance, and increases in their
harmonic current distortion.
3. A synopsis of the strengths and weaknesses of conventional, static load modelling practices is given, by way of literature review, in § 4. A novel, alternative, static load method is thereby proposed to facilitate the more precise
characterisation of highly non-linear device attributes, using artificial neural
networks (ANNs). Examples of this approach are published in [41].
4. A new static load model is developed in § 4, within which variations in appliance driven, harmonic current magnitude and phase angle measurements
are characterised as functions of applied voltage. The methodology utilises
the cartesian representation of harmonic current, rather than polar form.
The model is validated through a series of laboratory based experiments,
enacted on several modern, low wattage lamps, in § 5. For convenience, and
to support future modelling work of other researchers, the calculated model
parameters are tabulated, for various power quality metrics, in § 5.2.4.
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Moreover, aggregate groupings of the ventured model are demonstrated to
incorporate real world effects, such as harmonic diversity and attenuation,
implicitly. By contrast, the manifestation of such features within established
static model alternatives, is typically either absent or synthesised through
the assignment of nominal, voltage independent, scaling factor values [29,
42–44]. Such quirks are made possible within this research by voltage led
variation being factored for the phase angle component of harmonic current,
an attribute that tends to be neglected in comparable literature.
No prior examples in literature were noted to explore the influence of feeder
voltage spread on harmonic diversity, and its attendant cancellation effects.
One may envisage how such phenomena might shape harmonic distortion
levels for a sample LV network, across which numerous harmonic polluting
devices are supplied. Findings from this work are published in [45] and [37].
5. Aside from applied voltage, other key temporal parameters are identified
for the accurate modelling of future demand scenarios. These include tilted
collector referred, solar irradiance (Gtc ), and appliance load factor (LF).
A multi-variable function of Gtc is derived. Moreover, the active power, reactive power and harmonic current behaviours of two sample PVIs are characterised from power quality data, logged over several days in a laboratory
setting, as described in § 5. Significantly, results obtained from testing validate initial concerns regarding the poor power quality performance of PVIs,
under low irradiance conditions. For instance, § 5.2.4.4 reports how the emissions of some harmonic current orders would be considered non-compliant,
in relative percentage terms, if they were observed for rated power operation.
The efforts described are translated into an irradiance/load factor driven,
static model, in § 5.4, from which power quality profile data, for use in HPF
simulation, may be synthesised. This takes the form of a novel, high order,
piece-wise polynomial, to accomodate the considerably non-linear characteristic of the relationship observed between PVI load factor and harmonic
current. Some of the power quality observations, obtained from PVIs operating under part load, are published in [46].
6. A popular, open-source, profiling tool for household demand, known as
CREST, is introduced in § 6.5.1. Its original functionality is expanded to encompass several new device types, as documented through the remainder of
§ 6. The voltage and irradiance dependent models for active power, reactive
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power and harmonic current, pertaining to different LCT types and developed across preceding chapters, are incorporated within a bespoke, updated
version of CREST. Synthesised, appliance level, power data is aggregated
within the tool to create representative sets of daily profiles for household
demand, as envisaged for any arbitrary, user selected day of the year.
7. A Python driven, simulation framework is designed for running sequential
time, harmonic power flow studies, using OpenDSS software, for a range of
sample distribution networks. Results are written to databases, which are
subsequently interrogated, using a range of complex queries, to produce a extensive, power quality analysis of the simulated networks and corresponding
load profiles.
8. An evaluation of the impact of CVR and associated network reconfiguration options in improving power quality and (indirectly) reducing customer
demand and network losses, for sets of contemporary and future scenarios.
9. An evaluation of PV array oversizing as a prospective measure for lowering
the harmonic current contributions of residential PVIs, operating under low
irradiance conditions.

1.4

Structure of this thesis

Chapter 2 focuses on the power quality parameters deemed to be most pertinent
to utilities in their management of distribution networks. Emphasis is placed on
how such metrics are likely to be impacted by the adoption of new LCT devices.
Moreover, the most relevant standards for power quality, in relation to the UK’s
supply of electricity, are also introduced.
Chapter 3 reviews the technical principles of photovoltaic inverter (PVI) technology, providing theoretical background of commonly associated, power quality
issues. The prevailing standards framework for PVIs is also documented. Finally, some potential remedies, including array oversizing, are mooted in terms of
attempting to improve harmonic current performance at low irradiance levels.
Chapter 4 appraises several static load modelling concepts, of the kind typically
used in the characterisation of active and reactive power draws for modelled electrical appliances. A method for extending the conventional polynomial model is
12
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presented, to characterise device level, harmonic currents as functions of applied
voltage. The principles for load model aggregation, as might be enacted for several
appliance instances, are also discussed. Finally, the use of appliance load factor
and solar irradiance, as supplementary load model parameters, is considered.
Chapter 5 documents the laboratory based, experimental procedures used to obtain
voltage driven, power quality data for a number of test luminaires and PVIs.
The characterisation process pertaining to each of the tested appliance types is
described. Calculated load model coefficient results are tabulated for convenience.
Chapter 6 introduces Smart Street, an LCNF Tier 2 project, undertaken within
the distribution networks of Greater Manchester. In addition to giving a general overview of the project, observations from a series of practical power quality
measurements, logged for one of the trialled networks in the project, are discussed.
The load profiling methodology, required by some of the analytical tasks in the
project, as a means of preparing a realistic set of time series, power systems studies,
is also detailed in § 6. This includes an overview of an open source, spreadsheet
based tool, called CREST. A number of modifications are made to CREST, to
adapt it towards the batch generation of probabilistic, household level, demand
profiles. Each synthesised, household instance is thereby represented as a voltage
modulated, aggregate harmonic load (AHL), within a series of voltage sensitive,
harmonic power flow (HPF) studies. The design of a database platform for performing HPF simulations, and post-processing the results, is also described.
Chapter 7 outlines the load profiling options employed for a representative set of
HPF simulation studies. These comprise a range of contemporary and future
demand scenarios up to the year 2050, envisaged for synthesised sets of winter and
summer conditions. Projected growth rates across different, competing lighting
technologies, plus applied variations to the array-to-inverter ratios of embedded PV
systems, are also incorporated in this analysis. Simulation results, benchmarked
against prevailing power quality regulations, are tabulated in § 7.3. This is followed
by an extensive discussion of the results, through which a number of important
conclusions are expounded.
Finally, a series of the most pertinent observations, conclusions and suggestions
for future work, are outlined in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
Power Quality Landscape,
Metrics and Standards
2.1

Introduction

The concept of power quality pertains to the proficiency of an electric utility in providing each of its customers, at the respective points of common coupling (PCCs),
with an ideal sinusoidal voltage [47] of the requisite magnitude and frequency [48].
Any power system in which a departure from this idealised condition is observed
may be framed as enduring a diminution in power quality. The extent by which
the power quality status of a network is permitted to stray from the ideal condition is typically encapsulated through the use of various internationally recognised
metrics, each of which is derived from the ongoing measurement of various electrical parameters. Commonly agreed, industry-wide limits for each power quality
metric are defined within applicable technical standards, which are compiled and
subsequently updated, as required, by designated industry bodies and national, or
international, standards agencies. These serve to consolidate decades of communal
experiences and provide renewed guidance to industry, as and when new technological impediments arise. This includes those challenges posed by the rapid increase
in the adoption rates of modern electronic equipment and low carbon technologies
(LCTs) within distribution networks in recent years.
For example, research from the early 1990s reports that consumer electronics then
typically contributed to around 21 % of household electricity demand [3]. This
trend has since grown to 26 %, inclusive of personal computing [49]. This may be
14
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framed in the context of a general increase in overall domestic electricity consumption for the UK over the same period, as shown in Fig. 2.1. However, the most
recent trend for annual domestic electricity consumption in the UK is downwards,
having fallen by 16.2 % in 2017, from its peak level in 2005 [49].
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Figure 2.1: Annual domestic electricity consumption in the UK, 1970 to 2017.
Reproduced from data reported in [1].
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Figure 2.2: Annual domestic electricity consumption in the UK, by
appliance type, 2007 to 2017. Reproduced from data reported in [1].

A breakdown of UK domestic electrical consumption, by broad appliance type, is
presented in Fig. 2.2 [1]. Notable declines in refrigeration (cold) related demand
and that of lighting are observed, while the electricity apportioned to television use
has increased over the same timeframe. Energy efficient related innovations, such
as variable frequency drive (VFD) technology, and increasingly stringent product
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standards [50], have contributed to the reductions in cold appliance demand. In
the case of the former, associated power quality impacts are discussed in § 2.4.3.
As of 2017, lighting constitutes 13.4 % of domestic electricity consumption in the
UK [1]. Its importance to the power system has waned in recent years, having
dropped by 21 %, in terms of total energy share, between 2009 and 2012 [49]. This
is the result of rapid technological innovation, as customers move away from legacy,
general incandescent lamp (GIL) types to modern technologies, such as LED and
compact fluorescents (CFLs). This change in consumer tastes was precipitated
by the imposition of the EU’s Eco-Design Regulation 244/2009, which mandated
the withdrawal of traditional GILs from sale by 2012 [24]. This intrinsic change
to a major load type is reflected within the breakdown of electrical consumption
by lighting type, displayed in Fig. 2.3 [1], in which a dramatic drop off in the
share of GILs among overall lighting demand is noted from the date that the
aforementioned legislation was passed, in 2008 [24], until the present day.
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Figure 2.3: Annual lighting use in the UK by type and as a % of total domestic
electricity consumption, 2006 to 2017. Reproduced from data reported in [1].

Despite its declining significance in terms of overall energy share, a representative
survey of 250 UK homes [2] revealed how, on average, domestic lighting use is
concentrated around the daily peak in electricity consumption, in the early evening.
This is apparent within the average daily load profile, of disaggregated end use, for
the 250 customer sample, which is reproduced from [2] and presented in Fig. 2.4.
As such, the composition of domestic lighting, and its power quality behaviours,
retain their importance in the planning and operation of future networks.
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Figure 2.4: Average daily load profile for domestic electricity consumption
of surveyed UK homes, by appliance type, 2010 to 2011. Reproduced from [2].

The rising influence of harmonic polluting appliance types within the archetypal
electricity demand profile of UK residences is encapsulated by Fig. 2.4. In addition
to the impact of conventional, consumer electronic related demand, utilities must
also contend with the distortive characteristics imparted by technological innovations in other device types, such as cold appliances and lighting. Moreover, the
growing penetration of embedded generation sources, such as residential photovoltaic systems, which are not factored by this chart, will add to these concerns.
In this chapter, definitions for selected power quality terminology are introduced.
These metrics are pertinent to the evaluation of phenomena associated with the
increasing uptake of LCTs within modern distribution networks. In each case, reference is made to the relevant technical standards that govern the respective limits
associated with each metric, as appropriate. This is accompanied by a literature
review of the various technical approaches that might be employed to quantify
emerging power quality issues and alleviate their impact on network performance.

2.2

Displacement Power Factor

Power factor is a well known electrical engineering concept. In its purest form, it
is perhaps most readily explained in terms of the current drawn by a single-phase
load, considered in tandem with the supply voltage formed across its terminals. In
this initial analysis, both current and voltage are considered at fundamental frequency only, with the fundamental voltage and current phasors denoted by V1 ∠ δ1
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and I1 ∠ θ1 , respectively. Angles δ1 and θ1 are expressed relative to the reference voltage phasor for the system, specified at an arbitrary network bus. Fig. 2.5
depicts both phasors on the complex plane, shown at fundamental frequency, in
which the voltage reference pertains to the real axis and the convention for phasor
rotation is in the anti-clockwise direction. The voltage phasor at the load bus is
displayed as leading the reference axis by an angle, δ1 , equal to 4.8 ◦ , and considered to have positive polarity. Conversely, the current phasor lags the reference
axis by angle θ1 , equal to 21.0 ◦ , and so has negative polarity. A power factor angle
is thus formed between current and voltage of δ1 − θ1 , and equal to −25.8 ◦ [51].
Im

V₁ ∠ δ₁
Re

I₁ ∠ θ₁

Figure 2.5: Displacement power factor. Complex phasor representation of
current and voltage, in the 50 Hz plane, pertaining to an arbitrary load instance.

In the example given by Fig. 2.5, the displacement power factor (DPF) equals the
cosine of the angle between the voltage and current phasors, as per equation (2.1).
In this case, for a power factor angle of −25.8 ◦ , the DPF is 0.90 lagging, where
the term “lagging” is used to describe how the current phasor lags the voltage,
in the manner of a net inductive load. Conversely for a net capacitive load, the
current phasor will lead voltage, to produce a leading power factor. Finally, loads
which draw current in phase with applied voltage are said to operate with unity
power factor, as the cosine of their angular displacement equals 1.

DP F = cos δ1 − θ1 ≡

P1
V1 · I1

(2.1)

Moreover, equation (2.1) alludes to how DPF may be alternatively quantified as
the ratio of active power (at fundamental frequency), P1 , to fundamental apparent
power, S1 , the product of the fundamental voltage and current magnitudes. The
significance of DPF in this context becomes more evident upon considering the
expression for instantaneous power at fundamental frequency, p1 (t), as defined
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within IEEE Std. 1459 [52], in which the individual current and voltage sinusoids
combine to produce
p1 (t) = V1 · I1 · cos δ1 − θ1







· 1 − cos 2ωt

(2.2)

Active power, P1 , is defined as the average value of the instantaneous power signal

described in equation (2.2), i.e. V1 · I1 · cos δ1 − θ1 , and so the relationship
between P1 and S1 is established, as per equation (2.1), via their quotient, DP F =

cos δ1 − θ1 . For systems in which the voltage and current waveforms are not in
phase, an additional contribution to the overall level of S1 will flow in quadrature
to P1 . This is known as reactive power, the magnitude of which is denoted Q1 . It is
typified by its zero time average and thus inability to perform useful work [52]. For
completeness, the instantaneous representation of reactive power at fundamental
frequency, q1 (t), is expressed in equation (2.3), from which an expression for its

magnitude is evident, Q1 = V1 · I1 · sin δ1 − θ1 .


q1 (t) = V1 · I1 · sin δ1 − θ1 · sin 2ωt

(2.3)

The DPF metric may be envisaged as a hallmark of quality for the delivery of
active power to customers [51]. Given a fixed requirement for P1 , pertaining to
a single load, or a group; the most efficient means of servicing end user demand
is achieved when the accompanying power factor equals 1. For this scenario, zero
vars are dispatched to the load, serving to minimise the attendant flow of apparent
power, while maintaining the same provision of active power. Ultimately, watts do
not only constitute the main quantity desired by customers, but also the primary
chargeable item from the perspective of the utility. A reduced flow of apparent
power is analogous to a proportional decrease in current flow and consequential
lowering of line losses, which scale with the square of current and are dissipated
within the resistive properties inherent to the network infrastructure.
In practice, the controlled flow of reactive power within distribution networks often
proves beneficial for supervisory functions such as voltage management at network
extremities. Moreover, many types of customer appliance require reactive power to
operate, most notably motor loads, and so it is impractical that network operators
might seek to resolve delivered power factors to unity in all circumstances. Their
inductive characteristics render motor loads to sink reactive power from adjoining
networks, and thus operate with a lagging DPF, of the manner visualised in Fig.
2.5. Associated opportunities to reduce technical losses, in the manner discussed,
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form an impetus for power factor correction (PFC). This is often enacted through
the strategic placement of shunt connected, capacitor banks, which act as leading
sources of vars; in close proximity to the largest net inductive loads [35]. This
approach aims to decentralise the provision of reactive power demand, and in so
doing reduce network losses and release latent capacity in thermally congested
regions of the distribution network, which might otherwise be utilised to transport
reactive power over comparatively long distances.
The enactment of PFC technology in distribution networks is complicated by
several factors, most notably the existence of non-fundamental currents and voltages. The introduction of sizeable blocks of shunt capacitance has the potential
to form parallel resonant circuits with upstream network assets of an inductive
nature, most notably spans of overhead line or the leakage reactance of transformers [53, 54]. For affected topologies, resonance, and its associated power quality
impairments, can thus be excited by the flow of harmonic currents.

2.3

Short-Circuit Fault Level

If the path impedance from the source of a network to the bus position of any
prospective symmetrical, three-phase fault is known, then the corresponding short
circuit fault level, measured in volt-amperes and denoted SSC , can be calculated
for that location [16]. Simply put, the SSC metric offers an alternative means of
mapping the impedance of a network, at fundamental frequency [55, 56]. As a
consequence of three phase, short circuit faults being the most severe to occur
within the power system, in terms of ampere flow, this information is commonly
used by engineers to specify protection settings and circuit breaking capacities
on the network. Evidently, topological changes to a network, via intra-network
meshing or establishing interconnecting links between adjacent networks [57], will
affect the underlying impedance. This has a knock-on effect upon fault levels and
may necessitate upgrades to network assets and protection equipment.
In common electrical engineering parlance, a distinction is made between stiff
networks, which exhibit high short-circuit capacities, and weak networks, in which
lower SSC levels are observed [56]. For the former type, the presence of harmonic
current flows, emanating from the connection of non-linear appliances, taken across
lower path impedances, typically translates into lower harmonic voltage distortion
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levels, while the opposite is true of weaker networks. These relationships are
described in further detail within § 2.4. To this end, short-circuit fault levels are
treated as an important associative factor in the determination of appropriate
harmonic distortion compatibility levels for network operation, within industry
guidance such as IEC/TR 61000-3-6 [58].
Voltage regulation issues may also emerge in the presence of low short-circuit levels,
due to the comparatively large voltage drops that might be observed from the flow
of current in secondary networks [55, 59]. Some typical SSC values of different UK
voltage levels are reported in [16], depending on maximum and minimum demand
levels. Those that are most pertinent to this thesis are reproduced in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Typical, maximum short-circuit fault levels for different voltage
buses in the United Kingdom (reproduced from [16]).
Voltage level

Max. SSC

kV

MVA

33

1,000

11

250

0.4

30

Path impedances, and thus short-circuit fault levels, in distribution networks tend
to be dominated by the impedance of local transformers, and so these assets often
play a major role in determining the fault characteristics and harmonic distortion
performance of such networks. If network impedance, at fundamental frequency,
for a given PCC is denoted Zsyst , then the corresponding short-circuit fault level
is defined by equation (2.4) [60, 61]. This helps to explain why smaller values of
SSC are anticipated at lower voltage levels by Table 2.1.
SSC M V A



=

kVL (nom) 2
ZSyst

(2.4)

In the absence of impedance angle information, especially at higher voltage levels,
Xsyst >> Rsyst can be assumed and so Zsyst in equation (2.4) is assumed to be
overwhelmingly reactive. However, at lower voltages Xsyst and Rsyst are more
evenly matched [62], and so a more accurate representation is given by equation
(2.5), where ISC signifies the associated short circuit fault current [61].

Zsyst = Rsyst + jXsyst =
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2.4

Harmonic Distortion

The analysis of harmonic distortion is an extension of the principles of trigonometric, Fourier series expansion, whereby any periodic signal x(t), with period T,
can be decomposed into an infinite sum of individual sine and cosine waveforms
[63]. The general form of this mechanism is encapsulated by equation (2.6). Each
sine and cosine pair is theorised to oscillate at a unique frequency that is an integer multiple (or harmonic order, h) of the fundamental frequency1 , ω1 , observed
within the original, intact signal.


x t ≡ x t+T



∞
∞
X
X


1
≡ A0 +
Ah · cos hω1 t +
Bh · sin hω1 t
2
h=1
h=1

(2.6)

Fourier analysis is commonly undertaken for voltage, current and other power systems signals as a means of comprehending various electrical phenomena, such as
the propagation of system disturbances, the damping of oscillations and resonant
effects [29]. The fundamental frequency of supply in the UK is 50 Hz, and so it
is reasonable to treat any supplementary, harmonic frequencies observed within
the power system as wasteful and contributing to system losses [3]. While these
signals most typically manifest as integer multiples, h, of the fundamental frequency, interharmonic and subharmonic disturbances may also exist [13]. Given
that the presence of losses runs contrary to their business intentions, utilities are
financially motivated to improve the efficiency of power delivery by attempting to
quell harmonic pollution, wherever feasible.
Using the letter Q as a placeholder term, to denote either rms current, I, or rms
voltage, V, as appropriate [13, 58], the rms interpretation of a signal is shown to
resolve from the summation of its individual harmonic components, Qh , in equation
(2.7). In this expression, the harmonic number of 0 refers to the dc component of
Q, i.e. either I0 or V0 .
v
u∞
uX 2
Q = t
Qh

(2.7)

h=0

The non-fundamental, constituent harmonic orders of Q may be distinguished from
their fundamental counterpart, Q1 , and expressed as a stand-alone, collective rms
1

expressed here in radians, where ω =

2π/T
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quantity, QH [52]. This definition is captured by equation (2.8). Once again, the
terms Q, Q1 and QH selectively pertain to either current or voltage.
2

2

2

2

QH = Q − Q1 ≡ Qdc +

∞
X

Qh 2

(2.8)

h=2

The extent by which distortive effects degrade the useful, fundamental components
of current and voltage within the power system, is most commonly expressed using
the total harmonic distortion ratio [3], which may pertain to either current (T HDI )
or voltage (T HDV ). Referring once more to placeholder Q, the relevant THD
ratio may be defined as the proportion that is spread across the non-fundamental
harmonics, i.e. QH presented in equation (2.8). This is captured in equation (2.9),
which is configurable to represent either current or voltage distortion [52].

T HDQ =

2.4.1

QH
Q1

v
u
2
∞ 
u 2 X
Qh
t
Qdc +
≡
Q1
h=2

(2.9)

Influence of Harmonic Distortion on Power

For situations in which sizeable levels of THDI and/or THDV are detected, the
corresponding rms measurement for apparent power, S, pertaining to either flows
within the local network or draws by customers at nearby PCCs, may be observed
to significantly exceed that of the fundamental component, S1 [45]. As such,
a measure that incorporates the range of distortion and active powers existing
at non-fundamental, harmonic orders, known as the non-fundamental apparent
power, SN , is defined in IEEE Std. 1459 [52]. Its most basic form is
SN =

p
S 2 − S1 2

(2.10)

A more complete interpretation of SN , as a function of fundamental powers and
harmonic distortion ratios, is described in IEEE Std. 1459 [52] and reproduced
in equation (2.11). Three distinct contributions are presented: current distortion
power, DI ; voltage distortion power, DV ; and harmonic apparent power, SH .
SN 2 = DI 2 + DV 2 + SH 2

(2.11)

Each of the terms in equation (2.11) captures a different distortive coupling effect
between the prevailing voltage and current signals at a network node of interest.
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These relationships are expounded in the following, where the terms IH and VH
are analogous to that of the placeholder variable, QH , in equation (2.8); pertaining
to current and voltage, respectively
DI = V1 · IH ≡ S1 · T HDI

(2.12)

= VH · I1 ≡ S1 · T HDV

(2.13)

DV

SH = VH · IH ≡ S1 · T HDI · T HDV

(2.14)

In a similar fashion to that of the more established concept of reactive power at
fundamental frequency, Q, both DI and DV are classified as non-active powers.
This recognises that in the formation of either metric, the coupling of same order,
current and voltage harmonics does not occur, as is demonstrable from equations
(2.12) and (2.13), and so associated quantities of active power remain unchanged.
As such, the existence of both DI and DV does not contribute to the transfer
of energy to connected loads, only the additional dissipation of losses in network
conductors [52, 64]. By contrast, it remains possible for same order, current and
voltage harmonic coupling to manifest in a subset of the SH term, known as
harmonic active power and denoted PH in IEEE 1459 [52]. While this is not
a generally useful power, it performs work and is dissipated within customer loads
in the same manner as its fundamental counterpart, P1 [52].
In the strictest sense, equations (2.11) to (2.14) highlight how the flow of power,
under distorted conditions, is not merely a linear extrapolation of prevailing THDI
and THDV levels. The composition of the SH term in equation (2.14) underlines
the potential amplification effect that cross-coupling between non-fundamental
orders of current and voltage may exert upon SN , the undesired portion of S,
and the non-fundamental portion of rms current flow, IH . To quantify the extent
of any distortion led, amplification effect, SN may be expressed in terms of its
fundamental counterpart, S1 , by substituting equations (2.12)-(2.14) into equation
(2.11). Further refinement yields an expression for the SN to S1 ratio, exclusively
formed as a function of incident THDI and THDV , in equation (2.15) [37, 45, 64].

SN
=
S1

s

2

2

2

T HDI + T HDV + T HDI · T HDV
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Under practicable circumstances, it is argued in [64] that the likely extent of current and voltage cross-coupling, among non-fundamental orders, is such that the
contribution of SH to the overall level of SN can be deemed inconsequential. This
is due to levels of harmonic current distortion typically far exceeding those pertaining to voltage distortion [45]. Thus, the composition of SN can often be simplified
to that of equation (2.16), which effectively takes the form of a linear function of
applied harmonic current distortion.
SN ' DI ≡ S1 · T HDI

(2.16)

It is easily proven, that computational errors in SN of less than 1 % can be expected
to arise for conditions in which T HDV < 5 % and T HDI > 20 % [64]. This
is corroborated in [45], in which the power quality evaluation of an everyday,
harmonic current polluting, customer appliance, a mobile phone charger, reveals
that a strong correlation between SN and DI endures, irrespective of the different
levels of harmonic voltage distortion applied, within practicable limits.

2.4.2

True Power Factor

The rising prevalence of harmonic distortion within electricity networks means
that the DPF based convention for power factor, introduced in § 2.2, is often
expanded to encompass the full rms qualities of the active and apparent power
signals, such that power components within non-fundamental harmonic orders are
additionally factored [47]. For example, the nature of many power electronics
based circuits means that while a high DPF can often be achieved, a poor overall
power factor is evident, because of the device’s contribution to harmonic distortion
[65]. The definition for rms apparent power, S, provided in IEEE Std. 1459 [52] and
discussed in § 2.4.1, fully encompasses the contributions of both harmonic current
and voltage distortion to power flow. In this context, rising levels of distortion
correspond to decreases in the ratio of active power to rms apparent power, or
similarly an increase in the SN to S1 ratio expressed in equation (2.15), and thus
a poorer utilisation of transmitted power, by end users.
An updated definition, labelled the true power factor, P Ftrue , is introduced within
equations (2.17) and (2.18) [51, 52]. In these equations, the term PH is used to
denote the rms resultant of the portion of active power that is observed within
the non-fundamental harmonic orders; a phenomenon that is briefly described in
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§ 2.4.1. As active power can only arise from the direct coupling of voltage and

current harmonics of the same order, PH is usually extremely small, such that its
existence is often neglected in practice [52].

P Ftrue


P1 + PH
=
Vrms · Irms

1+

PH /P

1



P Ftrue = DP F · q
2
1 + T HDI 2 + T HDV 2 + T HDI · T HDV

2.4.3

(2.17)

(2.18)

Sources of Distortion

Figure 2.6: Graphical determination of transformer magnetising current, Iµ
(reproduced from [3]). (a) Half period of voltage and applied magnetic flux
density B crests versus time; (b) Impressed magnetic field strength H within
transformer core, as a function of B ; and (c) Resultant Iµ waveform.

Harmonic distortion within power networks may arise in the form of a distorted
voltage waveform and/or a distorted current waveform, as drawn by a non-linear
load. The latter phenomenon, T HDI , engenders voltage drops across elements of
the adjoining network, and in so doing changes levels of the former, T HDV , in an
indirect manner. Such contributions of non-linear load behaviours are considered
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to be the major originator of T HDV within modern networks [61]. Alternatively,
it is possible for imperfections in the functionality of network assets and generating
equipment to directly impress distortive qualities onto the voltage waveform.
One potential, direct cause of T HDV is the magnetic saturation of overloaded
distribution transformers. This effect may be discerned from the sample B-H
characteristic of such an asset, reproduced from [3] and presented in Fig. 2.6(b).
This demonstrates how increasing the magnetic flux density, B, as applied to the
transformer and which is proportional to the primary winding voltage, beyond the
magnetic saturation point is liable to push the resultant magnetic field strength,
H, into a non-linear region of determination. This non-linearity is subsequently
replicated within the transformer secondary voltage, manifesting in higher T HDV
content, especially for the third harmonic [3, 66].
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Figure 2.7: Types of dc power supply. (a) Linear DCPS with output voltage regulation; (b) Forward converter, switched-mode DCPS, with closed loop
voltage regulation.

Another network asset facilitated cause of harmonic pollution concerns the utilisation of capacitor banks on distribution networks. In some circumstances, the
combination of inductive transformer impedance and shunt capacitive reactance
has been observed to create resonant conditions at critically low harmonic orders
[3, 54]. For networks in which the resonant frequency is observed at a sufficiently
low order, the influence of background harmonic currents and/or voltages of the
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same order, which are of sufficient magnitude, can excite a resonant condition and
the attendant magnification of associated harmonic currents and voltages.
While the contributions of non-linear loads to harmonic pollution pertain to a wide
range of different load types, the issue is most clearly aligned with the properties of
certain classes of appliance. For instance, the growing utilisation of semiconductor
based, consumer and higher-powered electronics is generally accepted to have led
to a heightened prevalence of harmonic current flows within LV networks [13],
which in turn have had an aggregated impact on T HDV levels. The nature of
these technologies typically necessitates in-built, ac-to-dc rectification, often in
the form of a dc power supply module (DCPS), to power any logic based subcircuits [67]. For such products, the relationship between device functionality and
supply voltage is inherently non-linear [68]. Examples of the two main families of
DCPS, linear and switched-mode, are displayed in Fig. 2.7.
A linear DCPS commonly comprises a full-wave, diode bridge rectification stage,
with adjoining capacitor smoothing on the dc side. Voltage Vdc U R , formed across
smoothing capacitor Cdc in Fig. 2.7(a), is maintained via the non-linear practice of cyclically charging and discharging Cdc , coupled with the interchanging
conduction regime of the accompanying diode bridge [69]. However, Vdc U R remains unregulated and thus is susceptible to line-side, ac voltage fluctuations [70].
This hindrance is often remedied through the inclusion of a subsequent, transistor
based, regulation stage (represented by the block entitled VREG IC in Fig. 2.7(a))
[68, 71], from which a low ripple, dc output voltage, Vdc OP , is obtained. The ac
choke component, depicted on the line-side of Fig. 2.7(a), takes the form of an
inductance and helps to filter out any high order, current harmonics that may
transpire from the commutation of the supply voltage by the diode bridge [69].
However, owing to the large voltage step down ratios often required to power modern semiconductor circuits, the role of the harmonic choke is typically realised in
an indirect manner, in the form of a bulky, line-side transformer module [71].
Direct current, switched mode power supplies (SMPS), such as that of the forward converter depicted in Fig. 2.7(b), are normally preferred over linear DCPS
in contemporary appliances, due to their higher efficiency and reduced footprint
[68, 69, 71]. The regulation approach outlined for the linear DCPS in Fig. 2.7(a),
may simply be viewed as a potential divider stage, formed between the impedances
of the output load and the series connected, commutating transistor within the
VREG IC block. The voltage drop observed across this block, Vdc U R − Vdc OP ,
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is thus indicative of the sizeable amount of forgone dc power, dissipated within a
conversion process that can only muster efficiencies of between 30 and 60 % [71].
By contrast, SMPS based topologies can achieve much higher efficiencies, upwards
of 90 % [71]. Moreover, the adoption of much higher switching frequencies within
SMPS devices, than that of the grid supply, means that much smaller transformer
modules can be incorporated (if required at all), helping to reduce the package size
of any associated electrical appliance, considerably [71].
Fig. 2.7(b) shows that the featured SMPS uses a simple peak detector circuit
to establish unregulated dc voltage, Vdc U R , from the ac supply. This voltage
is subjected to high frequency dc chopping, via the pulse width modulated (PWM)
switching of the IGBT, such that a high frequency pulse wave is impressed upon
the primary winding of the step-down transformer. Diodes D2 and D3 are connected across the transformer secondary winding such that their cathodes share
a common potential [72]. This arrangement ensures that full wave rectification of
the dc chopped square wave can be performed, whereby at any one time the diode
(either D2 or D3 ) experiencing the highest voltage at its anode will conduct, while
the other remains under reverse bias. Finally, to ensure high throughput efficiency,
the low ripple dc output voltage desired, Vdc OP , is obtained via a low loss, LC filter. Regulation of Vdc OP is achieved using a feedback loop, within which control
logic manipulates the duty ratio of the PWM signal applied to the gate of the dc
chopping IGBT. High fidelity control of the output dc voltage is thereby realised.
Both variants of the DCPS circuitry presented in Fig. 2.7 feature diode rectification stages on the line-side. Such designs are liable to perturb the incident ac
waveform in a manner that invokes the drawing of substantial harmonic currents
from the adjoining distribution network. Currents of this nature typically manifest
as pulses, via which the burst charging of smoothing capacitors is achieved and dc
output voltages maintained; albeit at the expense of line-side harmonic distortion
levels. This characteristic is captured for the current draw of a classic full-wave
diode bridge front-end circuit, reproduced from [3] and presented in Fig. 2.8.
The use of larger inductances at the front-end (Fig. 2.7(a)) can help to smooth
out input current irregularities [69] of the manner observed in Fig. 2.8. Further
enhancements to displacement power factor and harmonic current suppression remain possible through passive or active filtering methods [68, 69]. However, such
augmentations can prove costly in the competitive world of consumer electronics,
and in some cases are not even mandated upon equipment manufacturers within
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the relevant power quality standards, as described in [24]. Despite these concerns,
one must also factor that the multitude of different, small-rated electronic devices
liable to connect within most modern networks, renders it likely that alleviative,
harmonic cancellation effects are prevalent at an aggregated level [67, 73].

Figure 2.8: Current and voltage waveforms for archetypal, full-wave diode
bridge rectification stage, with capacitor smoothing and unregulated dc output
voltage (reproduced from [3]).

Given its popularity as a supplementary application among modern distributed
loads, the variable frequency drive (VFD) is another class of power conversion
technology, and non-linear device type, that warrants review [13].
PWM controlled Inverter
ac voltage source

Cdc

V0

Ind.
Motor

Diode Rectifier Bridge

Figure 2.9: Circuit architecture of a typical, variable frequency drive interface
for a three-phase induction motor.

While the means by which VFDs function, alongside their inherently poor harmonic current performance [74], is similar to that of the switched-mode DCPS,
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the end use is very different. Both technologies include a front-end rectification
stage, traditionally taking the form of a diode bridge [75], to refashion the incident grid supply into a stable dc link voltage. However, for a VFD this is only an
intermediate function. The dc link voltage is subsequently converted once more,
via a back-end inverter circuit, to produce an ac voltage that is fully decoupled
from the line side in terms of its magnitude, phase angle and frequency. These
user configurable traits have an important application in the control of induction
motors, of which a major use, in both the residential and service sectors, is to
drive pumps and fans [75]. A circuit diagram for a three-phase induction motor,
supplied via a VFD interface, is presented in Fig. 2.9 [74].
The advantages that are accrued from the use of VFDs stem from the motor speed
control capabilities they impart. For certain induction motor-fed applications, full
speed operation is rarely required, and so equipment may be viewed as being oversized for the typical, day-to-day end use it serves. A potential consequence of
over-sizing, and so retaining the capacity to serve large, but infrequent, demand
events, is the manifestation of part-loaded operation as an intermittent sequence
of start and stop cycles [76]. Such behaviour results in a large number of motor
starting events, during which the magnitude of starting currents can approach six
times that of full load current [77]. This can intensify the rate at which the motors
deteriorate [76], and prove detrimental to their longevity.
The provision of air-conditioning (A/C) serves as convenient example of how VFDs
can help to relieve equipment stresses and lessen energy consumption. On an
average day, under part-loaded A/C operation, room temperatures can be maintained around a desired thermostatic set-point via sporadic bursts of blower fan
and compressor operation; during which each is loaded at close to its full rating. These cycles are interspersed with comparatively long periods in idling mode.
Using VFDs, the same cumulative, daily heat exchange can be provided, and temperature set-points maintained, under a more continuous regime of part-loaded
behaviour, whereby each of the constituent motors is operated at a slower than
nominal speed. Importantly, the latter approach serves to reduce the number of
motor starting events, thereby lessening exposure to damaging starting currents.
Operation within the inefficient, unloaded, idling mode is also generally averted.
Moreover, the mechanical input power required from a fan is known to scale with
the cube of the speed of the working fluid, such that a 20 % reduction in flow,
from the rated level, only requires half the input power [14, 75]. Thus, the energy
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consumption of fans operated at lower speeds is likely to reduce substantially.
For instance, to maintain the temperature of a room, the same volume of air
must be evacuated by the blower fan, per air change of that room. If temperature
equilibrium can still be achieved at a more gradual pace, through the use of a VFD,
then this will translate into energy savings. Similar savings are possible with VFD
coupled centrifugal pumps. These are used for fluid transfer applications and are
more widespread within industrial processes than residential environments [75].

2.4.4

Effects

Considerable engineering effort is expended in order to mitigate the potentially
harmful effects of harmonic currents and voltages on certain types of equipment.
Excess heating, inflicted by harmonics, is known to reduce the service life of incandescent lighting [3]. Flows of harmonic current can also prove damaging to
any instances of shunt capacitance in the power system, such as capacitor banks
and cables [67, 78]. Dielectric losses increase with both applied voltage level (at
fundamental frequency), V1 , and harmonic content, h · ω1 [3]; a phenomenon that
serves to degrade capacitor bank equipment and high voltage insulation. If the
inductive and capacitance elements of a network naturally combine to form a
resonant condition at a low harmonic order, the damaging effects described can
intensify substantially. This occurs when a forcing, distorted input current from a
non-linear source, or load, of the same harmonic resonant order, connects to the
network [67]. The concept of resonance within power systems is introduced and
explored to a greater extent in § 2.7.
One should be aware of the different sequence component related effects pertaining to each individual harmonic order. These relationships may be expounded by
considering the nature of current flow within a balanced three-phase, four-wire network, in which the phase currents that flow, IR , IY and IB , are equal in magnitude
and mutually displaced from one another by 120◦ [74]. Under such circumstances,
IR , IY and IB are observed to cancel one another out, in algebraic terms. This
produces a resultant neutral current, IN , of zero amperes.
By contrast, for non-ideal, unbalanced conditions, the algebraic decomposition of
IN , outlined in equation (2.19), lends itself to a derivation of the sequence effects
associated with different harmonic orders [67]. In the case of the fundamental
frequency of supply, the set of phasor angles, 0, 4/3π and 2/3π, correspond to the
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positive sequence of phasor rotation: R ⇒ Y ⇒ B, as per the intended operation
of any three-phase connected motor or generator unit.
IN =

IR



 

 

4π
2π
· sin h ωt + IY · sin h ωt +
+ IB · sin h ωt +
3
3

(2.19)

Currents of the third harmonic order, h = 3 in equation (2.19), combine in a
manner that resolves the three phasors to align in phase with one another, such
that the sequencing between phases is lost, an effect known as zero sequence. This
is apparent within the corresponding expression for neutral current, IN,3 :






IN, 3 = IR, 3 · sin 3 ωt + IY, 3 · sin 3 ωt + 4π + IB, 3 · sin 3 ωt + 2π




(2.20)
≡
IR, 3 + IY, 3 + IB, 3 · sin 3 ωt

For third harmonic currents to flow, a closed zero sequence path, i.e. a ground
loop [79], must exist. It may therefore be appreciated why this issue is primarily
a concern within LV networks [80] that possess a neutral conductor, supplied
through a grounded, wye-connected transformer secondary. Various articles [79,
81, 82] report that high emissions of the third harmonic can overload neutral
conductors, which are not usually designed to carry large currents [83], giving rise
to undesirable high temperature effects, and even an increased risk of fire [84].
Currents of the fifth harmonic order combine to form the arrangement represented
by IN,5 , in equation (2.21). Comparing with equation (2.19), it is evident that the
sequences of phases IY and IB are swapped, in relation to the IR phasor, indicating
a R ⇒ B ⇒ Y direction of phasor rotation. This is the reverse of the conventional
sense of rotation, and so is known as the negative sequence.
IN, 5 =







2π
4π
IR, 5 · sin 5 ωt + IY, 5 · sin 5 ωt +
+ IB, 5 · sin 5 ωt +
(2.21)
3
3

For three-phase motor applications, specific harmonic orders may interact to create negative sequence torques. These translate into a retarding force that acts
against the conventional, positive sequence, direction of rotation. Losses are exacerbated [67] and equipment can endure damage, via associated vibrations [85] and
additional rotor heating [79].
Currents of the seventh harmonic order are shown by equation (2.22) to combine
in a manner that is consistent with that described for the fundamental frequency,
as inferred by equation (2.19). Thus, a positive sequence effect emerges.
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IN, 7 =

IR, 7






4π
2π
· sin 7 ωt + IY, 7 · sin 7 ωt +
+ IB, 7 · sin 7 ωt +
(2.22)
3
3

The three main sequence effects have each been examined in terms of their relationship to specific low order harmonics. It should be noted that the same phenomena
are also observed for higher orders, such that a general pattern is established.
Harmonic indices of the form 3n, where n denotes a positive integer, are known as
triplens; each of which pertains to a zero sequence effect. Orders 3n+1 correspond
to the positive sequence, and orders 3n+2 impart a negative sequence effect.

2.4.5

Mitigation

An impetus for mitigating harmonic distortion within a network typically arises
in circumstances where the relevant power quality regulations are observed to
have been violated, the prospective connection of a disturbing load or generator
is deemed likely to cause violations, or the completion of such works is conducted
as a matter of good practice. Renewed interest in this topic has advanced across
Europe in recent years, in part due to the large influx of embedded generators,
which typically comprise voltage source converter (VSC) technology, based on
PWM switching [13]. For power quality reasons, passive filter circuitry, based on
bespoke arrangements of inductor and capacitor elements, is usually required to
couple such devices to their respective PCCs [19, 86, 87]. This matter is further
discussed within § 3.7.
The solutions discussed so far are implemented on the customer-side of the PCC.
Conversely, on the distribution network itself, active harmonic filtering methods
are increasingly being employed by utilities to provide harmonic compensation
[88]. Reasons for this include the excess of reactive power that is inherently provided by passive LC filters at fundamental frequency and the potential for resonant
coupling with the adjoining network impedances. For instance, shunt connected,
active power filters are proven to be adept at using VSC based control to inject
appropriate harmonic current spectra, into effected networks, as a means of compensation [88]. Moreover, higher roll-off rates for low pass filtering applications
are achievable using active designs.
As outlined in § 2.4.3, the presence of unacceptable harmonic distortion levels can
be attributed partly to the properties of the underlying network, rather than the
contributions of non-linear loads alone. For instance, T HDV levels will become
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more pronounced in locations where distorted currents flow across relatively long
electrical paths [89]. Thus, network reconfiguration options, in which meshed
operation is enacted, may be explored; although any resultant lowering of voltage
distortion levels may be counterbalanced by increases in short-circuit fault level
[90]. Instead, mitigation is most often enacted with the aim of coercing harmonic
currents onto low impedance, shunt paths, e.g. through filtering. It is preferable
that this approach is performed as close to the location of polluting devices as
possible, to prevent the spread of distortion to other areas of the network, in the
form of higher T HDV levels [67].
Conversely, this philosophy forms the basis of many power quality concerns for
networks in which capacitor banks are operated; devices through which the low
impedance sinking of harmonic currents should be avoided [78]. Moreover, amplifications in T HDV levels within such networks may indicate the presence of
a resonant condition, often caused by the coupling of shunt capacitance with the
leakage reactance of upstream transformers, in distribution or plant-level networks
[54]. This can prove especially troublesome for scenarios in which the resonant frequency occurs at a low harmonic order, and so is more prone to excitation by the
harmonic currents drawn by non-linear equipment. For this reason, the detuning of
capacitor banks is typically required, a method for which is discussed in § 2.7. This
involves the specification of a carefully selected, series inductance adjunct to the
capacitor bank, to counteract the naturally resonant tendency of the pre-existing
topology at the appropriate harmonic order [67].
Conventional, non-filtering options, dedicated to the eradication of problem frequencies can also be pursued. For triplen harmonic orders, the means by which
neutral grounding is performed at distribution transformers can help to counter
adverse effects. This is important, as neutral conductors are not typically subject
to overcurrent protection [67]. Connecting a resistor between the neutral point of
a wye-connected secondary and earth helps to limit neutral current [79]. However,
a balance must be struck between this effort and that of introducing a floating neutral voltage across the resistance that then impacts upon customers by effectively
reducing the phase-to-neutral voltage observed at utilisation level [61, 84]. The alternative to resistive grounding is solid grounding, but this is highly discouraged as
the corresponding magnitudes of single phase-to-ground fault currents can become
exceedingly high [79]. The flow of triplen currents is mostly confined within the
lower voltage, four-wire sections of the distribution network due to the widespread
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use of delta-star (Dyn) transformers, which trap the flow of zero sequence currents
within the delta-connected windings of the primary side [67, 91, 92].
For the fifth harmonic, one traditional approach to mitigation is the transposition
of overhead conductors to maintain the equitable balance of impedances between
adjacent phases. However, the popularity of this practice has declined in more
recent times due to the increased number of substations and subsequent complexity
of the interconnections across the network [74].

2.4.6

Measurement: Standardised Methods

Definitions for various harmonic distortion related metrics are provided within the
preceding sub-sections. It is important that any measurement methods associated with acquiring such values are specified and applied in a consistent fashion.
To this end, the certification of different types of instrumentation, according to
measurement related industry standards, facilitates engineers with the means to
analyse power quality phenomena in a reliable and reproducible manner. If a
common measurement standard applies, the direct comparison of various sets of
results, acquired across different environmental conditions and potentially using
several forms of equipment, can be considered to be both scientifically robust and
in adherence to the spirit of performing a “fair test”.
The EN Std. 61000-4 series of standards is a widely recognised, state-of-the-art
suite of technical specifications, concerned with the testing of electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC), and therein the process of capturing power quality data.
EN Std. 61000-4-30 [93] serves as the foremost guide to the measurement of a wide
range of power quality parameters, each specified alongside a tolerance of permissible uncertainty. Moreover, the document states the manner by which acquired
metrics should be presented for a selection of time-aggregated windows, including
intervals of 10-cycles (200 ms nominal), 150-cycles (3 s nominal) and 10 minutes
(time synchronised). Put simply, time aggregation is a means through which a
large quantity of high data rate information may be condensed into a smaller
series of representative values, expressed relative to a wider time interval.
Two strata of equipment certification, Classes A and S, are defined by EN Std. 610004-30 [93]. The former pertains to “advanced ” measurement equipment, depended
upon to provide measurements with a high degree of precision, e.g. for the purposes
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of validating the performance of consumer devices for compliance against relevant
EMC criteria [93]. Conversely, Class S equipment is intended for lower grade,
“survey” applications, through which statistics might be compiled over extended
logging periods.
In the technical chapters that follow, a series of power quality investigations are
documented. Measurements are obtained using a “Fluke 435 Three Phase Power
Quality (PQ) Analyzer ” device, which is IEC Std. 61000-4-30:2003 [94], Class A
certified [95]. This apparatus is equipped with four voltage and four current input
channels, each subject to a maximum sample rate of 200,000 samples per second. A
16-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) stage is employed to process these inputs.
System frequency is determined through the incorporation of a phase-locked loop
(PLL). This processes 4,096 samples across each 10-cycle window, thereby implying
that the samples obtained from the preceding ADC stage are downsampled (and
presumably filtered), prior to their utilisation by the PLL [96]. EN Std. 610004-30 dictates that the values recorded for system frequency, by Class A devices,
should be determined every 10 seconds, from the non-overlapping, aggregation of
constituent 10-cycle intervals. For all metrics, the aggregation of sequentially occurring streams of 10-cycle acquired values, with respect to longer time intervals,
is enacted via a simple root-mean-squared (rms) based computation [93]. Naturally, the value acquired for system frequency also has applicability in harmonics
analysis, specifically its direct mapping to the fundamental component, h = 1.
The measurement method espoused for both voltage and current harmonics, using
Class A apparatus, is deferred from the general guidelines for power quality instrumentation, EN Std. 61000-4-30, to a dedicated standard for the quantification of
harmonics and interharmonics, EN Std. 61000-4-7 [97]. This latter document outlines how these distortion metrics are determined via discrete Fourier transform
(DFT), as enacted on each consecutive, 10-cycle window of the samples output
from the ADC stage [97].
Fast Fourier transform (FFT) based algorithms are typically exploited for such
purposes, as is the case for the Fluke 435 apparatus [98]. For completeness, the
general formula presented for Fourier series expansion in equation (2.6) can be
repurposed in discrete form, as an N -point FFT, indexed by the set of positive
integers, { k | k ∈ Z+ , 0 ≤ k < N }. For an N -length window of time domain
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samples, x(n), the phasor representation of the k th frequency bin thereby takes the
following form [63].
X k



≡

N
−1
X
n=0





2π · nk
x n · cos
N






2π · nk
− j sin
N

(2.23)

Let M signify the integer multiple of power supply periods observed within the
time-domain window, i.e. 10 in this case. The mapping of harmonic orders, denoted
by integer values of h, to their corresponding centre frequency bin is encapsulated
by the subset of k, { M · h | h ∈ Z+ , M · h < N }. By definition, those indices
of k that do not satisfy such criteria pertain to non-integer (or rational) orders,
i.e. interharmonics, comprising the set h = { k/M | h ∈ Q+ , 0 ≤ h <

N/M

}.

The resolution of FFT bins (in Hertz), is the reciprocal of the duration of the
sampled window (in seconds). Thus, given that EN Std. 61000-4-7 [97] stipulates
the window length of the FFT within Class A devices to be 10 cycles of the system
frequency, i.e. 200 ms nominal, its resolution, ∆f , is nominally set to 5 Hz.
Imperfect conditions, in which a proportion of the measured harmonic (and interharmonic) content does not align precisely with integer multiples of ∆f , give
rise to the spectral leakage of extracted frequency domain information across bins.
This leads to a deterioration in the analytical quality of the FFT method [97, 99].
To counteract such concerns, some harmonic grouping methods are proposed by
EN Std. 61000-4-7 [97], according to the class of equipment under consideration.
For the power quality investigations undertaken for this thesis, harmonic measurements are logged using the Fluke 435, while its interharmonics collection mode is
disabled. By opting to neglect interharmonics, the storage burden on the device
is reduced, ensuring that longer periods of logging are accommodated. For this
configuration, the apparatus invokes the “harmonic grouping” method, espoused
by EN Std. 61000-4-7 [97], through which the bins of the FFT are translated into
a body of harmonic readings, delineated by integer orders of h only [100].
In EN Std. 61000-4-7 [97], the term YC, k is used to denote the rms magnitude of
the spectral component that aligns to the k th bin of the FFT. This is applicable to
the expression of either voltage or current. The related allocation of FFT content
to harmonic groups, encapsulated by Yg, h terms, is presented in equation (2.24).
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Yg, h

1
2
+
·Y
≡
2 C, (M ×h) − M/2

2

M/2 − 1

X

YC, (M ×h) + k 2 +

k = −M/2 + 1

1
2
(2.24)
·Y
2 C, (M ×h) + M/2

Using this method, the determination of a grouped, rms representation for the
third harmonic, subject to a resolution of 5 Hz, is illustrated in Fig. 2.10.
X(k)

centre freq. bin, k = M·h,
of grouping, Yg,h

∆f = 5 Hz

k=0

1

k = 10
(h = 1)

k = 25

k = 30
(h = 3)

k = 35

frequency bin, k

Figure 2.10: Example enactment of the harmonic grouping of multiple FFT
bins, centred around a harmonic frequency of order h = 3.

Harmonic content, extracted by the FFT to the bins found closest to the centre
frequency of each grouping, are accumulated in full within the resulting Yg, h value.
Conversely, content attributable to those bins located equidistant between adjacent
integer orders of h, are apportioned equally (in halves) between consecutive Yg, h
bands. This approach serves to fully conserve the energy of the sampled spectrum,
through its transition from raw FFT terms into harmonic groups. This quality is
visualised by the formation of consecutively ordered, harmonic groups in Fig. 2.11.
In accordance with EN Std. 61000-4-7 [97], the rms magnitudes of the harmonic
groups, |Yg, h |, are smoothed by a first order, low pass filter/digital integrator with
a time constant of 1.5 s [100], to produce the final, processed set of smoothed
harmonic group results, denoted Yog, h in the standard [97].
A common definition for the total harmonic distortion ratio, pertaining to either
voltage (THDV ) or current (THDI ), was introduced in equation (2.9). In practice,
it is not feasible for THD to be quantified exhaustively, across an infinite range of
harmonic orders, as per this idealised representation. Thus, a realistic upper limit
must apply to the range of harmonic orders used in computation.
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Figure 2.11: Formation of consecutively ordered, harmonic groups
and the conservation of spectral energy.

Despite the Fluke 435 device being equipped to measure individual harmonics
up to the 50th order, associated THD ratios are only quantified up to the 40th
index [96]. For clarity, this choice is symbolised in this thesis via the expression
T HD≤40 . While the 2003 revision of EN Std. 61000-4-30 [94], to which the Fluke
apparatus aligns, does not mandate a specific method of THD computation for
Class A devices, it defers the general specification of harmonics measurement to
EN Std. 61000-4-7 [97]. As such, the stated reliance of the Fluke device on the
T HD≤40 metric [96] is consistent with the definition presented for group harmonic
distortion, THDG, in EN Std. 61000-4-7 [97].
The formula for T HDGY that applies to the Fluke 435 is hereby presented, where
the Y subscript is interchangeable with either V or I, denoting either voltage
or current, as appropriate. The Yg, h terms represent the set of harmonic groups
calculated for individual orders, via the previously referenced formulae.

T HDGY

2.4.7

v
u 40 
uX Yg, h 2
= t
Yg, 1
h=2

(2.25)

Governance: Equipment Level Standards

In light of the numerous concerns raised within this discussion, it is unsurprising
that a variety of major international regulations exist to manage the proliferation of
harmonic voltages and currents. In Europe, the foremost power quality standards
pertaining to distribution networks and connected loads are EN Std. 50160 [28]
and the various parts of the EN Std. 61000-3 series [38], respectively. The PCC,
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typically located on customer premises, demarcates these standards’ respective
realms of applicability [24], such that electricity suppliers are bound by regulations
set out in EN 50160 [28], while equipment manufacturers must adhere to the
relevant parts of EN 61000-3 [38]. This allocation of responsibilities is similarly
reflected in the deliberations of IEEE Std. 519-2014 [101].
2.4.7.1

Small Appliances

For consumer appliances that are rated within 16 A and connect to a public LV
network, harmonic current limits are prescribed in the tables of EN Std. 61000-3-2
[38, 39], for all equipment rated above 75 W. Devices are delineated into one of four
classifications, Classes A to D. One should note that these strata are not linked
to the Classes A and S that are defined within the EN 61000-4 series of standards
[93, 97], for the purposes of measurement specification (§ 2.4.6).
The EN 61000-3 variety of Class A covers most household appliances, including
sub-3.68 kW rated instances of embedded generation; Class B is for portable tools;
Class C is consigned to all forms of lighting; and Class D is dedicated for known, vociferous, harmonic polluting appliances, including personal computing equipment
and VFD interfaced devices.
At the time of writing, the fourth edition of the aforementioned standard, specifically EN Std. 61000-3-2:2014 [38], remains applicable for devices manufactured in
Europe. However, an update to its parent, International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard was released in 2018, namely IEC Std. 61000-3-2:2018 [40].
As of March 2019, this has been elevated to European standard (EN) status, as
the fifth edition, entitled EN Std. 61000-3-2:2019 [39].
It is important to note the overlap that exists between the respective periods of
implementation for the fourth [38] and fifth [39] editions of EN Std. 61000-3-2. The
formal withdrawl of the fourth edition has been withheld until March 2022. Thus,
the power quality analysis undertaken by this thesis, for example in the laboratory
investigations of non-linear, electronic appliances (§ 5), is embarked upon through
the lense of EN 61000-3-2:2014 [38] applicability.
The main updates to EN Std. 61000-3-2 [39] pertain to the operation of Class C
devices (lighting). In the fourth edition (EN 61000-3-2:2014 [38]), the general 75 W
exemption limit, noted previously and applicable to Classes A, B and D, is lowered
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to encompass only lamps rated 25 W and below, but rendered inapplicable for
discharge lighting types, of which compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) are a subset.
An alternative set of dedicated, sub-25 W limits are imposed for discharge lamps.
These are revised with respect to a nominal voltage of 230 V and displayed in
Table 2.2 as percentages of the prevailing fundamental current, I1 .
Meanwhile, for the fifth edition (EN 61000-3-2:2019 [39]) the narrow focus afforded
to discharge lighting is abandoned, whereby the remit of all such previously applicable limits (as per EN 61000-3-2:2014 [38]) is extended to include all lamp types
with active power ratings in the 5 to 25 W band. Thus, the general exemption
limit is pushed lower to 5 W. This update is likely to have been made in recognition
of the poor harmonic behaviours observed for the new generation of low-powered,
LED lamps, as per the deliberations of [24].
Table 2.2: Harmonic Current Limits for EN 61000-3-2:2014/Discharge
lighting (≤ 25 W) and/or EN 61000-3-2:2019/All Class C devices (≥ 5 W
and ≤ 25 W). Nominal Voltage = 230 V (% of Fundamental Current, I1 ).
Harmonic Order
h

Max. Harmonic Current (% of I1 )
(i)

(ii)

(iii)*
* EN 61000-3-2:2019 only

3
5
7
9
11
13 ≤ n (odd) ≤ 39

78.2
43.7
23.0
11.5
8.1
88.6/n

86.0
61.0

35.0
25.0
30.0
20.0
20.0

Many commonalities exist in the standardisation of Class C devices across the
fourth [38] and fifth [39] editions of EN Std. 61000-3-2. Table 2.2 is presented in
such a manner as to consolidate this information. Irrespective of the standards
revision applied, the limits allot to three different permissible performance frameworks, denoted here as groups (i), (ii) and (iii).
Group (i) is revised from the set of mA/W limits specified for Class D devices
[38], on the assumption that a nominal voltage of 230 V applies. For instance, in
the case of third order harmonic current, the maximum limit specified for Class
D equipment is 3.4 mA/W, which scales to 85 mA for a device on the 25 W
rating boundary. The ideal, fundamental current draw of such an appliance, if
operating at 230 V, is 108.7 mA, and so a relative percentage limit of 78.2 %
can be inferred. Group (ii) combines comparatively loose magnitude limits, for
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the third and fifth harmonic orders, with strict controls on current phase angle
behaviours. Group (iii) limits are only applicable for EN 61000-3-2:2019 [39], and
are specified alongside an overall limit for T HDI of 70 %.
Table 2.3: Harmonic Current Limits for EN 61000-3-2/Class C devices
(> 25 W). % of Fundamental Current, I1 .
Harmonic Order
h
2
3
5
7
9
11 ≤ n (odd) ≤ 39

Max. Harmonic
Current (% of I1 )
2
30 · DPF
10
7
5
3

Quantification of the prevailing harmonic current limits for Class C devices rated
above 25 W is a more trival matter, given the consistent approach adopted by
the fourth [38] and fifth [39] editions of EN Std. 61000-3-2. These are repeated in
Table 2.3. For the third harmonic order, it is notable that the limit specified is
contingent on the DPF of the device (§ 2.2).
Table 2.4: Harmonic Current Limits for EN 61000-3-2/Class A
devices (> 75 W). Max permissible harmonic current, in ampere
and relative percentage terms. Odd harmonics only.
Harmonic Order

Max. Permissible Harmonic Current

h

A

% of I1

3
5
7
9
11
13
15 ≤ n (odd) ≤ 39

2.30
1.14
0.77
0.40
0.33
0.21

0.15 · 15/n

14.83 %
7.13 %
4.81 %
2.50 %
2.06 %
1.31 %
0.15⁄
15
16 · ( ⁄n) %

Similarly, the harmonic current limits presented for Class A devices are valid,
irrespective of the edition of EN Std. 61000-3-2 that is considered. These are
specified in ampere terms, and are repeated in the second column of Table 2.4.
Ampere values are shown alongside relative percentages in the third column, which
are expressed in respect of the maximum fundamental current of 16 A. While the
percentage limits are not explicitly specified within EN Std. 61000-3-2 [38, 39], they
are derived for application within supplementary power quality standards defined
for the connection of small scale embedded generators (SSEGs) in the UK. This is
discussed further in § 3.8, in relation to residential PV systems.
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2.4.7.2

Larger Appliances

For LV connected equipment with a rating above 16 A, and up to 75 A, per phase,
harmonic current limits are given in the tables of EN Std. 61000-3-12 [60]. In
contrast to sub 16 A rated appliances, the prescribed limits are dependent on the
short circuit fault level, SSC , (if known) at the PCC where the device is to connect.
This reflects the expectation that harmonic polluting devices connecting to weak
sections of the grid are liable to adversely affect prevailing voltage distortion levels
to a greater extent than if the same item was to connect at an alternative, higher
fault level network location. In accordance with this convention, a metric for short
circuit ratio, denoted Rsce , is introduced in EN 61000-3-12 [60]. If one considers
that only single- or three-phase type appliances are likely to connect, an expression
for Rsce is presented in equation (2.26), where Sequ denotes the rated apparent
power of the equipment and p refers to its number of phases.
Rsce =

p · Ssc
3 · Sequ

(2.26)

Table 2.5: Harmonic Current Limits for EN 61000-3-12 devices, versus Rsce .
Max permissible harmonic current in percentage terms, relative
to reference current, Iref . Odd harmonics only.
Harmonic Order

Max. Permissible Harmonic Current (% of Iref )

h

Rsce ≥ 33

3
5
7
9
11
13

21.6
10.7
7.2
3.8
3.1
2.0

Worst case harmonic current limits, for devices rated between 16 and 75 A, are
presented in Table 2.5. These pertain to the minimum Rsce value of 33, as quoted in
EN Std. 61000-3-12 [60]. A series of progressively relaxed current limits, for bands
of increasing short circuit ratio, up to values of 350 and above, are additionally
specified within the relevant tables of this standard [60], but are not reproduced in
this thesis, for reasons of clarity. The same limits apply for balanced three-phase
equipment, although due to the inherent lack of voltage unbalance associated with
such applications, the limits for triplen harmonic orders are rendered superfluous.
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It should be noted that the harmonic current percentages reported in Table 2.5
are expressed in relation to a reference current, denoted Iref , which the EN 610003-12 standard [60] defines as being the average rms input current, measured for
the equipment under consideration. This differs from the conventional approach
adopted for quantifying harmonic distortion, as per equation (2.9), in which the
underlying fundamental current, I1 , is used as the reference term. However, given
that the reference term used in this instance is, by definition, larger in magnitude
than that of I1 , the limits reported in Table 2.5 can be conveniently regarded
in the same manner as true harmonic current distortion values, and in so doing
nurture a more conservative design than that which is strictly necessary. Despite
the additional disturbance headroom this interpretation of Table 2.5 offers, it is
noteworthy that the values it reports are still comparatively higher than those
expressed in Table 2.4, for smaller, 16 A rated, or less, Class A devices.

2.4.8

Governance: Compatibility Standards

The concept of electromagnetic compatibility; between the harmonic current properties of non-linear loads, the impacts these have on wider T HDV levels within
public electricity networks, and the immunity of all connected devices to withstand a certain baseline of voltage quality, without detriment to their intended
function; is described within EN Std. 61000-2-2 [13], for devices connecting to LV
networks. Compatibility must be considered to ensure that close co-ordination is
achieved between the harmonic emission limits enforced on non-linear appliances,
via equipment standards, and the parallel expectation placed on devices to function correctly in the presence of a harmonic disturbance. This latter attribute,
the maximum level of disturbance that an appliance can reasonably withstand, is
known as immunity. Emission limits and immunity capabilities are inherently interdependent, and so emission limits must be set in accordance with the maximum
levels of disturbance that connected loads can withstand.
For reference, Appendix A expands further upon the notion of electromagnetic
compatability within distribution networks. This includes an explanation of the
processes involved in the designation of a 8 % limit for THDV compatibility in LV
networks, as advanced by EN 61000-2-2 [13]. The importance of quantifying the
likely uptake of resistive loads, such as heating, among electricity customers and
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their subsequent assistance in the damping of harmonic pollution within distributon networks, is also highlighted by EN 61000-2-2 [13]. As a corollary, one may
appreciate how network power quality is liable to be impacted by the displacement
of GILs, a resistive load type, with modern, non-linear lamp types, continuing to
gather pace in future years.
IEEE Std. 519-2014 [101] offers an alternative perspective on the orientation of
different disturbing contributions, liable to either a utility or its customers, to
the prevailing levels of T HDV observed at each of the PCC interfaces within
the electricity network. From the perspective of customer emissions, the importance of individual, appliance level harmonic limits, such as those described in EN
Std. 61000-3-2 [38], is discounted. Instead, an emphasis is placed on the aggregate
harmonic current interactions of individual customer entities with their adjoining
network. These considerations are cognisant of the time-varying assortment of active appliance mixes that might typically be observed behind the PCC. Despite the
benefits that equipment focused standards impart by tightly specifying the harmonic current footprints of individual appliances, they provide minimal guidance
on their aggregated impact. Thus, IEEE 519-2014 [101], and similar standards,
provide a useful function within the wider power quality landscape.
The philosophy of IEEE 519-2014 [101] necessitates prior knowledge of each customer’s maximum demand current (at fundamental frequency), denoted IL in the
standard [101], as observed at the PCC over the previous year. Similarly, the short
circuit fault current level, ISC , for that PCC must also be determined [101].
This echoes the approach used to define device emission limits in EN Std. 610003-12 [60], described in § 2.4.7, in which the Rsce metric for short circuit ratio,
defined by equation (2.26), is adopted. In the case of IEEE 519-2014 [101], the
ratio used,

ISC /I

L

, is framed in terms of IL rather than the rated apparent power

of individual appliances, Sequ [60]. The tables of IEEE 519-2014 [101] categorise
the harmonic current limits recommended for prospective customers, according to
the

ISC /I

L

levels observed at their PCCs.

A new metric for current distortion, termed total demand distortion (TDD), is
also introduced by IEEE 519-2014 [101]. Recalling the definition for rms harmonic
current, IH , in equation (2.8) of § 2.4; the expression for TDD is given in the
following, where IL represents the maximum demand current.
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T DD =

IH
IL

(2.27)

Table 2.6: Recommended Limits for Harmonic Currents, by Order,
for customers connecting at voltage levels ≤ 69 kV. IEEE 519-2014.
Short Circuit
Ratio at PCC
ISC /I

< 20
20 ≤
L < 50
50 ≤ ISC/IL < 100
100 ≤ ISC/IL < 1, 000
ISC /I > 1, 000
L
L

ISC /I

Max. Current Distortion (% of Max. Demand, IL )
3 ≤ h < 11

11 ≤ h < 17

T DD

4.0
7.0
10.0
12.0
15.0

2.0
3.5
4.5
5.5
7.0

5.0
8.0
12.0
15.0
20.0

The distortion limits pertinent to distribution network connected customers are
displayed in Table 2.6, for harmonic orders 3 to 17 and the overall TDD ratio.
In a similar manner to that observed for Table 2.5 and the provisions of EN
Std. 61000-3-12 [60], the percentage limits in Table 2.6 are not expressed relative
to the prevailing level of fundamental current, I1 , but rather in terms of the maximum fundamental current, IL , demanded at the PCC of interest. These are 95 %
confidence limits, whereby for all of the 10 minute averaged values taken across a
weekly period, at most 5 % are permitted to digress beyond the stated limits.
Similar to Table 2.5, the limits presented in Table 2.6 may be perceived as conservative, if benchmarked against the true T HDI levels measured in practice. Another
parallel with Table 2.5 is noted, whereby the most stringent limits reported in
Table 2.6 are assigned to those devices connecting at the lowest fault levels, with
emission limits being gradually relaxed as the short circuit ratio increases.
The propensity for discouraging harmonic emissions from low fault level PCCs,
is reflective of the fact that stiffer grids, in which ISC is high, can accommodate
greater injections of harmonic current. The harmonic voltage drops that ensue
from such injections, over the relatively small network impedances, only manifest
in modest increases in T HDV . Similarly, for a given short circuit fault level, customers who exhibit lower maximum demand expectations, IL , exert lesser influence
on aggregate power flows and thus global distortion levels. In comparative terms,
it may be thought more equitable that such users might be permitted to contribute
greater amounts of current distortion, taken as a percentage of their overall demand, than larger scale customers, who in proportional usage terms may pollute at
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lower ratios, while contributing more significantly to prevailing disturbance levels
in ampere terms.
The relatively, laissez-faire philosophy described in IEEE 519-2014 [101] for the
prescription of harmonic emissions limits for small sized customers, is similarly
espoused within IEC Technical Report (TR) 61000-3-6 [58], in which strategies
for harmonic distortion planning within Europe’s medium (MV), high (HV) and
extra high (EHV) voltage level networks are discussed. Another document, IEC
TR 61000-3-14 [102], applies the same thinking to LV networks. For clarity, in
the context of the aforementioned standards, LV refers to voltages ≤ 1 kV, MV
pertains to the 1 kV to ≤ 35 kV band, HV denotes voltages from 35 kV to ≤
230 kV, and EHV covers voltage levels above 230 kV. The intention of all three
documents [58, 101, 102] is to define sets of harmonic current limits, which if
adhered to by all network customers, across their range of electrical installations,
should ensure that the prevailing T HDV condition of the system is not aggravated
beyond acceptable quality of supply boundaries.
In IEC 61000-3-6 [58], if the power demand of a MV/HV/EHV customer is deemed
to be small, relative to the short circuit power at the PCC, then a detailed evaluation of that customer’s harmonic emission levels is not required by the system
operator. Indeed, while Table 2.6 shows that IEEE 519-2014 [101] defines limits for customers with short circuit ratios of 1,000 and upwards, Clause 8.1.1 of
IEC 61000-3-6 [58] recommends that MV customers with ratios of 500 and above,
should be permitted to connect to the system without examination. Moreover,
limits may be relaxed further for customer equipment that is served by long MV
feeder spans [58]. Otherwise, users sited at the ends of such feeders may become
more harshly penalised than those located at the head of the exact same conductor,
on account of the comparatively low short-circuit levels they experience [58].
For LV installations, those that satisfy the emissions criteria of EN 61000-3-2 [38]
or EN 61000-3-12 [60], as appropriate to their current rating, do not require further examination unless their apparent power rating exceeds a volt-ampere rating
limit, Smin . Thereafter, a bespoke set of T HDI limits may be proposed for the
installation in question by the system operator, in accordance with IEC TR 610003-14 [102]. The value of Smin is pre-ordained by the relevant system operator and
so is not explicitly defined within IEC TR 61000-3-14 [102].
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In addition to offering recommendations on appropriate disturbance contributions
from network customers, IEEE 519-2014 [101] specifies upper limits for voltage
distortion on networks, as observed at PCCs, which network operators are deemed
to be capable of containing, so long as individual, customer-level disturbances are
managed to within the values outlined in Table 2.6. Despite the comparatively
stringent nature of IEEE 519-2014 [101] over IEC 61000-3-6 [58], the analysis
presented in [103] challenges the notion that the harmonic current limits described
in IEEE 519-2014 [101] are sufficient to prevent the development of adverse voltage
distortion conditions on distribution networks.
In [103], two years of power quality field measurements, acquired from a real-world
13.2 kV network consisting of 134 feeders, report regular excursions beyond the
T HDV threshold for MV networks in IEEE 519-2014 [101], of 5 %2 . Even the
average T HDV level noted during monitoring, 4.73 %, is only marginally below
this desired limit [103]. The penetration of large disturbing loads on the monitored
networks, including PV and electric vehicles, was known to amount to less than 1 %
of the aggregate customer demand on each feeder, and so the main source of the
high levels of disturbance is surmised to be that of regular, non-linear appliances. It
is curious that all such devices are likely to conform with existing, equipment level
power quality restrictions. Therefore, from a holistic standpoint, it is concerning
to note how this situation does not appear to translate into acceptable set of
power quality conditions on the local MV network; a scenario which is the stated
objective of both the IEEE 519-2014 [101] and IEC 61000-3-6 [58] documents.

2.4.9

Governance: Quality of Supply Standards

As discussed in § 2.4.8, IEEE 519-2014 [101] provides upper limits for T HDV , as
measured at the PCC interfaces of a network. Similarly, in Europe the upper
limits for voltage distortion, and other power quality metrics, are defined in EN
50160 [28] for LV, MV and HV (up to 150 kV) voltage levels. In both cases the
compatibility levels set for T HDV are specified in relation to ten minute averaged
values accrued over a one week period. 95 % of these values should be less than or
equal to the relevant compatibility level percentage. Clauses 4.2.5 and 5.2.5 of EN
50160 [28] state that T HDV levels observed in LV and MV networks, respectively,
should be ≤ 8 % for 95 % of the ten minute averages. In § 5.1 of IEEE 519-2014
2

This limit is similarly reported in Table 2.7 of § 2.4.9
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[101], the same limit is specified for LV networks, while a more conservative value
of 5 % applies within MV networks.
The corresponding limits specified for individual harmonic voltage orders, given
as percentages of the prevailing fundamental voltage component, V1 , are reported
for the two standards in Table 2.7. Once again, a 95 % confidence level is applied
in the assessment of these limits.
Table 2.7: Relative Limits for Harmonic Voltages, by Order, for the delivery
of power on LV and MV networks. EN 50160 versus IEEE 519-2014.
Max. Voltage Distortion (% of V1 )
Harmonic Order

EN 50160 [28]

h

LV & MV

3
5
7
9
11
13
T HDV

5.0
6.0
5.0
1.5
3.5
3.0
8.0

IEEE 519 [101]
LV

MV

5.0
”
”
”
”
”
8.0

3.0
”
”
”
”
”
5.0

The differences between compatibility and planning levels for T HDV were briefly
mentioned in § 2.4.8. More conservative sets of planning levels, assigned to different voltage levels, which correspond to the values presented in Table 2.7, are
contained within the Electricity Networks Association’s (ENA), Engineering Recommendation (EREC) G5/4-1 [104]. These are complemented by another set of
indicative planning levels in Table 2 of IEC/TR 61000-3-6 [58].

2.5

Voltage Excursions

Excursions in the voltage supply, as might be observed at a customer’s PCC,
refer to incidents where the magnitude of the rms voltage waveform digresses
outside a band of upper and lower statutory limits, as prescribed within relevant
technical standards. These events can be either momentary in nature, and thus
self-restoring, or prevail across more sustained periods, for which corrective action
may be taken by the utility. Sudden changes to bus voltages may be attributed to
localised disturbances on the power system, such as fluctuations in the power drawn
by connected loads, the assertion of reactive compensation or, more seriously, the
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occurrence of a fault. The efforts of utilities to maintain voltage at all buses to
within the statutory range, in the presence of system disturbances of the manner
described, may be framed as the quintessential voltage stability problem [105].
Short duration dips in rms voltage, below the lower statutory limit, are commonly
referred to as voltage sag events. Similarly short term boosts in rms voltage,
above the upper statutory limit, are labelled as voltage swells. Sags and swells are
classified as enduring for a period between 10 ms and one minute3 [48]. The longer
term analogues to voltage sags and swells, i.e. those events lasting more than one
minute [48], are termed undervoltage and overvoltage instances, respectively.

2.5.1

Governance

For LV networks, Clause 4.2.2 of EN Std. 50160 [28], states that all ten minute
mean, rms magnitudes of the supply voltage should fall inside the range 230 V − 15 %
to 230 V + 10 %. Moreover, EN 50160 [28] also specifies that 95 % of the 10 minute
averages, recorded across one week, shall be in the range 230 V ± 10 %. These
limits originate from the CENELEC defined set of standard voltages for power
transmission and distribution systems, and ± 10 % tolerance therein, as outlined
in EN Std. 60038 [106]. However, for reasons of legacy, dating prior to 1995 and
the UK government’s commitment to low voltage harmonisation across the EU,
the lower voltage limit enforced in the UK is further refined, to 230 V − 6 %. This
is similarly reflected within the British wiring regulations, BS 7671 [107].
For MV networks, EN Std. 50160 [28] defines nominal voltage, Vb , to be between 1
and 36 kV. In such networks, under normal operating conditions, voltage should
only fluctuate around the relevant Vb level by ± 10 %. EN Std. 50160 [28] tests
this criteria more stringently than at LV, whereby 99 % of the 10 minute averages,
recorded across one week, shall be within the specified range.

2.5.2

Causes

In identifying the causes of voltage excursion within the UK, it is important to
initially discuss some of the peculiarities inherent within the archetypal British distribution system. In the context of an updated standards framework, the efforts of
3

0.5 to 3,000 cycles, of a 50 Hz supply
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UK/European voltage harmonisation over recent decades have undoubtedly influenced the manner by which voltage excursion events may occur. As per BS 7671
[107], the nominal LV service voltage in the UK was 240 V in the years prior to
1995. This renders the design of LV networks, and installed assets, in Britain to
remain, in effect, geared towards a nominal voltage of 415/240 V, while prevailing power quality standards and the operation of the vast majority of customer
equipment are co-ordinated towards 400/230 V. The impacts of this paradigm are
perhaps most apparent within the specification of MV/LV transformers, such as
that depicted serving an LV network within the simplified example of Fig. 2.12.

V2

MV/LV TRANSF. MODEL

V1

Req

Xeq

Ideal Transf.
a:1

Ø1
Ø2
Ø3

∆V

N

Figure 2.12: Simplified model of an MV/LV transformer,
serving single phase LV feeders.

The voltage ratio of transformers typically installed in the UK is 11/0.433 kV
[108]. The higher than nominal, secondary voltage rating is chosen to ensure that
an approximately nominal voltage, of 415/240 V, is observed at the transformer
secondary under full load conditions [108]. This ensures that the voltage drop,
∆V , observed across the leakage impedance, Req + Xeq is counteracted. At full
load and 0.85 power factor, this is estimated to account for around 4 % of nominal
voltage [108]. Since, utilities can traditionally expect a full load voltage drop
of around 7 % to be incurred on an LV circuit [109], maintaining 240 V at the
sending end ought to ensure that undervoltage events, as might be experienced by
customers at the ends of LV circuits and which BS 7671 defines as being below
216.2 V, are generally avoided. Given the nominal values specified for the different
voltage levels displayed in Fig. 2.12, of 11 kV and 415 V for V1 and V2 , respectively;
a nominal transformation ratio, a, of 11,000/415 applies4 . Thus, an off-nominal
transformation ratio, denoted t, of 0.958, effectively serving to boost secondary
voltage above nominal, is implicit by the design of the MV/LV transformer [109]5 .
One may therefore appreciate why the LV networks of the UK are inclined to run
4
5

a = V1/V2
415/433 = 0.958
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towards the upper end of the statutory range, ≤ 253 V , and how this may be
indicative of a tendency within UK power distribution, to act with greater caution
towards the prevention of undervoltage events, rather than for overvoltage.
MV/LV class distribution transformers in the UK are typically equipped with offcircuit tap changer mechanisms, such that the voltage ratio can only be adjusted
on a manual basis by a dedicated utility crew. One common tap setting range is
-5.0 % (voltage boost) to +5.0 % (voltage buck), spaced in intervals of 2.5 %, where
the centre tap (0.0 %) is known as the principal tap [108, 109]. In respect of the
nominal secondary voltage applied in practice, 415 V, rather than the nameplate
value specified for the transformer, 433 V, and for the purposes of performing
hand calculations and power systems studies; the tapping range discussed may be
alternatively considered as an equivalent set of off-nominal transformation ratios
[109], of the range 0.911 to 1.006, centred around 0.958. Similarly, with respect
to the European standard LV voltage of 230 V, an effective off-nominal range of
0.878 to 0.970, centred at 0.924, applies.
Each off-circuit, MV/LV tap setting is chosen in accordance with the electrical
distance of the unit from its primary 33/11 kV distribution substation, thereby
reflecting the voltage magnitude expected at the nominal 11 kV, primary winding
of the MV/LV unit. For example, a MV/LV unit that is located close to the
primary substation can expect to experience higher than nominal voltage on its
primary winding and so may be configured with a +2.5 % tap setting to achieve
a full load, secondary voltage of 240 V. Conversely, a MV/LV transformer found
at the extremities of the distribution network may be equipped with a -2.5 % tap
setting to counteract the lower than nominal voltage level it observes on its primary
side, again to maintain a full-load, secondary voltage of 240 V. It is notable that no
consideration of the disparities in voltage observed across the PCCs served by the
same LV circuits is given in the setting of the MV/LV transformation ratios. All
flexibility in this regard, in terms of load diversity, seasonal changes and electrical
distance from the main LV bus, is intended to be encapsulated within the 230 V
+10 %/-6 % statutory range.
The advent of embedded generation within LV networks, plus changes to the typical demand signature of LV customers, call into question the continued wisdom
of the stated design philosophy, to effectively manage voltage levels within distribution networks. Increased popularity in LCT adoption among LV customers is
posited as a major contributing factor to voltage limit violations. For example, the
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impact of high PV penetration levels on voltage rise within LV networks is studied
in [110], in which an on-load tap changer (OLTC) is introduced for the MV/LV
transformer serving the LV circuit in question. In the UK, the use of OLTCequipped transformers at MV/LV interfaces is not common design practice, and is
usually reserved for higher voltage levels, in which swings in voltage are traditionally more severe [108]. A volt-var control (VVC) technique is used to co-ordinate
tap changes via the OLTC, alongside capacitor bank switching, to regulate voltage
on the LV network in the presence of different PV penetration levels [110]. Despite
the influence of VVC, simulations for PV penetrations of 15 % and 30 %, using the
base case network configuration, show that voltage increases of 0.02 pu and 0.03
pu, respectively, can be expected to arise during summer months. Moreover, the
limitation of the transformer’s tapping range is exposed, as the transformer is
“pinned” to its maximum tap when generation from the embedded PV reaches
its collective peak, thereby triggering the aforementioned voltage rise issues [110].
Cloud induced, voltage transients are also noted to emerge within this network,
under high penetration levels for PV [110].

T otal P eak P V P ower
P V P enetration % =
T otal P eak Demand

(2.28)

Similar concerns about the dynamic impacts of transitioning cloud cover are highlighted in [111]. The propensity for steady-state overvoltage, observed for different
PV penetrations up to 50 %, is also analysed for a 12.47 kV network in which a
mix of 1,300 residential, commercial and light industrial customers are connected.
Voltage excursions are assessed under clear sky conditions in simulation, with overvoltages beginning to occur at a penetration level of 30 %, becoming more prevalent
as the simulated penetration level is increased [111]. An expression for quantifying
PV penetration within a network is provided and reproduced in equation (2.28)
[111]. Overvoltage effects, inflicted under higher penetration levels, are reasoned
to be highly dependent on conductor impedance, such that two of the worst case
locations for overvoltage are observed at the ends of long spans of overhead line,
while nodes found closer to the points of voltage regulation on the network are
observed to have no overvoltage problems.
Similar analysis of the relationship between the penetration of PV in distribution
networks and overvoltage events is performed in [112–115]. The studies performed
in [112], in relation to the influx of embedded PV in New Zealand, are pertinent
to the UK experience, given the two nations’ similar latitudes, with respect to
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the equator, and thus common climatic conditions. Overvoltage issues in New
Zealand are also reasoned to act as a similar constraint to hosting capacity for
photovoltaics within LV networks [112]. This is in light of the observation that LV
networks in both nations already operated close to their upper statutory voltage
limits, for reasons discussed previously in this sub-section, prior to the introduction
of distributed generation [108, 112]. A similar concern is expressed at MV levels
in the UK, for the voltage constrained connection of wind turbines, in [115].
Low short circuit fault levels are also presented as a source of voltage related
concerns associated with PV installations [55, 112, 114]. This characteristic is
often typified by the more pervasive voltage fluctuations observed within weaker
circuits served by lower rated MV/LV transformers, in which the comparatively
higher electrical path impedances cause larger feeder voltage drops to arise. For
countries such as New Zealand and the UK, overvoltage issues at the LV level may
also be attributed to the seasonal and intra-day dislocation that is often inherent
between the peak periods of PV generation and electricity demand [112, 115]. This
effectively widens the serviceable range of net electrical demand that must be consolidated within the confines of the statutory voltage range, but typically without
the means to locally regulate voltage on LV circuits, through OLTC based control
or similar means. However, often for distribution networks in which OLTC based
regulation is present, automated tap change actions are locked out by protection
systems in the event that reverse power flows (a traditionally, extremely atypical
occurrence) are observed through the transformer [116, 117].
Changes to the demand profile of LV customers, from which subsequent impacts
on service level voltages may be presaged, are reported in the data tables of [1]
and used to inform Figs. 2.1 to 2.3, of § 2.1. Fig. 2.1 depicts the steady fall in the
UK’s total domestic electricity demand, by 16.2 % overall, between 2005, when
the historical peak was observed, and 2017. This is despite the UK’s population
increasing by 9.3 % over the same period6 . Fig. 2.2 shows how reasons for the
reduction in overall domestic demand are likely to include the increased efficiencies
of lighting, personal computing and cold appliances, such as fridges. These gains
have been partially offset by increased demand for electronic appliances, such as
TVs. In the case of lighting, Fig. 2.3 portrays its changing composition, away from
traditional GIL types and towards modern constant power type lamps, which do
not impart the same strain on voltage levels within distribution networks.
6

Office for National Statistics, “Overview of the UK population”: http://bit.ly/2p8kNFT
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In addition to the gradual and ongoing decline of active power demand, the requirement for reactive power among distribution network customers is also likely
to have been moderated by the changes in consumer tastes described. Inductive
reactive power flow has traditionally constituted an integral component of feeder
voltage drop, and so its curbed presence is likely to contribute to higher network
voltage levels. The use of VFDs (§ 2.4.3), as voltage interfaces for a plethora of
motor equipment has led to improved operating efficiencies and a reduced reactive
power requirement. For example, there is reason to suggest that this innovation
is partially responsible for the decrease in refrigeration related demand, observed
in Fig. 2.1. Moreover, for smaller, domestic electronic appliances, among the most
popular of which are noted by [1] to include TVs, games consoles, set-top boxes,
mobile phone chargers [45], audio equipment, laptop chargers and video display
units; power factor correction is often an inherent feature of product design.

2.5.3

Effects

It is crucial to consider the potential effects that voltage excursions outside the
statutory range may elicit on customer electrical appliances, which are only specified to operate safely within this range.
The magnitude of the starting inrush currents for heat pumps (HPs) (like that
of any induction motor) may be a number of multiples of the full load current
and so, for large applications, can introduce perceptible irregularities within the
voltage profile observed at the PCC [118]. One might expect the prevalence of
voltage fluctuations, or flicker, within local networks to proliferate as adoption
rates for HPs increase, especially during autumn and spring when compressors
tend to start and stop with greater frequency [76], although this phenomenon
may also be symptomatic of an oversized heat pump system. In some instances,
capacitors are used to reduce starting currents and so counteract voltage dips
[118]. Alternatively, it is now commonplace for compressor motors to be fitted
with semiconductor based soft-starter circuits [119], although starting currents
are still typically around double of those observed at full load
The effects of cloud induced voltage transients, of the manner observed under
high penetrations of PV, were studied in [111]. These events tended to manifest
in sporadic voltage dips, culminating in an increased requirement for automated
intervention via voltage regulator induced, transformer tap changes. For the base
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operating scenario, described in [110], the number of regulator operations required
during winter, spring and summer are reported to change by -0.2 %, +35.2 % and
+43.8 %, respectively, as the PV penetration level increased from 0 % to 30 % in
simulation. Despite the growth in regulator usage described, the results reported
in [110] may in fact understate the true extent by which voltage regulating actions
(i.e. tap changes) are increasingly needed under higher PV penetrations. This is
due to the tap pinning phenomenon, described previously, which ensues during
periods of high PV generation [110]. Moreover, an increase in the daily number
of tap changes, deemed necessary to regulate network voltages, may result in an
increased maintenance requirement for the equipment [120]. OLTC mechanisms
have typical lifespans of around 800,000 tap changes, interspersed by maintenance
intervals of between 50,000 and 100,000 operations [120].
Another emerging concern, related to the occurrence of overvoltages, is the nuisance tripping of DGs, as articulated by UK stakeholders to distribution network
operators (DNOs) in [121] and discussed in [122]. This issue pertains to the inconvenient triggering of overvoltage protection within grid-tied, PV inverters (PVIs).
Table 5.3.1 of Engineering Recommendation (EREC) G83/2 [20] stipulates that
primary overvoltage protection for PVIs should, by design, be enacted if terminal
voltage exceeds 230 V +14 % (i.e. 262.2 V) for one second or longer. By contrast,
PCC voltages should not exceed 230 V +10 % on LV networks, as per EN 50160
[28], unless a fault has occurred, upon which all downstream DG sources should
disconnect as a matter of safety (via anti-islanding). This discrepancy of 9.2 V,
accounts for it being permissible for generating PVIs to raise voltage on the customer side of PCCs to levels exceeding the upper limit of EN 50160 [28], so long
as the same limit remains unbreached at the PCC itself [121].
However, despite the prevailing regulatory framework, many of overvoltage trip
events associated with PVIs in the UK are reported to occur at 253 V [121], rather
than the higher threshold outlined in EREC G83/2 [20]. This is due to some of
the inverter brands deployed in the UK having been designed for installation in
continental Europe, where parallel legislation, EN 50438 [123], applies.
Under these settings, primary overvoltage protection is enacted at 253 V. One may
consider that the average voltage magnitude observed within the LV networks of
the UK is reckoned to be 242 V [124]. Thus, a restrictive voltage headroom, of
only 9 V, is likely to pertain to the operation of most continentally configured PVIs
within LV networks; a margin that is effectively doubled for UK configured PVIs.
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Moreover according to EN 50438 [123], a tripped PV inverter will only reconnect
once voltage levels have returned to within the limits prescribed for at least 20
seconds, after a minimum observation time (while off-line) of 60 seconds. As such
a large amount of nuisance tripping events could result in significant amounts of
generated energy, and associated revenue, being forgone by DG owners.
Overvoltages also adversely affect network assets, such as capacitor banks, which
can only usually withstand voltages of 1.10 pu [66]. Dielectric losses increase with
applied voltage magnitude. This serves to degrade insulation, accelerate ageing of
the insulation and ultimately shorten asset lifespan [3, 66].

2.5.4

Mitigation

Alleviative responses to overvoltage events may take many forms, such as changing7 the tap ratio of a distribution transformer to reduce secondary voltage, the
assertion of reactive compensation equipment within affected regions of the network, or even (in more drastic circumstances) the shedding of loads. Exploration
of the first two options may assist in increasing the hosting capacity of a network
for PV, with respect to any potential overvoltage constraints [112]. However, as
tap changes for MV/LV transformers are overwhelmingly enacted via off-circuit
means [108], and thus atypical of everyday utility practice, they are likely to be
accompanied by a higher risk of undervoltages being encountered by connected
customers [112]. Persistent voltage violation problems that arise as a consequence
of long term changes to customer load patterns, are often resolved by utilities via
expensive network design and reinforcement practices. These include the oversizing of transformers and secondary conductors [118], to stiffen networks and thus
inhibit feeder voltage drops. This practice is noted to have been adopted in Germany, at great expense, to counteract the voltage rise effects imparted by the
increased uptake of photovoltaics in distribution networks [114].

2.5.4.1

Line Drop Compensation

For networks that are equipped with OLTC-enabled transformers, most typically at
the primary distribution substation level [108], an established means of automated
voltage regulation, termed line drop compensation (LDC) is often practiced. Its
7

via either automated or manual means
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use in controlling end-of-line voltages, on mostly radial feeders, has been commonplace in distribution networks for several decades [125]. In contemporary use, the
technology is observed to have been effective in alleviating overvoltage problems
for networks in which low to medium penetrations of PV pervade [112].
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Figure 2.13: Example architecture of a line drop compensation scheme, as
enacted for a simple, radial feeder.

As visualised in Fig. 2.13, LDC control acts independently of direct network operator supervision to maintain the voltage, V2 , on the secondary side of transformers,
by compensating for the power flows through the transformer. A simple model of
the downstream network is encapsulated within a pair of compensating resistance,
R, and reactance, X, set-points that are used as inputs to a sensing relay [91].
A current transformer (CT) is also employed to sense the load current flowing
through the feeder, plus a potential transformer (PT) to measure voltage, V2 , at
the secondary bus. The voltage drop, ∆VF DR = V2 − VEOL , observed between the
regulator and the node of regulation, denoted EOL in Fig. 2.13, is thus estimated
from a combination of R, X and the sensed current [91]. From this, a proxy for
0

the regulated, end-of-line voltage, VEOL , is obtained within the sensing circuit.
If VEOL deviates beyond the desired set-point voltage, VR , for the controlled node,
by more than the pre-determined bandwidth for permitted voltage variation, ∆Vb ,
the OLTC is instructed to tap up, or down (as appropriate), by one step. This
action seeks to coerce the voltage at the point of regulation on the downstream
feeder, VEOL , back within the desired range, VR ± ∆Vb [126].
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In modern substations, automated voltage regulation methodologies, such as LDC,
are often incorporated within automatic voltage regulator (AVR) modules, of which
the “TAPCON ” brand [127] is a popular choice among utilities. Such devices typically allow the voltage regulation set-point, VR , to be set remotely, over SCADA,
or even to be updated in a dynamic manner throughout the course of a day.

2.5.4.2

Conservation Voltage Reduction

Line Voltage
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Transformer

PCC1

PCC2

PCC3
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(b)
Figure 2.14: Envisaged impact of CVR on feeder voltage profile. (a) Uncompensated radial feeder, business as usual; (b) CVR equipped, radial feeder.

Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR) is a technique that has traditionally been
deployed within power networks as a means of reducing peak electricity demand
in the short term and decreasing gross energy consumption in the medium term
(attributable to both customer demand and that dissipated by way of network
losses). This is achieved by lowering voltage levels within distribution networks.
This is in addition to maintaining a flatter voltage profile along distribution feeders, which in turn facilitates even further reductions in sending end voltages, all
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while ensuring that network voltages safely reside between statutory limits. These
measures are typically achieved via the co-ordinated control of various network
assets, such as OLTC-equipped transformers, switched capacitor banks and distributed switchgear. Customer energy savings of 2.9 % were observed within one
trial of CVR across eleven feeders in the U.S. in 2012, with an average peak demand
reduction of 2.5 % also being achieved [34].
The intended effects of CVR on feeder voltage profiles are displayed in Fig. 2.14.
In panel (a), the business as usual (BAU) scenario for an uncompensated feeder
is presented, whereby loads are tapped off at various PCCs along the main feeder.
Service level voltage, portrayed by the blue trend, gradually declines as one moves
further away from the transformer secondary bus. A mid-line voltage regulator
may be used to boost voltages on long feeder stretches. Despite all PCC voltages
being observed to remain within statutory limits, a wide range of different PCC
levels are observed, almost covering the entire statutory range.
In panel (b), the effects of CVR on the voltage profile are displayed. An OLTC
mechanism is installed at the local transformer and a capacitor bank is fitted
towards the end of the line. Co-ordinated capacitor switching is observed to administer an end of line boost to PCC voltages, which results in an overall flattening
of the feeder voltage profile. The benefits of this may be augmented by initiating
a transformer tap change, ∆a, at the sending end of the feeder, to impart a global
reduction of voltage at each of the connected PCCs, as envisaged by the dashed,
light blue trace. The resultant voltage profile remains within statutory limits, but
towards the lower end of the range. The combination of both lowering and flattening the voltage profile facilitates the receipt of any associated CVR energy savings
by customers connected along the full span of the feeder.
In theory, by placing capacitor banks towards the ends of feeders, the transfer of
a large proportion of the reactive power demanded by inductive customer loads,
prospectively, may be displaced from the main bulk of the network, and serviced
locally. This concept, alongside general demand reductions, serves to support a
hypothesis that CVR can assist in the lowering of network losses dissipated within
LV feeders. To this end, reductions in line losses of up to 5 % have been reported
across a collection of CVR related projects in the U.S. [34]. This also represents
an important benefit to utilities in the UK, where total network losses are deemed
to account for 8 % of annual electricity consumption, with those losses incurred in
distribution far outweighing those at transmission level [128].
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However, IEEE Std. 519-1992 [56] advises that the placement of capacitor banks at
the edges of a distribution network can result in worst case levels of T HDV , if parallel resonance conditions are excited. Thus, expectations of harmonic resonance
must be evaluated at the design stage for a CVR scheme, and subsequently balanced against the potential energy savings benefits that capacitor bank switching
may introduce to the distribution system, under normal, non-resonant conditions.
The success, or otherwise, of CVR in decreasing electricity consumption is a function of the responsiveness of the loads that connect to the network at any moment
in time. This is often encapsulated, at the level of the electrical appliance, household, feeder or entire distribution network, through CVR factors, CVRf . These
quantify the percentage energy reduction, ∆E, induced by an applied percentage
change in the voltage supply, ∆V [34–36, 129], as expressed in equation (2.29). In
the medium to long term this quantity may be used to predict the total energy
savings attributable to CVR. Alternatively; in the short term steady-state8 it may
also be used by utilities to predict the demand reduction impact of CVR during
the daily peak for electricity demand [35, 129], in kW.
CVRf =

∆E (%)
∆V (%)

(2.29)

A popular variant of CVR is that of volt-var control (VVC). This modern approach
is more sophisticated than LDC, whereby the management of network voltages is
commonly enacted through the optimized manipulation of capacitor bank switching and coarse OLTC based control. Once more, as in the case of LDC, the
feedback of voltage measurements (either real or inferred) is an important feature
of VVC systems. In some applications, metered voltage data from the field is used
to regulate the voltage profile [129].
In [130], the post-deployment analysis of a VVC system showed that the incidence
rates for persistent voltage sags increased. Each of the sags was analysed to reflect
upon whether it was primarily caused as a result of the lowered end-of-line voltage
levels, or whether it was a secondary sag caused by faults occurring elsewhere on
the system. Of the new sag incidents reported (DIP15 and DIP30 classifications)
around 80 % were deemed to be attributable to the VVC system. The incidence
rate for sags increased in the presence of bad weather [130]. It is not known
whether the system had real-time end-of-line voltage feedback or not, which may
8

i.e. the operation of the power system under settled, post-transient conditions.
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have helped to prevent the onset of such events. By contrast, the studies performed
in [129] showcased the great analytical benefits of availing of voltage readings and
the targeted monitoring of low voltage exceptions from an advanced metering infrastructure (AMI). In addition, [126] reported results from a CVR test bed in
which no under-voltage excursions were observed and the number of tap changes
enacted, versus conventional practice, was successfully reduced. However, these
promising results came at an operational cost of providing an adequate communications infrastructure, via a wide area network (WAN), to facilitate high polling
rates for metered data collection and transport across the large geographical area
served by the power network.

2.5.4.3

Novel Approaches

Various research has explored the enactment of VVC, to mitigate voltage rise, in
which the power factor control of embedded PVIs is utilised to augment, or even
wholly displace, the reactive power supporting role of capacitor banks [112–114].
As is discussed in § 3.8, the displacement power factor of PVIs operating at rated
power in the UK is limited to between 0.95 lagging and 0.95 leading, as per EREC
G83/2 [20]. Despite this flexibility, these devices are most typically configured to
operate with fixed unity power factor and so do not tend to actively contribute to
the alleviation of the voltage rise effects that their presence contributes towards.
A number of problems arise with this disaggregated approach to VVC. The low
X/R ratios inherent to LV networks limit the effectiveness of volt-var based control
in mitigating voltage rise. This is obvious in the context of estimating the voltage
drop observed along a feeder, as a function of its impedance, the power flow along
it and the end of line voltage; as per equation (2.30) [83].
∆V '

RP + XQ
Vload

(2.30)

This issue is examined in [113], where VVC is proven to be more effective if it is
confined to the operation of embedded PVIs closest to the MV/LV transformer,
at which point the reactance of the transformer dominates the resistance in the
electrical path of the network, along which the voltage drop is formed. For networks
in which OLTC is enacted at MV/LV transformers, this observation may prove
irrelevant in the overall context of voltage regulation at the nodes in question.
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For PCCs sited further away from the transformer, the resistance of the electrical
path begins to dominate the X/R ratio and the dependence of voltage drops upon
flows of active power increases, as per equation (2.30). Thus, volt-watt based
control is mooted as an alternative approach in [112, 114, 122, 131]. In effect, this
method manifests as active power curtailment and so is naturally unpopular with
DG owners. However, in light of the outages that such generators are liable to
experience, as a consequence of overvoltage tripping (§ 2.5.3), should alternative
efforts to regulate voltage prove unsuccessful, the energy volume impact of the
marginal curtailment of generated power ought to be balanced against the sudden,
full-scale losses of power incurred via overvoltage trip events [122], albeit over
likely shorter time-frames. In [114], the concepts of both volt-var and volt-watt
control are combined within a droop control based regime for PVIs, such that
the curtailment of active power to reduce voltages is only pursued if the available
reactive power options have been exhausted.
Another issue pertaining to the effectiveness of VVC is the inherently limited scope
of power factor control available to participating PVIs, with respect to the auspices
of EREC G83/2 [20]. This is noted in [112, 113], by the minimal improvement
elicited for overvoltage concerns, from utilising volt-var based control alone.

2.6

Voltage Unbalance

In a three-phase power system, voltage unbalance is encountered when the individual phase or line voltage magnitudes are not equal, the phase angles deviate from 120 ◦ (as expected under balanced conditions), or both conditions occur
[74, 132, 133]. In addition, an increasingly modern portent of unbalance problems
is the mismatching of harmonic current distortion emissions between phases [74].
Three definitions for voltage unbalance are commonly encountered in industry
[132], these are separately defined by IEEE, the National Electrical Manufacturers
Association (NEMA) and IEC, respectively. IEEE Std. 112-1991 refers to the phase
voltage unbalance rate (PVUR) metric, the composition of which is expressed in
equation (2.31) for the voltage unbalance across phases A, B and C [132, 133]. The
corresponding NEMA standard refers to a line voltage unbalance rate (LVUR), calculated by adopting a very similar method to that of equation (2.31), but where
line voltages, rather than phase voltages, are factored [132].
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P V U R(%) =

M ax. Deviation f rom Avg. P hase V oltage


× 100%
1
· VAn + VBn + VCn
3

(2.31)

Both the IEEE and NEMA approaches are viewed as inadequate, given that they
only consider the impact of the relationships between voltage magnitudes upon
unbalance, and so disregard the potential influence of irregular displacements between voltage angles on network performance. For example, it is feasible for the
magnitudes expressed in equation (2.31) to be identical, with none of the respective angular displacements equalling 120 ◦ . In such a scenario, both PVUR and
LVUR ratios equal 0 %, and so fail to accurately reflect the presence of unbalance,
and its attendant effects, within the network in question.
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The IEC definition for voltage unbalance factor (VUF) successfully overcomes this
limitation, through its inherent inclusion of both the magnitude and angle properties of the constituent phase voltages, to advance an accurate representation of
voltage unbalance [132]. This is achieved through the use of symmetrical components, such that VUF is defined as the ratio of the negative, V2 , and positive,
V1 , sequence voltages, as per Clause 3.33 of EN Std. 50160 [28] and Clause 3.29.5
of IEC TR 61000-3-14 [102]. This is encapsulated by equation (2.32), in which
a denotes conventional shorthand for the 1.0 ∠ 120 ◦ voltage phasor. More comprehensive descriptions of symmetrical component theory are available in [16] and
[80]. The full transformation of the three-phase voltage system (A-B-C) into the
symmetrical component domain (0-1-2) is encapsulated by equation (2.33) [134].
In four-wire distribution systems, the symmetrical component representation of an
unbalanced set of voltage phasors produces a zero-sequence term, V0 , as highlighted
by equation (2.33). The presence of a V0 component additionally complicates the
merits of using the PVUR metric to quantify the unbalance effect [133]. Similar
concerns do not apply for the determination of either the LVUR or VUF metric.
In the case of the former, the ratio is independent of changes to the values of
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neutral current or voltage, due to its composition from line voltage information.
Meanwhile, the calculations of V1 and V2 , and the determination of VUF therein,
can be resolved in isolation from the computation of V0 , as per equation (2.33). As
such, the method for VUF presented in equation (2.32) remains valid, irrespective
of whether a three or four wire system is in place; the former of which is predisposed, by definition, as being unable to host any zero-sequence effects [16].
Despite the VUF metric appearing to be the most appropriate measure for voltage unbalance [132], concerns are raised regarding its ongoing applicability within
networks in which high levels of harmonic distortion are exhibited [135, 136]. One
should bear in mind that the means of determining voltage sequence components,
V1 , V2 and V0 , focus on fundamental frequency terms alone. Thus, no consideration
is given to the unbalance of harmonic voltages and currents at non-fundamental
orders within the formulation of the VUF ratio.

2.6.1

Causes of Unbalance

On LV networks, voltage unbalance typically arises from an irregular spread of
single-phase loads [137], both in a locational sense and as a time-varying phenomenon [74]. Moreover, even along the same feeder, several different types of
commercial or residential customer may connect, and so further engender voltage disparities between phases. In future networks, the increased uptake of large
single-phase loads, such as HPs, electric vehicle battery chargers (EVBCs) or DG
installations, connecting to the different phases of LV feeders, has the potential to
aggravate this issue [57, 119, 138].
Even the use of three-phase connected load types, which one might traditionally
assume as drawing balanced phase currents, may increase unbalance levels in some
circumstances [135]. For instance, the conduction intervals within the front-end
diode bridge stage of a three-phase power electronic converter (Fig. 2.9) are staggered across the different phases by design, within what is commonly referred to
as a “six-pulse” arrangement [29, 74]. This practice may result in short bursts of
voltage unbalance during the passage of each spike of input current.
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2.6.2

Effects

Most of the adverse effects associated with voltage unbalance emanate from its
magnification of negative sequence voltages and currents, as may be proven through
the expansion of equation (2.33) in relation to an arbitrary set of unbalanced, AB-C domain, phase voltages. These are the same effects that are noted to emerge
in the presence of harmonic currents at 3n + 2 orders in § 2.4.4, such as the formation of reverse torques and attendant heating effects within three-phase motor
equipment. Steady state heating effects are highlighted by IEC TR 61000-3-14
[102] to be the main concern associated with high VUF levels.
For delta connected motors, the absence of a current path to neutral precludes any
concurrent complications associated with zero sequence components from arising.
However, this aspect of unbalance remains a feature that additionally applies to
the unbalanced connection of single phase loads within four-wire LV networks [74],
and the associated degradation of service level voltages, as discussed in relation
to harmonic currents of the third order in § 2.4.5. In the interests of alleviating
potential sources of thermal congestion, latent capacity may be recovered, and
utilised for the transfer of positive sequence current flows, if an appropriate means
of quelling the generation of negative and zero sequence components, stemming
from voltage unbalance or other power quality effects, can be found [80].
Unbalance related problems may not be immediately obvious to utilities [74], and
so the progression of heating effects may be observed to elicit very harmful, long
term effects on equipment over time, rather than in an instantaneous, and therefore
more detectable, fashion. These include premature failure and reduced efficiency,
which both NEMA and IEC seek to address through their recommendation of induction motor derating when operating under VUF levels greater than 1 % [74].
For example, a 2 % level of unbalance ought to be accompanied by a 5 % reduction
in maximum motor power, although such approaches are only ever likely to be
required for motors that operate close to their nameplate rating [74]. By contrast,
synchronous motors appear to be capable of withstanding higher VUF levels, up to
10 %, than three-phase induction machines [134]. Meanwhile, the presence of negative sequence effects within generators is typically resolved in a more immediate
manner, through the tripping of associated protection relays [16].
For six-pulse type, power electronic converters, the inherently asymmetric pattern
of diode conduction can degenerate upon experiencing voltage unbalance between
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the input phases [74, 134]. In severe cases, this can manifest in a comprehensive change in the harmonic footprint of the device in question, to produce orders
of harmonic current for which the device and adjoining network have not been
designed to accommodate [29, 74, 80]. Moreover, ripple introduced within the
dc currents generated by the converter may also become more pronounced [137].
Supplementary lifetime impacts on integral electronic components, such as dc link
capacitors and diodes, plus increased technical losses, may emerge from the presence of excess current flows within the non-active phases of such appliances [134].
In general, increased levels of T HDI can be expected when such equipment is
employed under high levels of VUF, as per the charts of [74].
The unguarded growth of negative sequence effects, arising from unbalance at LV
level, may augur more widespread impacts within the power system [80]. Irrespective of the windings arrangement of transformer equipment, V2 voltages inevitably
propagate to higher voltage levels to some extent; in the same manner as perturbations in the positive sequence. In contrast to zero sequence voltages and currents,
those pertaining to the negative sequence cannot be easily confined to the LV
networks, from which they may emanate, through the use of delta-star configured
transformers [80]. One may also consider the inherent dislocation of cause and
effect, in relation to unbalance related concerns and prospective affected parties.
Despite the haphazard connection of single phase loads being observed to elicit
much of the negative sequence related issues, the existence of such components exerts the most serious implications upon three-phase connected equipment, which
do not generally contribute to the VUF problem.

2.6.3

Mitigation

Despite the growing influence of LV connected DG units upon VUF levels, no
regulatory requirements exist for single or three-phase coupled DG installations,
drawing 16 A or less per phase, as per EREC G83/2 [20], to consider how their
connection might introduce unbalance issues within their adjoining network. In
some circumstances, utilities may address the issue retrospectively, by swapping
the phase connections of one or more residential premises, after a period of network
monitoring [57]. Alternatively, the commonalities between the influences of 3n + 2
type, harmonic current orders and those of voltage unbalance may be revisited once
more, in terms of potential alleviative actions. To this end, the act of transposing
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overhead line conductors, as described in § 2.4.5, represents one potential avenue
of redress for VUF related problems.
Single phase connected voltage regulators can assist in the realignment of voltage
levels across the respective phases [138], although the scope of adjustment is often
quite limited and typically requires a field visit to perform the necessary manual
reconfiguration work. One volt-var optimisation (VVO) scheme [138] was noted
to directly tackle the problem of voltage unbalance, based on the LVUR metric.
This was achieved by conducting single-phase capacitor bank switching. However,
this is an atypical option to consider, due to the overwhelming popularity of threephase connected capacitor bank systems in LV networks [139].
Finally, the avenue of network reconfiguration may yet prove to offer an attractive
solution to the voltage unbalance problems of the future. In the UK, LV networks
are typically arranged within groups of feeder pairs. At the sending end, the
branches of each pair are typically connected, either side of a bus coupler, to the
LV bus. Conversely, the ends of each feeder connect either side of a normally
open point (NOP) switch, often situated at a remote location. Traditionally, NOP
switches are manually operated, and usually only for maintenance, outage, or
power restoration purposes.
However, the analysis undertaken in [57], suggests that a number of power quality
issues may be improved via the coupling of LV feeder pairs across NOP pathways.
The technical basis for such refinements is explained by considering how the closure of the NOP breaker serves to decrease network path impedance and temper
the extent of the voltage drops incurred along each of the feeder phases, taken from
the point of common potential, across the three phases, at the LV bus. As such,
the prevalence of voltage disparities between phase conductors at the extremities
of the network is reduced. In one of the studies performed, the assertion of interconnectivity between LV branches, via the closure of the NOP switch, is shown
to reduce VUF levels from 2.06 % to 1.72 %. Performance can be improved even
further in the event that a back-to-back, VSC based, coupling interface is used in
place of a manual switch, such that a VUF level of 0 % is attainable [57].
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2.6.4

Governance

In Europe, compatibility levels for voltage unbalance are defined in the same manner as those similarly reported for voltage distortion in § 2.4.8 and § 2.4.9, in accordance with the EN 61000-2-2 [13], EN 50160 [28] and IEC TR 61000-3-14 [102]
power quality standards. Thus, a balance is struck between the level of unbalance that can be accommodated safely on a network and the levels of immunity
exhibited by susceptible equipment, to the ensuing steady state heating impacts
[102]. The economic basis of unbalance compatibility is explored in [74]. In this
case an optimal VUF level of 3 % is identified, at which point equilibrium is established between the costs of mitigation, from a utility perspective, and the costs of
guaranteeing immunity by design, from a manufacturer perspective.
Discussion of the various measures available for use in the quantification of unbalance is undertaken at the beginning of this sub-section. The VUF ratio is deemed
to be most appropriate by the relevant European standard for voltage quality, EN
50160, up to voltage levels of 150 kV [28]. At LV level (≤ 1 kV), Clauses 4.2.4 of
EN 50160 [28] and 4.6 of EN 61000-2-2 [13] specify compatibility levels for VUF of
≤ 2 %, for 95 % of the ten minute averages recorded across one week. For network
areas in which single phase connected customers are prevalent, levels up to 3 %
may be encountered. The same limit, VUF ≤ 2 %, applies for both MV and HV
levels, as per Clauses 5.2.4 and 6.2.4 of EN 50160 [28], respectively.
Associated planning levels for voltage unbalance at the UK national level are specified by EREC P29 [140] for distribution networks, which the standard defines as
operating at 132 kV or below. Recalling the distinction made between compatibility and planning levels in § 2.4.8 and Appendix A, it is unsurprising that the limits
stipulated in EREC P29 [140] are more stringent than those articulated by EN
50160 [28] and EN 61000-2-2 [13]. Voltage unbalance, as measured at a customer’s
PCC should not exceed 2 % over the course of any one minute period. Longer term
averages for unbalance, taken over thirty minute periods, should not exceed 1.3 %
and 1 %, for nominal voltage levels under 33 kV and 132 kV, respectively [140].
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2.7

Resonance

For any passive electrical circuit in which significant levels of capacitance and inductance are incorporated, the effects of two different types of resonance must
be considered: series and parallel. In the context of a distribution network,
IEEE Std. 519-1992 [56] characterises parallel resonance as an upwards spike in
the impedance encountered by flows of harmonic current, from which the ensuing voltage drops translate into a magnification of harmonic voltage distortion.
Conversely, series resonance is representative of a lull in the impedance presented
along the path of harmonic current flows.
Despite IEEE 519-1992 [56] being superseded by IEEE 519-2014 [101], it retains
relevance in terms of the exhaustive technical explanations it offers for many power
quality phenomena. As such, these guidelines are referred to in numerous instances
throughout the forthcoming discussion of resonance and the effects imparted on the
power system. The phenomenon is described as representing the main contribution
towards harmonic distortion levels within power networks [56].

2.7.1

Parallel Resonance
main LV bus
VG

DxTx

XG

XDxTx

VG

ZLV

Grid
Load(1)

Load(2)

Figure 2.15: Simplified, component level representation of an LV network.

Consider a typical LV network for which no significant amount of shunt capacitance is present (Fig. 2.15). The dominant impedance typically pertains to that of
the local distribution transformer, modelled in Fig. 2.15 by a purely inductive reactance, XDxT x . This connects in series, on its primary winding side, to the short
circuit impedance of the grid, which is similarly approximated by a pure reactance
term, XG . The impedance of the downstream LV feeder is denoted by ZLV . For
such circuits, the total network impedance, as observed from the main LV busbar
(at the transformer secondary), will increase linearly with applied frequency [61],
acting to attenuate the flow of higher order, non-fundamental currents.
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In cases where significant amounts of shunt capacitance are added to the LV network, such as through the installation of capacitor banks, a parallel resonant
condition can emerge at a specific frequency. This transpires from the parallel
combination of the inductive upstream impedance, XG + XDxT x , with the capacitance on the LV side of the transformer’s secondary bus [4]. This arrangement
is displayed in Fig. 2.16, where the intrinsic impedance of the LV feeder, ZLV , is
omitted. This is an acceptable simplification, due to the negligible contribution
of ZLV to the overall downstream impedance, when taken in parallel with the
shunt reactance model for the capacitor banks, XCB . The impedances of large
instances of shunt capacitance naturally decline in magnitude with increasing harmonic order, and so XCB provides the dominant harmonic characteristic of the
overall feeder impedance.
main LV bus

XG

XDxTx
XCB

ih

Figure 2.16: Equivalent LV network under parallel resonance, from
perspective of a shunt, LV connected, harmonic current source.

The equivalent circuit in Fig. 2.16 is presented from the perspective of a shunt
connected source of harmonic current, ih . This is highlighted in red to denote
its status as a parallel resonance inducing source of distortion within the circuit.
It is representative of a collection of non-linear, customer appliances, from which
harmonic pollution may emanate [61].
The phenomenon of parallel resonance was previously described in § 2.4.5, in relation to its enhancement of harmonic distortion levels. Real world examples of such
events are presented and analysed for residential and industrial plant networks in
[4] and [54], respectively. The onset of series resonance is also explored within
the latter case study [54]. By contrast, this effect is typically observed from the
perspective of the MV network and is of lesser concern in LV networks.
At the parallel resonant frequency, network impedance is maximised, due to the simultaneous cancellation of the inductive and capacitive influences on the network.
By cursory application of Ohm’s Law, one may expect any flows of harmonic current, that consist of orders close to the resonant frequency, to significantly amplify
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harmonic voltages of the same order [4, 141], i.e. the onset of parallel resonance is
a potential catalyst for T HDV rises in affected networks. Indeed, [142] states that
“capacitors can aggravate the existing harmonic distortion. Although these devices
do not generate the harmonics, they can cause resonance conditions ... that can
magnify the harmonic levels produced by the non-linear loads.”
The increase of peak voltages formed across capacitor bank steps, under higher
T HDV levels, exerts additional dielectric stresses, which degrade insulation and
can shorten capacitor lifespans [56, 66]. Moreover, this effect can also inflict damage within other LV connected, capacitive shunt elements. Vulnerable equipment
includes capacitor-run type, single phase induction motors, which are ubiquitous
within modern networks, and insulated, underground cables [56].
While the harmonic currents produced by non-linear loads, as per ih in Fig. 2.16,
are generally pre-disposed in flowing towards the lowest impedance nodes within
the adjoining network, this tendency is intensified under resonance. This is due to
the fact that the peaking network impedance at this juncture, presents a significantly less attractive path for current flow, in comparison to the low impedance
sinks presented to harmonic currents via shunt capacitance pathways [56].
If the intrinsic impedance of the underlying network, as displayed in Fig. 2.15, is
reduced to that of a simple inductor, then the parallel resonant frequency can be
obtained from the well-known, electrical identity for the natural frequency of a
tuned LC circuit, f0 [54, 141].
1
f0 =
2π

r

1
LC

(2.34)

From a power systems perspective it is more convenient to refashion equation
(2.34) in terms of the power ratings specified for network apparatus in Figs. 2.15
and 2.16. The short-circuit fault level, denoted SSC , observed within lower voltage
networks, is dominated by the impedance of the local distribution transformer,
such that equation (2.35) typically provides a reasonable approximation of the
prevailing short-circuit impedance [61]:

XSC = XDxT x + XG ≈ XDxT x

(2.35)

where
SSC =

kVL (nom) 2
XSC
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For completeness, the equivalent ohmic value of the transformer’s leakage impedance,
referred to the voltage of either its primary or secondary winding (as appropriate),
and thus an ohmic approximation for the short circuit network impedance, may
be obtained (at fundamental frequency) if the percentage impedance of the transformer, ZDxT x , as specified on its nameplate, is known [61].


kVL (nom) 2
XDxT x Ω =
× ZDxT x %
SSC

(2.37)

In light of equations (2.35)-(2.37), the inductance of the network, as expressed in

equation (2.34), can be replaced by Vs2/jω · SSC . Similarly, the capacitance term

can be substituted by the expression SCB/jω · Vs2 , in which SCB represents the total
var rating of the capacitor bank(s) in question. Equation (2.38) is thereby derived,
from which the parallel resonant harmonic order, hpr , is simply determined from
the ratio of the resonant, fpr , and system frequencies, f [141].
r
fpr = f

SSC
SCB

(2.38)

DxTx |

pr

Figure 2.17: Impedance characteristic of an LV network under parallel
resonance. Harmonic orders 1 ≤ h ≤ 40.

As more shunt capacitance, SCB , is added to the system, e.g. via the insertion
of more steps from a switched capacitor bank, equation (2.38) anticipates a shift
in fpr to lower harmonic orders. If driven to a sufficiently low order, such activity can prove to be problematic from a power quality aspect, as an increased
risk of resonant excitation arises, attributable to the currents produced from coupled, non-linear appliances. Lower order harmonic currents are subject to reduced
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attenuation by the inductive impedance of the network branches and so tend to
propagate through the network in a more pervasive manner than higher orders. In
addition, equation (2.38) shows that lower order resonant frequencies are attained
in circumstances where the same amount of shunt capacitance is added to a weaker
network, in which the corresponding short circuit fault level, SSC , is lower.
In addition to determining the resonant frequency, the extent by which the associated amplification of network impedance is damped by resistive elements should
also be evaluated. This property is inherent within the curvature of the harmonic impedance characteristic depicted in Fig. 2.17, in black, around its resonant
peak, for a sample LV network upon which a 50 kvar shunt capacitor bank is installed. This trend is plotted alongside the corresponding, net inductive, harmonic
impedance profile for the underlying network, in green, in which the capacitor bank
is absent. A grey trace serves to depict changes to the impedance attributable to
the transformer leakage reactance, XDxT x , alone. The close fit between the green
and grey trends helps to validate the approximation introduced in equation (2.35).
Only harmonic orders between 1 and 40 are shown, in line with the range of orders
across which pertinent power quality standards tend to specify restrictions [28, 38].
A quality factor, also known as the Q-factor, can be obtained from a harmonic
impedance profile to quantify the extent of the damping observed for the resonant
condition. The Q-factor, as defined by IEEE 519-1992 [56] in equation (2.39), is
the ratio of hpr to the bandwidth, ∆h; observed between the two half-power points,
i.e.

|Zpr |/√2,

found either side of the resonant peak.
Q =

hpr
∆h

(2.39)

An alternative representation for Q-factor, under parallel resonance, is obtained
by considering the energy balance shared between the branches of a parallel RLC
arrangement, in which R denotes a damping resistance [143]. The L and C elements store energies of 1/2 · ωpr · Li2 and 1/2 · ωpr · CV 2 each, per cycle, respectively.
By definition, the inductive and capacitive reactances of a parallel RLC circuit
are equal at the point of resonance. This value is denoted X0 , where
X0 =

1
= jω0 L
jω0 C

(2.40)

It is proven that the energy stored, per cycle, by both reactances are equivalent
under parallel resonance, where V signifies the common voltage drop across each
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of the parallel RLC components and iL denotes the current flowing through the
inductor branch:
Energy Stored =

1
CV 2
2

+ 12 LiL 2

V2
2ω0 X0

+

≡
substituting

2

V /ω L
0

≡
≡

iL 2 X0
2ω0

for iL 2 leads to:

V2
2ω0 X0

+

V2
2ω0 X0

+

V 2 ·X0

2

2ω0 · ω0 L
V2
2ω0 X0

Therefore, the total stored energy in the circuit can be expressed as ωpr · CV 2 . An
expression for the Q-factor is thus formed from the ratio of the energy stored per
cycle, in L and C, to the power dissipated within R, as per equation (2.41).
Qpr

ωpr CV 2 · R
=
≡ R
V2

r

C
Rp
≡
SSC · SCB
L
Vs 2

(2.41)

In Fig. 2.17, the green plot depicts how the impedance of the underlying network
increases with harmonic order, in accordance with its dominant inductive characteristic. This helps to explain why flows of harmonic current at higher, rather
than lower, orders tend to naturally experience more attenuation. The divergence
between the black and green trends, around the resonant frequency, epitomizes
the magnification effect on network impedance, of the onset of parallel resonance.
A sharper discontinuity in the impedance profile around this point is indicative of
a high Q-factor and thus a more pronounced voltage amplification impact within
affected harmonic orders. The severity can be assuaged by increases in the accompanying damping resistance, which may take the form of increased customer
demand [54], to effectively lower Q-factor of the circuit [61].
A worked example for a 150 kV substation, subjected to similar operating conditions, is described in Annex D.2 of IEC TR 61000-3-6 [102], whereby the ratio
of values observed between different network impedance characteristics is encapsulated as an amplification factor. This may be compared to another example
circuit in § 7.6.6 of [66], where the importance of the intersection between the two
network impedance characteristics, such as that displayed in Fig. 2.17, is noted.
To the left of this junction, the act of switching in the capacitor bank is observed
to increase harmonic network impedance, resulting in an increase in the harmonic
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voltage levels observed across the relevant harmonic orders, h. Conversely, to the
right of the intersection, the parallel resonant trend (in black) descends below that
of the underlying system characteristic (in green), and so when the capacitor bank
is asserted, harmonic voltages will reduce in magnitude for these orders [66].

2.7.2

Series Resonance

In power networks, series resonance is typically excited by the impression of harmonic voltages upon a circuit, at orders close to its corresponding resonant frequency, fsr [4]; or by the injection of harmonic currents attributable to MV connected, harmonic polluting loads (or generators) that subsequently flow to lower
voltage levels [144]. Given that the downstream network series impedance will be
minimised under such resonance inducing stimulus [4], the flow of potentially large
inrush harmonic currents to lower voltage levels may possibly ensue [141].
GRID

VG + Vh
XG
SOURCE BUS (33kV)

DxTx33/6.6

ih

6.6kV BUS

DxTx6.6/0.4
LV BUS

ZLV

OTHER LV CIRCUITS

XCB

Figure 2.18: Equivalent MV/LV network under series resonance, from perspective of a series connected, harmonic voltage source.

A demonstration of the onset of series resonance, as described in [144], is presented
in Fig. 2.18. Two potential sources of excitation for series resonance are highlighted
in red. One relates to the presence of voltage harmonics, Vh , within the supply
voltage; with the other being an MV connected (33 kV), harmonic polluting load
that is observed to inject harmonic current into the network. For such a topology,
prospective series resonant effects, of either hue, are typically observed from the
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perspective of the primary MV bus, from which the connection of lower voltage
level sections appear in the manner of a series circuit [54, 56]. These effects pertain
to the combination of the MV/LV transformer leakage reactance(s), taken in series
with the shunt capacitance, XCB , from the LV side [4, 54]. Strong harmonic voltage
effects may take hold at the LV level under such circumstances [144].
The connection of LV capacitors is more likely to elicit pronounced series resonant
effects within weak, rather than stiff, distribution networks, upon the incidence
of an exciting harmonic voltage from the grid. This is because the minimisation
of the series network impedance will have a proportionally greater influence on
the overall paralleled impedance presented to the main 33 kV bus (Fig. 2.18) than
conditions in which the grid impedance is small. In the same manner as that
described for parallel resonance, the switching of more capacitance into a series
resonant circuit will lower the harmonic order of the resonant frequency.
The series resonant frequency, fsr , is computed using the same expressions defined
for fpr in equations (2.34) and (2.38) [54]. The inductive reactances factored in
the calculation of fsr are resolved in series (Fig. 2.18) and so are invariably larger,
in aggregate terms, than those used to determine fpr . Thus, for any network in
which both parallel and series resonant effects may arise, fsr is typically larger
than fpr , due to the numerator of equation (2.38) being larger [61].
The similarities discussed do not extend to the calculation of the quality factor
for series resonance, Qsr [54, 56], which resolves to the form reported in equation
(2.42). As per the derivation given for Qpr , in equation (2.41), the expression
shown is determined from the ratio of stored energy, within the reactances of the
series resonant circuit, to the power dissipation within the damping resistance.

Qsr

2.7.3

1
=
R

r

L
Vs2
≡
C
R

r

1
SSC · SCB

(2.42)

Contributions of Distributed Capacitance

In the previous sub-sections of this chapter, the examples presented for resonance
related problems on distribution networks were observed to emanate from the introduction of large lump capacitances, in the form of shunt connected, capacitor
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banks [54, 142]. IEEE 519-1992 [56] contends that the act of distributing capacitance around the network, rather than concentrating its effect within a single
location, may help to assuage the potential impacts of resonance.
However, in more recent research the proliferation of distributed capacitance, attributable to various instances of customer electronic equipment and streetlighting,
has been observed to collectively contribute to the onset of parallel resonance. This
problem is briefly discussed in [145], in relation to the mounting penetrations of
LCTs in distribution networks. Similar issues are reported by a practical, power
quality study of a modern, urban LV network in Germany, in which no capacitor
banks are installed and a meshed topology is employed, rather than the traditional
arrangement of radial feeders [4]. In this case, the impacts of resonance are more
difficult to diagnose than those pertaining to the insertion of capacitor banks, due
to the stochastic pattern of electronic equipment usage, across the different households within a network, and the associated, dynamic shifts in resonant frequencies.
This is coupled with similar fluctuations in the potential drivers of resonant excitation, such as background harmonic distortion levels and the location, magnitudes
and phase angles of harmonic current injections around the network.
A relatively low, parallel resonant frequency, fpr , of 480 Hz is reported for the LV
network under study in [4]. However, this is likely to have been elevated from an
even lower order, on account of a meshed topology being used; a technique that
is known to increase short circuit fault levels. This expectation is consistent with
equation (2.38), in which fpr is shown to scale in proportion with the square root
of network fault level, SSC . However, this benefit must be balanced by the increase
in the associated Q-factor, Qpr , that accompanies the rise in SSC , as per equation
(2.41), and which serves to increase the scale of the ensuing voltage amplification,
albeit at a higher resonant frequency. The trade-off between fpr and Qpr , inherent
within the design of a grid-side filter for a PV inverter, is captured in [146].
Moreover, equation (2.38) shows that increases to the amount of shunt capacitance,
SCB , will shift fpr to lower orders. This theory is validated in [4] when the switching
on of streetlamps is shown to shift fpr downwards by around one order. While
streetlamps are observed to behave in a net inductive manner, with 0.95 power
factor, at fundamental frequency, they act with a capacitive nature in respect of
all non-fundamental orders beyond the second harmonic [4]. This is encapsulated
within a component level model derived for streetlamps, which is replicated in
Fig. 2.19(a, i) and the accompanying harmonic sweep, for orders 1 to 40 in Fig.
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2.19(a, ii), in which the impedance angle is observed to become negative (and
thus capacitive) from the second order upwards. A similar model is described
for the behaviour of modern households, in Figs. 2.19(b, i) and (b, ii), in which
capacitive behaviour once again dominates at higher harmonic orders, on account
of the proclivity for electronic products with integrated dc link capacitances.

LStr
CStr

CStr = 12 μF; LStr = 470 mH
and RStr = 48 Ω

CHh = 5 μF; LHh = 95 mH;
RHhC = 0.5 Ω and RHhL = 130 Ω
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Figure 2.19: Representative harmonic impedance (i) component models and
(ii) sweep characteristics, for sources of distortion in distribution networks (reproduced from [4]). (a) Single streetlamp; and (b) typical household, including
distributed generation module.

The impacts associated with distributed capacitance, among LV connected customers, stand to be aggravated by the increasing penetrations of inverter-coupled
DG, projected in coming years [4]. The high frequency, PWM switching based
conversion techniques typically employed within such apparatus, as explained in
§ 2.4.5 and § 3.5, necessitate the fitting of low pass filter circuitry to their outputs.

Example arrangements include the filter stages depicted in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4, of
§ 3.3. These structures are discussed in greater detail within § 3.7.

In respect of the contemporary nature of the LV network under study in [4], which
was constructed around 2012, the household component model displayed in Fig.
2.19(b, i) factors the presence of a typical DG grid filter. Feasible, stand-alone,
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component based models for LCL filters of this nature are analysed in [17] and [18]
and reported in Fig. 3.12 and Table 3.1 of § 3.7. The natural resonant frequencies
of such filters are designed to be greater than one tenth, but lower than one half,
of the applied switching frequency, as employed by the adjoining PV inverter [17];
the upper constraint being consistent with Nyquist’s theorem.
The application of equations (2.34) or (3.18) ensures that this limitation typically
translates into a substantial amount of capacitance within the LCL filter. Thus,
for high PV penetration regions of the distribution network, during such times
where local inverters and their grid side filters are coupled to the grid, the composite resonant frequency of the LV circuits in question may shift to undesirably
low harmonic orders. This concern is validated by recent research, in which the
introduction of multiple residential PV systems within a Swedish LV network is
shown to reduce the parallel resonant frequency by up to 28 % [62]. A similar
investigation, of LCL filter equipped, PVI installations, is described in Annex A.3
of IEC TR 61000-3-15 [147].

2.7.4

Mitigation

Detuned R+L
components

CB (1 × Step)

Figure 2.20: Connection of detuned reactors to a capacitor bank step.

Put simply, the preceding discussion suggests that resonance prone networks may
be classified into two types, those circuits where: (i) certain network assets contribute significant amounts of shunt capacitance; and (ii) the aggregation of customer appliances, within which grid coupled capacitance is a key attribute, is such
that distortive behaviours, similar to those observed within type (i) networks, are
apparent. In the former case, the source of resonance is often a large, lumped
capacitance, such as that introduced by a capacitor bank. These assets are often
detuned from lower harmonic frequencies, through the addition of small reactances
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(and/or resistances) in series, to counteract the effects of parallel resonance [141].
An example of how this practice is physically enacted is displayed in Fig. 2.20.
The component values of the detuned reactors depicted in Fig. 2.20 are designed
to form an RLC series resonant circuit, within the confines of the capacitor bank
package. This arrangement opposes the higher level, parallel resonant condition
formed between the capacitor bank and its adjoining network. It should be noted
how the detuning components are connected on the line side of the capacitor bank.
This allows for the use of smaller component values, ensures that the delta winding
(contained within the capacitor package) can remain intact during the retro-fit of
an existing capacitor bank, and that the same modular approach (and component
values) can be used, irrespective of whether wye or delta connected capacitors
are in place. For LV applications, as might be utilised within a CVR scheme
(Fig. 2.14), capacitor banks are most typically delta configured [67, 89, 139], and
so facilitate the use of smaller capacitance values, across which the full, line-to-line
voltage is dropped, to provide the same level of reactive power support9 .
For reference, a worked example is detailed in Appendix B, through which a design
methodology for the detuning of capacitor banks is advanced. This centres on the
installation of a stepped capacitor bank on a suburban LV feeder. The computation
of detuning component values is informed by the use of impedance data, acquired
from a real world network and published in [62].
Although detuning is proven to be effective in the mitigation of those resonant
characteristics associated with large instances of shunt capacitance, it is almost
impossible to achieve similar success for LV networks in which the problem capacitance is spread in a disparate fashion [4, 78]. Even if the detuning of individual
capacitors of this nature was deemed feasible, in many cases the addition of a
series filter would only serve to detract from the intended purpose of the electrical
appliances in question, such as grid side filters for PV systems. Similarly, Annex
D of IEC/TR 61000-3-6 [58] notes that in cases where the problem capacitance
relates to that of a cable section, rather than a dedicated capacitor element, detuning becomes impractical. Another methodology for the detuning of PFC capacitor
banks is discussed in § 6.6 of [89].
9

QCB = ω · C · V 2
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Given the inevitable lack of network data and variety of impedance combinations,
hand calculations for detuning, of the nature presented in Appendix B, are often difficult to enact in practice, as the initial identification of problem harmonic
orders proves difficult. If an accurate impedance model for the network can be determined, frequency scan-based, simulation techniques are often used to diagnose
parallel and series resonance problems. Examples of this practice are described
in various literature [29, 42, 89, 148]. The basic premise entails the incremental increase of a harmonic current stimulus, such as that depicted in Fig. 2.16,
applied at a magnitude of 1 pu for each tested harmonic order and with a high
resolution (of the order of 10 Hz [89]). The resultant collection of driving point,
network impedance measurements can be represented in the form of a harmonic
impedance plot (in the manner of those presented in Appendix B), from which
resonant frequencies are ascertained.

2.8
2.8.1

Power Quality Studies
Norton Equivalent Load Models and Frequency Scans

The importance of quantifying the impacts of harmonic distortion on network
performance has been emphasised in the previous sub-sections of this chapter, most
notably in § 2.4. The general approach to harmonics analysis in power systems is
to model non-linear loads as shunt-connected, Norton equivalent circuits, which
are observed to inject harmonic currents into the network, even under conditions
for which the voltage supply is a pure sinusoid [89, 142]. Thus, the presence
of voltage harmonics is mostly a consequential effect of these distorted currents
flowing through, and thereby inducing drops across, impedances within the power
network [89]. Alternative, direct sources of voltage harmonic distortion exist, such
as that caused by the onset of magnetic saturation in the cores of transformers [3]
and the prevalence of parallel or series resonance, as discussed in § 2.7.
The premise that all harmonic polluting loads should be treated as current source
equivalents is challenged by [149]. The paper argues that such a representation
is unsuited to the characterisation of those device types for which the front end,
supply interface comprises a dc link capacitance, placed behind a bridge rectifier
stage, such as that described for DCPS modules in Fig. 2.7. Instead, a voltage
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source, Thevenin equivalent based model is proposed for such devices. This hypothesis argues that an absence of “significant series impedance” at the inputs of
such devices renders the archetypal current source model to be inapplicable. The
rising popularity of switched-mode DCPS topologies must also be factored, as per
Fig. 2.7(b), in which the dc link voltage is regulated, in the manner of a voltage
source, via a current controlled feedback loop.
However, the assumptions of [149] remain contentious. Stringent, equipment level
standards for harmonic current emissions, discussed in § 2.4.7, render the incorporation of large front-end inductances within such appliances to be ubiquitous, for
filtering purposes, as envisaged by Figs. 2.8 and 2.9. This invariably promotes current source type behaviour in many instances, such as that observed for a selection
of CFL bulbs in [37]. Furthermore, [103] disputes the claims of [149] by making
reference to practical conditions and the additional series impedance, attributable
to internal customer wiring, that is observed between a PCC and the physical
point of utilisation at the plug socket.
This thesis argues that the potential conflict between the voltage and current
source attributes of different non-linear devices is best resolved through the development of supply voltage dependent, current source models. This echoes the
“voltage-dependent harmonic producing nature” of non-linear appliances, described
in [29]. Relationships of this manner were similarly observed and consolidated into
a set of high accuracy, voltage driven, load models for CFL and LED lamps in [37].
These facets of contemporary load modelling challenges are discussed in greater
detail within § 4.2. For snapshot power flow studies, the use of current source
models of this nature is therefore appropriate, upon the resolution of all terminal
voltages after a load flow solution has been obtained.
As discussed in § 2.7.4, and demonstrated in Appendix B, frequency scans are a
simple and popular method for the diagnosis of resonance problems on a network
[29, 42–44, 89, 148]. A single, shunt-connected, current source instance, is selected,
for a fixed bus location, through which a sweep of injected current, across a wide
range of harmonic orders, is performed. This approach is encapsulated by the
simplified, equivalent model presented in Fig. 2.16. Analysis of this nature tends
only to be invoked for a single, often worst case, snapshot set of conditions for the
network in question, to test minimum levels of anticipated damping, for example.
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2.8.2

Harmonic Power Flow in the Time Domain

In recent years, augmentations beyond the limited, frequency scan, snapshot view
of power networks has been made possible by computational advancements in
computer equipment and associated software. This has assisted the undertaking of
time series, harmonic power flow 10 (HPF) studies, in becoming more practical and
less time-consuming. HPF analysis serves to consolidate both frequency and time
domain approaches within a single study, through which a more exhaustive power
quality assessment of an hourly, daily or yearly demand curve is made possible.
Each timestep of the profile under study is thereby a frequency scan instance,
although one in which multiple harmonic polluting sources simultaneously connect,
alongside numerous linear loads. From a time sequenced set of network frequency
sweeps, a temporal evaluation of network performance against probability driven,
power quality indices becomes more feasible, such as those specified for T HDV and
VUF levels by EN Std. 50160 [28], as reported in § 2.4.8. This purpose is stated
as an impetus for HPF studies in [29].
In contrast with fundamental frequency studies in the time domain, computational
overheads exist in the replication of similar analysis across a number of harmonic
orders. Often, the scale of such studies is reduced by solely focusing on those
orders deemed to be of greatest concern within the operation of the power system.
For example, a widely held power systems convention usually applies, whereby
positive and negative half cycles of voltage and current signals are assumed to be
symmetrical [37, 61, 150]. As such, even ordered harmonics are typically neglected,
on account of their association with half-wave asymmetry. Further to this, studies such as [103] only consider injections of the third and fifth harmonic current
orders, due to the more vociferous attenuation that the predominantly inductive,
conductor impedances exert upon higher ordered, odd harmonic currents.
Fig. 2.21 portrays the simulation approach for a single time-step of an HPF study,
as performed upon an n-bus network. Y denotes the n by n admittance matrix
of the network, with the [ Vh,1 (0), ... , Vh,n (0) ] and [ Ih,1 (0), ... , Ih,n (0) ] vectors
signifying the initial voltage and current injection states at each of the n buses of
the network. An iterative solution is shown for the fundamental harmonic order,
h = 1, where convergence is achieved when the changes in state, ∆vh and ∆ih ,
10

Often, simply referred to as “harmonic flow ”.
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pertaining to the Vh and Ih vectors, resolve below an acceptable threshold. This
is typically set to be a very small fraction of the corresponding base voltage [151].
For a decoupled solution, the voltage vector, after k iterations, is used to determine
adjustments to the Ih vector via the formulation, [∆ih (k + 1)] = [Yh ] · [Vh (k)].
Subsequently, another calculation is performed to encompass the pre-existing state
of the current injections observed at each bus, such that: [∆vh (k + 1)] = [Yh ]−1 ·
[(Ih (k) + ∆ih (k + 1))]. Iterations continue until convergence is achieved [29]. The
same process is repeated for other harmonic orders, h = 3 and h = 5, and their
respective voltage and current injection vectors and amended admittance matrix.

ITERATIVE LOOP

h=1

h=3

h=5

Figure 2.21: Network frequency sweep for one time step of a harmonic power
flow (HPF) simulation, incorporating solutions for harmonic orders 1, 3 and 5.

Tailored software is required to undertake HPF studies of the scope described,
due to the computational requirements anticipated. Fortunately, a versatile, open
source solution exists, in the form of the distribution network, power systems simulation tool known as OpenDSS, which is developed and maintained by the Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) [151, 152]. OpenDSS is adept at resolving power
flow simulations for meshed and multi-phase network topologies, although one of
its main strengths is in its extension of these attributes to analysis in the sequentialtime domain. This feature facilitates the timed progression of both despatch and
demand profiles, for generator and load instances respectively, within a single
simulation, such that a temporal depiction of network performance, e.g. across
one full day, may be formed. This is an important feature within the analysis
of contemporary networks, given the time dependency of many modern electrical paraphernalia, such as the state of charge of energy storage devices. While
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the sample interval applied is user configurable, the most common approach is to
define minute-by-minute generation and demand profiles.
In § 6, it is proven that the sequential time capabilities of the OpenDSS software
can be expanded, from analysis at fundamental frequency, towards a comprehensive set of HPF studies, pertaining to a specific harmonic spectrum [152]. This
allows fluctuations in the harmonic signatures of the incoming supply voltage and
that of connected loads to be captured in the form of harmonic-time profiles.
Several examples of HPF studies exist in literature. A methodology is described in
[29], where an archetypal set of harmonic current spectra (relative magnitudes and
angles) are defined for each of the modelled harmonic polluting devices. An initial
load flow is performed at fundamental frequency, in which all non-linear devices
are configured as constant power loads. This step establishes the fundamental
frequency current injection that is attributable to each non-linear device. Using
the pre-defined spectra, the associated harmonic current injections, pertaining to
each order, are determined from the fundamental current measurement, where
Ih = Ih−spectrum (%) · I1

(2.43)

Similarly, the harmonic phase angles of each load are determined from the predefined spectra, such that a deviation in the fundamental current angle, away from
its preset value, is reflected by a proportional change to the angles pertaining to
other orders [29]. This is captured within equation (2.44).
θh = θh−spectrum + h · θ1 − θ1−spectrum



(2.44)

It is argued in [29] that, even in the presence of atypical conditions, such as those
pertaining to partial device loading or excessive T HDV levels at connecting PCCs,
the continued use of the same fixed spectra values, for each of the connected loads,
gives adequate HPF results. It is also noted that even for cases where typical
conditions exist, fluctuations in the terminal voltages of non-linear devices will, in
practice, elicit deviations in the corresponding harmonic current signatures from
their expected range. There is little doubt that a reliance on fixed harmonic
current spectra, under any of the aforementioned circumstances, serves to demean
analytical accuracy. It is only a question of how much. To counteract these
accuracy issues, an iterative solution is proposed in [29].
By contrast, laboratory evaluations of harmonic polluting devices in other work
[37], shows how the voltage dependency of harmonic current distortion is often
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substantial. This assertion is factored within the formation of associated load
models [37]. Despite the assurances given in [29] regarding the accuracy of its
methodology, further refinement of the means by which the harmonic current angles of load instances are determined in simulation, via equation (2.44), is required.
Equation (2.44) implies that a linear relationship exists between the changes in the
fundamental current angle and those changes subsequently observed across all nonfundamental, harmonic current angles. Once more, this hypothesis is disproved in
the angle measurements obtained for LED and CFL lamps in [37].
Building upon the approach of [29], an analytical method is presented in [44] from
which fluctuations in the harmonic distortion condition of a modern household,
as observed throughout the course of one day, may be evaluated. For each per
minute timestep, device selection within the property is determined in a probabilistic manner. The harmonic current signatures of all devices, asserted within
a particular timestep, are aggregated to form a harmonic current profile for the
household, in the time domain, encompassing a selection of harmonic orders. For
each sample in the time domain, a frequency sweep of the network is performed
across the designated harmonic orders, as per the method envisaged by Fig. 2.21.
In a similar manner to [29], a fixed harmonic current signature is pre-defined for
each device, in relative percentage terms and fixed angle values, for each order.
Once again, non-linear loads are set as constant power devices during the initial
power flow at fundamental frequency, and the currents obtained are used to update the harmonic current patterns attributable to each device, in accordance with
equations (2.43)-(2.44) and the method discussed for [29]. Voltage led variations in
harmonic current emissions are neglected, as per [29]. The resultant harmonic-time
profiles for the harmonic current orders 1, 3 and 5 (emanating from the probabilistic mix of usage cycles, for different household devices, asserted throughout one
day), are displayed for the house of interest in Fig. 10 of the paper [44].
In a similar manner to [29], device level, harmonic current characteristics are aggregated within a consolidated set of customer level demand profiles in [153]. By
contrast, this work focuses on the commercial sector, rather than domestic demand. In [153], the voltage dependency of harmonic polluting loads, which is
neglected for non-fundamental orders in [29] and [44], is recognised. By referring
to previous research of SMPS and CFL load types [69, 154], an aggregate, component based model, consisting of resistance, inductance and dc link capacitance
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equivalents, is used to model voltage-led, harmonic current contributions from associated, non-linear devices. For a selection of non-linear loads that exhibit low
level responsiveness to applied voltage, the use of fixed harmonic current spectra,
as per [29] and [44], is deemed appropriate. Finally, the voltage dependency of linear loads and those with a very small harmonic current footprint are characterised
through an aggregate, exponential load model. For reference, the exponential load
model is discussed in greater detail within § 4.2.2. A temporal, voltage dependent,
daily profile of T HDI , for the generalised, UK commercial sector, is obtained
from the ensuing HPF analysis, in which the collection of load models discussed
are utilised in a probabilistic manner [153].

2.8.3

Voltage Quality Constraints of LCT Adoption

As discussed briefly in § 2.8.2, power quality focused, temporal, power flow studies
can be used to evaluate network performance in relation to voltage quality metrics,
such as harmonic voltage distortion (§ 2.4), the occurrence of voltage excursions
beyond statutory limits (§ 2.5) and voltage unbalance (§ 2.6). These studies may
be used to assess compliance with various power quality standards. This includes
both IEEE Std. 519-2014 [101] and EN Std. 50160 [28], in relation to T HDV measurements, specified in Table 2.7 of § 2.4.9. Similarly, limits for VUF and voltage
level excursions are defined by EN Std. 50160 [28]. Moreover, limits for T HDI levels drawn by customer PCCs are also specified in IEEE 519-2014 [101], as reported
in Table 2.6 of § 2.4.8. In most study examples, the general approach requires an
initial device level characterisation of the power quality impacting appliances under review. This is followed by a mapping of the observed behaviours to singular
or aggregated load instances within the corresponding network model, prior to the
undertaking of power flow simulations.
The undertaking of such analyses may be tailored to assess the influences of new
technological innovations upon prevailing voltage quality levels. A major, recent
example of this pertains to changes in the composition of customer tastes in lighting (§ 2.1). Studies were performed to assess the power quality implications of
the widespread transition from GILs to CFLs among customers in New Zealand
[43, 78]. In [78], a universal CFL load model is characterised from empirical measurement data, as a shunt Norton equivalent. Instances of this model are subsequently spread across the distribution network under study, to create a potential
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parallel resonant scenario, of a similar nature to that discussed in § 2.7.3. Full
mitigation of harmonic concerns associated with the presence of highly dispersed
instances of problem shunt capacitance is highly improbable [78]. Generally low
fault levels are noted across the network, which is described as being “weak ”. This
attribute can be expected to exacerbate power quality related problems (§ 2.4.8)
and push any parallel resonant frequencies of the LV extremities of the distribution
network to lower harmonic orders, as per equation (2.38).
In the fundamental frequency domain, benefits from the imposition of CFLs in
[78] are noted, in terms of increased PCC voltages and reduced technical losses.
The former observation pertains to the swapping of GILs, which notably depress
voltage levels, with CFLs, which exhibit a capacitive power factor that serves to
counteract voltage drops impressed along distribution feeders. The latter improvement pertains to the reduction in the active power demanded by households, upon
replacing GILs with CFLs.
However, several diminutions in network performance are noted for non-fundamental
harmonic orders. Technical losses at harmonic orders are noted to increase significantly, to the extent that they exceed the savings achieved at fundamental
frequency [78]. Moreover, despite the CFL models being configured to operate
within the confines of relevant power quality equipment standards, network levels
of T HDV are shown to grow substantially, over the pre-existing operating scenario, when CFLs are included in simulation [78]. This is an unsurprising finding,
given the displaced load type, GIL, is known to contribute very low levels of current distortion and also provides system damping. This paper also notes how the
harmonic current signature of CFLs tends to become even poorer when subjected
to higher degrees of supply distortion, as opposed to a clean voltage [78].
Beyond lighting, general innovations in electronic load types have provoked other
examples of relevant research in this field. This includes the probabilistic formation
of aggregate, harmonic producing loads for the commercial sector in [153]. HPF
simulations are used to determine overall T HDI profiles for the modelled customers. A similar amalgamation of archetypal customer loads behind the PCC,
consolidated within a Norton equivalent shunt, is presented and studied in [103]
for a typical residential household. On this occasion, the ensuing T HDV levels,
observed on the adjoining LV network, are benchmarked against the stipulations
of IEEE Std. 519-2014 [101]. Analysis of aggregated harmonic current emissions
from residential premises is also the subject of the research performed in [149].
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A major, prospective source of power quality complications in modern networks
is the proliferation of residential PV systems. A unique approach towards the
characterisation of PVIs, in terms of their harmonic current distortion traits, is
performed in [5]. This research recognises the propensity for the harmonic current
signatures of PVIs to vary with the prevailing level of irradiance and incident
voltage distortion at the PCC. For reference, the former of these factors is analysed
extensively by this thesis in the contributions of § 5.
In [5], harmonic fingerprint models (HFMs) are developed to characterise the influence of harmonic voltage distortion upon harmonic current emissions. This takes
the form of a two-dimensional, admittance matrix, denoted Yh, H , where H signifies the order of the prevailing harmonic voltage, VH , and h refers to the order of
impressed harmonic current, Ih . This arrangement serves as an expanded alternative to the shunt current source model, which is effectively a one-dimensional
simplification of a full HFM, for a fixed value of H set equal to 1.

Figure 2.22: Off-diagonal co-ordinates for the harmonic fingerprint model of
a tested PV inverter. Admittance matrix, Yh, H , presented as a function of
prevailing harmonic current and voltage distortion (orders h, H ), for (a) 100 %,
(b) 50 %, (c) 20 % and (d) 10 % of rated output. Reproduced from [5].

A one-dimensional HFM may be considered as neglecting the potential crosscoupling influences of certain voltage harmonic orders on non-identical orders of
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current, i.e. where H 6= h. Cross-coupling effects are reflected by non-zero admittance values in off-diagonal co-ordinates of each Yh, H matrix. A third dimension
is effectively incorporated within the HFM based approach by considering how
harmonic current emissions vary with the prevailing power level of the inverter.
For reference, a similar investigation is conducted in [46].
The HFM admittance matrix values obtained for a transformer-less, single-phase,
4.6 kVA rated PV inverter, denoted PVI-A in [5], are reproduced in Fig. 2.22
for four different power levels. Only off-diagonal admittances are shown. These
are displayed separately from the corresponding diagonal values in the paper, i.e.
where H = h, as the direct harmonic coupling between voltage and current harmonic orders is observed to be a much more pervasive effect. Thus, while it may
be feasible to replace the shunt current source model in HPF studies with a more
extensive HFM substitute, the marginal improvement gained in accuracy may not
be worth the increased computational effort in simulation.
In [111], the sequential time feature of OpenDSS is adopted in simulation, in an
effective manner, to reflect the time-domain impacts that passing cloud cover may
exert across distribution networks, within which high levels of PV penetration
reside. A unique moving cloud based model is implemented, whereby the movement of a large cloud between consecutive timesteps is geographically translated,
relative to the bus co-ordinates defined for the underlying network as configured
in OpenDSS, into fluctuating PV generation levels. This information is conferred
upon load buses, such that at any instant in time, PV sites subject to overhead
cloud cover are modelled as enduring diminished irradiance, while those placed
beyond the cloud perimeter operate under clear sky conditions. Network performance under both clear sky and moving cloud cover is explored for a selection of
PV penetrations between 10 and 50 %, as defined in equation (2.28) [111].
Interesting results are conveyed in [111] from a series of half-hour, time-domain
simulations, performed with a time resolution of one second. The worst case
overvoltage condition of the network is determined from simulations of clear sky
irradiance, during which PVIs can be expected to operate at their maximum, timeconstrained capacity. Customers located at the ends of long, radial LV feeders are
found to be the most susceptible to overvoltage related problems, especially when
higher penetrations of PV are simulated. Conversely, quantification of voltage
fluctuation effects and the demands placed on voltage regulation equipment are
garnered from simulations of moving cloud shadow. The most adversely affected
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line voltage regulator experienced an almost seven fold increase in tap change
count over the half hour simulation period, as PV penetration was increased from
10 % to 50 % under cloudy conditions [111]. It is notable that the regulator in
question is located towards the end of a long LV feeder that was also disproportionately affected by overvoltage problems during the clear sky studies. Similar,
spatial considerations for DG placement are studied in [142], in combination with
capacitor bank placement. This study aims to accommodate new DG installations
in a manner that ensures the continued adherence of network operation with the
power quality objectives defined by IEEE Std. 519-2014 [101].
In [87], the hosting capacity (HC) for residential PV installations in a particular
network is assessed against a variety of power quality constraints. These include
the occurrence of undervoltage and overvoltage events, adherence to thermal limits
of network conductors, and the IEEE 519-2014 [101] imposed limits for the TDD
attributable to connected PCCs, as per equation (2.27), and T HDV . For clarity,
the penetration level of installed DG that coincides with a breach of one or more of
the stated power quality constraints is defined as the HC level of the network [87].
HPF simulations are performed for a combination of network scenarios, including
topologies in which passive filters are fitted to the PCC bus of PV generating
customers. In each case, a genetic algorithm, termed the Grid Search Method,
is used to determine the optimum HC solution that satisfies all constraints. The
introduction of passive filters is observed to greatly alleviate power quality concerns
and thus boost the maximum level of HC accommodation [87].
In [112] and [57], comparative, power quality constrained, HC assessments of rising PVI penetrations are undertaken, in which the emergence of unbalance related
issues is additionally factored. In [57], the ends of two radial feeders are interconnected, via the closure of a switch across their mutual NOP junction. As discussed
in § 2.6.3, this reconfigurative action has an alleviative effect on the VUF levels
observed previously for both LV circuits under high levels of PVI participation.
In [155], empirical power quality observations are noted once again for partially
loaded PV inverters, in addition to a similar analysis of electric vehicle battery
chargers (EVBCs). For both load types, distortion levels increase, in percentage
terms, at low loading levels. Additionally, the application of higher T HDV levels
within the PCC voltage is shown to further exacerbate T HDI emissions from
PVI, SMPS and EVBC devices [155]. Notably in the case of EVBCs, low loaded
operation often corresponds to a high state of charge (SoC) being observed for the
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battery, and so, unlike the sporadic occurrence of part-loaded PVI due to passing
cloud cover [111], the onset of T HDI increases may be considered reasonably
predictable. Similar research into the harmonic current footprint of EVBCs is
presented in [156], from which appropriate load models are formed and an HPF
style, power quality assessment of widespread charging is considered for a sample
MV/LV network. Large increases in the third and fifth harmonic currents are
noted for the studies in which EVBCs are connected [156].

2.9

Concluding Remarks

This chapter introduced the pertinent terminology that provides the basis for
power quality evaluations of modern distribution networks. Such assessments are
increasingly required by utilities, as the formerly passive nature of their networks
continues to evolve. To this end, a variety of active management techniques, such
as CVR, VVC or VVO (§ 2.5.4), are increasingly being explored. Modern distribution networks are typified by the widespread presence of harmonic producing
loads; distributed generators; and, as a result, an ever increasing complexity in the
flow of power. Against such a backdrop, this chapter aims to set the scene for the
analysis of power quality phenomena, within models for real world MV and LV
networks, in later chapters. These studies will consider the impacts of the ongoing
adaptation of distribution networks in terms of rising DG penetrations, changes
in the archetypal characteristics of everyday lighting applications and the rising
prevalence of non-linear, consumer electronic products.
Common, applicable power quality standards for network performance, such as
EN Std. 50160 [28] and IEEE Std. 519-2014 [101]; and for equipment performance,
including EN Std. 61000-3-2 [38]; are introduced and scrutinized thoroughly. In
Europe, it is argued that the relaxation of harmonic current limits for modern
lighting appliances rated at 25 W and below has contributed to increased levels
of harmonic pollution within distribution networks [24]. It is hoped that the
impending introduction of IEC Std. 61000-3-2:2018 [40] shall serve to alleviate
some of these concerns as the uptake of LED and CFLs gathers pace from their
presently low, but growing, levels of adoption (Fig. 2.3).
Although a variety of power quality issues are discussed, the main thrust of this
chapter concerns the impacts of harmonic current and voltage distortion (§ 2.4).
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Additional factors such as short circuit fault level (§ 2.3) and resonance (§ 2.7)
are introduced, mainly due to the influence they impart upon T HDI and T HDV
levels. The intricate tangle of contemporary power quality standards, many of
which have intersecting realms of applicability, is clarified in § 2.4.7 and § 2.4.8.
Assessments against such benchmarks necessitate time-domain based analysis,
such as that provided by HPF based simulation studies [87, 103, 153, 155, 156].
In relation to this purpose, the analytical advantages of the OpenDSS power flow
software are discussed for a number of showcase studies in § 2.8. In the modelling
of harmonic current pollution, the influence of factors, such as partial loading and
prevailing T HDV levels, on deviations in the harmonic current signatures of nonlinear loads, away from their nominal characteristic, is noted in various references
[29, 44, 153]. Moreover, a similar dependency on the magnitude of the fundamental voltage signal is recognised but, despite its influence, is typically excluded as a
characterisation parameter in simulation, apart from in [153].
The deleterious contributions of some connected load types to the power quality condition of distribution networks is discussed further. In terms of consumer
electronics, two key circuit topologies are reviewed in § 2.4.3: dc power supplies
(DCPS), of which switched mode power supplies (SMPS) are a popular variant;
and variable frequency drives (VFDs). Figs. 2.7 and 2.9 illustrate their typical,
respective circuit architectures. Similarly, the poor harmonic current characteristics of PVIs and EV battery chargers (EVBCs) are also discussed, specifically in
relation to their operation under part-load. In all cases, the main contributing
factor to poor harmonic performance is the parallel resonant effects imparted by
the presence of a significant, line side, shunt connected capacitance. Typically,
this element either takes the form of a dc link bus or serves as part of a grid filter.
Moreover, the potential resonant effects caused by larger instances of dedicated
shunt capacitance, i.e. capacitor banks, which are installed by utilities to alleviate
reactive power and undervoltage concerns, are discussed in § 2.7.
Mitigation options are explored for a variety of different power quality complaints.
This includes an appraisal of capacitor bank detuning in § 2.7.4. Unfortunately,
for circumstances in which problem capacitance is highly distributed among the
various LCTs connecting to a network, detuning is not a practical solution for mitigation. The adoption of network reconfiguration and interconnectivity practices
is explored in relation to the potential resolution of VUF related concerns.
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Grid-Tied Photovoltaic System
Technology
3.1

Introduction

As discussed in § 1, the popularity of embedded photovoltaics (PV) systems among
UK households, has led to them becoming a notable facet of distribution networks
over recent years. While the influx of a significant renewable energy based, generation resource is to be welcomed in terms of meeting the UK’s challenging climate change objectives and the empowering of electricity customers, a variety of
new power quality complications have subsequently arisen. These commonly include feeder voltage rise, rapid swings in generated output (e.g. due to intermittent
cloud cover), undesired contributions to reactive power flow and the injection of
non-fundamental harmonic currents into the grid.
To preserve existing standards of supply, in the midst of rising penetrations of
embedded PV, associated power quality concerns must be addressed by a range of
actors, including local distribution network operators (DNOs), technical standards
agencies and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). In this context, a technical basis for the power quality issues described, and empirically observed, for PV
inverter operation in subsequent chapters (§ 5, § 6), is provided by this chapter.
This review of solar generation technology begins with a brief, first principles’ description of the photovoltaic effect, as observed within a single solar cell (§ 3.2). The
scientific theory behind some key photovoltaic parameters, of the kind typically
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expressed on product datasheets, is advanced. The terminology is subsequently
referenced throughout the remainder of the thesis. This is followed by a higher
level overview of the inverter technologies and integrated PV inverter (PVI) system
types that are most commonly adopted in the UK and elsewhere (§ 3.3).
Several important aspects of grid coupled PVIs are introduced between § 3.4 and
3.7. This includes an overview of the archetypal, front-end, dc voltage amplification stage; incorporating maximum power point tracking (MPPT) (§ 3.4). In
contemporary inverter designs, this function provides an impetus for the high frequency switching of inductor current, and thereby the potential for total harmonic
current distortion (T HDI ) related effects within generated output currents. Moreover, MPPT presents a means for regulating power output to a target; subject to
the prevailing irradiance level. This gives rise to a power systems modelling convention, whereby PV systems tend to be modelled as constant power (negative)
load instances in load flow simulation.
In § 3.5, associated concepts are explored in relation to dc-to-ac power conversion.
This is aided by a design example contribution in § 3.5.1, which demonstrates
the impact of inverter switching, and modulation techniques therein, upon power
quality performance. Practices employed in the synchronisation of an inverter’s ac
output to the grid voltage are reviewed in § 3.6. From a load modelling perspective,
such theory assists in the comprehension of the voltage dependency of grid-tied
PVI operation. Moreover, this discussion and the analysis presented in § 3.5, serve
to validate concerns regarding PVI operation under low irradiance conditions and
increased harmonic current injections. The mitigation of current distortion, via the
ubiquitous grid filter stage, is scrutinised in § 3.7, in which a range of practicable
component values are extracted from literature and tabulated for convenience.
The influence of standards policy upon the power quality impacts of photovoltaic
equipment is also reviewed, in the context of the distribution networks of the UK
(§ 3.8). The different reactive power control options available for PVI are introduced. The surprising potential for operational compatibility between German
and UK grid codes, and the inadvertent impact this may have within networks
that exhibit high concentrations of PV, is highlighted. Concerns regarding low
irradiance performance, expressed in § 3.5-3.6, are contemplated further in § 3.9,
in which the geographic context of PVI operation in the UK is highlighted with
respect to one full year of records, compiled for a pair of weather stations in the
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Greater Manchester region. This data is revisited in future chapters in which daily
profiles of photovoltaic generation are synthesised.
Another design example (Fig. 3.16) is construed for a hypothetical PVI system,
using real world, inverter and PV panel datasheet parameters. This is used to
demonstrate the practicable range of active power generation, in relation to the
minimum dc voltage cut-off for nominally sized, PV arrays. Finally in § 3.10, a
technical overview of a prospective alleviative measure for PVI induced THDI is
examined - the oversizing of PV arrays. In support of this, the design example
presented in Fig. 3.16 (§ 3.9) is extended to consider the effect that the oversizing of PV arrays exerts on the bounds of active power generation, including the
phenomenon of inverter clipping.

3.2

The Photovoltaic Effect

+

-

Figure 3.1: Equivalent circuit of a solar cell.

The different doped semiconductor materials, from which each solar cell is composed, form a classic p-n junction interface (and associated depletion region) across
which the presence of an electrostatic barrier potential, and opposing electric field
therein, blocks the flow of current under zero-bias conditions. Incident irradiance,
denoted G, and the application of a forward bias voltage1 , VD , are two of the
main stimuli for generating current from a solar cell, alongside other factors such
as ambient temperature. For circumstances in which the former factor (irradiance)
is absent, a solar cell will behave in the same manner as a conventional diode; as
such the diode current that flows, ID , is known as the dark current [157]. If a
sufficiently large VD is present, charge carriers become energized to the extent
that the natural barrier potential of the depletion region is overcome, enabling a
diode current ID to flow across the p-n junction. Conversely under sunlight, a
1

as observed across the terminals of a solar cell
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photon-generated current, IL , can also form via the energization of valence electrons within the semi-conductor material to the conduction band. In contrast to
the flow of ID , photo current IL is swept across the depletion region in the direction
of the barrier potential. In both cases the current generated is dc in nature.
In electronic theory, the two phenomena described pertain to different mechanisms
of charge carrier flow. The formation of ID relates to the recombination of electron/hole pairs across the p-n junction, in opposition to the inherent electric field
of the depletion region. Conversely, IL is generated by incident photon energy and
the subsequent creation of new electron/hole pairs. This distinction forms the basis of the observation that flows of IL and ID counter one another within solar cells,
and explains why ID is considered to be a leakage current. In Fig. 3.1, the generation of IL (depicted as a current source) is modelled as being directly proportional
to the incident irradiance level, G, while ID encapsulates the diode functionality
inherent within each solar cell. Internal cell series and shunt resistance, Rs and
Rsh respectively, are also shown.
For cell voltages close to zero, the diode function operates in sub-threshold mode.
ID is therefore minimal and Iout approaches its maximum level (for a given value of
G), pertaining closely to the idealised short circuit metric (ISC ) that is reported on
most PV panel datasheets, such as [158]. For higher cell voltage biases (determined
via the load impedance observed across the cell terminals), the resultant flow of
ID shall oppose that of IL . For high levels of VD , full forward bias diode operation
ensues to the extent that ID matches IL and their resultant, Iout , reduces to zero.
An open circuit condition is thereby observed, signified by the development of
open circuit voltage, VOC , across the cell terminals.
WĞĂŬWŽǁĞƌƵƌǀĞ
'сϭϬϬϬtͬŵϸ

ƵƌƌĞŶƚ;Ϳ
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Figure 3.2: I-V characteristic of a typical PV module.
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By definition, the electric power generated by a solar cell under either short or open
circuit conditions is zero and so optimal performance, for which power output
is maximised, occurs at some juncture between these two extremes, analogous
to the knee-point of the archetypal Shockley current-voltage (I-V) characteristic
for diodes. This is captured in Fig. 3.2 by the peak power curve (in red), which
overlays the I-V characteristics (in grey) plotted for an arbitrary solar cell. Several
I-V plots are displayed, pertaining to specific values of G (in W/m2 ), from which
the y-intercepts denote the associated ISC levels. Similarly, VOC levels are denoted
by the x-axis intercepts, at which point forward bias diode operation dominates.
Of the I-V trends shown in Fig. 3.2, the most important is that displayed for
G = 1,000 W/m2 . This is the benchmark level employed for the certification
testing of PV panels under Standard Test Conditions 2 (STC) [159]. STCs are a
precise set of common environmental constraints, applied across industry, under
which the performance metrics of PV panels, such as their nominal active power
rating, are determined during the manufacturing process.

3.3

PV System Architectures

A PV module is typically composed from a large number of solar cells connected
in series, with the overall VOC level of the module scaling in proportion. Similarly,
if multiple modules are connected in parallel then the overall ISC level scales accordingly [160]. The inter panel arrangement of PV arrays can thus be tailored
to a design group voltage and/or current rating by wiring individual modules in
series and/or parallel, as appropriate. Typically, a PV array is connected to one
channel of the dc side of a dc-to-ac converter block (known as an inverter ), to
collectively form a PV system that can directly interface, on its ac side, with the
grid at the customer’s point of common of coupling (PCC).
Many modern energy conversion technologies are composed from power electronic
switching circuits due to the high levels of efficiency and reliability they impart
[161]. Associated conversion methodologies are typically based on a stage-by-stage
flow of low-loss energy transfers between passive storage elements (capacitors and
inductors). Examples include typical PV string-inverter systems, such as those
displayed in the block diagrams of Figs. 3.3 and 3.4. Less popular, alternative
2

alongside a PV module temperature of 25 ◦ C
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architectures are available, such as those consisting of module integrated inverters
(also known as micro-inverters), in which the dc-to-ac conversion is performed on
a per panel basis and inter-panel coupling is enacted on the ac side [112, 162].
H-bridge Inverter
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Lfi
Vdc
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dc-dc Converter

Figure 3.3: Typical single phase PV string-inverter system. VSI topology.
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Figure 3.4: Single phase PV string-inverter system. CSI topology.

In the UK, Engineering Recommendation (EREC) G83/2 [20] specifies connection
compliance criteria for small scale embedded generators (SSEGs), including PV
systems, with current ratings up to 16 A per phase. For single phase installations,
operating at nominal voltage, this equates to a maximum generator rating of 3.68
kW. Customers seeking to install SSEGs of this nature benefit from a laissez-faire
connections philosophy, whereby consent from the local DNO is not sought prior
to commissioning and initial energisation; although type-tested, G83 accreditation
and subsequent notification to the DNO by an approved installer is required. By
contrast, the connection of distributed generators rated above 16 A per phase is
subject to DNO led consideration of a formal application, prior to installation, via
the more stringent EREC G59 connection process [163]. Any subsequent granting
of DNO consent, may be subject to technical challenges and accompanying delays
due to the undertaking of impact assessment studies, the resolution of design
amendments to the customer’s proposed system or, in some cases, the satisfactory
completion of reinforcement works to the adjoining distribution network.
Given the stated administrative context and the predominantly single phase nature
of LV networks in the UK, the overwhelming majority of residential PV systems
installed are likely to be rated 3.68 kW or under. As such, string-inverters (of the
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manner presented in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4), represent the most realistic choice of PV
system architecture [162], rather than micro-inverter types [112], which tend to
be considerably more expensive when aggregated within multiple panel, kW class
systems [164]. The technical limitations of micro-inverters, such as the implicit
design requirement for high dc voltage boost ratios, further bolster the popularity
of string-inverter based systems. Irrespective of the chosen system architecture,
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) based control is typically adopted at the
dc front-end, to regulate array voltage and current.
Irrespective of the topology applied, the role of the inverter blocks in Figs. 3.3 and
3.4 is to convert a dc input to a low-noise, sinusoidal ac output. Voltage-source
inverter (VSI) arrangements, as per Fig. 3.3, are most commonly employed [165,
166]. For this module, the link capacitor of the previous dc-dc conversion stage
serves as a relatively stable dc voltage source [162, 167]. Alternatively, some PV
systems use current source inverter (CSI) technology, as per Fig. 3.4, within which
the dc link inductor is made sufficiently large to stabilise incoming dc current, and
thus emulate the behaviour of a current source [168, 169].
In both Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4, dc-to-ac conversion is enacted using a full-bridge
inverter stage, consisting of two switching legs. One should note that the adoption
of a half-bridge structure, requiring only one switching leg, is also possible [162].

3.4

Maximum Power Point Tracking

The role of the dc-dc converter section, in Fig. 3.3, is to manage the dc voltage from
an incoming PV array within a designated band of input voltage levels, prior to its
conversion to ac3 by the subsequent H-bridge inverter. MPPT functionality is also
exerted via this module [170], whereby pulse width modulated (PWM) switching of
the IGBT leg and associated adjustment of the duty ratio, D, is used to regulate the
dc current drawn from the array through the link inductor. Using this technique,
a PV system is able to maintain operation of its dc side at I, V points close to
the peak power curve envisaged in Fig. 3.2, with relative robustness to sporadic
fluctuations in incident G, ambient temperature and other environmental factors.
While the circuitry depicted pertains to that of a boost converter [165, 171], which
by definition produces an output voltage that always exceeds its input voltage [70],
3

within the statutory range of LV voltage, as per § 2.5.1
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other arrangements may be adopted, such as a buck-boost circuit. Algorithms such
as perturb-and-observe [172] or incremental conductance are often utilised to tune
the MPPT switching routine [170].
By contrast, in conjunction with a sufficiently high voltage PV array [165, 173],
the intrinsic voltage boost capability [171, 173] of CSI topologies can render the
intermediary dc-dc conversion stage of Fig. 3.3 obsolete. As such, CSI based designs may accrue a smaller footprint advantage over VSI competitors. However, a
more complex switching framework is thereby required to consolidate all necessary
control functionality within one switching stage (Fig. 3.4) rather than two [165].
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VPV
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Figure 3.5: dc-dc boost converter stage, within a VSI-based, PV stringinverter system. (a) overall circuit diagram; (b) equivalent circuit, IGBT on;
and (c) equivalent circuit, IGBT off.

A brief technical overview of the front-end, voltage boost stage found within VSI
designs for string-inverters follows. The dc link inductor depicted in Fig. 3.3 naturally opposes abrupt changes to the current flowing through it. As such, boost
converter topologies of this type are operated in continuous current mode, whereby
the applied switching regime never forces inductor current to zero [161]. This contrasts to the high frequency interruptions imparted on the currents that flow in
the diode and the IGBT, caused by the switching enacted upon the latter component. During periods of IGBT conduction (Fig. 3.5(b)) the diode is reverse biased,
effectively isolating the link capacitor from the circuit front-end and facilitating a
graduated increase in the current that flows through the array-inductor-IGBT loop
[161, 167]. This increase in current results from the establishment of a positive
dc voltage across the inductor, which is of the same magnitude as that provided
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across the PV terminals and is directly proportional to the ensuing rate of change
of current, as per the well known identity, VL = L ·

di
.
dt

Conversely, when the IGBT is off (Fig. 3.5(c)) the array becomes directly coupled
to the link capacitor via the diode, creating a path along which energy stored in
the inductor is transferred, along with the instantaneous power generated from the
PV array, in a theoretically lossless manner. To maintain a desired average current
that translates to the targeted I, V operating point on the peak power curve, an
equilibrium between “on” and “off” operation periods must be established. The
sustained increase in current observed during each “on” interval must be countered
within each adjacent “off” interval by eliciting an opposing reduction to inductor
current. As such, the polarity of the voltage drop observed across the inductor
during each “off” interval must be in reverse (Fig. 3.5(c)) to that formed when the
IGBT conducts (Fig. 3.5(b)). Given this fact, application of Kirchhoff’s Voltage
Law to Fig. 3.5(c) proves that the voltage drop formed across the capacitor (VC )
must always resolve to be greater than the voltage imparted by the incoming PV
array (VP V ) within the boost converter topology highlighted.
The IGBT switching for the MPPT control of string-inverters is typically administered at a frequency (fs ) in the order of 10 to 20 kHz [173–175]. The duty ratio,
D, is determined from the respective durations of the switched on and off portions
of each PWM period [70], ton + tof f = Ts ; such that D = ton /Ts . The voltage
formed across the dc link capacitor depends on the level of D chosen. The voltage
and current transfer functions are given in equations (3.1) and (3.2) [70].
VC
1
Ts
=
≡
VP V
1−D
tof f

(3.1)


IC
= 1−D
IP V

(3.2)

For the less popular micro-inverter based system, the corresponding dc-dc boost
converter stage, through which MPPT is enacted, requires slight augmentation.
Technical difficulties arise from the 1:1 ratio of PV panels to micro-inverters within
a typical aggregated system. The inherently low dc input voltage obtained from
each PV panel instance necessitates a large boost ratio to ensure that generated
power can be exported at grid voltage level. In [176], the link inductor is replaced
with the coupled windings of a transformer, within a flyback converter configuration, such as that depicted in Fig. 3.6 and discussed in [177].
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VPV

+-
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Figure 3.6: Flyback converter stage, for a VSI-type, PV micro-inverter system.

For a turns ratio, a, the original voltage boost equation (3.1) is amended within
the flyback configuration [161, 177], such that:
D
VC

=
VP V
a· 1−D

3.5

(3.3)

Power Conversion

For single phase applications, a full-bridge inverter stage consists of a pair of
parallel legs of two switching transistors apiece. In the case of VSIs (Fig. 3.3),
these take the form of gate pulse fired, forced-commutated IGBTs, across which
free-wheeling diodes are connected in anti-parallel [170]. For the purposes of lowloss energy transfer, the voltage source nature of this block ensures that the initial
energy storage component within the subsequent ac-side filter stage (Fig. 3.3) must
be a series-connected inductor [145, 171]. To prevent damage from shoot through
currents, some dead time is introduced between the switching of the upper and
lower transistors in each leg of the inverter bridge [168]. During instances in which
all IGBTs are switched off, this topology necessitates that a free-wheeling path
back to the link capacitor is available so that filter inductor, Lf , cannot be coerced
into a potentially damaging, open-circuit condition while in a charged state.
Conversely for CSIs (Fig. 3.4), reverse current blocking is enacted within each
leg [168], by introducing either line-commutated thyristors or blocking diodes in
series with IGBTs, for forced-commutated switching [168, 173]. Experimental data
reported in [173] contends that higher conversion losses and their dependence on
expensive, higher voltage rated switches, renders CSI based designs to be less
appealing than VSI. Similar conclusions are drawn by [171], which also notes that
CSIs offer poorer reactive power capabilities than VSI but smaller potential circuit
footprint, due to the absence of a dc-dc converter front-end. Moreover, in contrast
to VSIs, the conduction intervals for at least one upper and one lower transistor
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are designed to overlap within CSI topologies. This ensures that link inductor,
Ldc , is never left under open-circuit [168]. For a full bridge inverter configuration,
it means that for short spells at least three transistors (out of four) must be gated
simultaneously, providing further impetus for the inclusion of blocking diodes to
prevent the wasteful circulation of currents between adjacent IGBTs.
The ac outputs of both VSIs and forced-commutated CSIs are controlled using
PWM-based switching [161], through which sinusoidal shaping and functions such
as power factor control (PFC) are enacted [167, 170]. An appropriate modulating technique must be selected, of which carrier based methods, such as sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM), are amongst the most commonly utilised
[161, 178]. In this context, the SPWM technique pertains to the computation of the
pulse trains used to switch the IGBTs within the inverter stage and thus generate
a low noise, sinusoidal output current at fundamental frequency. SPWM signals
are formed from the difference between a triangular (high frequency), carrier signal and a reference sinusoidal (supply frequency), modulating signal [161, 168].
The ensuing mark and space pattern is influenced by the relative amplitudes and
frequencies of the carrier and modulating waveforms, as encapsulated by the modulation index, ma , and carrier index, mf , terms respectively [161, 168], where
ma =

Vref

(3.4)

Vcarrier

and
mf =

+-

+½Vdc

n

½Vdc

(3.5)

S1

½Vdc
Vdc

fcarrier
fref

V0

-½Vdc

S2

Figure 3.7: Single-phase half-bridge VSI converter.

A worked example of SPWM signalling is given in Fig. 3.8, in which carrier and
modulation indices of 20 and 0.909 apply, as might potentially be administered
within a half-bridge inverter circuit [161], such as that depicted in Fig. 3.7 and the
switched IGBTs, denoted S1 and S2 , therein.
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Equation (3.6) encapsulates the simple comparator based method used to construct the SPWM signals [161] displayed in Fig. 3.8(a), in which a smaller than
typical value of mf is chosen to aid visualisation of the technical principles under review. In practice, much higher values for mf may be employed, whereby
switching frequencies of between 10 to 20 kHz are observed to be common among
commercially available PVIs [173–175]. One design advantage of adopting higher
switching frequencies is that smaller passive elements can be used in the grid-side
output filter [166]. Moreover, the dependency of the output voltage, V0 , on the
magnitude of the dc link voltage, Vdc , is evident from both Fig. 3.7 and equation
(3.6) [179]. Given that the reference signal for modulation, Vref , is derived from
feedback of the grid-side voltage, VP CC in Fig. 3.3, [179] continuous adjustment
of ma , as per equation (3.4), is required in the presence of a fluctuating dc link
voltage to ensure that the converter is able to provide an output voltage of the
required magnitude for injection into the grid.

 + Vdc/2, Vref − Vcarrier > 0

V0 SP W M =
 − Vdc/2, V
ref − Vcarrier ≤ 0

(3.6)

For half-bridge configurations a bipolar switching arrangement is adopted [179],
whereby the switching of the upper and lower IGBTs in Fig. 3.7 are synchronised.
As such, apart from a brief intermediary, blanking period (when both S1 and S2 are
open), the switching states of S1 and S2 are always the inverse of one another [161],
as is apparent within Fig. 3.8(b) and (c). This pattern results in a pulsating, ac
voltage output of the nature presented in Fig. 3.8(d). Despite the output waveform
not resembling a smooth sinusoidal voltage of the quality expected within LV
networks, control of the underlying fundamental signal is retained through inverter
switching, such that it can be recovered by application of appropriate filtering.
Taken in isolation, the high frequency switching action of the inverter bridge is
insufficient to produce grid quality, sine wave output. For this reason an adjoining, low-pass grid filter is required (as per Fig. 3.3) to eliminate unwanted, higher
harmonic orders from within the generated current, prior to its injection at the
PCC. The sharp transitions observed within the output waveform, across the full
swing of dc link voltage4 , render the choice of a series inductor as the initial component within the filter stage, rather than a capacitor, to be most appropriate.
By contrast, the amplitude of the desired, fundamental frequency portion of the
4

large values of

dV
dt

across a capacitor will impart significant current spikes
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pre-filtered signal is manipulated via the adjustment of ma , as per equation (3.4),
and the ensuing change imparted upon the respective duty ratios of the PWM
gating controls for IGBTs S1 and S2 .
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Figure 3.8: SPWM signalling, as applied to a half-bridge inverter with bipolar
switching (ma = 0.909, mf = 20). (a) Carrier and reference waveforms; resultant
PWM gate signals for (b) upper switch S1 and (c) lower switch S2 ; and (d) ac
output voltage (pre-filter stage).

In general, the act of boosting the modulation index serves to amplify the output current in a proportional manner. However, for SPWM-based switching this
relationship only holds true while ma remains lower than 1; defining a preferred
operational range known as the linear region [161]. For over-modulated operation
(ma > 1), increased levels of low order current harmonics [161] are typically observed within the injected current, which prove difficult to nullify using a passive
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grid-side filter. As such, the modulation control imparted within PV systems typically seeks to remain within the linear region by design [179]. Some alternative
modulation techniques attempt to address this potential harmonic distortion concern, such that linear operation is extended to higher values of ma . A popular
example is space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM), through which linear
operation can be achieved for ma < 1.154 [179, 180].
These facts, allied to previous discussion, allude to how the aim of maintaining
linear operation proves more difficult in the presence of low dc link voltages, i.e.
those periods coinciding with the onset of low incident irradiance. One may consider equation (3.7), in which the maximum rms output voltage, V0 , obtainable
from operation within the linear region, depends on both the modulation index and
the prevailing dc link voltage [179]. As such, for low irradiance scenarios, inverters
may resort to applying high values of ma . These changes may extend beyond the
practicable range of equation (3.7) and thus stray into the overmodulation region,
to maintain alignment with the grid-side voltage magnitude. Attendant levels of
harmonic current distortion can be anticipated to rise, accordingly [161].
V0 =

3.5.1

ma · Vdc
√
2 2

(3.7)

Design Example: Modulation index and THDI

To demonstrate the potential for power quality related issues to arise from SPWM
overmodulation, the example introduced for such a system in Fig. 3.8 is hereby
expanded. By invoking the relationship introduced in equation (3.6), a model for
SPWM was constructed within an Excel workbook. A triangular, carrier frequency
of 20 kHz, grid frequency of 50 Hz and adjustable magnitude of ma are selected,
with SPWM samples being taken at a rate of ten per carrier period. In all, 16,384
time-domain samples (214 ) are generated. The harmonic distortion attributes of
the SPWM impressed, output waveform are analysed using fast Fourier transforms
(FFT), with the SciPy package in the Python scripting language.
In Fig. 3.9, the magnitude of the fundamental component of the output voltage
waveform, V0(1) , taken with respect to that of the dc link voltage, is plotted against
the range of modulation index values, ma , applied within the Excel model. As
predicted by theory, the linear region (black dots) is clearly defined within the left
hand portion of the chart, in which the magnitude of the fundamental component
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scales in proportion with ma , up to a value of 1. For values of ma greater than 1
(towards the right side of the chart), the influence of overmodulation becomes more
pronounced, such that further increases in modulation effort are shown to only
amplify |V0(1) | by small margins. In addition, the frequency domain plot in Fig.
3.10(b) demonstrates how operation within the highly non-linear, overmodulation
region imparts higher levels of harmonic distortion within the impressed ac output
voltage, when compared to linear region performance, Fig. 3.10(a).
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Figure 3.9: Voltage gain of fundamental component of ac output waveform,
plotted against applied ma . SPWM modulated, half-bridge inverter model.

In both panels of Fig. 3.10, a generally low level of harmonic distortion is observed
when a unity modulation index is enacted. For low values of ma , within the linear
region displayed in panel (a), the lowest overall levels of distortion are observed
for modulation indices in the range of 0.8 to 0.9. As the modulation index declines
below 0.8, higher order harmonics are shown to become steadily more prominent.
By contrast, in panel (b), lower order harmonics (particularly third and fifth) are
observed to grow as operation pushes further into the overmodulation region, up
to the maximum value of ma tested, 2.5. It may be appreciated that for overmodulated operation, the design of the accompanying passive filter stage proves
inherently more difficult, given the need to suppress lower order harmonics and
the steep frequency roll-off characteristics that are therefore required.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.10: Magnitude of ac output waveform (pre-filter stage) by harmonic order (specified in percentage terms, taken with respect to fundamental).
SPWM modulated, half-bridge inverter model. Plotted for different levels of
applied ma : (a) Linear (ma ≤ 1), and (b) Overmodulated (ma ≥ 1) regions.

3.5.2

Full-bridge inverter switching

For the half-bridge inverter example presented in Fig. 3.7, a bipolar switching
method is employed. Similarly, this mode of switching can be applied to full-bridge
configurations (such as Fig. 3.3), whereby the switching of diagonal pairs across
the bridge are synchronised with one another [162, 166, 181]. One disadvantage is
the manner by which losses are incurred within the adjoining filter stage. These
stem from the large and rapid swings in voltage that are impressed across the filter
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series inductance. As observed in Fig. 3.8(d), these fluctuations encompass the full
range of dc link voltage, and so are accompanied by both an amplification in the
current flowing through the filter inductance and the attendant losses.
To address the stated performance concerns, an alternative switching practice,
known as unipolar modulation, is commonly exploited in full-bridge circuits. Using
this technique, the IGBTs in each leg switch independently of one another [162,
166], such that an intermittent zero voltage state can occur, between the +1⁄2Vdc
and -1⁄2Vdc extremes observed in Fig. 3.8(d). In effect, unipolar modulation can be
considered to produce a three level, voltage waveform [181]. The ensuing decrease
in switching ramp-rates, as observed between adjacent voltage levels, helps to lower
filter losses [162]. Moreover, the adoption of unipolar switching facilitates the use
of smaller filter components than with bipolar switched designs [166].

3.6

Synchronisation

In a similar manner to synchronous machines, the terminal voltages of inverterinterfaced, distributed generators (IIDGs), such as PV inverters or modern, fullrated converter based wind turbines5 , must be carefully matched against the prevailing voltage magnitude, phase angle and frequency of the PCC connecting node
within the local power system, prior to the unit being paralleled to the grid. The
process described is most commonly referred to as synchronisation [182]. The
tracking of PCC voltage, while exhibiting constant power type behaviour (in relation to a fixed level of incident irradiance), renders PV systems to emit larger
currents upon experiencing lowered PCC voltage levels.
At the moment of connection, any deviation between the grid and terminal voltage,
can induce current surges between the mismatched nodes [91]. These may manifest
as unacceptable disturbances within the adjoining network and so the quality of
synchronisation methods is addressed by various standards, including IEEE-1547
[182–184], IEC 61727 [183, 185] and VDE 0126-1-1 [183, 185]. These ensure that
any intermittent voltage fluctuations, ensuing from the connection of a generator,
are confined to within a tightly prescribed margin of the prevailing PCC voltage
level [186]. In addition to the establishment of synchronism, the synchronised state
of IIDGs must be actively maintained while coupled to the grid. This is achieved
5

in contrast to induction generator type wind turbines.
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by the continual monitoring of current and voltage at the PCC node [187], which
requires appropriate sensing devices, such as potential transformers and current
transformers, to be included within the installed IIDG package.
The zero crossing detection (ZCD) method [170] represents the simplest approach
to synchronisation, but due to its poor immunity to voltage harmonic distortion
[183] and deviations in supply frequency [187] it has been surpassed in popularity,
overwhelmingly, by techniques that incorporate a phase-locked loop (PLL) [187,
188]. PLLs are used to obtain a stable reference signal for the phase angle of
the monitored PCC voltage, θ. This information may be used to co-ordinate the
PWM based inverter switching in the power conversion stage (§ 3.5), such that the
synchronisation of the grid injected current with PCC voltage is tuned accordingly
and control of the output power transfer can be dictated. A brief introduction
to the philosophies, which underpin these control strategies and their perceived
advantages, is now presented.
One may recall how Fortescue’s method for symmetrical components is invoked
to rearrange three phase voltage and currents (a-b-c) into a more practical set of
positive, negative and zero sequence components (1-2-0 ), which are often utilised
within power systems fault calculations. Similarly, the Clarke transform provides
an alternative representation of the a-b-c system. This approach translates the
original three phase form, rotating at grid frequency and known as the natural
frame, into an orthogonal, three-dimensional set of vectors, collectively termed the
stationary reference frame (α-β-0 ) [189, 190]. An orthogonal vector representation
is more effective in depicting how the voltages and currents in each phase are
mutually independent of one another [190]. The Clarke transformation between
the a-b-c and α-β-0 frames is presented in equation (3.8).
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A computational advantage of equation (3.8) arises for balanced conditions, since
the 0 axis can then be neglected, thereby reducing the conversion to a two axes
(α-β) interpretation [191]. Moreover, this representation of the PCC voltage can
be used as a reference signal within space vector modulated, switching techniques
(briefly discussed in § 3.5), as commonly applied within the power conversion stage
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[192]. These are adjudged to outperform carrier based modulation methods, which
incorporate a natural frame, ac reference to the grid voltage [179].
An additional conversion, the Park transform, is required to convert from the αβ-0 frame to the synchronous reference frame, denoted d-q-0 [190]. Once again,
an orthogonal three axes set (d, q and 0 ) is created, with the PLL extracted, θ
angle now being required [188], as demonstrated within equation (3.9). This final
transformation serves to further align the three axes representation such that it
rotates synchronously with the prevailing PCC voltage, at grid frequency [188].
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For balanced conditions, equation (3.9) yields time invariant, fixed dc terms for
computed voltage and current components [193]. This advantageous feature of
the d-q-0 frame, helps to reduce the signal processing burden within subsequent
control stages. Literature contends that the use of dc quantities, rather than ac
signals, proves more convenient for implementing grid interface control [188, 190,
191], via modern proportional integral (PI) controller and digital low-pass filter
modules, or such like [183, 188]. Moreover, space-vector modulated switching,
such as SVPWM, is often preferred alongside d-q led control due to the ease by
which active and reactive power provision can be manipulated independently of
one another [189, 190, 194]. This is due to the manner by which the active and
reactive components of current decouple naturally into d and q terms [192, 193].
Management of the synchronised variables must be balanced against the desire to
maintain a relatively stable voltage for the dc link capacitor, vdc [192, 195]. Objectives include, compelling the PV inverter system to operate within its specified
dc voltage limits (as defined in datasheets such as [196]), and maintaining a linear
modulation index (§ 3.5). The control loop ensures that short-term deviations in
the charge balance of the link capacitor are countered by appropriate adjustments
to the rate of change in the output power transfer, such that vdc can be regulated
[195]. Given the dc side control objective of resolving the flows of P and Q onto
the grid, the importance of the intervening filter stage warrants some analysis.
Consider Fig. 3.11, in which the voltage output from the power conversion stage
is denoted v0 , prevailing PCC voltage level e, and a simple series inductance filter
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L is installed on each phase. The inter-relationship between these quantities may
be expressed via a simple voltage loop formula, as per equation (3.10).


di
v0 t = e t + L ·
dt
idc

Vdc

+-

La

(3.10)
ac disconnect
switches

Lb

ea

eb

V0

n
i(t)

Lc

ac contactors

ec

Figure 3.11: Filter stage between PV system converter stage and grid.

Consider an arbitrary change to the state of charge for the link capacitor, subject
to the general aim of stabilising vdc . For short time intervals, the ensuing, rate-ofchange target for the ramping of the output current injection, di/dt, may be treated
as being fixed, irrespective of the PCC voltage magnitude or filter inductor size.
Factoring equation (3.7), an expression for di/dt (denoted as a constant, ζ) is formed
in terms of both the dc link and PCC voltages [192].


di
1
ma · vdc
√
ζ ≡
=
·
− e
dt
L
2 2

(3.11)

This can be rearranged to form an expression for the modulation index, ma , in
terms of the dc link and PCC voltages.
√ 

2 2
ma =
· Lζ + e
vdc

(3.12)

For completeness, the associative expression for the stabilised, dc link voltage is
vdc

√ 

2 2
=
· Lζ + e
ma

(3.13)

Equation (3.12) shows that potential increases in ma into the overmodulated region, and any attendant increase in harmonic current distortion therein (Fig. 3.10),
correlates with dips in vdc and/or high values of e. Thus, higher PCC voltage levels are shown to be conducive to a poorer harmonic distortion performance by
connected PV systems. However, the comparative operating range of vdc is much
larger than that of the PCC voltage, which is governed to be within statutory LV
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limits of 230 ± 10% (§ 2.5.1). Thus, the presence of low dc link voltages (typically
under low irradiance conditions) remains a greater concern in terms of considering
excursions into the overmodulated region.

3.7

Grid-side Filter

For several reasons, an output filter stage is deemed necessary within grid-tied PV
systems. First, the PWM switching based techniques employed within the power
conversion stage (§ 3.5) naturally impress high order current harmonics onto the
desired fundamental output signal [168]. Moreover, this contribution to distortion
levels can be exacerbated by operating in non-linear modulation modes. Second,
the short dead time and overlap windows encompassed within VSI and CSI switching paradigms, respectively, as described in § 3.5, will introduce further levels of
distortion into the ac output [168]. These undesired harmonic components must
be eliminated prior to their injection into the grid at the PCC. Passive, low pass
LC filters are typically designed for this purpose.
For VSI based systems, the filter stage may prove to be as simple as a first order,
series inductor (Fig. 3.11) [176]; although second-order LCL filters (as in Fig. 3.3)
are often used to enable the use of smaller component values and to achieve a
steeper frequency roll-off [17, 86, 146]. In opposing fashion, CSI based schemes
operate by facilitating the transfer of energy between the link inductor to a shunt
capacitor, the initial element within the output filter stage (Fig. 3.4). The arrangement of filter capacitors in this manner is observed to result in a constant leading
power factor for some applications [168], while similar limitations in the reactive
power capabilities of CSI-based PV systems are noted in [171]. Poor power factor
performance at low irradiance levels is observed in laboratory tests undertaken for
a transformer-less CSI design in [46] with similar concerns being evident in the
reactive power charts reported in [165].
The latency introduced by the inclusion of a passive LC filter must also be factored within the design of the control loop, as outlined in Fig. 3.11. In this context,
caution must also be taken with regards to the potential instability that a parallel resonant condition may elicit within the control loop [17]. In addition, the
prospective resonant coupling of LCL filters with the inductive properties of the
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adjoining distribution network is a pertinent power quality concern [17, 145, 166],
given the potentially low order frequencies in question.
One may consider LCL filters, of the form utilised in VSI based designs, such as
that presented in Fig. 3.3 and reproduced in Fig. 3.12(a), to act in the manner of a
transconductance amplifier. The module takes the PWM voltage signal, from the
preceding conversion stage, V0 , as an input and translates it into a grid injected,
output current, iG [145]. Assuming that the grid impedance is sufficiently small,
the transfer function is expressed in equation (3.14), as a function of harmonic
frequency. To aid understanding of how the inclusion of such components may
impinge upon wider network performance, the circuit is re-imagined as a Norton
equivalent in Fig. 3.12(b), where the PWM signal is fashioned as a current source.

ZCf
iG

G hω =
≡ 
V0
ZLf i · ZCf + ZLf i · ZLf o + ZLf o · ZCf
ZGrid

Lfo

ZGrid

iG

Lfo

PCC

Lfi

Cf

VGrid

(3.14)

PCC
V0

VGrid

Cf

Lfi

i0

LCL Filter

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12: LCL filter stage for a VSC based PV system. (a) Full circuit
diagram; and (b) Norton equivalent circuit, as viewed from PCC.

Practical models of LCL filters, utilised within VSI based, PVI designs, are discussed in [17–19, 86]. In [17, 86], values are chosen in relation to a set of empirically
determined design constraints, based on equipment power rating, Pr , nominal grid
frequency, ωb (50 Hz in Europe), and PCC voltage level. For example, to maintain
control of operating power factor close to unity, capacitance Cf in Fig. 3.12(a), is
typically constrained to be less than 5 % of the base capacitance, Cb , where
Vb2
Pr

(3.15)

1
ω b Zb

(3.16)

Zb =
and
Cb =

Similarly, to limit voltage drop on the ac side of the converter, between the dc link
capacitor and the PCC, total inductance, Lf i + Lf o , must amount to less than 10
% of base inductance, Lb , where
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Lb =

Zb
ωb

(3.17)

The respective component values of the LCL filter designs proposed in [17–19] are
reported in Table 3.1, for one three-phase and two single-phase arrangements. Perunit equivalent values are also calculated and displayed, each of which is observed
to adhere to the aforementioned guidelines, recommended in [17]. In consideration of the equivalent impedance of the filters, as observed from the adjoining
network in Fig. 3.12(b), the resonant frequency, fres , associated with each circuit
is also reported. As outlined in [86], this information can be easily calculated via
rearrangement of equations (2.34) and (3.14), such that:

fres

1
=
2π

s

Lf i + Lf o
Lf i · Lf o · Cf

(3.18)

Table 3.1: Practical component values for the grid-side LCL filter of a VSI
topology, PV inverter system (reproduced from [17], [18] and [19]).
Design #1 [17]

Design #2 [18]

Design #3 [19]

Rating, Pr (kW)

4.1

6.0

2.0

Nom. Frequency, ωb

2π·50

2π·50

2π·50

Nom. ac Voltage, Vb (V)

380, 3 φ

220, 1 φ

220, 1 φ

Zb

35.22

8.07

24.20

3.8

Cb (µF)

90.4

394.6

131.5

Cf

2.2 µF (0.0243 pu)

10.0 µF (0.0253 pu)

2.5 µF (0.0190 pu)

Lb (mH)

112.1

25.7

77.0

Lf i

3 mH (0.0268 pu)

600 µH (0.0234 pu)

1.3 mH (0.0169 pu)

Lf o

5 mH (0.0446 pu)

150 µH (0.0058 pu)

0.8 mH (0.0104 pu)

fres (kHz)

2.5

4.6

4.5

Performance Standards and Limitations

Harmonic current distortion limits for customer loads rated at 16 A per phase or
less are set out in European standard, EN 61000-3-2:2014 [38]. Similarly, unless an
installation is utility scale, residential PV systems in the UK tend to be sized such
that they too must adhere to the same power quality stipulations, under which
they are categorized as Class A devices [38]. Harmonic distortion criteria for these
appliances are specified in absolute terms and discussed in greater detail within
Table 2.4 and § 2.4.7, respectively.
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In the UK, EREC G83/2 [20] (introduced previously, in § 3.3) specifies supplementary performance criteria for SSEGs (including PV systems) with current ratings
up to 16 A, i.e. 3.68 kW at nominal voltage. Clause 5.4.1 mandates that the
absolute limits contained in EN 61000-3-2:2014 [38] should be scaled in proportion
to the rating of a SSEG device. The equivalent restrictions are represented as
percentages of fundamental current, as outlined in the third column of Table 2.4.
Connection requirements for SSEGs are detailed in sections 551 and 712 of the latest revision of IET Wiring Regulations; British standard, BS 7671:2018 [197, 198].
From a power systems modelling perspective, these clauses are mostly unremarkable and mainly serve to mandate certain aspects of safety functionality, such as the
automatic disconnection of generating equipment in the event of a local network
fault6 . Further requirements for micro-generators are stipulated in EN Std. 50438
[123], although Annex A of this document makes plain that the articles of EREC
G83/2 [20] take precedence within the UK. For reasons of clarity, it should be
noted that the term “micro-generator ” is interchangeable with that of “SSEG”,
in the context of formally defined terminology [20, 123], specifically for generating
devices rated within 16 A. However, the scope of the former term is commonly
extended to device ratings of up to 50 kW in the UK [12], and so to avoid ambiguity, usage of the term “SSEG” is preferred in this thesis. Further to this, the
distinction between the terms IIDG (introduced in § 3.6) and SSEG should also be
noted, as the latter term additionally encompasses direct, ac coupled, embedded
generators, such as small scale wind turbines.
Despite additionally stringent harmonic limits being prescribed for EREC G83/2
compliant equipment in the third column of Table 2.4, over those expressed for
general Class A devices in the second column, these only remain applicable for
SSEGs operating at their rated output [20]. Similarly, guidelines for displacement
power factor (DPF) are also stated for SSEGs, in Clause 5.6 of EREC G83/2 [20],
to be within the range of 0.95 lagging to 0.95 leading; but again this range is
only stipulated for operation at rated power. In light of the low capacity factors
previously compiled for PV in Fig. 1.1, one may discern that operation at rated
levels is rarely achieved in the UK, with long spells of part loaded operation being
commonplace outside summer months. In theory, the accompaniment of high levels
of THDI and/or non-unity power factor operation to PV generation in the UK is
therefore permissible given existing regulations, so long as the devices operate
6

a safety provision that is often referred to as “anti-islanding”.
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within their rated outputs. Such conditions are also anticipated, given erratic
solar irradiance patterns alongside more predictable, everyday instances of low
irradiance observed during dawn and twilight, as analysed in [199].
In previewing the future context of micro-generation within the UK’s distribution
networks, the ongoing applicability of EREC G83/2 [20] for SSEG connections is
worthy of further comment. In an effort to harmonise connection requirements
in the UK with those across the EU, the system operator for Great Britain, National Grid, has proposed grid code modification GC0102 [200]. The suggestion
was endorsed by the Distribution Code Review Panel (DCRP) [200] and Ofgem
[201]. Consequentially, with the intention of replacing EREC G83/2 [20], a new
Engineering Recommendation, G98/1 [202], has been developed. All new SSEG
connections that arise from May 2019 onwards will become subject to this updated
EREC, through which considerably more pervasive functionality in the realms of
active power control and reactive power provision are demanded and many aspects
of European standardisation not previously adopted in the UK are incorporated,
including the full scope of EN 50438 [123]. An exception to this scope concerns
legacy SSEGs, i.e. those energized prior to the accession date (May 2019), for which
the performance requirements of EREC G83/2 [20] will be retained.
Significant changes to the manner of reactive power support provided by SSEGs
are mooted within EREC G98/1 [202]. The mandate for SSEGs to operate with
a DPF greater than 0.95 (leading or lagging) in EREC G83/2 [20] is retained in
Clause 9.5.1 of EREC G98/1 [202], for operation at rated power, denoted Pr . However, owing to the deferral of [202] to EN 50438 [123], future limits are imposed
for part-loaded operation (in which the ratio of prevailing active power output to
device rating, P /Pr , is less than unity), where none previously existed [20]. While
IEC 61727 states that PV systems must exhibit a lagging power factor above
0.9, for P /Pr greater than 50 %, this technical standard does not have primacy
within the UK [185]. More generally, one may note that P /Pr ratios of the manner
described, pertaining to the part-loaded operation of an electrical device, are commonly referred to by the term load factor (LF) in electrical engineering parlance
[14, 75, 203]. This concept is revisited in § 4.6 of this thesis.
The new paradigm proposed by EREC G98/1 [202] is captured in the piecewise
trends of Figs. 3.13 and 3.14, in which operation at a DPF exceeding 0.90 is proposed for outputs lower than 100 %, but greater than 20 %, of Pr . For generation
levels below the 20 % threshold, the ratio of reactive power to nominal active
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power is limited to 10 %. Fig. 3.14 demonstrates that as SSEG load factor dips
below 20 %, the corresponding DPF limit becomes progressively more relaxed.

SSEG Reactive Power Capability Limit, Q/Pr (%)
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Figure 3.13: Reactive power capability limits versus active power loading, for
inverter-coupled SSEGs in the UK (post May 2019).
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Figure 3.14: Displacement power factor capability limits versus active power
loading, for inverter-coupled SSEGs in the UK (post May 2019).

Notwithstanding the deferral of EN Std. 50438 [123] to EREC G83/2 [20] in the
UK, the requirements of the former remain relevant in terms of the behavioural
traits and capabilities observed among legacy SSEG installations. For instance,
many PV systems found in the UK are manufactured in countries such as Germany,
where the VDE-AR-N 4105 grid code directive applies (deferred from Annex A of
EN 50438 [123]), in which more stringent reactive power restrictions apply.
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Clause 4.4 of EN 50438 [123] mandates that micro-generators are capable of operating in one of three prospective reactive power control modes: fixed power factor,
voltage set-point mode: Q(V), and power factor as a function of active power:
PF(P). The choice of reactive power strategy, that is to be adopted by connecting
generators within any distribution network (from the three options discussed), is
at the discretion of the local distribution system operator (DSO).
In Germany, the aforementioned VDE-AR-N 4105 guidelines necessitate PV inverters to operate according to a PF(P) characteristic, pre-defined across its active
power range [113]. It is important to consider that such functionality does not necessarily conflict with the more relaxed DPF limits specified for SSEGs in the UK,
as per EREC G83/2 [20], as the UK-specific clause only becomes effective while
operating at rated power. Thus, it is possible that German manufactured PVIs
could feasibly be installed in the UK and operate with exactly the same settings,
while managing to adhere to power quality regulations in both jurisdictions.
Additional power quality recommendations for dispersed generation are outlined
in IEC Technical Report (TR) 61000-3-15 [147], although the document serves as
guidance for compliance testing rather than as a performance standard. Furthermore, it lists performance criteria relevant to each major country and notes that
while PV systems typically exhibit low THDI emissions, these tend to increase (in
percentage terms) for output levels lower than rated power [147]. This predicament is especially prevalent for hardware in which output control functionality
is optimised for operation at rated power. In addition, Annex A.2 of IEC TR
61000-3-15 [147] shows that increasing the level of supply distortion incident on
a tested PVI, from 3 % to a maximum of 9 %, in steps of 1 %, progressively degrades the harmonic current signature of the device. The aggravating influence of
background T HDV levels on the T HDI contributions of PVIs is similarly noted
in [5], as discussed in § 2.8.3. In light of the potential for cross-coupling between
distortive behaviours, IEC TR 61000-3-15 [147] further recommends that inverter
testing should be employed at load factors of 25, 50 and 100 %.

3.9

Low Irradiance Performance Impacts

Despite the load factor based grading of inverter testing discussed in § 3.8; in
practice, photovoltaic generated power is often observed to be at levels that are
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significantly lower than even the minimum test level specified by IEC TR 610003-15 [147], of 25 % of rated power. Thus, the full potential range of irradiance
impacted performance is still not validated under the guidelines suggested within
the most pertinent industry guidance.
The stated power quality issues, associated with the low irradiance operation of
PVIs, are evaluated within a laboratory setting in [46]. In addition, such concerns
appear to be validated from field trial data taken across a wide selection of LV
networks located in the north-west of England. This exercise formed part of an
Ofgem Low Carbon Network Fund (LCNF) Tier 1, network monitoring focused
project, “Low Voltage Network Solutions” (LVNS) [204]. One of its deliverable
reports [205] observed how THDI levels “increased significantly in the feeders with
PV penetration, particularly above 30%”.
IHANDFOR2
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Figure 3.15: Cumulative probability distribution of five-minute solar irradiance readings, taken in Greater Manchester during 2017. Sunlight hours only.

In light of the observations taken from the LVNS project, an evaluation of the
prospective solar generation resource within the Greater Manchester region and
the attendant power quality impacts, endured within high PV penetration networks under low irradiance, is undertaken. In Fig. 3.15, cumulative probability
distributions for one full year (2017) of five-minute, global horizontal irradiance
(GHI) readings, taken from publicly available data [206, 207], are plotted for two
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local weather stations7 . The data is filtered so that only those readings taken during daylight hours are analysed. Readings are categorised into bands of 25 W/m2 ,
from zero up to a maximum of 1,000 W/m2 , the STC benchmark for the power
rating of PV panels (§ 3.2) [159].
It is notable that for both weather stations shown in Fig. 3.15, irradiance levels
in the order of 1,000 W/m2 are never attained during 2017 and so one can expect
that PV panels in the vicinity will be unable to generate at their rated power
at any point during the year. Indeed, 95 % of all readings, at either weather
station, are observed to be less than or equal to 550 W/m2 , with the median values
observed across the entire year being 97 W/m2 and 104 W/m2 at Cheadle Hulme
and Handforth, respectively. These are key observations regarding the performance
of PV systems in the UK, which imply that operation at low irradiance levels is
often sub-optimal and a potential catalyst of significant power quality issues.
Another, low irradiance related, performance concern is the nuisance tripping of
some PV systems [208]. Naturally, such events can occur intermittently in the
presence of sporadic cloud cover, with the accompanying inverter shutdown and
restart period having the potential to adversely impact daily energy yields. Poor
resolution of MPPT control under low irradiance is recognised as contributing
to this phenomenon [208], as dc side voltages within affected PV systems may be
inadvertently driven to levels below the minimum input dc voltage specified for the
inverter module. Furthermore, the natural degradation of PV module performance
with age, plus avoidable impairments such as soiling and shading are demonstrated
to result in lower dc side voltages [160]. It is important to note that while existing
power quality regulations already necessitate that PVIs must exhibit some low
voltage ride-through (LVRT) capability [20], this attribute pertains to fluctuations
in grid-side voltages (at the PCC), not the dc-side.
The challenges of low irradiance performance are expounded by expanding upon
the I-V characteristic presented in Fig. 3.2 to examine the operating limitations of
a complete PV system. A design example for such a system is presented in Fig.
3.16, consisting of an array of four parallel strings, each composed from two series
connected, 440 W rated thin film panels [158], coupled to a commercially popular,
3.68 kW rated PV inverter, which operates with a peak efficiency, η, of 97 % [196].
7

Cheadle Hulme, ICHEADLE4, and Handforth, IHANDFOR2
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The datasheet, for the PV panel arrangement envisaged in Fig. 3.16, specifies a
VOC of 220 V and an ISC of 2.55 A per panel, under STC conditions (§ 3.2); while
the PVI datasheet stipulates an acceptable MPPT voltage range of 130 to 500 Vdc ,
and an absolute minimum input voltage cut-off of 100 Vdc . The inverter system
is equipped with two dc input ports, each with independent MPPT control and
a maximum input current rating of 15 A [196]. The maximum number of panels
that can be accommodated in series, without exceeding the upper dc voltage limit,
is two8 . A single dc input port can accommodate all four parallel strings within a
combined array, as the rated short circuit current will be safely within limits9 .
4 2.55 A/string = 10.2 A

dc disconnector
switch

PCC

2 220 Vdc /panel
= 440 Vdc

ac disconnector
switch

3.68 kW Inverter
PV panel array (8 440 W)

Figure 3.16: Design example. PV system architecture, incorporating
a PV array of 4 × 2 × 440 W panels and a 3.68 kW inverter.

The resultant I-V and active power versus voltage profiles of the combined system
are envisaged in Fig. 3.17, within which part (b) presents the practicable bounds of
active power generation, between the lower and upper dc voltage limits of MPPT
control. The left-hand side of the plots in Fig. 3.17 show that a sizeable, undervoltage region exists for any integrated PV system, in which the inverter is likely
to shut-down under low irradiance.

3.10

Array-to-Inverter Ratio

One potential remedy for the power quality issues relating to the low irradiance
performance of PVIs, such as those pertaining to the under-voltage operating region highlighted in Fig. 3.17, involves the oversizing of the PV array [209], depicted
in Fig. 3.16. However, any dc side power that is generated in excess of the device
rating will need to be curtailed, a phenomenon commonly referred to as “inverter
8
9

2 × 220 V < 500 V
4 × 2.55 A < 15 A
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clipping” [209, 210]. Fortunately, owing to changes in the grid code of countries
such as Denmark and Germany [211], technical advances have been developed that
ensure various commercially available, PV system models are already equipped
with an ability to self-regulate their maximum feed-in power to a DNO specified
target. This feature is commonly referred to as constant power generation (CPG)
control and is most appropriately incorporated within the MPPT function [211],
enacted through the dc-dc conversion front-end.
12
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Figure 3.17: Characteristics for (a) current (Adc ) and (b) power (W), versus
string voltage (Vdc ); pertaining to design example PV system of Fig. 3.16.

Neglecting dc-dc conversion losses, a piecewise expression for the output power
from this stage, Pdc , is formed [211] in equation (3.19), where PCP P denotes the
limited, constant power point level and PP V is the unconstrained, MPPT tracked
input power from the PV array:
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 PP V , PP V ≤ PCP P
Pdc =
P
, P
> P
CP P

PV

(3.19)

CP P

An array-to-inverter ratio [212], denoted rA/I , may be used to quantify the size of
a PV array in relation to its adjoining inverter [160, 209, 210], as follows
rA/I =

Rated kW of P V Array (dc)
Rated kW of Inverter (ac)

(3.20)

For the design example outlined in Figs. 3.16 to 3.17, the corresponding value for
rA/I is 95.7 %. If STCs apply, this means that inverter clipping is never encountered
for this arrangement. This is evident upon observing that the G = 1, 000 W/m2
active power curve, in Fig. 3.17, and the dashed horizontal line, corresponding to
the ac power limit of the PVI, never intercept.
However, for a given distribution network of interest, PV system specifications
only represent one aspect of the overall photovoltaic resource. In the case of the
region monitored within the LVNS project (Greater Manchester), Fig. 3.15 shows
that irradiance levels, of the magnitude applicable to the STC classification of PV
panels, were never experienced during the highlighted year (2017). Thus, under
such conditions, PV operation at rated power can never be attained, so long as
the rA/I ratio of PV installations remains below 100 %. Indeed, even irradiance
readings of 800 W/m2 , and above, are only very rarely encountered throughout
the year (0.07 % of all timesteps recorded at the Handforth weather station).
Given the operational environment, the number of PV panels included within the
array presented in Fig. 3.16 could feasibly be increased without clipping having to
be enacted (subject to remaining within the inverter’s voltage and ampere ratings).
Consider an extension to the design example presented in Fig. 3.16, whereby an
extra parallel string of two panels is added to the array, to give a new, oversized value for rA/I of 119.6 % for the system. The increased short-circuit, dc
side current of the over-sized arrangement remains within the 15 A limit of the
inverter10 and the dc side upper voltage limit remains unbreached, as observed
within the adjusted active power versus voltage profile presented in Fig. 3.18.
In Fig. 3.18, if the power available from the PV array, PP V , exceeds the rating
of the inverter then clipping is performed. Under STCs, this inverter control
action is shown to coincide with one of two operating points, CPP-L or CPP-R,
which are located either side of the idealised MPPT position. Great care must be
10

5 × 2.55A
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taken to ensure that the inverter is not operated above its upper dc voltage limit
[213], lest electronic component failures occur, and so the wisest approach through
which CPG may be realised is to resolve inverter operation to the left hand-side
of the MPPT point [211], i.e. point CPP-L in Fig. 3.18. If one cross-references
this arrangement with the typical weather patterns of Greater Manchester once
more, as per Fig. 3.15, it is evident that under normal operation, inverter clipping
would hardly ever be required. Conversely, greater annual solar yields [209], higher
average output, flatter solar generation profiles and lower levels of harmonic current
distortion (§ 3.5) are all achievable via the simple act of over-sizing the PV array.
MPPSTC

4,000

CPP-LSTC

P rated, ac (W)

CPP-RSTC

3,500

PVI ac-Side Power (W)

3,000

Peak Power
Curve
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2,000
1,500

1,000
500
0

Vmin,MPP (V)

String Voltage (Vdc)

Vmax,MPP (V)

Figure 3.18: Active power (W) versus string voltage (Vdc ) for an over-sized
PV array of 5 × 2 × 440 W panels and a 3.68 kW inverter; pertaining to an
extension of the design example in Fig. 3.16.

For larger values of rA/I , the inverter will be required to operate for ever longer
periods in power limiting mode. As such, the opportunity cost of forgoing a margin
of generation during times of peak irradiance must be balanced against producing
more power during non-peak sunshine periods, alongside the additional cost of
installing additional modules within an oversized system [209]. However, given the
decreasing price of PV panels in recent times, the latter concern is not considered
to be a particularly prohibitive design factor [210]. One potentially troublesome
outcome from array over-sizing is the impact on inverter lifespan [209, 212], due to
the increased thermal burden exerted upon integral components, such as dc link
capacitors and switched IGBTs [209, 213], and a slight heat related impact on
inverter efficiency11 when operating at high load factors [213]. Once more, these
effects are counterbalanced by other factors, such as the natural degradation of
PV panels over time [210], which would lessen the long-term strain on inverters.
11

a fraction of 1 %
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3.11

Concluding Remarks

This chapter reviewed the technical principles that underpin state-of-the-art, photovoltaic (PV) technology, including crucial functions such as maximum power
point tracking (MPPT); PWM-shaped, IGBT switching; and synchronisation.
In § 3.3, the main varieties of commercially available, grid-tied photovoltaic technology and its component parts, including: voltage source (VSI) and current source
(CSI) type, inverter topologies; and string- and micro-inverter based system designs, are reviewed. In § 3.4, the role of the front-end, dc-dc conversion stage
in boosting the source voltage provided by the connecting PV panel array, and
regulating its current via integrated, MPPT functionality, is outlined.
In § 3.5, the provenance for increased levels of total harmonic current distortion
(THDI ) under low irradiance conditions, pertaining primarily to lower harmonic
orders, is explained. This is shown to relate to the non-linearities introduced within
the output ac signals of participating PV inverters, arising from the influence of
overmodulated switching within the respective inverter stages.
It is important to note that the power quality concerns associated with PVIs are
not merely limited to the harmonic currents they inject into distribution networks.
Circuitry employed by manufacturers, with which to limit THDI contributions,
may also inadvertently serve to impair network voltage quality. In § 3.7, practical
values of the linear electronic components, from which typical LCL filters are composed, are compiled from literature. For networks exhibiting high PV penetrations,
the sizeable shunt capacitances introduced for each of the examples discussed in
§ 3.7, may elicit parallel resonance issues, of the manner discussed in § 2.7.3.

In acknowledgement of the various power quality concerns associated with low irradiance conditions, § 3.8 surveys the characteristics of PV systems, in supplement
to an exhaustive suite of pertinent UK and European technical standards. Such
effects ultimately derive from an inherent depression of dc link voltages at low
load factors. This constitutes a major concern to utilities in their management of
future distribution networks, which are likely to be typified by high concentrations
of PV systems. Thus, the sustained ability of such installations, to uphold high
standards of power quality interaction with coupled electricity networks, across a
wide range of prospective irradiance levels, and thereby the full gamut of their
power generating capabilities, is vital.
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Ever more stringent technical stipulations, for PV installations, such as those detailed in EREC G98/1 [202], continue to be adopted, as a means of assuaging
prospective power quality complaints. However, these cannot be applied retrospectively to the considerable, embedded PV resource that is already in place
within the UK’s distribution networks. In light of the lengthy, projected lifespans
of PVI units and the handsome subsidy payments enjoyed by many owners in the
UK (§ 1.1.3), the power quality issues anticipated within regions similar to those
analysed by the LVNS project [204], are likely to persist over the coming decades.
In § 3.9, the solar resource of the Greater Manchester region was scrutinised. This
area hosted the LVNS project [204], in which a strong correlation was observed
between large concentrations of PVIs among tested LV feeders and high average
levels of THDI . Data amassed from two local weather stations (Fig. 3.15) reveals a
generally poor and sporadic pattern of daily irradiance. As such, PVIs in the UK
are generally reasoned to operate with low load factors and therefore contribute
significantly to prevailing levels of harmonic current pollution within their adjoining networks. The embedded nature of much of the UK’s installed PVI stock
may serve to exacerbate such detrimental, power quality influences. For example,
the greater propensity, among higher impedance circuits, for translating harmonic
currents into background harmonic voltages; and the increased levels of voltage
unbalance that may arise from the widespread, single phase, PVI connections.
In § 3.10, the oversizing of PV arrays is explored as a potential solution for the
partial alleviation of the power quality problems discussed. A new metric, the
array-to-inverter ratio (rA/I ), is introduced in equation (3.20). This corrective
approach, as applied to individual installations, is akin to uprating a PV system,
such that the archetypal irradiance level, observed to be roughly 100 W/m2 for
the UK (§ 3.9), can be converted at a more expedient point of operation for the
inverter, closer to its nominal design performance.
This change in philosophy is effective in serving to tighten the margins of grid
interface control exhibited by PVIs. This may be gleaned from a rightwards shift
in the reactive power capability charts displayed in Figs. 3.13 and 3.14. Moreover,
instances of nuisance tripping, under sporadic, passing cloud events, may be somewhat mitigated through array over-sizing, due to its lifting of the cut-off irradiance
level. The opportunity cost of this strategy is realised through phenomena such as
the increased likelihood of PVI clipping events, although this is counterbalanced
by higher generation yields and lower levels of harmonic current distortion.
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Techniques for Modelling Net
Customer Demand
4.1

Introduction

A critical consideration when performing load flow simulations of distribution network models, is the accurate representation of variations in demand conditions over
time. Obviously, the general composition of demand profiles is determined primarily by shifts in the activity choices of individual customers. However, nominally
defined profiles of this nature remain susceptible to further modelling adjustment,
as a consequence of additional factors that are beyond customer control. In the
classic sense of load flow analysis, such perturbations can only arise from fluctuations in terminal voltage and/or system frequency [214]. Of these, the latter
parameter is typically fixed at its rated value in basic load flow simulation. This
recognises that the proportional swing permitted in terminal voltages far exceeds
that of system frequency [215]. Thus, the characterisation of active and reactive
power draws, purely as functions of applied voltage, is a valid simplification.
While the active and reactive power demands of customer appliances are acknowledged to deviate in response to applied variations in terminal voltage, the manner
and extent by which this occurs is subject to further scrutiny. The relationship
between the terminal voltages of electrical appliances and their power consumption
may be categorised broadly, into linear and non-linear types. A linear load may be
defined as a type of appliance, which if powered from a sinusoidal, fundamental frequency voltage source, exhibiting zero supply distortion, only a sinusoidal current,
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at fundamental frequency is drawn [15]. For steady-state operation, linear devices
effectively act as constant impedance loads with respect to any fluctuations in the
voltage applied to their terminals [216]. Conversely, the non-linear classification
encompasses all other load types; specifically denoting those devices for which the
current drawn is not in proportion to the voltage applied [216].

LoadNon-Linear

LoadLinear

V1

A

A

Figure 4.1: Comparison of linear and non-linear electronic load types, supplied
by voltage at fundamental frequency, V1 , with no harmonic distortion.

These contrasting behaviours are depicted by Fig. 4.1. Two electrical loads, one
linear and the other non-linear in nature, are connected across the terminals of
the same sinusoidal voltage source, V1 . Snapshots of the current waveforms, drawn
by both appliances, are inset within the diagram. For the linear load type, the
sinusoidal nature of the applied voltage signal is retained within the drawn current. Examples of linear loads include predominantly resistive devices, such as
general incandescent lamps (GILs) and electric heating; and direct, ac coupled induction motors [47]. Moreover, the characteristics of various network assets, such
as transformers, operating under non-saturated conditions; capacitor banks and
shunt reactors are classified as being linear [47].
Conversely, for the non-linear device displayed in Fig. 4.1, a discontinuous, spiky
current is observed. This exemplifies that of a diode bridge commutated characteristic, commonly associated with the dc power supply (DCPS) family of electronic
appliances, such as that of Fig. 2.8. The ubiquitous nature of non-linear circuitry
within modern consumer electronic devices was discussed previously in § 2.4.3. The
envisaged shift away from linear load types is further underlined in § 2.1 by a UK
wide survey of energy statistics, compiled over recent years.
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An appreciation of how changes to the underlying complexion of customer demand, in the manner discussed, have detracted from utilities’ means of managing
aggregate levels of electricity use, especially during peak hours, may be garnered
by revisiting historical concerns. Load management techniques, such as conservation voltage reduction (CVR), introduced in § 2.5.4, first aroused interest in the
midst of the international oil embargoes of the 1970s [217]. This emerged from
a sudden need among utilities to limit electricity demand on their networks in a
more robust fashion [218]. The enduring relevance of CVR in the years since owes
much to its compatibility with GILs [124], an archetypal linear load. Until recent
times, GILs typically formed the major component of domestic electricity consumption [49]; not withstanding the heightened contribution of lighting during the
evening demand peak, a trait that remains apparent within present day electricity
demand patterns (Fig. 2.4). Evidently, the displacement of such load types, with
non-linear technologies, constrains the ability of utilities to alter the load shapes
of their networks.
The theme of voltage dependency, in relation to the power draw characteristics of
electrical appliances, is encapsulated by a selection of static load modelling methods introduced in § 4.2. It is important that the distinctions between static load
models and their dynamic counterparts are made clear [214]. Both model families
serve to quantify power consumption at a specific instant in time. Static models
are expressed as functions of the voltage and frequency that pertain to exactly
the same time instant of the modelled power output. Conversely, dynamic models additionally factor changes to voltage and frequency that occur over previous
time samples [219]. Accordingly, it is accurate to say that static load modelled
behaviours are designed to capture steady-state responses to changes in either
applied voltage or system frequency.
Some of the limitations associated with established static load models are discussed
in § 4.3. A small signal adaptation of existing practice is mooted, incorporating
the use of artificial neural networks (ANNs). Expanding the application of static
load models to other metrics, beyond the voltage led characterisation of active and
reactive power behaviours, to that of harmonic currents, is also hypothesised.
In § 4.4, a method for the aggregation of individual static load model instances
is outlined. This focuses on an extension of the polynomial load model, known
by its acronym, ZIP, introduced in § 4.2.1. The ventured approach is shown to
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be equally valid for the pooling of harmonic current characteristics within consolidated aggregate harmonic load (AHL) instances. From this discussion, the concept
of harmonic diversity is advanced. This is demonstrated to be factored inherently,
by the approach to harmonic current characterisation, proposed in § 4.3.3.
In a modern context, it is important to recognise that net demand patterns within
distribution networks are no longer modulated solely by changes to applied voltage
and system frequency. For instance, weather conditions are becoming increasingly
instrumental in enacting changes to network loading patterns, to the extent that
they ought to be considered alongside fluctuations in traditional electrical parameters within contemporary load models.
In § 4.5, a technical overview of the properties belonging to the most pertinent
of these meteorological factors, solar irradiance, is presented. A detailed model
for the active power outputs of distributed photovoltaic inverter (PVI) systems is
thereby developed. This is expressed as a multi-variable function of incident solar
irradiance plus other parameters, including geographic location, panel orientation
and cloud cover. This derivation serves to support the development of synthetic
irradiance and PVI generation profiles within later chapters of this thesis.
As discussed in § 4.6, the demand characteristics exhibited by large load types often
vary with device loading. Thus, yet another prospective influence in the formation
of accurate load models, the load factors of constituent devices, is exposed by the
increased uptake of large scale appliances by residential customers, such as heat
pumps and electric vehicle chargers, in future networks.

4.2

Static Load Modelling

Several strategies for mitigating the incidence of voltage excursion events within
power networks are introduced in § 2.5.4. Many of the associated energy conservation benefits are contingent upon an ability to predict the behaviours of different
load types, as they respond to applied variations in service level voltage [45]. The
characterisation of loads as functions of applied voltage is commonly achieved
through the use of static load models. These are concerned with the steady-state
effects of voltage fluctuations on the power consumption of, and/or other responses
attributable to, an electrical appliance (or group thereof).
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A number of accepted static load modelling techniques exist, the most popular of
which are hereby reviewed. For some instances in literature, a system frequency
dependent term is included, alongside functions of applied voltage, within full
static model definitions [219]. However, such terminology is disregarded in this
sub-section. This is due to the incompatibility of effecting changes to system
frequency within common load flow softwares, plus the negligible impact that small
changes in system frequency can be anticipated to exert upon prevailing demand
levels, when compared to that engendered by concurrent swings in applied voltage.

4.2.1

Polynomial (ZIP) Model

The polynomial, ZIP load modelling approach [219] seeks to approximate active
or reactive power draw as a function of applied voltage, expressed in the form of
a quadratic polynomial. The model may be described as a varying combination
of a device’s three main voltage response characteristics: constant impedance (Z),
constant current (I) and constant power (P). The relative contribution of each
trait within a load’s overall response is governed by a set of scalar coefficients:
Zp , Ip and Pp for the active power response and Zq , Iq and Pq for the reactive
power response [220]. Equations (4.1) and (4.2) model the active and reactive
power amounts drawn by a load, as functions of the applied voltage, P(V) and
Q(V), respectively. The active and reactive power draws at nominal voltage, V0 ,
in each case are denoted P0 and Q0 . An equality constraint emerges from this
observation, from which it is proven that the three ZIP coefficients must sum to
unity [37, 41, 215].

 2
 

V
V
P (V ) = P0 · Zp ·
+ Ip ·
+ Pp
V0
V0

(4.1)

 


 2
V
V
+ Iq ·
+ Pq
Q(V ) = Q0 · Zq ·
V0
V0

(4.2)

Application of equation (4.1) observes for a pure impedance load, where Zp = 1,
Ip = 0 and Pp = 0, that active power consumption, P(V), scales with the square
of the applied voltage level. As such, the act of lowering service level voltages for
such loads is highly conducive for reducing their power consumption [41]. The
classic interpretation of a constant impedance load is the incandescent lamp [124],
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which until very recent times was a ubiquitous feature of distribution networks
and a major component of aggregate demand.
Other, quintessential types of constant impedance load include those associated
with water and space heating. While the instantaneous active power consumption
of such loads is likely to reduce under the application of reduced service voltage,
their delivery of heat to an end-use purpose is most typically subject to closed loop,
thermostatic control [110, 124, 217]. This means that despite power draw being
reduced, the same thermal cycle is simply extended over a longer time period,
with the same amount of energy being expended. By definition, a minimum level
of thermal energy is expected by the customer in relation to the level of service
they desire from such constant energy loads. For example, a kettle must receive
a sufficient amount of thermal energy from the electricity supply to boil water.
Similarly, a space heating system must provide enough heat to overcome the rate
of thermal leakage that is inherent within the building fabric and to meet the
comfort requirements of building occupants. As such, the level of service expected
by customers closely relates to the amount of energy consumed and little scope
exists to maintain satisfaction levels while reducing end-user energy consumption.
Conversely, P(V) observed for pure constant power loads, where Zp = 0, Ip = 0
and Pp = 1, is wholly independent of applied voltage fluctuations. Load types of
this nature do not benefit from the lowering of voltage, as applied via voltage management techniques such as CVR. Moreover, the currents drawn by such devices
shall be increased in the presence of lower terminal voltages, and so may serve to
increase the network losses incurred in delivering power to customers [41].
The determination of ZIP model coefficients, attributable to the voltage led behaviour of a load instance of interest, may be obtained from a set of raw power
measurements, taken across a range of applied voltage levels, through the use of
least squares regression [37]. Considering the ZIP model for active power, in equation (4.1), this process begins by computing the least squares fit of the quadratic
function
P̂ = θ1 V 2 + θ2 V + θ3

(4.3)

to an n-length set of power versus voltage readings. The associated power measurement vector is denoted as
y =


T
P1 ... Pn
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and a n by 3 matrix X is constructed from the corresponding voltage levels


V1 2




X =  ...


Vn 2


V1 1


.
.. .
. .


Vn 1

(4.5)

from which a row vector slice, pertaining to nominal voltage, V0 , is specified as
h
i
x0 = V0 2 V0 1
(4.6)
such that


V0 2 0 0




diag x0 = 
 0 V0 0
0
0 1

(4.7)

By defining the set of polynomial load model coefficients, first introduced in equa

tion (4.3), as θ = θ1 θ2 θ3 T , the corresponding quadratic function can be expressed in matrix vector form as ŷ = X θ. The least squares fit to the true data
y is then obtained using the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse approach
θ = XT X

−1

XT y

(4.8)

Having computed θ in equation (4.8), the fitted value for nominal active power,
P0 , is obtained from the solution of equation (4.3), with V set equal to V0 , i.e.
P0 = x0 θ. The corresponding, per-unit voltage referred, ZIP parameters: Zp , Ip
and Pp , are then given by:
h

Zp Ip Pp

i

=

1
x0 θ


diag x0 θ

(4.9)

An advantage of this approach is that the Zp + Ip + Pp = 1 condition is automatically satisfied without further augmentation of the least squares problem.

4.2.2

Exponential Model

Another popular technique employed in the static load modelling of active power
consumption is the exponential load model. As its name suggests, this takes the
form of an exponential function of applied voltage, as per equation (4.10). Device
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behaviour is encapsulated within a single exponent term, np , rather than three
individual scalars, as is the case with the ZIP load model. Parameters V0 and P0
retain their meaning from the definition of the ZIP load model in equation (4.1).

P (V ) = P0 ·

V
V0

np
(4.10)

A major weakness of this model type over that of the ZIP load model arises in
its application to reactive power consumption, which can swing from capacitive
(negative) through to inductive (positive) across the practicable voltage range
anticipated for an electronic device, most notably for modern lighting applications
[4, 37]. The characterisation of such behaviour necessitates traversing the unity
power factor instance of operation, when zero vars are drawn and a solution to the
exponential model does not therefore exist.
By repurposing the expression used to obtain ZIP model coefficients in equation
(4.8), the corresponding exponent, np , pertaining to this model, can be determined
from the same measured data set, where the matrix X is reassigned to denote one

dimensional vector, log Vpu , and y is assigned to log Ppu [41], such that the
following least squares solution is obtained
np =

4.2.3

T

X X

−1

T


log Ppu
X y ≡
T

log Vpu log Vpu
log Vpu

T

(4.11)

CVR Factors

The concept of conservation voltage reduction (CVR) is introduced in § 2.5.4,
alongside an associated CVR factor metric, CVRf , which serves as a single parameter analogue of the responsiveness in the energy consumed by a load, as a
function of its applied voltage. The definition for CVRf is presented in equation
(2.29). The scope of this metric is often expanded to encompass the voltage led
behaviours of aggregated sets of loads, or entire networks, within which schemes
such as CVR are employed to manage the voltage profile.
An example of this is presented in [221], concerning the South Korean power
system.
Sampled active power and voltage readings are acquired by local, substation based,
energy management systems (EMS) and remote terminal unit (RTU) telemetry.
This data is accumulated on a national basis to inform a time varying overview
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of CVR opportunities across the entire South Korean network [221]. The ZIP
load model, presented in equation (4.1) and subsequent formulae in § 4.2.1, is
conveniently constructed to facilitate a moving, time-domain characterisation of
the prevailing demand profile, in terms of its responsiveness to changes in supply
voltage magnitude. For example, using equations (4.4) to (4.5) as a basis, only a
few, consecutive data samples, n, are required to determine a time specific, ZIP
model representation of demand conditions.
Unfortunately, while the determination of a time-domain, ZIP model in this manner is straightforward, the subsequent interpretation of fluctuations in its three
scalar coefficients, in terms of the anticipated voltage led behaviour, is less so. In
this regard, it is arguably more intuitive to articulate the voltage responsiveness of
network demand using a single parameter. The algebraic derivation that follows,
shows this aim to be made possible by approximating the prevailing CVR factor
in terms of the corresponding ZIP model parameters [221].
In Europe, one may assume that changes in applied voltage, as observed across
a specified timespan, are small, relative to the nominal level, V0 [221], given a
statutory voltage range of V0 ± 10 % (§ 2.5.1). As such, an arbitrary set of ZIP


coefficients, Zp Ip Pp , is shown to translate approximately into a single CVRf
value from the linearisation of the ZIP static load model with a single parameter
in [221]. This is achieved by framing the prevailing voltage level in terms of its
deviation from nominal (in per unit terms), such that V = V0 + ∆V . This can
be substituted into the ZIP model formulation expressed in equation (4.1).


2



P (V ) = P0 · Zp · 1 + ∆V
+ Ip · 1 + ∆V + Pp

≡ P0 · Zp · ∆V

2





+ 2 · Zp + Ip · ∆V + Zp + Ip + Pp

In light of the equality constraint Zp + Ip + Pp = 1, as described in § 4.2.1, and
the expectation of a small ∆V , such that ∆V >> ∆V 2 , the P(V) problem can
be condensed into the following:


P (V ) = P0 + 2 · Zp + Ip · ∆V
from which a linearised approximation for the CVR factor is obtained [221].
CV Rf = 2 · Zp + Ip
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The ensuing, linearised value of CVRf , for the South Korean power system, is
reported to fluctuate from a summer low of 0.362 to a winter high of 0.762 [221].
This implies that the imposition of CVR during winter can be expected to be
more successful in eliciting active power reductions across the network. However, the time-domain calculation of CVRf , in the manner discussed, neglects the
higher propensity for constant energy loads during winter, such as electric heating
(§ 4.2.1). Thus, the benefits of CVR in this context may be overstated from an
energy savings perspective, in contrast to its adoption as a tool to lower instantaneous demand levels during peak times.
In a similar manner to the theory outlined in [221], the exponential load model
(§ 4.2.2) can also be rearranged to fashion a direct relationship between the power
consumption of a load and its terminal voltage [41]. If the applied percentage
change in voltage, ∆ V , and resulting deviation in energy/active power, ∆ E, from
equation (2.29) are expressed relative to that of nominal voltage and active power,
such that ∆ V ≡

V
V0

P
P0

− 1 and ∆ E ≡

− 1, then via substitution of equation

(4.10), another expression for the CVR factor is formed, in terms of the applied
voltage level and exponent, np , as per equation (4.13).
V np
−1
V0

V
−1
V0



CV Rf =

(4.13)

The corresponding, least squares solution is presented in equation (4.14).
CV Rf =

T

Vpu − 1
Ppu − 1
T

Vpu − 1
Vpu − 1

(4.14)

Table 4.1: Load model parameters for archetypal per-unit active power
responses to variations in applied voltage.
ZIP Model

Exp. Model

CVR Factor

Description

Zp

Ip

Pp

np

CVRf

Const. Impedance

1

0

0

2

2

Const. Current

0

1

0

1

1

Const. Power

0

0

1

0

0

In light of the small range of variation around nominal voltage that is practicable by
statutory limits (§ 2.5.2), V0 ± 10 % in Europe, a more convenient simplification
of equations (4.13) to (4.14) is derived. The value of np , in equation (4.11), is
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demonstrated to offer a reasonable approximation to CVRf [41], i.e. np ' CV Rf ,

as for values of Vpu around one, log Vpu ' Vpu − 1.
To conclude this comparison of different load model formats, Table 4.1 details
the values pertaining to each metric for all three, archetypal voltage response
behaviours: constant impedance, constant current and constant power.
Various examples exist in literature where the active power draws of household appliances are measured experimentally and subsequently characterised in the form
of static load model parameters [6, 37, 222]. The analysis of lighting appliances in
the manner described is often a popular choice. This is due to the rapid technological changes observed in recent years, and consequential interest in changes to
their power quality attributes [24].
Table 4.2: Static load model parameters for per-unit active power responses
of lamp types, characterised in [6], to variations in applied voltage.
ZIP Model

Exp. Model

CVR Factor

Description

Zp

Ip

Pp

np

CVRf

CFL

-0.630

1.660

-0.030

0.403

0.403

GIL

0.540

0.500 -0.040

1.579

1.579

Halogen Lamp

0.510

0.550 -0.050

1.549

1.548

HPS Lamp

-0.160

1.200

0.881

0.881

-0.040

ZIP formulated charts from [Table VII, AU]
CFL

GIL

Halogen Lamp

HPS Lamp

Active Power Ratio, P(V)/P₀ (pu)

1.15

1.10

1.05

1.00

0.95

0.90

0.85
0.90

0.95

1.00

1.05

1.10

Applied Voltage (pu)

Figure 4.2: ZIP model trends of per-unit active power vs. voltages in the
statutory range, for a selection of household lamps tested in [6].
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The ZIP load coefficients determined for four lighting types evaluated in [6] are
reproduced in Table 4.2, alongside the equivalent np and CVRf parameters, which
are calculated from equations (4.11) and (4.14), respectively. Characteristics for
CFL, general incandescent (GIL), halogen and high pressure sodium (HPS)1 lamps
are each displayed. The presentation of associated CVRf values is helpful in
facilitating a concise sense of the voltage conservation attributes of each lamp.
For completeness, using the ZIP load coefficients reported in [6], Fig. 4.2 depicts
how the active power of each lamp type, taken with respect to its nominal power
rating P0 , varies against applied voltage within the European statutory range.
To reaffirm the method espoused for the modelling of active power by equation
(4.1), hand calculations for selected values charted in Fig. 4.2 are provided. For
example, halogen lamps are projected to consume power at around 85 % of their
rating, if the magnitude of the applied voltage is 90 % of nominal (207 V). This
is proven by plugging the ZIP coefficients gathered for the halogen lamp (Table 4.2)
into equation (4.1), such that a per-unit, power level of 0.510 × 0.90 2 + 0.550 × 0.90
− 0.050 = 0.8581 is resolved. Similarly, at the opposite end of the statutory voltage range in Fig. 4.2, a power level of around 103 % (of nominal) is plotted for a
CFL bulb, when operating at 110 % of nominal voltage (253 V). Once more, this
result can be validated by inspection of the ZIP coefficients reported in Table 4.2,
such that -0.630 × 1.10 2 + 1.660 × 1.10 − 0.030 = 1.0337 pu.
The voltage response curves depicted in Fig. 4.2 may be cross-referenced with the
progressive changes to the composition of lighting demand in the UK over recent
years, in Fig. 2.3. One may anticipate how the opportunities available to voltage
management techniques, such as CVR, to effectively reduce network demand, by
lowering service voltages, are likely to wane as the share of non-linear, low CVRf
grade lamp technologies, such as CFLs, increases. This impact is likely to be
compounded by the simultaneous decline observed in the importance of linear,
high CVRf grade, GIL bulbs.

4.2.4

Coefficient of Determination

To evaluate the accuracies of different load modelling approaches, and thus induce
confidence in the values they produce, a coefficient of determination, denoted R2 ,
may be specified [37]. This metric serves to make a direct comparison between
1

typically used in streetlights
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the raw measured data, of an arbitrary variable y, and the corresponding, fitted
approximation, yb, as one might expect to obtain from a load model.
A method for calculating R2 from experimental datasets is now described. First,
the regression sum of squares, SSreg , metric is formed, as outlined in equation
(4.15). This compares the predicted values with the mean of the raw data set.
SSreg

2
N 
X
=
ybj − y

(4.15)

j=1

Second, the residual sum of squares, SSres , is calculated from equation (4.16), to
quantify the prediction error between the raw and modelled data, whereby an error
array is created, such that ej = yj - ybj .
SSres =

N
X

e2j

(4.16)

j=1

Finally, R2 is given by equation (4.17). It may be appreciated that as the values
contained within modelled data sets, yb, approach those of y, R2 tends towards its
maximum value of 1.00.
R2 =

4.3
4.3.1

SSreg
SSreg + SSres

(4.17)

Novel Static Load Modelling Interpretations
Weaknesses of Existing Practice

The application of both the ZIP polynomial and exponential load models are ideally suited to the characterisation of load types where a simple relationship with
applied voltage is exhibited. In the case of the former, a compelling argument
stems from the notion that each coefficient, Zp , Ip and Pp , relates to a physical
property (impedance, current and power) that is intuitive to electrical engineers
[41]. However, aside from the inconvenience of having to discard this convention,
no practical reason exists as to why higher order polynomials are not more commonly adopted. Moreover, the theory that an appliance’s impedance, current and
power attributes remain fixed across the statutory voltage range is often a crude
assumption. One example is a GIL bulb, which heats up more quickly at higher
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voltage levels and so presents a progressively more resistive trait to the adjoining
household circuit, and wider network, as voltages rise.
Similar misgivings about the classic, exponential model abound; particularly in relation to reactive power behaviours or aggregate load models in which distributed
generation is factored. In such circumstances, it is feasible that voltage led variations in the modelled power attribute may traverse the zero axis, at which point
equation (4.10) has no solution. Equally, the least squares determination of the
model exponent, np , via equation (4.11), is rendered impossible for a set of raw
measurements in which a mix of polarities are present, given that logarithms cannot be resolved for negative numbers.
Another drawback of conventional static load models concerns their limited applicability for tracking strongly non-linear, power versus voltage relationships. This
emanates from the definition of fixed load model parameter values, such as those
listed in Table 4.2, to wholly describe the behaviour of a device across the full statutory voltage range. In practice, devices exhibiting high degrees of non-linearity, or
even piecewise voltage response characteristics, are becoming increasingly prevalent. Sophisticated behaviours of this nature can even be observed within mundane
household items such as modern lamps, where active power factor control (PFC)
functionality, implemented via integrated digital signal processing (DSP) based
control, can be found within some contemporary designs [68].
Under such circumstances, the use of standard quadratic polynomials or exponential functions [219] can sometimes only muster rudimentary fits to the underlying
raw data [41]. The existence of a sub-optimal fit, between raw and modelled
datasets may become evident by the identification of low2 values for the corresponding R2 scores, as described in § 4.2.4. Various options, such as the use of
higher order polynomials or piecewise quadratic models, dedicated to distinct sections of the statutory voltage range, might be alternatively explored. For such
purposes, small signal models are commonly employed in the quest for high fidelity
approximations of severely non-linear characteristics. These typically manifest as
an appropriate series of replacement linear equations.
2

where R2 << 1.0.
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4.3.2

Small-signal Refinements to Static Load Models

Due to the limitations of conventional load modelling practice, alternative means
through which the integrity of the original voltage response relationship may be
better retained, ought to be explored. In this regard, the potential application
of small-signal modelling was briefly introduced in § 4.3.1. For example, a smallsignal interpretation of the exponent load model, np (V ), can be obtained from its
first and second derivatives, taken with respect to applied voltage. This is used to
track fluctuations in the most appropriate value for np , across different voltages
in the statutory range. Derivatives of the exponential load model, presented in
equation (4.10), are detailed within the following expressions


0

P (V ) = np P0 ·

00


P (V ) = np np − 1 P0 ·



V
V0

V
V0

np − 1


≡ P (V ) · np

np − 2

V0
V



 
 V0 2
≡ P (V ) · np np − 1
V

(4.18)

(4.19)

The equivalent small-signal model is thus formed from the substitution of equation
(4.10) into equation (4.18).

np (V ) =

V
V0

  0

P (V )
·
P (V )

(4.20)

An alternative small signal model for P(V), of quadratic polynomial form, can be
determined by similar means. This may be expressed in the style of a conventional
ZIP model, as specified in equation (4.3). Taylor series expansion is used to fashion
an appropriate expression for small signal deviations in the P(V) characteristic
around an arbitrary point, V = a. For reference, in relation to a general formula,
f(x), the Taylor series takes the following form

f (x) =

∞
X
f (n) (a)
n=0

n!

· x−a

n

(4.21)

For an active power characteristic, P(V), measured in watts, the expansion of
equation (4.21) to the second order results in the following expression at nominal
voltage, V0 , at which juncture the associated nominal power level is denoted P0 .



2
1
Pb(V ) = P0 + P0 0 · V − V0 + P0 00 · V − V0
2
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Treating V0 and P0 as base quantities, the per-unit equivalent representation is

2


1
0
Ppu 00 (1) · Vpu − 1
Pc
pu (Vpu ) = 1 + Ppu (1) · Vpu − 1 +
2

(4.23)

The small signal identity of the exponent load model, np (V ), and equations (4.18)
to (4.20), can be used to simplify terms Ppu 0 (1) and Ppu 00 (1), such that
Ppu 0 (1) =

np · Ppu (1)
≡ np
Vpu

(4.24)

and
Ppu

00



np np − 1 · Ppu (1)
(1) =
≡ np np − 1
2
Vpu

(4.25)

Thus, the Taylor series at V = V0 resolves to the following quadratic expression



1
1
Pc
np np − 1 · Vpu 2 + np 2 − np · Vpu +
np 2 − 3np + 2 (4.26)
pu =
2
2
Each of the ZIP coefficients can be framed as a function of the prevailing exponent,
np (V ), and more generally, via substitution of equations (4.18) to (4.20), as a
function of the power-voltage characteristic, Ppu (Vpu ), and its derivatives, Ppu 0 (Vpu )
and Ppu 00 (Vpu ) [41].
ZP





1
Ppu 00 · Vpu 2
=
nP nP − 1 ≡
2
2 · Ppu


IP = nP 2 − nP

PP




≡

− Ppu 00 · Vpu 2 + Ppu 0 · Vpu
Ppu



(4.27)





1 2
Ppu 00 · Vpu 2 − 2 · Ppu 0 · Vpu + 2 · Ppu
=
n − 3nP + 2 ≡
2 P
2 · Ppu

Dynamic, small-signal representations of load model parameters, np , Zp , Ip and Pp ,
are described in equations (4.20) and (4.27). These may be fitted to an irregular,
non-linear, power-voltage device characteristic, such that conventional, exponential and ZIP polynomial style load modelling approaches retain their validity at
the small-signal level. However, each equation is dependent on an accurate, largesignal, companion model being obtained for the power-voltage characteristic. A
number of choices exist, including higher order polynomials and artificial neural
networks (ANN), which are explored for this purpose in [41].
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Simply put, ANNs represent a means by which an output signal may be shaped
from an amalgamation of weighted inputs. Each input passes through at least
one intermediate (or hidden) layer of interconnection, upon which a non-linear
activation function is typically enacted, prior to being fed forward to subsequent
layers of the network. Multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) are a variant of ANN that
are notably adept at handling discontinuities, such as step changes, in the faithful
characterisation of non-linear phenomena. MLPs consist of at least three layers
of nodal interconnections: input, hidden and output. The general formula for a
multiple input, single output (MISO) type MLP is given in equation (4.28). This
is complemented by a diagram of the MISO-MLP structure in Fig. 4.3.

y =

Nh
X

X

Ni
cj · a
wji ui + bj + d

j=1

i=1

Input Layer
u1

W1,j

u2

W2,j

uNi

wNi,j

(4.28)

Output Layer

Hidden Layer

Activation Fn.

∑
bj

x1

xNh

a(x1)

c1

∑
a(xNh)

y

cNh

d

∑ Neurons

∑ Weighted Inputs

Figure 4.3: Visualisation of a generic, multiple input, single output (MISO),
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) class of artificial neural network (ANN).

In Fig. 4.3, the inputs to the ANN are denoted by vector u, with index i. Each ui
is scaled by a weight, w, as it propagates towards the collection of interconnecting
nodes, [ x1 , ... , xNh ], from which the subsequent, hidden layer is comprised. In
ANN theory, such nodes are termed “artificial neurons”, x, indexed by the letter j.
Given that each input, ui , can feed multiple neurons in the hidden layer, weights
are defined for each input/neuron combination, wji . As is outlined by the nested
summation within equation (4.28), each neuron is fed by an output from the input
layer that is the sum of weighted inputs, wji · ui , plus a bias term, denoted bj .
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An activation function, a(x), is applied within each neuron of the hidden layer. For
MLPs, a(x) is non-linear. Common choices include the sigmoid function, sig(x),
or tanh(x). In [41], sig(x) is selected due to its superior handling of discontinuities
and Heaviside step functions. Its general form is presented in equation (4.29).
a(x) = sig(x) ≡

1
1 + e−x

(4.29)

In the output layer of Fig. 4.3, output neurons are formed from the summation of
predecessor neurons from the hidden layer. Another set of weights, cj , are applied
to scale the Nh different hidden layer neurons, alongside a vertical offset term, d.
This is reflected within the outer summation bracket of equation (4.28). In the
case of a MISO-MLP ANN, a single output neuron, y, is produced. To generate an
appropriately fitted solution, training must be administered. This is an iterative
process of adjusting weights, wji , to vary the contribution of each neuron within
the output signal, y, until a sufficiently small error of fit to the raw data is obtained
In [41], the irregular active power versus voltage profile, measured for a LED lamp,
is subjected to this analysis. The active power trait of an archetypal linear load (a
GIL), is also scrutinized using this method within the same paper [41]. For both
of these investigated load types, the Fluke 435 power quality analyser device [95],
introduced in § 2.4.6, is used to capture the raw measurement data.
The Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) training algorithm is used to form
accurate representations of the Ppu (Vpu ), Ppu 0 (Vpu ) and Ppu 00 (Vpu ) trends discussed
previously. It is thereby proven that the corresponding, small-signal equivalents
of the exponential and ZIP load models, of equations (4.20) and (4.27), are highly
accurate across the statutory voltage range, and outperform the conventional practice of specifying fixed load model parameters across the full statutory range.

Pb =

Nh
X



cj · sig wj V + bj + d

(4.30)

j=1

For the purposes of characterising a voltage dependent function of active power,
the MISO-MLP approach can be simplified to a single input, single output (SISO)
interpretation of the general MLP form. Thus, equation (4.28) can be reduced to a
SISO-MLP function, Pb, of a single input variable, V, such that the term Ni = 1.
This adaptation still comprises multiple neurons in the hidden layer, whereby
Nh > 1 remains true. These adjustments are reflected in equation (4.30), in
which sig(x) serves as the activation function. The Jacobian (first derivative) and
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Hessian (second derivative) of Pb are easily obtained from equation (4.30) [41]. The
methodology invoked by the revised algorithm is visualised in Fig. 4.4.
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+

x1
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sig(x1)

∑

bj
xNh

sig(xNh)

P

cNh

d

Single Input

∑ Neurons

Figure 4.4: Visualisation of the single input, single output (SISO), multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) representation of active power, as a function of voltage.
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Figure 4.5: Active power versus voltage trends for a tested LED lamp.
(a) Raw data and SISO-MLP ANN fitted, small-signal load model plots; and
(b) Raw data and large-signal fitted, exponent and ZIP load model plots.

The success of the trained SISO-MLP approach in fitting Pb to the raw data
points measured for the LED lamp in [41] is evident in Fig. 4.5(a). By contrast, a
pair of generalised, large-signal, exponential and ZIP polynomial model approximates, which are fitted across the full statutory range, are displayed for the same
power-voltage relationship in Fig. 4.5(b). A comparatively poor correlation is observed, owing to the aforementioned limitations of using either of the exponential
or quadratic load modelling approaches. Moreover, the raw measurement data acquired, P, seemingly manifests as a series of discrete steps. However, this merely
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reflects the limitations that are inherent to the Fluke 435 apparatus, and its applicability for low powered measurement, whereby a rated resolution of 0.1 W applies
for the measurement of power and energy metrics [96].
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Figure 4.6: Active power versus voltage trends for a tested GIL. (a) SISOMLP ANN fitted, small-signal exponential load model plot; and (b) SISO-MLP
ANN fitted, small-signal plot of ZIP load model coefficients.
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For the GIL example, the small-signal exponential and ZIP model parameters are
observed to fluctuate to a perceptible degree as the applied voltage level increases
during testing, across the statutory range [41]. This is the manifestation of a temperature effect, whereby the constant impedance attribute of the ZIP model, Zp ,
is shown to rise with corresponding increases in voltage and filament temperature.
Similar behaviour is recounted in [24] and hypothesised in [219].
Despite GILs often being classed as the archetypal constant impedance load [223],
the effect of simultaneous increases in resistance and temperature with applied
voltage, imparts a constant current aspect to the behaviour of such devices, and
so explains why the associated, large-signal CVR factor (Table 4.2) is somewhat
lower than the anticipated, constant impedance value of 2. These imperfections in
large-signal load modelling are captured within the variations of the corresponding
small-signal load model parameters for a tested GIL in Fig. 4.6.

4.3.3

Harmonic Current Characterisation

As discussed previously in § 4.2.1, the use of ZIP models to characterize voltage
derived fluctuations in P and Q, of the form introduced in equations (4.1)-(4.2), is
common electrical engineering practice. This approach can be expanded to define
similar model parameters for THDI [45] or the individual harmonic current components drawn by appliances. Given that ZIP polynomials are identified as being
“without physical correspondence” [215], it is acceptable to frame the relationship
between harmonic currents and applied voltage in this manner.
The magnitude and angle properties of each harmonic current order, h, are often
presented as a singular polar variable. However, the associated ZIP characterization is expressed more conveniently in cartesian form; consisting of two orthogonal
variables, ah and bh . These pertain to two distinct load models; each expressed
as a quadratic function of voltage at fundamental frequency, V1 , and hth order


specific sets of ZIP coefficients, such as Zh, a Ih, a Ph, a for ah
abh V1




= a0, h ·

Zh, a V12



and Zh, b Ih, b Ph, b for bh
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bbh V1





= b0, h ·

Zh, b V12


+ Ih, b V1 + Ph, b

(4.32)

where
ah = Ih · cos φh



(4.33)

bh = Ih · sin φh



(4.34)

and

with the terms a0, h and b0, h used to signify the respective values observed at
nominal voltage, V0 .
The corresponding singular load model for each order is presented in equation
(4.35). Similarly, the ZIP models expressed in equations (4.1)-(4.2) for P and Q
are an extension of equation (4.35), where h = 1 and the current phasor, |I 1 ∠φ1 ,
is scaled by reference voltage phasor, V 1 .
Ibh V1



ch V 1
∠φ





= abh V 1 + bbh V 1

(4.35)

The presented hypothesis for quantifying voltage led variations in harmonic current
distortion, using an adaptation of the classic ZIP load model, is validated in [37]. In
the paper, active power, reactive power and harmonic current traits for a collection
of modern lighting appliances are measured, under laboratory conditions, against
changes in applied voltage [37]. The raw data is subsequently characterised into
representative ZIP load models using the methods described.
First, the cartesian representations of all measured, harmonic current magnitude
and angle pairs, pertaining to each of the test voltage levels, are separated into
their constituent terms, ah and bh , as per equations (4.33)-(4.34). Second, two
measurement vectors, ya, h and yb, h , are populated from the raw ah and bh values.
These are analogous to that of y, as expressed in equation (4.4) in relation to
active power data. Third, using the same procedure outlined for the formation
of ZIP models of active power, between equations (4.3)-(4.9), a similar set of ZIP
coefficients is formed to characterise the variation of both cartesian components
as functions of applied voltage, abh (V ) and bbh (V ).
For this adaptation of conventional ZIP load modelling practice, it should be noted
that variables X and x0 do not change from their original meaning, described in
§ 4.2.1. Moreover, the same procedure is repeated for each harmonic current order,

such that separate ZIP parameters are obtained for every pertinent order.
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To aid comprehension of the stated method, the model parameters produced for
the voltage led variations of the harmonic currents drawn by an 8.5 W rated LED
lamp, tested in [37], are now reported. For simplicity, only results for the active
and reactive power models (Table 4.3), alongside harmonic current data for the
fundamental, third, fifth and seventh harmonic orders (Table 4.4) are presented.
Table 4.3: Test LED lamp. ZIP models for Active and Reactive Power Draw.
P0
8.45

R2p
1.00

Zp
0.000

Ip
0.000

Pp
1.000

Q0
-3.43

R2q
0.99

Zq
2.207

Iq
-5.552

Pq
4.345

Table 4.4: Test LED lamp. ZIP model representations of harmonic current
orders 1, 3, 5 and 7. % of Fundamental Current, I1 .
ch ≡ |Ic
c
b
h | · sinφh

c
ch ≡ |Ic
a
h | · cosφh

Harmonic
Order, h

a0,h (%)

R2a,h

Za,h

Ia,h

Pa,h

b0,h (%)

R2b,h

Zb,h

Ib,h

Pb,h

|I0,h |(%)

∠ I0,h (◦ )

1

92.6

1.00

-0.292

0.746

0.546

37.8

1.00

1.182

-3.327

3.144

100.0

22.2

3

-33.7

1.00

-4.149

11.548

-6.398

-80.9

1.00

-0.758

1.311

0.447

87.7

-112.6

5

-29.0

1.00

-1.866

0.023

2.843

60.6

1.00

-4.426

10.865

-5.439

67.2

115.6

7

44.1

1.00

-9.039

19.354

-9.315

-7.2

1.00

-5.163

35.271

-29.107

44.7

-9.2

It is convenient to illustrate voltage led variations in harmonic current using Fresnel
style, polar plots. This ensures that magnitude and phase angle data can be
visualised simultaneously, for a range of different applied voltage levels, between
0.90 and 1.10 pu in Fig. 4.7. Similar approaches are adopted in [69, 73, 81, 224, 225].
In the case of Table 4.4, results are translated from relative percentages, of fundamental current, into milli-ampere values. This is made possible by the corresponding ZIP models for P̂ and Q̂, whereby values for the fundamental apparent power,
S1 , are computed for each of the applied test voltage levels. The associated fundamental current draw, I1 , in milli-amperes, is determined subsequently. In addition,
one should appreciate that the harmonic current angles projected for the phasors
displayed in the panels of Fig. 4.7 are displacement quantities, expressed relative
to the corresponding harmonic voltage phasors. As such, the 0 ◦ axis within each
panel, denotes the plane of the respective harmonic voltage reference phasors.
The logged levels of THDI , pertaining to the polar plots of Fig. 4.7, are observed
to decline with applied voltage, from 145 % at 1.10 pu to 123 % at 0.90 pu. The
circular perimeter of each plot denotes a reference current of 50 mA. Despite
the reduction in THDI , in percentage terms, the attendant ampere magnitude of
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fundamental current is shown to grow with decreasing voltage in Fig. 4.7(a), such
that an overall increase in rms current3 is observed, a reflection of the constant
power nature of the device (Table 4.3). The harmonic phase angle associated
with the fundamental corresponds to the displacement power factor angle, φ. Fig.
4.7(a) shows how, for the LED lamp under test, φ increases and thus DPF (the
cosine of φ) reduces as the voltage level declines.
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Figure 4.7: Test LED lamp. Harmonic currents in polar form (magnitude in
mA, angle in ◦ , reference current of 50 mA). Orders (a) fundamental, (b) 3,
(c) 5, and (d) 7. Observed under applied voltages between 0.90 and 1.10 pu.

All other non-fundamental phasors are observed to rotate by varying angular
amounts as the V 1 level is adjusted. The respective lengths of the current phasors
displayed in each plot imply that the application of a reduced terminal voltage,
for the tested device, shall result in increased injections of fundamental, third and
fifth harmonic currents, which are counteracted by a simultaneous reduction for
the seventh order. Coefficients of determination, R2 values, as described in § 4.2.4,
3

I = I1 ·

√

T HDI 2 + 1
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are computed to evaluate the accuracy of fit for each of the ZIP models reported
in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, against the raw measured data. In all cases, very high R2
values, upwards of 99 %, are reported in the results tables and thus the accuracy
of the proposed model, and the polar plots of Fig. 4.7, are validated.
For each of the voltage dependent, harmonic current load modelling concepts developed in this chapter, only those variations in current occurring with respect to
changes in fundamental voltage, V1 , are characterised. As discussed in § 2.4.1 and
IEEE Std. 1459 [52], rms flows of apparent power, and subsequently any derived
flows of rms current, are susceptible to adjustments in both V1 and the resultant,
non-fundamental, harmonic voltage, VH .
However, equation (2.16) provides a suitable approximation for harmonic distortion power flows, if the T HDV < 5 % and T HDI > 20 % criterion, expressed in
§ 2.4.1, is met. This validates the omission of non-fundamental, harmonic volt-

age contributions from the calculation of changes to S and THDI , albeit at the
expense of incurring a less than 1 %, diminution of modelling accuracy [64]. In
support of this hypothesis, the prevailing direction of voltage quality standards,
as described in § 2.4.9, ensures that voltage distortion levels can be expected to reside overwhelmingly at sufficiently low values. For example, each of the statutory
guidelines reviewed in Table 2.7, mandates THDV levels at LV connected PCCs
to be lower than 8 %. This ensures that the cross-coupling impact of THDV , upon
device level THDI emissions, is significantly diminished in practice. Moreover,
in light of the regulatory context, one may assume that the vast bulk of THDV
readings, taken at LV connected customer PCCs, are within, or close to, the 5 %
upper threshold discussed, such that the linear simplification of SN , and thus S,
as a function of V1 and THDI , expressed in equation (2.16), is generally valid.
Moreover, due to the existing power quality standards framework, whereby the
THDI limits mandated upon original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) are much
less stringent, in proportional terms, than the voltage quality stipulations imposed upon utilities; it is justifiable to surmise that the contribution of THDI at
an arbitrary network node, as a percentage, is likely to far exceed that of the background THDV level [45]. This serves to enlarge the share of the current distortion
power, DI , within the overall flow of SN , as defined in equation (2.11), and further
strengthens the justification for the adherence to equation (2.16), and omission of
THDV as a influencing factor, within the characterisation of voltage dependent,
load models for harmonic current, as per equations (4.31) to (4.35).
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Further to this, the ZIP load model characterisation methods adopted for the assessment of electronic devices in papers [37, 45], utilise the approximation espoused
within equation (2.16) to enhance modelling accuracy. This is achieved by ensuring that the test voltage administered to appliances during evaluation is a pure 50
Hz sinusoid, with zero distortion. This serves to eliminate the potential influence
of cross harmonic coupling within the experimental dataset, and ensures that the
harmonic current models obtained are characterised with respect to changes in a
single factor, voltage at fundamental frequency. Evidently, the utilisation of such
models is best suited to low voltage distortion scenarios [37].

4.4
4.4.1

Aggregation of Load Models
Power Quantities at Fundamental Frequency

The aggregation of load model instances, each designed to characterise the behaviour of a singular device, facilitates the translation of appliance level models
to network wide, power quality phenomena, as observed at higher voltage levels.
Moreover, analysis for distribution network models simplifies considerably through
the consolidation opportunities afforded by such methods. Voltage dependent load
models, defined for the active and reactive power traits of individual devices, can
be reduced to aggregate equivalents via a voltage sweep approach [153].
The aggregation approach enacted within this thesis is described in the methodology that follows, from which a set of ZIP load model parameters and nominal
power values may be obtained for a disparate grouping of appliances. This philosophy differs from that espoused in [153], in which individual appliances are
characterised using the exponential model (§ 4.2.2). The limitations of the exponential model are discussed in § 4.2.2 and § 4.3.1, particularly in relation to power
characteristics in which the polarity changes at certain voltages. For instance,
the reactive power contributions of certain appliances are noted to swing between
inductive and capacitive states at different voltage levels. By contrast, it may not
be immediately obvious how such a condition translates to the active power draws
of different loads. However at the customer level, this view neglects the modern
propensity for distributed generation. Thus, the amalgamation of positive and
negative watt characteristics within a consolidated model is eminently feasible,
and so precludes the use of the exponential model for aggregation purposes.
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In [6], the aggregation of individual ZIP parameters is practised via the application
of simple weighted averaging, with respect to the nominal power contributions of
constituent devices. The accuracy of this method is questionable for environments
in which, from the aggregated perspective of the local PCC, distributed generation
is observed to offset some of the gross power consumption of the customer. In this
scenario, a simple weighting method is inappropriate, given the combination of
positive and negative power contributions. Therefore, this thesis pursues a similar
approach to that described for the establishment of ZIP model coefficients at the
singular device level in § 4.2.1, in which least squares regression is invoked.
For a given instant in time, and selection of active appliances with index j, if
the ZIP coefficients and nominal power contribution, P0, j , pertaining to every
appliance behind a customer PCC of interest are known, then a vector of the


respective nominal powers can be formed, P0, 1 ... P0, Nj . This is analogous to
vector y, introduced for the singular device ZIP model in equation (4.4), only that
the elements pertain to the nominal outputs of Nj different devices at the same
time instance, rather than a list of measurements compiled for the same device.
To synthesise a voltage sweep effect, a group of test voltage levels within the


statutory range, V1 ... VNk , must be pre-selected; with index k and length
Nk . Thus, the modelled power output of the j th appliance, subject to the k th test
voltage, is synthesised in per unit and absolute terms, via equations (4.36) and
(4.37), respectively.

P̂pu (j, k) =


Zp, j ·

Vk
V0

2


+ Ip, j ·

Vk
V0




+ Pp, j

P̂ j, k = P̂pu (j, k) · P0, j

(4.36)

(4.37)

Repetition of equation (4.36), for each appliance, test voltage combination (j, k ),
yields a Nj by Nk matrix of power ratios, denoted Ŷ pu .


Ŷ pu

P̂pu (1, 1)

...

P̂pu (1, Nk )









..
.


...
..
= 

.






P̂pu (Nj , 1) . . . P̂pu (Nj , Nk )
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The nominal power contributions, pertaining to each of the Nj connected appliances and expressed in absolute terms, is represented by the vector y0
y0 =

h
i
P0, 1 . . . P0, Nj

(4.39)

c This
The matrix multiplication in equation (4.40) yields a Nk -length vector, Σy.
pertains to the aggregated power draw of the collection of devices, in absolute
terms, as predicted across all synthesised, applied voltage level permutations. For
c is given in expanded form within equation (4.41).
completeness, Σy
c = y0 Ŷ pu
Σy
c =
Σy

(4.40)

h
i
Σ P1 . . . Σ PNk

(4.41)

Finally, if the test voltage vector is rearranged in the form of a Nk by 3 matrix,
analogous to that of X in equation (4.5), and the definition of x0 in equations
(4.6) and (4.7) is also retained, an aggregate equivalent to vector θ is produced
in equation (4.42). From this, equation (4.9) may be revisited, to compute the
corresponding set of aggregated ZIP coefficients.
θ = XT X

−1

c
XT Σy

T

(4.42)

While equations (4.36) to (4.42) mainly focus on the aggregation of active powers,
the method is equally applicable to reactive power based, ZIP load models.

4.4.2

Diversity among Harmonic Currents

The preceding discussion on the aggregation of the voltage response characteristics
for active and reactive power, attributable to individual appliances, may be extended to consider device level harmonic current signatures. For this variety of load
model aggregation, one must consider how the summation of individual harmonic
currents does not simply correspond to the addition of the individual magnitudes
[58]. The harmonic current signatures of different appliances diverge by magnitude
and phase angle. For a given harmonic order, diversity among the phase angles of
the harmonic currents drawn by individual polluting devices, within an aggregated
group, elicits a partial cancellation effect [82]. Thus, while many power quality
analyses are solely concerned with the processing of harmonic current magnitude
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data, for the purposes of standards compliance assessments etc, it is important
that harmonic phase angle data is also retained [226].
Reasons for angular disparity include differences in system impedance, as observed
at the PCC from the input terminals of a connected load [154]; the size of dc link
capacitors [69] and loading conditions, taken with respect to device rated power
[69]. Moreover, recent research [37] explores the additional influence of variations
in PCC voltage levels on harmonic angle disparity, as might be observed among
the various harmonic polluting sources that connect along the same LV feeder.
If a non-zero phase angle difference is observed between the current emissions
of separate harmonic sources, the vector resultant of aggregate current shall be
less than the equivalent arithmetic sum (of the respective harmonic magnitudes
by device). This observation is summarized within a ratio term known as the
magnitudinal harmonic diversity factor, MDFh [37, 69, 82, 154, 227], for which
lower values signify a greater spread of harmonic phase angles and thereby, a more
pervasive cancellation effect. Alternatively, the term phase angle diversity factor
may be used [225]. For a harmonic current of order h, Ih ∠ φh , the magnitudinal
diversity, implicit within the aggregate current drawn by N different loads, is:
PN

j=0 Ih,j

M DFh = PN

j=0

Ih,j

(4.43)

Harmonic diversity is studied for some switch-mode power supply (SMPS) loads,
including CFLs, in [69, 154, 225, 227], and LED lamps in [224, 225, 227]. In
all cases, typical MDF levels are observed to gradually decline as more devices
connect in parallel. As N increases further, an asymptotic level for M DF is
attained, beyond which cancellation benefits diminish [69].
An additional facet of this phenomenon is introduced by [37], within a related
metric termed the angular harmonic diversity factor, ADFh . This ratio term aims
to quantify the influence of harmonic cancellation upon the resultant phase angle
of the aggregated harmonic current signal. For harmonic currents of order h, |Ih,j |
∠ φh,j , the angular diversity factor pertaining to the amalgamated current drawn
by N different loads is defined in equation (4.44). The numerator denotes the angle
of the resultant current phasor (scaled by N ), with the denominator indicating the
maximum possible angular swing that may be exerted, for currents of order h, as
a consequence of aggregation.
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N · Arg



PN

j=0 Ih,j

ADFh =

(4.44)
PN

j=0

Arg Ih,j



The theme of harmonic diversity, in relation to aggregate load modelling, is explored in [44, 73, 228]. In each case, a consolidated, lumped load model, referred to
as an aggregate harmonic load (AHL) in [228], is resolved from the harmonic current footprints of a selection of appliances. These AHLs are continuously updated,
according to various load mixes and so are configured to reflect the time-varying
nature of demand trends within practical networks. The creation of time series
profiles for harmonic current is subsequently made possible, although in the surveyed literature this is only realised for fluctuations in magnitude, rather than
phase angle. AHLs can be defined at various levels of network abstraction [73],
such as from the perspective of a single household [44] or to characterise the entire secondary LV network served by a step-down transformer [228, 229]. This
approach can help simplify the simulation of very large network models, in which
detailed analysis of all LV sub-circuits may not be required [81].
Some literature contends that the modelling of harmonic diversity is best achieved
via the application of a probabilistically assigned, scaling factor to the sum of
harmonic current magnitudes [58, 228]. However, it is important to note that the
ZIP based load model for harmonic currents, introduced in § 4.3.3, factors diversity
in an implicit manner, upon its application to the aggregate modelling of harmonic
current. This advantage is demonstrated within [37], in which a spread of applied
voltage levels among groups of homogeneous device instances is observed to give
rise to a harmonic diversity led, cancellation effect within the resultant harmonic
current produced by the corresponding, aggregate ZIP load model.
The least squares regression based method for obtaining aggregate ZIP load models of active and reactive power characteristics, articulated by equations (4.36) to
(4.42) in § 4.3.3, is similarly applicable to the evaluation of harmonic currents. Harmonic phase angle information must be retained within the aggregate model, and
so the constituent load models must be considered in cartesian vector form. Thus,
separate least squares analyses are undertaken for the sine and cosine components
of harmonic currents within the aggregated grouping of devices in question.
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4.5

Solar Irradiance as a Load Model Input

In this sub-section, a model for the active power generation of PVIs, framed as a
function of the prevailing level of solar irradiance, is derived from first principles. It
is important to establish such a relationship in the context of modern distribution
networks, in which power injections from distributed generation sources are an
ever more prevalent feature. As such, the validity of traditional load modelling
methods, dependent on fluctuations in applied voltage and system frequency alone,
is increasingly compromised. For reference, a state-of-the-art introduction and
review of grid-tied PVI technologies was previously presented in § 3.
The intensity of solar irradiance measurements upon an incident collector surface
depends on many factors. These include cloud cover, atmospheric thickness, time
of day, day of the year (DOY), geographical location, slope of the collection surface4 and height of the collector above sea level, amongst other variables [157].
Measurements can be reported using a variety of terms, of which global horizontal
irradiance (GHI) is among the most popular of those logged by weather stations5
[230]. However, in the interest of accuracy, and given the diversity in panel orientations inherent among rooftop PV installations, GHI proves insufficient for use
as the sole means of modelling PVI generation in distribution network studies.
The following discussion introduces the components from which raw GHI measurements, and any associated solar irradiance models, are comprised.
Deliberations begin by considering the trajectory of sunlight from the Sun to a
collection surface mounted on the Earth’s surface. Associated parameters that
engender variations in solar intensity across each day (as the Earth rotates on its
axis) and throughout each year (via Earth’s orbit around the Sun) are subsequently
defined. The two main components of panel-incident irradiance (direct beam and
diffuse), as experienced on the Earth’s surface, are introduced. Calculation of the
diffuse portion is shown to reduce to a function of the beam component, which
itself is a function of clearness index, kt . As such, the informed estimation of PV
generation levels, based on fluctuations in one unpredictable variable, kt , alongside
a collection of fixed geographic and panel orientation based parameters, is shown
to be possible. This finding is expanded upon within future chapters, in which a
holistic methodology for producing minute-by-minute load profiles is proffered.
4
5

e.g. tilt angle of a roof-mounted PV array, taken with respect to the horizontal plane
typically using a pyranometer device
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4.5.1

Extra-Terrestrial Radiation

A hypothetical collector placed at the outer perimeter of the Earth’s atmosphere,
and which directly faces the Sun, is subject to an average radiative flux per unit
area of 1,367 Wm−2 ; a value known as the solar constant, GSC [157, 231]. The
elliptical path of Earth’s orbit means that the distance between it and the Sun
fluctuates by around ± 3.3 % throughout each year. This attribute is known as the
eccentricity of Earth’s orbit. As such, the extra-terrestrial irradiation, G0 , incident
upon the outer perimeter of the atmosphere, at an angle that is directly normal
to the path of radiation, will vary about the GSC constant according to the given
DOY. This variation is captured via equation (4.45), which denotes a eccentricity
correction factor, E0 . The solar constant is scaled by E0 to form an equation for
G0 (4.46), that may be resolved for any arbitrary DOY [157].

E0 =



2π
1 + 0.033 · cos
× DOY
365
G0 = E0 · GSC

(4.45)

(4.46)

The angular resolution of extra-terrestrial radiation, as observed upon a horizontal
plane at an arbitrary point P on the Earth’s atmospheric perimeter, is depicted in
Fig. 4.8. The normal to this plane is also displayed, projecting outwards from P, to
represent the vertical at this location. The polar axis is also illustrated, alongside
the equatorial plane (connecting points C and E ), from which P is displaced by
the angle of latitude, φ. Conversely, the angle of longitude, ψ is not shown.

θz
αS

P

E’
E

φ

δ
Sun’s rays (parallel to each other)

δ

C

D

Figure 4.8: Geometry of extra-terrestrial irradiation, at solar noon.
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Due to Earth’s rotation about its polar axis, the G0 term of equation (4.46) refers
only to the peak daily level of extra-terrestrial radiation observed at the instant
of “solar noon” at each of the points, such as D in Fig. 4.8, that become directly
normal to the path of incident radiation throughout the course of each day and
which collectively form a latitudinal arc along the Earth’s surface. The angle of
declination, δ, captures the natural tilt of the Earth with respect to the equatorial
plane CE [157], and accordingly its angular displacement from the arc of peak
irradiance observed for each day. This angle fluctuates throughout the year, in
accordance with the seasons, such that for any particular DOY
2π · 284 + DOY
δ = 23.45◦ × sin
365



(4.47)

At any given time of day, the corresponding level of extra-terrestrial radiation
observed at any point on the Earth’s perimeter, including P, may be resolved
by trigonometric means, according to its angular displacement from the point of
maximum irradiance, D, and the deviation in time from the instant of solar noon for
that locality, as captured by the hour angle, ω (not shown). In relation to point
P, these intricacies are encapsulated within the zenith angle, θz . This changes
throughout the day and is measured between the normal projection from P and
the line of beam radiation from the Sun, such that the true level of extra-terrestrial

radiation encountered at P may be understood as G0 · cos θz . In complement to
θz is the angle αs , which denotes the Sun’s altitude in the sky as observed from P.
αs = π/2 − θz

(4.48)

In Fig. 4.8, the horizontal, P, and equatorial planes are each projected outwards
to coincide at point E’ and form a triangle, PCEE’, from which other celestial
trigonometric formulae may be derived. Thus, at solar noon, when ω is 0

αs ω = 0 = π/2 + φ − δ

4.5.2

◦

(4.49)

Clear Sky Irradiance

As the trajectory of G0 continues, from the upper atmosphere until striking a
collector placed at point P, the beam component of solar radiation begins to be
attenuated by atmospheric factors. If the effects of cloud cover and diffuse scatter
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are neglected, then the resultant vector observed at the Earth’s surface is termed
the clear sky irradiance, Gy . A definition for Gy , known as the ASHRAE 6 model,
is given in equation (4.50) [7, 231–233]. The clear sky metric serves to articulate
the extent by which G0 deteriorates on its transition through the atmosphere, as a
simple function of both the associated air mass (AM) and atmospheric thickness,
known as the optical depth (τ ) [231, 233].
Gy = E0 · GSC · e−τ ·AM

(4.50)

Descriptions of the two exponent terms in equation (4.50) now follow. The attenuating influence of atmospheric path length on beam radiation, according to changes
in the prevailing solar altitude (αs ) throughout each day, is captured within the
AM variable. Equation (4.51) observes how the extra-terrestrial source is subject
to its lowest daily attenuation (by the air mass) at solar noon, when angle αs is
at its peak and, by equivalence, θz is at its lowest.
Air M ass (AM ) = 1/cos

θz



≡ 1/sin

αs



(4.51)

Figure 4.9: Different models for Air Mass at Zenith Angles close to Sunrise
and Sunset (reproduced from [7]).

Fig. 4.8 and equation (4.51) prove that the irradiance incident at point P can only
be non-zero for values of θz less than 90◦ , whereby at both sunrise and sunset
θz equals 90◦ . Thus, values calculated for AM during periods close to the onset
of sunset and sunrise tend towards infinity. The asymptotic nature of AM can
engender a distortive impact within the calculations of other derived solar geometries. As a result, suitable approximations for AM are often preferred in synthetic
6

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)
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irradiance models. A comparison of some of the different approaches is reproduced
from [7] and presented in Fig. 4.9.
The equation for the Young (1994) model portrayed in Fig. 4.9 is as follows [7]:


1.002432 · cos2 θz + 0.148386 · cos θz + 0.0096467



AM =
cos3 θz + 0.149864 · cos2 θz + 0.0102963 · cos θz + 0.000303978

(4.52)

The distance of propagation for G0 is neatly encapsulated by the AM metric.
By contrast, the obstructive qualities of the ozone layer, water vapour, dust etc,
impeding the trajectory of G0 , are embodied within the other exponent term in
equation (4.50), for optical depth, τ . One irradiance modelling approach [234, 235]
relies on tables of monthly average values for τ , recorded at sea-level locations in
the northern hemisphere by Threlkeld and Jordan in 1957, and reproduced in
[231, 233], to establish the following expression for τ [231]:
 


2π × DOY − 100
τ = 0.174 + 0.035 · sin
365

4.5.3

(4.53)

Geometries of Surface-Incident Irradiance

The Gy measure for irradiance, of equation (4.50), is purely hypothetical. Otherwise, its real world existence would imply that it is possible for all beam radiation
emitted from the Sun (path related attenuation not withstanding), to follow the
exact same trajectory and become incident on a collector surface at the same instant. In practice, some fraction of the initial radiated beam is always scattered
[157], in an arbitrary fashion away from the main path of propagation, due to
collisions with air molecules, water vapour or dust. From this observation, the two
main components of solar irradiance may be defined, namely beam and diffuse.
The beam irradiance, Gb , also termed the direct normal irradiance (DNI), refers to
the unscattered portion of Gy . The rate which the DNI component of solar energy,
or insolation, is imparted on a collector surface is proportional to the cosine of the
angle of incidence, θ, measured between the line of the incident beam and the
normal projected from the collection surface. The remaining scattered component
is the diffuse irradiance, denoted Gd . Even under clear skies, the diffuse content
amounts to at least 10 % of total irradiance [157]. Its striking of surfaces at random
angles renders it more difficult to measure than its direct beam counterpart [231].
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However, some weather stations are capable of measuring the vertically referred
portion of Gd , known as the diffuse horizontal irradiance (DHI).
Vertical (Normal to the Horiz Plane)

N

θZ
αS

γS
γ
β

S
(a)

Vertical (Normal to the Horiz Plane)

N

θZ
αθS

γS

γ
β

S
(b)

Figure 4.10: Angles of (a) elevation, αs , and (b) incidence, θ, pertaining to
the striking of solar beam irradiance on a tilted collector surface.

Fig. 4.10 depicts the geometries associated with the incidence of a direct beam onto
a plane collector, sloped at a tilt angle β to the horizontal plane [157]. This enables
distinctions between the angles of solar elevation (αs ), zenith (θz ) and incidence
(θ) to be clearly defined. The local longitudinal meridian, between north and
south compass points, is displayed in both panels, alongside the path of beam
irradiance (in orange), which is projected, through angle αs , onto the horizontal
plane. The angle formed between these two lines, each referred to the horizontal
plane, denotes the solar azimuth (γs ), which varies across each day with Earth’s
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rotation and accompanying changes in αs . The other angle highlighted on the
horizontal plane of Fig. 4.10 is the surface azimuth (γ). This does not typically
fluctuate over time, being fixed with respect to both the local meridian line and
the projection of the normal to the collector surface onto the horizontal plane.
As equation (4.48) outlines, angles αs and θz sum to 90◦ . Using either angle, the
component of the incoming solar beam that is vertically incident to the horizontal
plane can be determined. Upon additionally factoring the vertically incident component of Gd , i.e. the DHI, the local level of GHI is obtained through equation
(4.54) [7]. In the interests of nomenclature consistency, this relationship is alternatively expressed in equation (4.55) in terms of the total (Gt ), beam (Gb ), and
diffuse (Gd ) irradiances, each referred to the horizontal plane, h [157].

GHI = DN I · cos θz + DHI

(4.54)


Gth = Gb · cos θz + Gdh

(4.55)

The angle of incidence (θ), depicted in Fig. 4.10(b), is measured from the line of
the solar beam to the normal of the tilted collector surface (both coloured green).
This is in contrast to angle αs , which is swept from the solar beam to the line
of its projection onto the horizontal plane (in orange). In a similar manner to
the expressions for GHI, the total incident irradiance, referred to the plane of the
collector, “c”, is given as follows [157]:

Gtc = Gb · cos θ + Gdc

(4.56)

Each of the angles αs , θz , γs and θ are dynamic quantities. As such, the arrangement depicted in Fig. 4.10 merely reflects a snapshot in time. Amidst this ever
shifting backdrop, the mid-point instant between sunrise and sunset each day, solar noon, always manifests in the daily peak of solar elevation, at which juncture
the horizontal projection of the solar beam (orange line in Fig. 4.10) becomes
momentarily aligned with the local longitudinal meridan, i.e. γs = 0◦ . Each hour
of the Earth’s rotation translates to a 15◦ shift in γs and another variable, the
hour angle (ω). The hour angle quantifies the displacement of the Sun to the east
or west of the local meridian line and, in so doing, signifies the local “civil time”
[157]. At the instant of solar noon, ω = 0◦ , while the onset of both sunrise and
sunset correspond to the same hour angle value, denoted ωs . An expression is
thereby formed for the length of each day (in hours), N [157].
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N =2·

ωs/15

≡

2/15

· cos

−1






− tan φ · tan δ

(4.57)

In light of the geometry overview given so far, several trigonometric expressions
are distilled from the relationships expounded in Figs. 4.8 and 4.10 [157], such as





cos θ = cos θz · cos β + sin θz · sin β · cos(γs − γ)

(4.58)

in which the term γs − γ pertains to the angle that is formed between the normal
to the tilted collector surface and the line of the solar beam. Similarly,

cos θ =









sin φ · cos β − cos φ · sin β · cos γ · sin δ

(4.59)












+ sin β · sin γ · sin ω + cos φ · cos β + sin φ · sin β · cos γ · cos ω · cos δ






from which an expression for the zenith angle is determined, by setting the collector
tilt angle (β) to zero.
cos θz

4.5.4








= sin φ · sin δ + cos φ · cos δ · cos ω

(4.60)

Clearness Index, Diffuse Factor and Beam Ratios

A set of ratios are defined to capture the relationships between various irradiance
metrics [233]. Equation (4.50) highlights how propagation through the atmosphere
serves to attenuate the extra-terrestrial irradiance, G0 . Alternatively, the extent of
this degradation can be quantified using the clearness index (kt ), which is defined
in [233] as the ratio of total irradiation incident on a horizontal surface, GHI, to
the vertically incident component of G0 , for a given instant of the day in question
(a function of the prevailing zenith angle, θz ).
Gth

G0 · cos θz

kt =

(4.61)

Similarly, the proportion of the GHI measurement, Gth , that is diffuse in nature
is captured within the diffuse factor ratio, kd . Once again, both terms are referred
to the normal of the horizontal plane.
kd =

Gdh
DHI
≡
Gth
GHI
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As observed from the Earth’s surface, the beam fraction of the extra-terrestrial
radiation is captured by ratio term, kb . As both factors (Gb and G0 ) travel along
the same trajectory, explicit resolution to the horizontal plane is not required.
kb =

Gb
G0

(4.63)

Using equation (4.55), an alternative formulation for kt is obtained, in accordance
with the decomposition approach discussed in [233].

Gb · cos θz
Gdh
kb
 +
 ≡
kt =
1 − kd
G0 · cos θz
G0 · cos θz

(4.64)

Similarly, a rearrangement of equation (4.63) yields
Gb =

4.5.5



1 − kd · Gth

≡ 1 − kd · kt · G0
cos θz

(4.65)

Synthetically Computed Irradiance Ratios

Given access to raw GHI measurements, of the nature typically recorded at weather
stations, one may wish to infer representative sets of tilted collector referred values. Applications for such data include the estimation of the power generation
capabilities of local, rooftop mounted PV installations. As is similarly observed in
[233], equation (4.65) therefore denotes a key derivation in the establishment of an
accurate model for computing synthetic irradiance data, by proving that the DNI
component, Gb , can be reverse engineered from raw GHI measurements. This is
subject to accurate, associative models, or measured datasets, being available for
the prevailing air mass, kt and kd ratios, and/or the level of extra-terrestrial irradiation. Once DNI values have been extricated, and if the angles of incidence (θ),
surface azimuth (γ) and collector tilt (β) are known, the tilted collector referred
irradiance term, Gtc , can be obtained using equation (4.56).
A causal relationship between the diffuse portion of solar irradiance, kd , and the kt
and kb ratios has been observed in various solar energy focused research literature;
notably Liu and Jordan (1960) and Orgill and Hollands (1977). Helpfully, a comparison of some of the most popular approaches is documented in [232, 233], within
which a piecewise linear relationship between kt and kd is typically hypothesised.
In the case of Orgill and Hollands, a simplistic expression for kd , in terms of kt , is
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formed from empirical data recorded in Toronto, Canada [233] and reproduced in
equation (4.66). Incorporating this formula into that of equation (4.65), effectively
mitigates the need for explicit knowledge of the diffuse portion of the incident GHI
measurement, prior to determining values for the Gb and Gtc metrics, via equations
(4.65) and (4.56), respectively. Thus, the model proposed for Gb can effectively be
reduced to a two parameter function of kt and G0 .






kd =






1 − 0.249 · kt ,

kt ≤ 0.35

1.577 − 1.84 · kt , 0.35 ≤ kt ≤ 0.75
0.177,

(4.66)

kt > 0.75

A model for DNI, incident at a specific geographic location and expressed as a
function of the prevailing kt , is hereby obtainable from an expanded expression for
beam ratio, kb , via substitution of equation (4.64) into equation (4.66).

kb =











0.249 · kt 2 ,

kt ≤ 0.35

1.84 · kt 2 + 0.577 · kt , 0.35 ≤ kt ≤ 0.75
0.823 · kt ,

(4.67)

kt > 0.75

This model can be extended to resolve values for Gtc that one might expect to
observe as incident on a tilted PV panel. However, the formulation for Gtc in
equation (4.56) infers prior knowledge of the tilted collector referred portion of
diffuse irradiance, Gdc . In [236], Skartveit and Olseth (1986) use empirical data
recorded in Norway to theorise a modified approach for determining the diffuse
irradiance incident on an inclined plane. A correcting factor, Z, is introduced to
convert between diffuse horizontal irradiance, Gdh , and its tilted collector referred
counterpart Gdc ; the value of which is dependent on beam ratio, kb .

0.3 − 2 · kb ,
Z =

0,

kb < 0.15

(4.68)

kb ≥ 0.15

The inclined plane (or tilted collector) referred, level of diffuse irradiance is

 



cos θ
1 + cos β
 + Z ·cos β + 1 −kb − Z ·
= Gdh · kb ·
(4.69)
2
cos θz


Gdc
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from which a reworking of equation (4.56) is formed for the overall level of tilted
collector incident irradiance. For better resolution of modelled irradiance samples
that occur on the cusp of sunset or sunrise, the cos(θz ) term can be substituted
with the reciprocal of Young’s formulation for air mass, previously introduced in
equation (4.52).


Gtc = kb · G0 · cos θ · 1 + kd · kt
  (4.70)


 


1 + cos β
+ kd · kt · G0 · cos θz · Z · cos β + 1 − kb − Z ·
2


The formulae presented for the terms kd , kb and Z, through equations (4.66) to
(4.68), are each defined in terms of one common factor, the clearness index kt . The
model for irradiance on an inclined collector plane, described in equation (4.70),
thereby depends on fluctuations in the same variable, alongside fixed geographical
and PV panel orientation parameters (notably tilt and azimuth angles β and γ in
Fig. 4.10), for use in determining the angle of incidence, θ, via equation (4.59).
The establishment of dependable models for Gb and Gtc , via equations (4.65) and
(4.70), have further merit in producing realistic, synthetic PV generation data,
configurable for an assortment of panel orientations, encapsulated by angles β and
γ. Recall the quasi-linear relationship envisaged between the MPPT line of maximum power generation and the corresponding short circuit current (ISC ) for a
PVI module in Fig. 3.17. Under such circumstances, ISC may be treated as being
directly proportional to the level of incident irradiance (as per Fig. 3.1). This
relationship is further extrapolated to specify equation (4.71) for the power generated by a PVI, expressed as a function of incident irradiance, Pg (Gtc ). Variables η,
k, PST C(dc) and PP V I(ac) respectively denote: the efficiency of the inverter module
alone7 , the number of PV panels deployed, the dc-side power rating of a single
panel8 and the ac-side power output rating of the inverter module. The clipping
action of the inverter is modelled by saturating the system output to the rating of
the inverter module.

P g (Gtc ) = min η · k ·

7
8

Gtc/1, 000 W m−2




· P ST C (dc) , P P V I (ac)

the efficiencies of the panels are already factored within their specified ratings
homogeneity among panels is assumed
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4.6

Device Loading as a Load Model Input

In general, the ratio of the average power expended, or generated, by an electrical
device, as a proportion of its rated capacity, over a specified time period, is known
as its load factor (LF) [14, 75, 203]. The concept was briefly discussed, in relation
to the power quality standardisation of small scale PVIs and their P /Pr ratios,
within § 3.8. It is analogous to the notion of capacity factor, defined previously
in equation (1.1), which is most typically confined to the evaluation of energy
volumes, attributable to sources of intermittent generation, as opposed to ratios
of instantaneous power. An expression for load factor is given in equation (4.72).
Load F actor (%) =

Device P ower Level (kW )
Device Rating (kW )

(4.72)

The literature surveyed in § 2.8.3 highlights how the LF ratios of certain appliances
are often observed to shape their power quality performance. Behaviours of this
nature are observed for PVIs [5, 46] and characterised, for fluctuations in harmonic
current, within harmonic fingerprint models (HFMs), as per Fig. 2.22. In the case
of PVIs, the prevailing load factor is effectively an analogue of tilted collector
referred solar irradiance, Gtc , defined in equations (4.56) and (4.70).
The active and reactive power capabilities of customer equipment, such as induction motors, are also known to be influenced by prevailing LF levels. In the
case of some applications, such as the compressor stages of heat pumps and airconditioners, the provision of an end service, in the form of delivered heat or a
mechanical torque, is decoupled from the electricity supplied. Under part loaded
operation, appropriate manipulation of device performance, via applied voltage
control or other means, may serve to improve appliance efficiency [237]. These
observations echo the contemporary impetus for fitting induction motors with
variable frequency drives (VFDs), discussed previously in § 2.4.3.
In such instances, it is feasible that multiple, device operating solutions may exist,
each pertaining to a different electric power requirement, but through which the
same, fixed level of end user demand is serviced. Thus, in such circumstances,
fluctuations in device performance are not only subject to changes in applied voltage, or frequency of supply, but may also be further modulated by the load factor
of the device. As such, in some circumstances the most logical approach to device characterisation may invoke the specification of load models as functions of
prevailing LF ratio.
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For reference, a worked example of the intricacies pertaining to the optimisation of
LF modulated, appliance behaviours, and their complex entanglement with other
factors, such as supply voltage magnitude, is included in Appendix C. This utilises
performance data, published in [14], for a three phase connected, ten horsepower
rated induction motor.

4.7

Concluding Remarks

This chapter introduced the concept of static load modelling and stressed its importance in the field of power systems analysis. In light of contemporary challenges,
such as increasing penetrations of embedded generation and the heightened prevalence of harmonic current distortion, the discussion is especially pertinent in the
context of modern distribution networks. The evolving nature of the appliance
level, voltage response characteristics that underpin many conventional, demand
management philosophies adopted by utilities, such as CVR, necessitates the development of more complex, high fidelity load modelling approaches.
A variety of different techniques are presented (§ 4.2), each depending primarily on
fluctuations in a single modulating parameter, applied voltage level. This includes
computational methods for converting raw measured data sets, of voltage led,
active and reactive power responses in device behaviours, into equivalent load
model parameters. Approaches for deriving equivalent CVR factors from ZIP
and exponential load model coefficients are also detailed. This effort helps to
frame those load model parameters reported in literature for different forms of
lighting [6], in terms through which the energy savings potential of lowering service
level voltages may be better appreciated. To this end, results displayed in Table
4.2 suggest that the continued displacement of legacy lighting technologies with
modern alternatives (§ 2.1) may assist in inhibiting the voltage responsiveness of
modern distribution networks.
In § 4.3, the inadequacy of conventional load modelling approaches for the characterisation of polarity traversing, highly non-linear or piecewise power-voltage
behaviours is discussed. A prospective solution is proposed in § 4.3.2, in which
the complex nature of some sample, real world device profiles are introduced. An
innovative, small signal model based approach is subsequently developed to overcome the difficulties associated with modelling such discontinuities, through the
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use of artificial neural networks (ANNs). This research forms the basis for the
works published in [41].
The applicability of existing load modelling methods to non power based, electrical
phenomena is also discussed. In § 4.3.3, the polynomial, ZIP technique is utilised
in the development of a voltage modulated model for variations in harmonic current magnitude and phase angle. The accuracy of the method is validated by its
application to the characterisation of the measured results obtained for a sample
8.5 W rated, LED lamp. This research forms the basis for works published in [37].
In § 4.4.2, the focus of the chapter moves towards aggregate load modelling. This
is mainly considered from the perspective of single residential premises, which
may be reasonably represented by lump load approximates within power systems
network models. A method is presented for the aggregation of the load-voltage
characteristics of individual devices. The consolidation of active power, reactive
power and harmonic current profiles are all considered. In the case of the latter, the
concept of harmonic diversity is introduced, alongside definitions for magnitudinal
and angular diversity factors. This terminology assists in the quantification of
the cancellation effect that pervades within the amalgamation of any disparate
grouping of harmonic polluting appliances. Once more, this work forms part of
that published in [37].
In the final two sub-sections of this chapter, the existence of load modelling input
factors, beyond applied voltage and system frequency, are discussed.
The impact that fluctuations in the prevailing levels of solar irradiance increasingly
impart on the load signatures of modern distribution networks is analysed in § 4.5.
This sub-section consists of a synopsis of the trigonometric functions and stochastic
factors that can be used to compute the incident levels of solar irradiance and which
drive the intermittent generation patterns that typify most distributed PVI plant.
For the purposes of future load profile generation, two important formulae are developed. Equation (4.70) provides a comprehensive characterisation of tilted collector referred solar irradiance, Gtc , crucially condensed into a function of a single
random variable, clearness index kt , plus all other aforementioned trigonometric
variables. Equation (4.71) translates the computation of Gtc into an associated
expression of irradiance dependent, PVI generation output. Given a fixed level of
incident irradiance, maximum power point tracking (MPPT) functionality, previously described in § 3.4, aims to ensure that a constant, targeted power output is
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delivered by a PVI unit. As such, the theory presented in § 4.5 helps to justify
the hypothesis that PVIs ought to be modelled in the manner of constant power,
negative loads, in response to variations in applied terminal voltage; as modulations in Gtc tend to be considerably more erratic and proportionally significant
than comparative swings in PCC voltages.
In § 4.6, the influence that device loading levels can impress on device performance
is discussed. Once more, the role of PVIs in this regard proves to be important,
given that prevailing level of solar irradiance determines the loading level at which
incident PV systems operate. This phenomenon is encapsulated by load factor
metric, LF, in equation (4.72).
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5.1

Introduction

This chapter seeks to advance on some of the background theory explored in previous chapters. Sets of empirically derived load models are developed for two
of the most topical power quality concerns relating to low carbon technologies
(LCTs) within modern distribution networks; the displacement of legacy incandescent lighting with modern, low energy alternatives and the growing influx of
small-scale, roof-mounted photovoltaic generating plant.
The parameters of the aforementioned load models are obtained through a series of
power quality investigations, within which raw voltage and current measurements
are captured, using the Fluke 435 apparatus introduced in § 2.4.6 [95]. Voltage
and current measurements are acquired and processed by this device in accordance
with the requirements mandated for EN Std. 61000-4-30, Class A certification [93].
As per EN Std. 61000-4-30 [93], the Fluke 435 computes root-mean-square (rms)
magnitudes for voltage and current at 10-cycle intervals, from the intervening
streams of high-rate sampled, raw measurements. Furthermore, voltage and current harmonic metrics are also extracted, across the same window of samples,
using Fast Fourier transform (FFT) based techniques [98], in adherence with EN
Std. 61000-4-7 [97]. Established methods for “harmonic grouping”, outlined in
§ 2.4.6, are employed by the Fluke 435 to allot FFT generated content to the
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respective harmonic order delineations, and to compute the total harmonic distortion ratios for voltage (T HDV ) and current (T HDI ). The magnitudes of the
fundamental voltage and current phasors are freely resolved from the corresponding rms magnitudes and THD ratios, subject to application of equations (2.8)(2.9). Associated oscillatory properties (of the fundamental) are determined via
the phase-locked loop (PLL) driven extraction of system frequency [96] (§ 2.4.6).
The typically low power classification of many modern lamps poses future power
quality risks for utilities (§ 2.4.7). The latest international standard, EN 61000-32:2019 [39], prescribes relaxed harmonic current distortion limits for lamps rated
between 5 and 25 W. Moreover, in recent times UK households have already installed huge volumes of modern luminaires that adhere to the former iteration of
the aforementioned standard, EN 61000-3-2:2014 [38], in which sub-25 W rated,
non-discharge type lamps are exempted from harmonic current limits [24]. Despite
their low power ratings, the combined influence of many such devices is predicted
to give rise to pronounced distortive effects within LV networks [78, 147].
However, unless the natural occurrence of harmonic attenuating interactions among
collections of lamps is additionally factored, the aggregated distortive impact projected for modern lighting may be overstated [226]. Thus, in the interests of
analytical rigour, the concept of harmonic diversity ought to be explored [69, 154],
especially if one considers that luminaires are often installed in groups.
In § 5.2, a novel experimental approach is introduced to produce sets of load models
that encapsulate luminaire behaviours in relation to fundamental powers and nonfundamental harmonic currents. In light of the ambient temperature and supply
distortion induced variations observed for the currents drawn by appliances in
[238] and [45], the proposed testing methodology ensures that raw measurements
are obtained in a manner that is sufficiently isolated from the influence of either
factor. The polynomial based, load model characterisation methods established
in § 4.2.1, for active and reactive powers, and § 4.3.3, for harmonic current, are
utilised once more; whereby raw experimental measurements are translated into a
set of voltage response driven load models, for a selection of test lamps.
The parameters obtained from this study are conveniently tabulated for future
reference in § 5.2.4. This approach echoes similar research, and subsequent generation of ZIP model coefficients, in [218], [6] and [37]. The coefficients are also used
to explore the concept of harmonic diversity among aggregated groups of lamp
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instances. This demonstrates how a ZIP based, harmonic current characterisation
approach serves to factor harmonic cancellation effects in an implicit manner. To
assist in this endeavour, an angular metric for harmonic diversity is introduced
and analysed, alongside more established, current magnitude focused terminology.
The section culminates with a discussion of the harmonic current observations for
modern luminaires in relation to existing power quality standards.
In § 5.3, power quality observations recorded for two, roof-mounted, residential
class PV inverters are deliberated. The main areas of interest concern the manner
by which reactive power and harmonic current distortion vary against prevailing
irradiance conditions. Once more, device performance is benchmarked against the
relevant clauses of contemporary power quality standards.
In § 5.4, the classic, voltage led philosophy that underpins the static load modelling
of electrical appliances (introduced in § 4.2), is reframed in terms of the active
power loading of a device (§ 4.6). This adapted approach is used to characterise
the power quality results captured for the PV inverters within an empirical set
of irradiance dependent load models. Moreover, in the case of harmonic current
modelling, a highly non-linear relationship with PVI load factor (LF) is observed.
Thus, a high order polynomial model is adopted (§ 4.3), in preference to the classic
quadratic model espoused by the ZIP model (§ 4.2.1).

5.2

Characterisation of Modern Lighting

In this sub-section, the non-linear, power-voltage characteristics of modern, commercially available, light emitting diode (LED) and compact fluorescent lamp (CFL)
luminaires are investigated. Previous, related characterisation efforts include the
development of static load models in [6, 222]; the reporting of LED lamp attributes,
including luminous efficacy and performance against ambient temperature, in [238];
and an assessment of the harmonic distortion footprint of LED lamps in [224],
CFLs in [69, 78, 154, 239, 240] and both technologies in [37, 225, 227, 241]. This
research seeks to further contribute to these themes by exploring the relationship
between applied voltage level and the harmonic current distortion and power consumption characteristics of different luminaire types. Experimental results demonstrate that a strong correlation exists between these performance metrics.
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5.2.1

Lighting Technologies

The efforts of this investigation are important in the context of the ongoing evolution of lighting technology. This is exemplified by developments such as the
regulatory obliged demise of general incandescent lamps (GILs) over recent years
[242], described in greater detail within § 2.1. The direct displacement of a major
linear load type with non-linear alternatives [78, 238], such as CFLs [243] and
latterly LED lamps, is perceived to have altered typical, end-user, demand profiles [242]. Fig. 2.3 demonstrates the rapid extent of this technological shift within
the UK over the past decade. The transition is set to continue, with LED lamps
projected to capture 90 % of the U.S. lighting market by 2035 [21].
Table 5.1: List of Tested LED, CFL and GIL lamps
Bulb

Bulb Type

Device Rating
(W, lumens)

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

LED/Globe
LED/Globe
LED/Globe
LED/Downlight
LED/Globe
LED/Globe
LED/Downlight
CFL/Spiral
CFL/Triple Tube
CFL/Globe
GIL

9.0, 806
8.0, 470
10.0, 806
5.5, 350
8.5, 806
5.7, 470
6.0, 400
20.0, 1,220
11.0, 600
9.0, 450
60.0,
-

In terms of installed instances, CFL and LED technologies are set to dominate
the lighting market over the next two decades [21]. In recent times, the prevailing
European framework for power quality standardisation has conferred less onerous
stipulations upon LED lamps than their CFL counterparts (§ 2.4.7), the latter of
which is classified as a form of discharge lighting within EN Std. 61000-3-2 [38,
39]. This is not withstanding the immediate direction of EN 61000-3-2, through
its latest 2019 revision [39], in which the aforementioned regulatory distinction
between LED and CFL types is eliminated, as per Table 2.2. For the existing
stock of lighting appliances in the UK, and the ongoing manufacture of new lamps
until the final withdrawal of the 2014 revision of EN 61000-3-2 [38] in March 2022
[39], one can anticipate that many disparities may be observed between the power
quality attributes of discharge and non-discharge lighting types.
Details of the evaluated lamps, and their power and luminosity ratings, are given
in Table 5.1. A 60 W rated GIL is also included in testing, serving mainly as a
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performance reference for the CFL and LED lamps. Photographs of a selection of
the tested lamps are also displayed in Fig. 5.1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.1: Photographs of lamps under test; (a) Poor performance
LED lamp (Bulb 05 ), (b) High performance LED lamp (Bulb 03 ),
(c) Spiral CFL (Bulb 08 ), and (d) Conventional GIL (Bulb 11 ).

While streetlamps are not directly evaluated within this analysis, their potential
influence on network power quality is worthy of comment, in the general context of
lighting. Previous discussion in § 2.7.3 observed that streetlamps typically exhibit
an inductive, displacement power factor (DPF) at fundamental frequency, which
shifts to capacitive behaviour at non-fundamental orders.
High pressure sodium (HPS) is the main technology utilised in streetlamps [244].
This has a notably high luminosity [9, 244], of up to 150 lumens (lm) per watt [8],
but poor colour rendering typically serves to preclude its use beyond the public
lighting domain [244]. Thus, despite the displacement of HPS lighting with LED
alternatives gathering pace [21], the energy savings basis for such actions is not
as compelling as the parallel transition occurring within the domestic sector. For
example, of the lamp specification given in Table 5.1, even the highest efficacy
LED lamp (Bulb 05) can only muster a luminosity of 95 lm/W.
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A representative, component based model for streetlighting was previously depicted in Fig. 2.19(a, i). A more comprehensive block diagram of the typical
configuration of a streetlamp ballast is displayed in Fig. 5.2. Its predominantly
inductive characteristic is evident, due to the large choke inductance inserted at
the front end of the circuit, which is used to limit the input current [8]. The reactive power drawn by this element must be compensated by a shunt capacitor [8].
This can be expected to potentially contribute to distributed capacitance related
issues within the adjoining network, such as those discussed in § 2.7.3. Power factor correction (PFC) is also provided by the subsequent dc-dc boost conversion
stage, which is placed behind the intermediate, bridge rectifier block.
In Fig. 5.2, the dc voltage boost function serves a similar role to that of maximum
power point tracking (MPPT) within PVI systems (§ 3.4). Upon start up, a high
dc voltage, in the order of several kV, is synthesised via the embedded, electronic
ignition system (EIS). This necessitates high frequency switching of the link inductor current, via the adjacent n-channel MOSFET, connected in shunt, of around
50 kHz [244]. Reverse voltage breakdown of the sodium vapour is initiated, from
which the arc pathway and the emission of light is facilitated [244]. Thereafter,
much lower magnitude dc voltages are applied to the lamp, via the inverter stage,
to sustain the arc, via a low frequency, square wave [9], of around 150 Hz [244].
Choke
Inductance
Rectifier

Inverter

VGrid
EIS

dc-dc Boost/PFC

HPS lamp

Figure 5.2: Block circuit diagram of a streetlamp ballast
(reproduced from [8] and [9]).

An example product datasheet for a streetlamp ballast [9], provides some practical
values for the components displayed in Fig. 5.2, in the case of a 250 W rated lamp.
For this example, the front end inductor, which is arranged in a common mode
configuration, consists of two 6.8 mH inductors, connected in parallel.
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5.2.2

Test Environment

An overview of the test equipment is given in Fig. 5.3. An Omicron CMC 256+
relay test and calibration tool, serves as a high-fidelity voltage source for the
device-under-test (DUT), to ensure that the potentially degrading influence of
supply voltage distortion on measured data is effectively eliminated. The voltage
attributes applied to the DUT are configured via a linked desktop PC, upon which
dedicated test software, Omicron Test Universe, is installed. This signal source
feeds a HAMEG HM8115-2 power meter, which serves as both a protective buffer
for the Omicron and a measurement verification. This feeds power to the singlephase connected DUT and provides voltage monitoring access to the power quality
data logging apparatus, a Fluke 435 PQ Analyzer. Current is sensed, via a Fluke
i430 current clamp, as it flows along the neutral return to the power meter.
Ethernet
Cable

Desktop PC

USB
Connector

Supplementary
Power Meter

Lightbulb
(Device-Under-Test)

High Precision Relay Test Tool
(Signal Source)

Power Quality
Data Logger
mini-USB port for
PC Logging

Current
Clamp
A

Figure 5.3: Lamp evaluation environment: apparatus connectivity diagram.

Fundamental and rms current; active, reactive and non-fundamental power; DPF ;
and the magnitudes and phases angles of non-fundamental, harmonic voltages and
currents; are logged at one second intervals. The PQ Analyzer also quantifies total
harmonic current distortion (T HDI ) results by accumulating measurements for
each harmonic current order, up to h = 40.
The Omicron signal source is programmed to supply the DUT with a pure, 50 Hz,
sinusoidal voltage throughout, as per [37]. This preference helps to ameliorate the
prospective influence of harmonic cross-coupling upon the power measurements
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obtained for the devices during testing, as explained in § 4.3.3. As such, higher
accuracy ZIP models are acquired within the subsequent characterisation process.

5.2.3

Experimental Procedure

In practice, the DUT/test lamp, depicted in Fig. 5.3, is enclosed within a thick
walled, opaque plastic box. A bayonet cap lamp holder, into which the DUT is
inserted, is affixed to the base of the box, at a position around three-quarters of
its length. The box interior is partitioned along its centre, as shown in Fig. 5.4. It
is spray painted matt white to aid reflectivity from the light source to a lux meter,
placed on the opposite side of the partition from the DUT. Once more, this device
is also fixed to the base of the box, at a position around one-quarter of its length.

Figure 5.4: Interior of enclosure for lamp under test.

During each experiment the box lid, the interior of which is also spray-painted
white, is placed on top to seal the enclosure and provide shielding from external
light pollution. The lighting level of the DUT is thus measured by a lux meter
(shown in Fig. 5.4), through an 8 cm high, horizontal opening between the central
partition and the lid interior. This gap enables light to travel indirectly from the
DUT to the lux meter, and ensures that the optical path length between light
source and meter is similar for all of the tested lamps, irrespective of type or size.
Illuminance measurements, specified in SI units of lumens per meter-squared,
lm/m2 (or lux ), are read manually from the supplementary LCD display that
attaches to the lux meter and is placed outside the box.
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The primary aim of the experimental procedure is to obtain ZIP load representations of the power quality attributes that pertain to each tested luminaire. As
discussed in [238], to ensure a robust characterisation process, the impact of ambient temperature on lamp performance must be isolated from that of voltage.
One means of mitigation is to minimise the temporal variation in temperature
observed across each experiment, as the applied voltage is adjusted to different
levels. Thus, in addition to illuminance; ambient temperature is also monitored
during testing. For this purpose, a wire is observable to the left of the partition
within the DUT enclosure in Fig. 5.4. This connects to an externally placed Fluke
80TK thermocouple, which measures temperature in the box.
A testing method approved by the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES), IES
LM-79-08 [245], was adhered to, from which a temperature range of 25 ± 1 ◦ C was
defined for application within each experiment. Additional rules stipulated by this
guide include: temperature measurements to be taken at distances of less than 1 m
from the lamp; the temperature sensor must be placed at the same height as the
lamp; and it must also be shielded from direct radiation. Each criterion is achieved
via the arrangement of the DUT enclosure and its partition, as per Fig. 5.4.
Experiments begin by powering on the selected DUT at nominal voltage until the
enclosure warms beyond 24 ◦ C, the lower limit of the experimental range specified
in IES LM-79-08 [245]. Each voltage level applied to the DUT is maintained for a
period of two minutes; during which power quality data is logged on a per second
basis, while temperature and illuminance are recorded at one-minute intervals.
For LED modules, the applied voltage is increased in steps of 0.02 pu across
the statutory range, 0.90 to 1.10 pu, as defined by EN Std. 60038 [106] (§ 2.5.1).
Additional care is taken while testing CFLs. For each voltage increment, the
ensuing power transitions are observed to take roughly twenty minutes to subside.
Consequently, a delay of thirty minutes is applied after each new voltage level is
asserted, prior to the logging of performance data. This approach is similar to
[224], in which ten-minute stabilisation delays are applied during testing. A larger
voltage interval of 0.05 pu is applied between readings for CFL testing, so that
both the variation in temperature observed across the full body of readings and
the subsequent effects upon ZIP load characterization are minimized.
In [224], adjustments to voltage are applied according to the SEMI F47 standard
curve for voltage sag immunity testing [246]. This aspect contrasts to the linear
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ramping of voltage undertaken for this research, across the statutory range.

5.2.4

Test Results and Load Model Characterisation

5.2.4.1

Fundamental Powers

In accordance with the least squares based characterisation method articulated
previously in § 4.2.1, experimental active and reactive power readings are hereby
translated into sets of ZIP models.
Bulb 01
Bulb 07

Bulb 02
Bulb 08

Bulb 03
Bulb 09

Bulb 04
Bulb 10

Bulb 05
GIL

Bulb 06

1.15

Active Power (pu)

1.10

1.05

Bulb 01

Bulb 02

1.00
Bulb 05

0.95

0.90

0.85
0.90

0.95

1.00

1.05

1.10

Applied Voltage (pu)

Figure 5.5: Measured active power vs. applied voltage (in per-unit terms).
LED, CFL and GIL lamps.
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Bulb 02

Bulb 03

Bulb 04

Bulb 05

Bulb 06

Bulb 07

Bulb 08

Bulb 09

Bulb 10

1.25
1.20

Reactive Power (pu)

1.15
1.10
1.05
Bulb 01

1.00
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.75
0.90
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1.00

1.05

1.10
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Figure 5.6: Measured reactive power vs. applied voltage (in per-unit terms).
LED and CFL lamps.
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Table 5.2: ZIP model parameters for the active and reactive
power draws of tested LED, CFL and GIL lamps.
Bulb
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

Rating, Pr (W)
9.0
8.0
10.0
5.5
8.5
5.7
6.0
20.0
11.0
9.0
60.0

P0
9.81
7.10
9.50
4.21
8.45
5.76
5.70
17.80
10.70
8.03
56.41

R2p
1.00
1.00
0.81
0.99
1.00
0.94
0.87
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Zp
-0.446
0.000
0.613
0.623
0.000
-0.253
-0.195
1.124
0.000
0.356
1.064

Ip
Pp
1.823 -0.377
0.000 1.000
-1.284 1.671
-0.393 0.770
0.000 1.000
0.814 0.439
0.574 0.621
-1.135 1.011
1.121 -0.121
0.708 -0.064
-0.575 0.511

Q0
-3.26
-2.67
-2.74
-1.38
-3.43
-3.12
-1.98
-10.31
-5.79
-4.13
-0.34

R2q
0.85
0.98
0.99
0.98
0.99
1.00
0.98
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.85

Zq
-0.447
1.091
-3.826
0.634
2.207
1.026
2.068
1.386
0.987
0.693
4.290

Iq
Pq
1.242 0.205
-3.204 3.113
9.773 -4.947
0.941 -0.575
-5.552 4.345
0.291 -0.317
-2.658 1.589
-2.131 1.746
-1.214 1.227
-0.270 0.578
-5.233 1.944

The active and reactive power responses for each test lamp listed in Table 5.1 are
plotted against voltage in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. The reactive power contribution of the
reference GIL instance is deemed negligible when compared to other bulbs, and so
is omitted from Fig. 5.6. The respective nominal power levels in each case, P0 and
Q0 , are specified as those values observed at 1.0 pu voltage. As such, each of the
per-unit characteristics depicted in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 are shown to pass through the
(1, 1) co-ordinate. The corresponding, raw measured values are depicted by the
scattered points, while full line trends chart the corresponding ZIP load estimates.
Table 5.3: Exponential model parameters and CVR factors for the
active and reactive power draws of tested LED, CFL and GIL lamps.
Bulb
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

np
CVRfp
0.935
0.931
0.000
0.000
-0.059 -0.057
0.846
0.853
0.046
0.000
0.312
0.308
0.182
0.184
1.098
1.112
1.123
1.121
1.420
1.420
1.544
1.553

nq
CVRfq
0.356
0.349
-1.008 -1.021
2.208
2.122
2.232
2.210
-1.130 -1.139
2.350
2.343
1.478
1.479
0.625
0.640
0.748
0.760
1.106
1.115
3.326
3.346

The active and reactive power ZIP coefficients, as determined for all evaluated
lamps, associated with the trends displayed in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, are reported in
Table 5.2. Each set is accompanied by an R2 value that expresses the accuracy of
fit against the raw measured data, as per § 4.2.4. In most instances, the fitted value
of active power at nominal voltage, P0 , resolves to be somewhat below the rating
of the appliance, Pr . Moreover, the values reported for Q0 show that the reactive
power contributions of all lamps are negative, and thus capacitive in nature.
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Table 5.3 presents equivalent, exponential load model (§ 4.2.2) and CVR factor
(§ 4.2.3) representations of the ZIP load model parameters listed in Table 5.2.
Despite such single parameter interpretations being less accurate, they prove useful
in facilitating a more direct means of comprehending the relationships between
applied voltage and the power traits of tested luminaires.
For all LED lamps (Bulbs 01 to 07), the magnitude of fundamental current, |I1 |,
is observed to rise as voltage is lowered, while for all CFLs (Bulbs 08 to 10), |I1 | is
noted to decrease. The DPF of all CFLs, plus LED lamps 01, 02 and 05 degrades
with reducing voltage, but is shown to improve for LED lamps 03, 04, 06 and 07.
5.2.4.2

Illuminance
Bulb 01
Bulb 07

Bulb 02
Bulb 08

Bulb 03
Bulb 09

Bulb 04
Bulb 10

Bulb 05
GIL

Bulb 06

1.50
1.40

Illuminance (pu)

1.30
1.20
Bulb 05

Bulb 02

1.10
Bulb 06

1.00
0.90

Bulb 01

Bulb 07

Bulb 08

0.80
0.70

0.60
0.90

0.95

1.00

1.05

1.10

Applied Voltage (pu)

Figure 5.7: Measured illuminance vs. applied voltage (in per-unit terms).
LED, CFL and GIL lamps.

As highlighted in § 5.2.3, illuminance data is recorded to quantify the extent to
which variations in applied voltage affect the provision of light from luminaires.
This is captured within the trends of Fig. 5.7. Apart from one CFL instance (Bulb
10) and the reference GIL, the luminosity of modern lamps is observed to be
reasonably non-responsive to applied voltage changes. Indeed, the lux measured
responses of most lamps are proportionally smaller than the applied changes in
voltage, when considered across the statutory LV range (§ 2.5.1).
5.2.4.3

Total Harmonic Current Distortion

For each of the tested lamps, total harmonic current distortion, THDI , is shown
to vary with the magnitude of applied fundamental voltage, as captured within
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Fig. 5.8. This information is parametrised into sets of ZIP coefficients, reported in
Table 5.4, as a means of outlining the very high, nominal levels of THDI , typically
observed for the selected group of evaluated modern lamps. The tabulated values
are not intended for use in power systems simulation, where magnitude and phase
angle data for individual harmonic phasors is preferred.
Bulb 01

Bulb 02

Bulb 03

Bulb 04

Bulb 05

Bulb 06

Bulb 07

Bulb 08

Bulb 09

Bulb 10

1.25

Total Harmonic Current Distortion (pu)

1.20
1.15
1.10
Bulb 06

1.05

Bulb 01

1.00
Bulb 09

0.95
Bulb 02

0.90

0.85
0.80

0.75
0.90

0.95

1.00

1.05

1.10

Applied Voltage (pu)

Figure 5.8: Measured total harmonic current distortion vs. applied voltage
(in per-unit terms). LED and CFL lamps.
Bulb 01
Bulb 07

Total Non-Fundamental Harmonic Current, IH (pu)

1.20

Bulb 02
Bulb 08

Bulb 03
Bulb 09

Bulb 04
Bulb 10

Bulb 05
GIL

Bulb 06

1.15

1.10
Bulb 06
Bulb 09

1.05

1.00

Bulb 04

0.95
Bulb 02

0.90

0.85
0.90

0.95

1.00

1.05

1.10

Applied Voltage (pu)

Figure 5.9: Total non-fundamental harmonic current vs. applied voltage (in
per-unit terms); LED, CFL and GIL lamps.

The true, harmonic polluting impact of voltage led variation in T HDI may be
misinterpreted if simultaneous fluctuations in fundamental current are discounted.
Thus, an alternative representation is displayed in Fig. 5.9, whereby per-unit variations in total non-fundamental harmonic current, IH , are plotted against applied
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voltage for each tested lamp. In ampere terms, this chart shows that every tested
CFL emits lower harmonic currents at lower voltage levels, as do all LED lamps
with the exception of Bulbs 02, 03 and 05. In general, one may conclude that
the lowering of PCC voltages can assist in the suppression of harmonic current
emissions attributable to modern luminaires.
Table 5.4: ZIP models for the total harmonic current distortion contributions
of tested LED, CFL and GIL lamps.
Bulb
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

THDI 0 (%)
143.6
140.0
13.2
48.2
134.8
59.4
17.4
99.8
110.8
107.5
1.13

R2d
1.00
1.00
0.87
0.81
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

V (V)

Zd
Id
-0.125 0.679
-0.196 1.134
5.346 -10.813
-0.576 1.181
-0.441 1.678
-1.345 3.284
0.250
1.687
-0.653 1.740
-0.160 0.729
-0.335 0.961
0.258
0.391

Pd
0.446
0.062
6.468
0.395
-0.238
-0.939
-0.937
-0.087
0.430
0.374
0.351

I (mA)

400

300

300

200

Voltage (V)

100

100

Time (ms)

0
0

5

10

15

-100

20

0
25
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-200
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200

-200

-300
-400

-300

Figure 5.10: High resolution waveforms of rms current (mA) vs. applied rms
voltage (V). LED lamp 02.

Table 5.4 shows that, of the ten modern lamps tested, six exhibit THDI levels at
nominal voltage that are close to, or significantly above, 100 %. This is unsurprising, if one considers the high detail, waveform capture for one of the LED lamps,
Bulb 02, obtained during testing. For this purpose, the PQ Analyzer is operated in
PowerWave mode, which facilitates the accumulation of sub-cycle data at a rate
of 75 samples per 50 Hz cycle. The measurements are compiled within the current
and voltage waveforms displayed in Fig. 5.10. This shows that a highly distorted
current waveform is drawn by the lamp, in a similar manner to that envisaged for
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the archetypal, non-linear device type displayed in Fig. 4.1, from which a basis for
the very high THDI levels recorded in Table 5.4 is provided.
From the perspective of a single lamp, one can appreciate how the generally excessive, THDI measurements of Table 5.4 may provoke power quality related concerns.
Conversely, one also ought to consider the corresponding impact on total demand
distortion (TDD), as defined by equation (2.27). This is likely to be negligible,
in the context of aggregate, feeder level, power flows; unless very high levels of
customer uptake (for new forms of lighting), coupled with a high degree of homogeneity among household demand patterns, emerge.
This is because the maximum demand current, IL , (pertaining to a household, or
feeder) can be expected to dwarf that of the fundamental current drawn by such
appliances, I1 . Thus, given a value of total non-fundamental harmonic current, IH ,
as drawn by a lamp under test; the TDD ratio, determined via equation (2.27), is
most likely to be substantially lower than that of the equivalent THDI ratio, as
per equation (2.9).
5.2.4.4

Individual Harmonic Current Orders

In contrast to § 5.2.4.3, the ZIP models created in this section are determined on the
basis of individual harmonic current orders. Accordingly, these models encompass
magnitude and phase angle data, as per the method outlined in § 4.3.3, and thus
can be utilised in power system simulations, unlike the THDI based coefficients
reported in Table 5.4.
Table 5.5: ZIP model representations of 3rd order harmonic current,
as % of of fundamental. Tested LED, CFL and GIL lamps.
ch
abh ≡ |Ibh | · cosφ
Bulb
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

a0,h=3 (%)
-51.1
-41.8
7.8
37.1
-33.7
47.9
1.0
-5.0
-17.8
-9.7
0.1

R2a,3
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.97
1.00
1.00
0.25
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.94

Za,3
Ia,3
Pa,3
-0.358
1.668
-0.310
-2.645
7.609
-3.963
1.866
-5.074
4.207
-0.226
0.209
1.017
-4.149 11.548 -6.398
-1.688
3.607
-0.919
33.011 -66.550 34.539
-23.039 58.043 -34.004
-3.290
9.515
-5.226
-4.241 11.918 -6.677
0.378
0.875
-0.253

ch
bbh ≡ |Ibh | · sinφ
b0,h=3 (%)
-74.6
-79.1
-1.4
-5.6
-80.9
-15.2
-11.1
-75.5
-77.7
-79.7
-1.1

R2b,3
1.00
1.00
0.97
0.60
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99

Zb,3
-0.200
-0.504
87.300
-3.284
-0.758
-1.248
0.554
-0.780
-0.282
-0.256
0.907

Ib,3
0.136
0.672
-167.46
6.220
1.311
3.050
1.929
1.806
0.631
0.622
-0.899

Pb,3
1.065
0.832
81.163
-1.936
0.447
-0.802
-1.483
-0.027
0.651
0.634
0.992

|I0,3 |(%)
90.4
89.5
8.0
37.5
87.7
50.3
11.1
75.7
79.7
80.3
1.1

∠ I0,3 (◦ )
-124.4
-117.8
-10.3
-8.5
-112.6
-17.6
-84.7
-93.8
-102.9
-97.0
-83.7

Tables 5.5 to 5.10 each present two sets of ZIP coefficients, determined for the
cartesian form of non-fundamental harmonic currents I3 to I13 (odd orders only),
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across all evaluated lamps. Variables a0,h and b0,h are analogous to that of P0 and
Q0 in Table 5.2, and pertain to the nominal magnitudes of ah and bh , for a given
harmonic order h. The polar form of Ih , expressed in percentage terms of I1 , is
resolved within the two furthest right-hand columns of each table.
Regarding I3 (Table 5.5), across all tested CFLs, GILs and LED lamp 07, lowering
voltage proves effective in reducing |I3 |. For LED lamps 02, 03, 04 and 05, |I3 | is
observed to increase with declining voltage. For the other LED lamps (01 and 06),
reductions in voltage have a negligible effect.
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Figure 5.11: 3rd order harmonic currents (magnitude in mA, phase angle
in ◦ ). Observed under application of voltages between 0.90 and 1.10 pu,
for (a) LED lamp 02 and (b) CFL lamp 09.

The contrasting influence of voltage reduction on |I3 | is charted in mA terms for
(a) LED lamp 02 and (b) CFL lamp 09 in Fig. 5.11. As applied voltage reduces
from 1.10 pu to 0.90 pu, a 19.7 % increase in |I3 | is noted for the LED lamp, while
a 4.7 % reduction is observed for the CFL.
Table 5.6: ZIP model representations of 5th order harmonic current,
as % of fundamental. Tested LED, CFL and GIL lamps.
ch
abh ≡ |Ibh | · cosφ
Bulb
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

a0,h=5 (%)
-5.9
-19.6
-0.13
22.6
-29.0
19.9
1.8
-39.2
-37.2
-42.0
0.0

R2a,5
1.00
1.00
0.28
0.97
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99
1.00
1.00
-

Za,5
-2.059
-0.289
-223.35
-0.931
-1.866
-4.276
8.428
-1.748
-0.520
-0.500
0.000

Ia,5
Pa,5
-8.221 11.279
-5.510
6.799
438.53 -214.18
1.945
-0.014
0.023
2.843
10.856 -5.580
-13.268 5.840
3.643
-0.895
0.482
1.038
0.940
0.560
0.000
1.000

ch
bbh ≡ |Ibh | · sinφ
b0,h=5 (%)
73.7
68.9
-0.05
-5.8
60.6
-13.1
-8.1
18.9
37.4
28.4
0.0
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R2b,5
1.00
1.00
0.97
0.45
1.00
1.00
0.97
1.00
1.00
1.00
-

Zb,5
-0.790
-3.183
2395.4
-1.270
-4.426
-1.649
0.546
-7.787
-2.245
-2.180
0.000

Ib,5
2.046
7.681
-4554.4
2.568
10.865
4.366
0.979
20.010
6.459
6.115
0.000

Pb,5
-0.256
-3.498
2160.0
-0.298
-5.439
-1.717
-0.526
-11.222
-3.214
-2.934
1.000

|I0,5 |(%) ∠ I0,5 (◦ )
73.9
94.5
71.6
105.9
0.1
-160.4
23.3
-14.4
67.2
115.6
23.8
-33.3
8.3
-77.6
43.6
154.2
52.8
134.8
50.7
145.9
0.0
45.0
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Table 5.6 reveals that for all tested CFL, GILs and LED lamps 01, 03, 04, 06 and
07, lowering voltage is shown to be effective in reducing levels of |I5 |. However,
for LED lamps 02 and 05, |I5 | is observed to increase (in ampere terms) as voltage
decreases. It is interesting to note that the nominal, fifth order, phase angles
reported among the batch of tested CFLs are similar to the angles measured for
comparable devices in [226], of around 120 ◦ . Conversely, lower voltages are shown
to be effective in reducing |I7 | for all lamps (Table 5.7).
Table 5.7: ZIP model representations of 7th order harmonic current,
as % of fundamental. Tested LED, CFL and GIL lamps.
ch
bbh ≡ |Ibh | · sinφ

ch
abh ≡ |Ibh | · cosφ
Bulb
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

a0,h=7 (%)
39.7
45.7
2.2
14.1
44.1
0.8
1.3
6.7
25.0
17.2
0.0

R2a,7
1.00
0.99
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.52
1.00
1.00
1.00
-

Za,7
-2.270
-6.785
-1.105
-1.630
-9.039
-27.62
8.973
-20.338
-3.854
-3.911
0.000

Ia,7
Pa,7
3.846
-0.576
13.618 -5.833
7.568
-5.463
3.808
-1.177
19.354 -9.315
114.69 -86.068
-18.955 10.981
53.013 -31.675
10.424 -5.570
10.743 -5.832
0.000
1.000

b0,h=7 (%)
-36.7
-21.9
0.4
-5.4
-7.2
-9.5
-6.6
21.2
14.2
20.3
0.0

R2b,7
1.00
1.00
0.94
0.98
1.00
1.00
0.94
0.98
1.00
1.00
-

Zb,7
-1.123
-5.092
-300.06
-2.281
-5.163
-1.044
-5.095
-4.395
-1.832
-0.904
0.000

Ib,7
Pb,7
4.791 -2.668
18.263 -12.171
580.23 -279.17
5.099 -1.818
35.271 -29.107
3.883 -1.839
12.572 -6.477
8.506 -3.110
0.210
2.622
0.992
0.911
0.000
1.000

|I0,7 |(%) ∠ I0,7 (◦ )
54.0
-42.8
50.7
-25.6
2.2
9.4
15.2
-21.0
44.7
-9.2
9.6
-85.1
6.7
-79.1
22.2
72.5
28.7
29.6
26.6
49.8
0.0
45.0

Apart from LED lamp 06 and CFL 08, |I9 | is observed to decline as voltage is
reduced (Table 5.8). Likewise, general decreases in |I11 | are observed upon the
application of voltage reduction, with exceptions noted for LED lamps 03, 05 and
07 (Table 5.9). Increases in |I13 |, with decreasing voltage, are observed for LED
lamps 02, 05 and 07 (Table 5.10).
Table 5.8: ZIP model representations of 9th order harmonic current, as % of
fundamental. Tested LED, CFL and GIL lamps.
ch
abh ≡ |Ibh | · cosφ
Bulb
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

a0,h=9 (%)
-35.2
-27.2
4.0
8.4
-13.4
-8.4
0.4
20.5
12.9
18.7
0.0

R2a,9
1.00
1.00
0.98
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.90
0.97
1.00
1.00
-

Za,9
-3.302
-11.085
-1.854
-2.318
-14.425
-5.568
-81.290
-7.079
-3.441
-1.533
0.000

Ia,9
Pa,9
8.226 -3.923
27.762 -15.676
5.186 -2.332
5.885 -2.568
42.537 -27.111
7.848 -1.280
159.18 -76.888
14.240 -6.161
2.424
2.016
2.057
0.476
0.000
1.000

ch
bbh ≡ |Ibh | · sinφ
b0,h=9 (%)
-4.9
-17.7
0.3
-4.4
-24.5
-6.3
-4.6
0.0
-15.9
-8.6
0.0
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R2b,9
1.00
1.00
0.93
1.00
0.99
1.00
0.18
1.00
1.00
1.00
-

Zb,9
-13.913
-18.275
-384.29
-2.696
-19.863
1.233
-4.690
0.000
-7.439
-7.537
0.000

Ib,9
Pb,9
10.113 4.800
30.924 -11.649
752.20 -366.92
6.634 -2.939
38.431 -17.568
-0.258 0.025
9.033 -3.343
0.000
1.000
18.087 -9.648
20.020 -11.483
0.000
1.000

|I0,9 |(%)
35.5
32.4
4.0
9.5
27.9
10.5
4.7
20.5
20.5
20.6
0.0

∠ I0,9 (◦ )
-172.1
-146.9
4.2
-27.5
-118.7
-143.1
-85.1
-0.1
-50.9
-24.8
45.0
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Table 5.9: ZIP model representations of 11th order harmonic current, as % of
fundamental. Tested LED, CFL and GIL lamps.
ch
abh ≡ |Ibh | · cosφ
Bulb
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

a0,h=11 (%)
7.0
-6.7
3.5
4.8
-18.5
-10.1
-0.5
-0.9
-16.8
-9.3
0.0

R2a,11
1.00
1.00
0.80
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.97
1.00
1.00
1.00
-

Za,11
Ia,11
Pa,11
-0.912 15.985 -14.072
-32.737 43.097 -9.360
-2.010
4.420
-1.409
-3.233
8.896
-4.663
-27.692 50.542 -21.851
-8.254 16.533 -7.280
70.990 -125.73 55.742
-109.84 302.52 -191.68
-9.019 20.741 -10.722
-7.781 20.117 -11.336
0.000
0.000
1.000

ch
bbh ≡ |Ibh | · sinφ
b0,h=11 (%)
22.6
21.6
-0.2
-3.3
13.2
-3.9
-3.3
-17.9
-11.6
-17.3
0.0

R2b,11
1.00
1.00
0.91
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.45
0.99
1.00
1.00
-

Zb,11
Ib,11
Pb,11
-7.362 14.484 -6.122
-23.380 50.362 -25.982
487.43 -948.63 462.21
-3.646
9.393
-4.748
-30.612 72.486 -40.874
4.479
-6.827
3.348
-3.353
6.089
-1.735
-11.072 23.004 -10.932
-4.561
4.321
1.240
-2.548
4.276
-0.728
0.000
0.000
1.000

|I0,11 |(%)
23.7
22.7
3.5
5.8
22.7
10.8
3.3
17.9
20.4
19.6
0.0

∠ I0,11 (◦ )
72.7
107.3
-2.9
-34.4
144.5
-158.6
-98.1
-92.9
-145.5
-118.2
45.0

Table 5.10: ZIP model representations of 13th order harmonic current, as %
of fundamental. Tested LED, CFL and GIL lamps.
ch
abh ≡ |Ibh | · cosφ
Bulb
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

a0,h=13 (%)
16.7
21.2
3.1
2.3
18.0
-7.5
-1.4
-13.2
-6.4
-12.6
0.0

R2a,13
1.00
0.99
0.83
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.97
0.99
1.00
1.00
-

Za,13
Ia,13
Pa,13
-9.903 16.655 -5.752
-30.952 62.348 -30.396
-8.291 17.412 -8.121
-3.437 11.340 -6.904
-35.654 77.569 -40.915
-7.199 16.631 -8.431
22.487 -39.107 17.619
-17.836 37.247 -18.411
-7.844
6.123
2.721
-4.197
7.243
-2.046
0.000
0.000
1.000

ch
bbh ≡ |Ibh | · sinφ
b0,h=13 (%)
-12.0
0.7
-0.4
-2.1
13.8
-2.8
-1.9
-1.2
15.7
8.1
0.0

R2b,13
1.00
1.00
0.87
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.58
1.00
1.00
1.00
-

Zb,13
Ib,13
Pb,13
-8.757 23.799 -14.043
0.517 -231.11 231.59
215.38 -424.42 210.04
-1.825
6.985
-4.160
-32.129 55.419 -22.291
2.210
-3.313
2.103
0.419
-2.736
3.317
54.211 -169.84 116.63
-11.490 25.866 -13.375
-9.448 24.492 -14.044
0.000
0.000
1.000

|I0,13 |(%)
20.6
21.2
3.1
3.1
22.6
8.0
2.4
13.3
17.0
15.0
0.0

∠ I0,13 (◦ )
-35.8
1.8
-6.7
-42.0
37.5
-159.6
-125.9
-174.7
112.3
147.2
45.0

In a similar manner to the analysis performed in § 5.2.4.1, R2 values are also
reported within Tables 5.5 to 5.10, for model validation purposes. The vast number
of R2 terms tend towards the ideal value of 1.00, and so indicate the success of the
ZIP models in engendering high quality fits against the underlying raw data.
5.2.4.5

Harmonic Diversity

The concept of harmonic diversity was introduced in § 4.4.2. Following a Monte
Carlo approach, this theme is revisited to investigate how fluctuations in applied
voltage influence the extent of harmonic cancellation observed among aggregated
collections of the CFLs and LED lamps that are tested and characterised within
this chapter. This analysis serves to demonstrate the inherent applicability of
the ZIP based, harmonic current characterisation method (§ 4.3.3), in engendering
a harmonic cancellation effect within aggregate load models. This contrasts to
conventional load modelling practice [58, 228], whereby an arbitrarily assigned
scaling factor is used to represent harmonic cancellation (§ 4.4.2).
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Figure 5.12: Mean MDF for harmonic current orders 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13,
for number of device instances N ≤ 100. Homogeneous collections of (a) LED
and (b) CFL instances, by lamp type and harmonic current order.
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In the first study undertaken, N instances of a ZIP model, pertaining to one of
the lamp types derived previously, are each subjected to a randomised applied
voltage between 0.90 to 1.10 pu, i.e. within the statutory range. The harmonic
currents from the homogeneous, N lamp grouping are summed and the vector and
arithmetic resultants used to generate diversity factors for each harmonic order,
M DFh and ADFh , as per equations (4.43) and (4.44). For each order, h, this step
is replicated for one thousand different randomized voltage permutations, from
which mean diversity factors, M DFh and ADFh , are computed.
This process is repeated across different group sizes, whereby N is increased progressively from 2 to 100, and for each lamp type analysed in this chapter. Due
to lamp type being common across each N -sized grouping, the M DF values reflect the harmonic cancellation potential due to a single variable, voltage variation. Annotated plots of this voltage driven, cancellation impact are presented in
Fig. 5.12(a) for all seven LED lamps and Fig. 5.12(b) for the three CFLs.
In Fig. 5.12, diversity led attenuation appears to be more prevalent within homogeneous groups of LED lamps than for CFLs. More generally, the cancellation
impact is observed to be more pronounced for higher harmonic orders, with a negligible influence observed for the third and fifth orders. Moreover, as is the case in
[154], the diversity effect grows for further increments of N, reaching asymptotic
levels for M DFh in Fig. 5.12 once group size reaches 50 lamps or more.
A second study is conducted on a similar basis. However, each N -sized grouping is
composed from a mixed combination of either LED or CFL lamp type instances,
rather than a homogeneous collection. Each combination is chosen at random,
within which multiple instances of one lamp type may appear. Given the increased
degrees of freedom, the sample size for each Monte Carlo experiment is raised to ten
thousand. The resultant M DFh and ADFh values reflect the combined harmonic
cancellation potential of voltage variability and technological diversity.
Plots of the magnitudinal cancellation impact are presented in Fig. 5.13(a) for
LED lamps and Fig. 5.13(b) for CFLs, while the similarly asymptotic nature of
the angular harmonic diversity factor is observed in Fig. 5.14(a) for the same mix
of LED lamps and Fig. 5.14(b) for CFLs.
In general, the M DFh values recorded across a mix of bulbs are much lower than
those observed for multiple instances of the same bulb, and so correspond to higher
degrees of harmonic attenuation. The cancellation potential for multiple LED
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lamps is more pervasive than with CFLs, as anticipated by [225, 227]. Once again,
the attenuation of higher order harmonics is more substantial, although significant
reductions in the third and fifth harmonics are noted among the collection of LED
lamps, with a converged M DFh level of around 0.75, observed in Fig. 5.13(a).
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Figure 5.13: Mean MDF for harmonic current orders 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13,
for number of device instances N ≤ 100. Mixed lamp type combinations of (a)
LED and (b) CFL instances, by harmonic current order
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Figure 5.14: Mean ADF for harmonic current orders 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13,
for number of device instances N ≤ 100. Mixed lamp type combinations of (a)
LED and (b) CFL instances, by harmonic current order

5.2.4.6

Discussion

Results for nominal harmonic current magnitudes, denoted |I0,h | in Tables 5.5
to 5.10, allude to significant levels of distortion for most LED lamps. This is
validated by the similarly, significant scale of the associated THDI values listed in
Table 5.4. Upon benchmarking lamp performance against applicable power quality
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standards, one should recall the harmonic current limit options expressed for low
powered Class C devices, i.e. lighting, that are reported in Table 2.2 (§ 2.4.7).
For LED bulbs 01, 02 and 05, the nominal magnitudes of the third (Table 5.5), fifth
(Table 5.6) and seventh (Table 5.7) harmonics exceed all the corresponding choices
of requirements defined for lighting in Table 2.2. However, these do not violate
the previous, 2014 revision of EN 61000-3-2 [38], given its sub-25 W exemption for
non-discharge lighting types [45]. Conversely, while |I0,3 | and |I0,5 | emissions from
CFLs (08, 09 and 10) are substantial, they adhere to the group (ii) set of limits
in Table 2.2. Despite CFLs 09 and 10 satisfying the worst case, seventh harmonic
limit (Table 5.7) of 30 %, as defined for group (iii) in Table 2.2; the simultaneous
limit for T HDI of 70 % (expressed in § 2.4.7), is breached, as per Table 5.4. Thus,
in an overall sense, violations of EN Std. 61000-3-2:2019 [39] are noted for CFLs
09 and 10, in relation to the seventh harmonic order.
Nominal operation of LED lamps 01, 02 and 05 and all three CFLs (08, 09 and
10), at 230 V, transgresses beyond the group (i) magnitude limits defined for both
the ninth (Table 5.8) and eleventh (Table 5.9) harmonic currents in Table 2.2.
Likewise, the limit for the thirteenth harmonic (6.82 %; Table 2.2, group (i)) is
exceeded for each of these six lamps, plus LED lamp 06 (Table 5.10). LED lamp
03 is consistently shown to exhibit low levels of harmonic current distortion across
all orders. This device is thought likely to incorporate active filtering circuitry,
similar to that discussed in [69].
In terms of overall non-fundamental, harmonic current, IH , Fig. 5.9 shows that for
all tested CFLs and LED lamps, excluding Bulbs 02, 03 and 05, the reduction of
service level voltage coincides with a decrease in distortive harmonic current.
In § 5.2.4.5, the analytical focus shifts from the characterisation of individual luminaires, to their aggregated behaviour. Results, from a Monte Carlo style analysis,
show how the theory of harmonic diversity is inherently factored within the voltage driven, harmonic current phasor model introduced in equation (4.35). Thus, a
holistic expression for fluctuations in aggregate harmonic currents within LV networks, as a function of the individual PCC voltages, has been successfully created.
For a sufficiently large group size, N, the expected magnitudinal diversity factor,
M DFh , pertaining to harmonic current order, h, is demonstrated by Figs. 5.12 and
5.13 to tend towards an asymptotic level. This outcome echoes the findings of [73],
in which convergence is observed for the third and fifth harmonic current orders
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for N > 30. Moreover, the M DFh values reported for the practical investigation
of CFLs and LED lamps in [227] are similar to those resolved here.
The corollary to this investigation of harmonic diversity, is that despite some of the
tested lamps being found to fail some of the relevant power quality stipulations, as
per Table 2.2, the prospective cancellation effects of lamp aggregation may serve
to sufficiently attenuate any associated, problem harmonic current emissions.

5.3

Power Quality Observations of PV Systems

This sub-section describes the testing methodology adopted for a set of power
quality investigations of different PV inverter (PVI) models, conducted under
laboratory conditions at Queen’s University Belfast (QUB). Experimental results
are evaluated against the prevailing framework of applicable standards, introduced
in § 3.8. Several charts are subsequently composed, in which observed variations
in selected performance metrics are graphed against device load factor (LF).
Two major concerns are noted for performance below rated power, specifically
under very low irradiance conditions: high levels of T HDI and wide swings in
DPF. In contrast to how fluctuations in generated power are shown to elicit power
quality effects, variations in PCC voltage are not observed to be an appreciably
influential factor, under normal circumstances. This view is supported by previous
technical discussion in § 3.6, regarding Fig. 3.11 and associated formulae.
To elaborate, equation (3.13) posits that the dc link voltage, vdc , can remain
stabilised in the midst of a fluctuating PCC voltage, e; so long as a proportional,
opposing change in modulation index, ma , is effected via the PVI’s output control
loop. On the assumption that such corrective adjustments to ma are confined to
the linear region, as per Fig. 3.10(a), one can expect that only negligible change is
imparted upon the harmonic current performance of the inverter. While equation
(3.12) predicts that the ability to maintain linear modulation is more challenging
at higher PCC voltages, the associated impact is liable to be masked by coincident
fluctuations in incident irradiance. These are typically more erratic than swings
in voltage, occur at faster rates and in a proportionally more significant manner.
As outlined in § 3.5, the onset of low irradiance conditions and, by extension, low
vdc levels, represents a more critical power quality challenge to PVI operation than
changes in PCC voltage, occurring within statutory limits.
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The non-availability of an appropriate, programmable dc power supply test interface, such as the Chroma 62000H Series [247], precluded the experiments from
fully exhausting the available operating power range of the inverters in question.
As such, the measurements obtained are driven from prevailing irradiance conditions, as encountered by a local roof-mounted PV array, shown in Fig. 5.15(c),
which is connected, via a dc cable link, to each PVI unit in turn during testing.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.15: Photographs of photovoltaic equipment under test; (a) Inverter
module PVI #01, (b) Inverter module PVI #02, (c) Rooftop mounted PV
panels, and (d) Circuit board layout of PVI #01.

The performances of two PVI models, Fig. 5.15(a) and (b), were evaluated. Both
are deemed representative of the prevailing UK residential stock, are transformerless and have an active power rating of 3,000 W. The commissioned settings for
both devices are retained throughout the testing process, such that operation
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around unity power factor (0.95 leading/lagging < DP F ≤ 1.00) was anticipated, as per the direction of the prevailing Engineering Recommendation (EREC),
G83/2 [20], for compliant installations across the UK.
Test results show that such expectations are only met at close to full rated operation. Moreover, the means of reactive power support, across the active power
range, is not consistent between PVI units, with a number of strategies such as
fixed power factor control, fixed reactive power, Q(V), and PF(P), all being available, programmable choices within modern systems [113, 123], as per § 3.8.

5.3.1

PV Inverter Models Under Test

The first inverter (denoted PVI #01 from this point onwards) is a 3 kW rated,
Carey Glass-branded CGS30 model [248], an image of which is presented in
Fig. 5.15(a). It is considered representative of the low-cost section of the residential market for PVIs. Current source inverter (CSI) based technology is employed
[248], as per Fig. 3.4, which is driven by a high frequency, PWM shaped, output
signal. Its nominal ac current is 13 A, a level at which the associated DPF is
stated to be greater than 0.99 and associated T HDI within 5 % [248].
The second inverter (PVI #02 ) is a 3 kW rated, SMA Sunny Boy SB3000TL-21
device [196], which is expected to offer higher performance than that of PVI #01,
but at a higher cost. It also incorporates additional features, such as the capability
to adjust its DPF between 0.8 leading and 0.8 lagging, and (in contrast to PVI
#01 ) utilises voltage source inverter (VSI) technology (as per Fig. 3.3). A view of
its front panel is shown in Fig. 5.15(b).

5.3.2

Test Environment

General requirements for PVI testing, including an overview of a suggested test
environment, are documented in IEC TR 61000-3-15 [147]. These include the provision of a controllable dc power supply, such as [247], to mimic applied variations
in input irradiance, across the full design range. However, due to an inability to
source a dedicated dc power supply module, exhibiting the required functionality,
the tested PVIs were connected in turn to an in-situ, PV array, located on the roof
of QUB’s Ashby Building in Belfast (Fig. 5.15(c)).
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Figure 5.16: PV system evaluation environment: experimental apparatus and
connectivity diagram.

The array consists of 10 × 240 W Panasonic VBHN240SJ25 HIT 1 modules [249],
which have a declared module efficiency of 19 %. Thus, when considered in tandem
with the 3 kW rated test inverters, a relatively low array-to-inverter ratio, rA/I ,
of 80 % applies. The importance of rA/I , as a factor in PVI performance, was
previously discussed in § 3.10. Each of the panels is orientated at a tilt angle, β,
of 53◦ ; approximately equivalent to the angle of latitude, φ, for Belfast, and thus
close to the tilt angle recommended by installers as a means of maximising annual
yields [12]. The panels were positioned along a south-easterly facing rooftop in
two sets; one six panel sub-array facing along an azimuth angle, γ, of 145◦ , while
the other four panel set is directed along an azimuth of 161◦ .
A Fluke 435 PQ Analyzer measurement device was used to log power quality data
from the PVIs under test for several hours duration, on multiple occasions, across
a number of days. An overview of the full test environment is given in Fig. 5.16.
Given that testing was conducted during the months of December and January
(and the low irradiance levels therein), in addition to a rA/I ratio of 80 % applying,
it was not possible to capture the fully rated performance of the PVIs. However,
an extensive sweep of low irradiance performance possibilities was obtained, across
a diverse range of voltage supply magnitudes. Thus, a realistic interpretation of
PVI performance for low irradiance scenarios, and in the midst of LV network
voltage fluctuations, may be inferred for the devices in question.
1

Hybrid Monocrystalline/Thin Film technology
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5.3.3

Performance Test Results

5.3.3.1
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Figure 5.17: Total harmonic current distortion (in %) versus generated active
power (in Watts); (a) PVI #01, and (b) PVI #02. Full range of observed power
levels shown, alongside rms PCC voltage magnitudes (in per unit).

Panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 5.17 depict how total harmonic current distortion varies
against fluctuations in grid-tied PV generation for PVI #01 and PVI #02, respectively. The trends in Fig. 5.17 are delineated by colour coding, according to
the prevailing grid voltage level observed at the instance of each sampled measurement. Two distinct regions are apparent in either chart. At low generation levels,
startlingly high levels of harmonic current distortion are observed. As generation
increases, the initially high distortion levels are shown to progressively decline.
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Figure 5.18: Total harmonic current distortion (in %) versus generated active
power (in Watts); (a) PVI #01, and (b) PVI #02. Low power operation shown
only (≤ 300 W), alongside rms PCC voltage magnitudes (in per unit).

Insets of Fig. 5.17, pertaining to power levels less or equal to 300 W, are presented
in Fig. 5.18. These help to elucidate PVI performance, under low power regimes.
For PVI #01 in Fig. 5.17(a), high levels of T HDI are shown for power outputs
less than 300 W (or 10 % of the device’s rated output), appearing to peak in
magnitude around 100 W. As the power output rises beyond 300 W, performance
continues to improve gradually, with T HDI levels reducing asymptotically towards
the 5 % limit specified for rated power operation in the product datasheet [248]. In
addition, a slight reduction in T HDI with decreasing supply voltage is perceptible
between the adjacent trends of Fig. 5.17(a) at higher generation levels, to suggest
that the lowering of PCC voltage may assist, very marginally, in reducing the
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T HDI contributions of grid-tied PV inverters. This observation is anticipated by
earlier discussion of equations (3.12) to (3.13) in this sub-section, whereby increases
in e, particularly under low irradiance, must be compensated by the PVI control
loop, via a corresponding increase in ma . If operating with linear modulation, such
control actions will effect little change in power quality performance.
For PVI #02, the existence of a similar, supply voltage driven influence upon
generated harmonic current, cannot be ascertained from Fig. 5.17(b). Upon first
glance, the device seems to exhibit inferior T HDI performance to PVI #01 under
some circumstances, although the corresponding region of low irradiance amplified
distortion occurs at much lower wattages (below 50 W, or 1.7 % load factor).
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Figure 5.19: rms non-fundamental harmonic current (in mA) versus generated
active power (in Watts); (a) PVI #01, and (b) PVI #02. Full range of observed
power levels shown, alongside rms PCC voltage magnitudes (in per unit).
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Figure 5.20: rms non-fundamental harmonic current (in mA) versus generated
active power (in Watts); (a) PVI #01, and (b) PVI #02. Low power operation
shown only (≤ 300 W), alongside rms PCC voltage magnitudes (in per unit).

It should be noted how the usage of the T HDI metric in both of the trends displayed in Fig. 5.17 masks the parallel influence of DPF upon injections of fundamental current; a quantity that is analogous to apparent power, rather than active
power. The respective DPF relationships with generation output are described in
§ 5.3.3.3. As such, despite exhibiting poorer immunity to harmonic current distor-

tion in percentage terms (via the T HDI metric), when the same harmonic current
contribution is considered in absolute terms (defined by equation (2.8) as the rms
ampere total of non-fundamental current components, IH ), PVI #02 is shown to
significantly outperform PVI #01 at low irradiance levels (by a factor of between
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2 and 3). This finding is corroborated upon comparing the trends for IH against
generated active power, depicted in Fig. 5.19 (a) and (b).
Minor reductions in harmonic current, observed for PVI #01 under lower voltage
levels in Fig. 5.19(a), are not reflected in Fig. 5.19(b) for PVI #02. For completeness, the corresponding low powered insets of Fig. 5.19 are provided in Fig. 5.20.
5.3.3.2

Individual Harmonic Current Orders
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Figure 5.21: PVI #01. 95th percentile magnitudes of injected harmonic currents (in % A) versus generated active power (in Watts, categorised in classes of
50 W). Orders (a) 3, (b) 5, (c) 7, (d) 9, (e) 11 and (f) 13.

Figs. 5.21 and 5.22 portray the measured variation in harmonic current magnitudes
with generated active power, for PVIs #01 and #02 respectively. Odd, nonfundamental, harmonic orders, denoted h, from 3 to 13 are displayed in each
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diagram. Given the disparate range of measured active power quantities, readings
are grouped into categories of 50 W resolution. The 95th percentile of rank ordered,
harmonic current magnitudes is computed, across all measurements that fall within
each of the discrete active power classifications. These are the values displayed for
each of the harmonic orders depicted in either figure.
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Figure 5.22: PVI #02. 95th percentile magnitudes of injected harmonic currents (in % A) versus generated active power (in Watts, categorised in classes of
50 W). Orders (a) 3, (b) 5, (c) 7, (d) 9, (e) 11 and (f) 13.

For both tested devices, a rapid decline in harmonic content is observed across
all orders as power generation ramps upwards, such that an asymptotic level of
distortion is generally observed for load factors of 20 % (600 W) and above. In
comparison with the other plots, a very gradual roll off in the relative magnitude of
the third harmonic current for PVI #01 is notable in Fig. 5.21(a). This observation
tallies with that predicted for amplified emissions of harmonic current distortion,
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under overmodulated operation, in Fig. 3.10(b); a scenario that is consistent with
the presence of low irradiance conditions, and in which the third harmonic order
is shown to be the most adversely affected.
Table 5.11: Compliance thresholds observed for PVI generated power;
taken with respect to the individual harmonic current limits
of EREC G83/2 [20]. Odd Harmonics Only.
Harmonic Order

G83/2 compliant power range (W)

h

PVI #01

PVI #02

3

≥ 500

≥ 50

5

≥ 300

≥ 100

7

≥ 400

≥ 450

9

≥ 950

≥ 1,300

11

≥ 550

≥ 550

13

≥ 1,200

≥ 1,250

In Table 5.11, the attenuation of distortion by individual harmonic order, visualised
in Figs. 5.21 and 5.22, is benchmarked against the relative limits derived previously
in the third column of Table 2.4, for Class A devices in EN Std. 61000-3-2 [38],
as per the direction of EREC G83/2 [20]. In § 3.8, one notes that the mandated
limits for harmonic currents only apply while the DG unit in question operates at
its full rating. Thus, despite the power quality performance of PVIs being known
to deteriorate under part load, prevailing standards remain unbreached, even if
relative harmonic distortion levels exceed those stipulated at full loading.
This is a noteworthy observation, on account of residential PVIs encompassing a
very large proportion of household power, even while operating under part load.
For all the featured harmonic orders, the lower end interval of the full active power
range, over which compliance with the respective limits alluded to in EREC G83/2
[20] is achieved, are presented in Table 5.11. These results show how PVI #02
significantly outperforms PVI #01 in terms of its emission of lower order harmonic
currents, but offers substantially poorer immunity at the ninth order.

5.3.3.3

Displacement Power Factor

Fig. 5.23(a) and (b) highlight the manner by which DPF changes with generated
power levels for PVI #01 and PVI #02, respectively. The customized layout
of the panels in this diagram warrants a brief explanation. The power factor
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metric is a dimensionless quantity and, in its true sense, does not have a polarity.
Thus, to distinguish between capacitive and inductive power factors, the results
for either classification are folded around the horizontal axis (representing unity
power factor) in Fig. 5.23(a) and (b).
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Figure 5.23: Displacement power factor versus generated active power (in
Watts), as observed for various rms PCC voltage magnitudes (in per unit); (a)
PVI #01, and (b) PVI #02.

The intention of the presented layout is to facilitate easier cross-referencing against
plots of the corresponding reactive power injections from the respective inverters,
as displayed in Fig. 5.24(a) and (b), especially upon traversing between leading
and lagging regimes. Once more, as per the diagrams in § 5.3.3.1, colour coding is
utilised, to denote the prevailing voltage level at the PCC during testing.
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For outputs less than 300 W (a load factor of 10 %), PVI #01 is shown to exhibit
a leading (i.e. capacitive) DPF (Fig. 5.23(a)). This deteriorates further for generation levels that dip even lower than the 300 W threshold. For outputs above 300
W, PVI #01 adopts a lagging (i.e. inductive) power factor that steadily improves
from approximately 0.95 to 0.98 at 50 % load factor (1,500 W), upon which operation is safely resolved within the limits mandated by EREC G83/2 [20]. One may
assume that for higher device output levels (towards its full rating) the device continues to comply with this standardised requirement. Conversely, in Fig. 5.23(b),
PVI #02 is observed to exhibit much superior power factor control, whereby DPF
consistently adheres to the relevant articles of EREC G83/2 [20] for generation
levels above 50 W (1.7 % load factor), across all observed voltage levels. In all
instances the power factor for PVI #02 is shown to be either slightly inductive in
nature, or to have fully converged towards unity at higher generation levels.
Given the limited range of supply voltage magnitudes observed during the experiments, the presence of a voltage level dependency (if one exists) upon the
prevailing power factor measured for either device in Fig. 5.23(a) and (b) is difficult to discern. Despite this, for PVI #01 one may note that a sharper ramping
of DPF towards compliant levels is displayed for voltages in the 1.01 pu to 1.02
pu band, when compared to the lower 0.94 pu to 0.96 pu class. This observation
requires further validation, using higher specification equipment before it can be
considered a definitive finding.

5.3.3.4

Reactive Power Injection

Plots of measured reactive power versus active power are displayed in Figs. 5.24(a)
and (b) for PVI #01 and PVI #02, respectively. For the former, a pronounced
shift is observed between capacitive operation, at lower active power levels; to
inductive, at higher levels. This reactive power profile resembles those espoused
within some contemporary control strategies, such as those described in [113, 120],
where the applied power factor is a function of the prevailing active power level,
such as PF(P) (§ 3.8). Additionally, power quality testing of another device, installed in Egypt, reports similar traits (capacitive DPF at low irradiances) [199].
Simply put, such an approach stipulates that applicable plant must initially operate with a capacitive power factor while at low load factor (to boost grid voltages).
As generation increases, this reactive power export is progressively ramped down,
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towards the unity power factor position (and no vars) at some pre-defined midrange, load factor. After this point, as production rises further, an inductive power
factor is prescribed when the device approaches its full rating, at which point the
corresponding reactive power import is seen to be effective in helping to mitigate
any coincident voltage rise concerns [113, 120].
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Figure 5.24: Reactive power (in Vars) versus generated active power (in
Watts), as observed for various rms PCC voltage magnitudes (in per unit);
(a) PVI #01, and (b) PVI #02.

It is possible that the inverter in question could be pre-programmed to operate in
close accordance with prevailing German grid code requirements2 (as per VDEAR-N 4105 [113]), and so obey a PF(P) style philosophy, while simultaneously
(and unconsciously) adhering to UK conditions (as per EREC G83/2 [20]).
2

Notably, the device is labelled as complying with another German standard, VDE-0126-1-1
(for synchronisation).
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An additional point of note in Fig. 5.24(a) relates to how some commutation of the
reactive power set-point becomes apparent at higher load factors. This manifests
as a saw-tooth P, Q trend being observed for each voltage level characteristic.
This may be explained according to the manner by which some MPPT algorithms
operate, such as the perturb-and-observe mechanism, which employs a dithering
technique in its search for optimal, peak power, I-V operating points [172].
For PVI #02, a comparatively muted reactive power output is shown to apply
for all tested generation levels above 50 W in Fig. 5.24(b). The scattered points
within the Q-P characteristic are observed to be bound by a definitive, straightline, lower edge. The slope of this line corresponds to a slightly inductive power
factor of 0.999. In contrast to PVI #01, one assumes that the inverter in question
has been pre-programmed by its manufacturer, or installer, to operate at fixed
unity power factor, irrespective of the prevailing active power level.

5.4

Characterisation of PV Systems for Power
Systems Simulation

In this sub-section, empirical models of the reactive power and harmonic current
characteristics of PVI technology, Q and Ih respectively, are developed according to
the observations taken from the laboratory investigations detailed in § 5.3. These
models are expressed as functions of the prevailing active power output of a PVI
generator, Pg . A tilted collector incident, solar irradiance driven model has already
been developed for the Pg variable in § 4.5, via the formulation of equation (4.71),
and equation (4.70) therein. The choice to characterize PVI reactive power as
a function of coincident active power is validated by previous discussion of EN
Std. 50438 [123] in § 3.8, where the existence of PF(P) based operation is noted
among commercially available inverter models; plus the deliberations of § 5.3.3.4.
In the strictest sense, given the use of the polynomial load model (§ 4.2.1) in this
sub-section, it is perhaps more accurate to categorise the models for Q and Ih as
functions of load factor rather than power, expressed in absolute terms, P. This
is an advantageous feature, as it ensures that the model can be easily assigned to
an inverter of analytical interest, irrespective of its power rating.
Given their inherent MPPT functionality (§ 3.4) and synchronisation (§ 3.6) requirements, grid-tied PVIs can be expected to behave in the manner of a constant
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power type, negative load, whereby the grid injected current automatically adjusts
in response to fluctuations in PCC voltage (for a fixed level of incident solar irradiance). As such, these devices are considered to act in the manner of constant
power loads and so the characterisation of PVI active power (and thus reactive
power and harmonic current) as a function of prevailing PCC voltage is discounted.
This is deemed appropriate, as despite the noted influence of PCC voltage, e, on
modulation index, as per equation (3.12), the extent of its variation is practicably restricted to within statutory limits. Fluctuations observed within the dc link
voltage factor of equation (3.12), and by extension active power output levels,
are typically more pervasive in nature and thus considerably more influential to
perturbations in T HDI caused by overmodulation (Fig. 3.10(b)). Moreover, laboratory results depicted in Fig. 5.17 highlight only very minor reductions in T HDI
with decreases in e, and only at higher generation levels for which benign levels
of harmonic current distortion are generally noted for PVIs. For reactive power,
companion test results in Fig. 5.24 also fail to uncover a voltage dependent relationship while operating in presumed PF(P) mode. It is on these premises that
the models for Q(P) and Ih (P ) are formed.
The absence of high irradiance conditions during testing in § 5.3, coupled with a
relatively low rA/I ratio of 80 %, means that neither of the featured PVI units were
exercised at rated power. In light of the corresponding dearth of empirical data, the
characterisation of higher powered operation is achieved through the extrapolation
of data acquired at lower power levels. Convergence of power quality performance,
towards the benchmarks defined in applicable standards (§ 3.8), is assumed for
close to rated power operation, given that such stipulations are typically defined
for rated power operation only.

5.4.1

Model for Reactive Power

In the case of reactive power, the gently sloping voltage response behaviours for the
tested PVIs, depicted in Fig. 5.24, are suitable for characterisation via the simple
quadratic, ZIP coefficient model (§ 4.2.1), of equation (4.1). As discussed, and
in contrast to the formation of conventional ZIP models; active power, P, rather
than applied voltage, V, serves as the independent variable within the proposed
formulation for modelled PVI reactive power, Q. For reference, a more general
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discussion of load factor dependent, appliance behaviours, such as those observed
with induction motors, is contained in § 4.6.
In a similar manner to the process described for active power characterisation in
§ 4.2.1, the general formula for a least squares quadratic fit, previously defined in

equation (4.3), is re-imagined, where
Q̂ = τ 1 P 2 + τ 2 P + τ 3

(5.1)

Equation (5.1) is fitted to an n-length vector of reactive power measurements. For
consistency, vector y, defined in equation (4.4), is hereby recast from its original


association with active power, such that y =
Q1 , ... , Qn . Subsequently,
matrix U is composed from the corresponding active power levels in equation
(5.2). For reference, U is adapted from the previous definition of matrix X, which
was specified in terms of applied voltage levels in equation (4.5).


U


P 1 2 P1 1




 ..
. . .. 
=  .
. .




2
P n Pn 1

(5.2)

A single, row vector, slice of equation (5.2), pertaining to the nominal level of
active power, P0 , is extracted
u0

h
i
2
= P 0 P0 1

(5.3)

The vector of polynomial load coefficients, τ , introduced in equation (5.1), is analogous to vector θ in § 4.2.1. As such, equation (5.1) can be conveniently refashioned
as an approximation to the measured value set, where ŷ = Uτ . In a similar manner to equation (4.8), the coefficient values are determined via the pseudo-inverse
approach
−1
τ = UT U UT y

(5.4)

The corresponding, fitted value for nominal reactive power is easily obtained, via
Q0 = u0 τ . However, one should recall the aforementioned desire to establish load
models for Q and Ih , in a format that is independent of PVI rating. It is logical
to assume that DPF is consistent among appliance instances, of the same type
but with different active power ratings. It is therefore more appropriate to specify
a nominal level, DPF0 , for each ZIP model instance, rather than an equivalent
value of reactive power, Q0 , which will be inconsistent between devices of different
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ratings. This nuance ensures that reactive power focused ZIP models, formed via
the stated approach, can be easily tailored to different instances, via a simple,
scaled adjustment of a single factor, the device’s nominal active power, P0 . A
definition for DP F0 is hereby formed in equation (5.5).



−1 u0 τ
DP F0 = cos tan
P0

(5.5)

The corresponding, per-unit, active power referred, ZIP parameters, defined for
the purpose of characterising the reactive power behaviours of evaluated PVIs, are
given by the following, in which the Zq + Iq + Pq = 1 constraint, described in
§ 4.2.1, remains valid:


h
i
Zq Iq Pq =

1

P0 · tan cos−1 DP F0




· diag u0 τ

(5.6)

For clarity, the ZIP coefficients can be used to ascertain the reactive power output
of a modelled PVI, as a function of its prevailing load factor, LF. In this instance,
P0 is set equal to the rating of the appliance, Pr .
Q̂(P ) = P0 · tan cos

−1

DP F0




·

Zq LF

2





+ Iq LF + Pq

(5.7)

Using the methodology described, ZIP coefficient based, load models are determined for the reactive power contributions of the PVI #01 and PVI #02 devices,
as visualised in Fig. 5.24. For PVI #01, the model is expressed in piecewise form,
consisting of two sub-domains: one pertaining to load factors between 0 and 10
%, and another between 10 % and 100 %. Conversely, a singular ZIP model proves
sufficient for characterising the reactive power behaviour of PVI #02 across its
full load factor range. Each device has an active power rating, Pr , of 3,000 W.
Table 5.12: ZIP model representations for the reactive power
draw of tested PV inverters, PVI #01 and PVI #02. Specified
as polynomial functions of prevailing active power.
Device

P0 (W )

sub − domain

DPF0

Q0

Zq

Iq

Pq

PVI #01

3,000

0% < LF ≤ 10%

(0.3649)

7,653.35

1.4364

-0.4552

0.0188

10% < LF ≤ 100%

0.9844

-536.79

-0.9832

1.9969

-0.0136

0% < LF ≤ 100%

0.9995

-91.29

-0.1045

1.0883

0.0163

PVI #02

3,000

The ZIP coefficients for reactive power, resolved for PVI #01 and PVI #02, are
presented in Table 5.12. A PF(P) style strategy for reactive power control, as
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exhibited by the PVI #01 device in Fig. 5.24, is evident from the composition of
its sub-domain functions. A leading power factor value (enclosed by brackets in the
table), with positive vars, is noted for low powered operation; with an inductive
var characteristic observed at higher generation levels. The choice to adopt a ZIP
model approach, rather than the exponential model, is validated on account of the
Q profile traversing the zero var axis (§ 4.2.2). For PVI #02, a slightly inductive
power factor, close to unity, is consistently observed across its operating range.
These traits are visualised in Fig. 5.25, in which the ZIP models defined in Table
5.12 are rescaled, with respect to a base active power rating of 100 W. This enables
the horizontal axis of the chart to act as a proxy for load factor, varying between 0
and 100. Moreover, the plotted reactive power values can be easily benchmarked,
in relative terms, against the active power rating of the device. As an example,
at full loading, the reactive power outputs of PVI #01 and PVI #02 amount
to 17.89 % and 3.04 % of Pr , respectively. It is simple to cross-reference these
levels3 against those values reported for DP F0 in Table 5.12, despite having been
formulated in relation to a completely different reference value for P0 .
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Figure 5.25: ZIP modelled reactive power (in kvar) versus active
power characteristic for tested PV inverters, PVI #01 and PVI #02.
Models fitted to a base active power rating of 100 W.

In general, Fig. 5.25 is observed to have a good fit with the raw data shown in
both panels of Fig. 5.24. For PVI #01, the swing in reactive power, from a capacitive to leading power factor is accurately captured by the model. Similarly, the
consistently high power factor condition of PVI #02 is also clearly evident.
3

cos(tan−1 (−17.89/100)) = 0.9844 and cos(tan−1 (−3.04/100)) = 0.9995
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5.4.2

Model for Harmonic Current

In a similar manner to that described for reactive power (§ 5.4.1), load models
for non-fundamental harmonic currents, Ih (P ), are hereby expressed in this subsection as functions of prevailing active power. It is important that variations
in both harmonic current magnitude and phase angle are captured by the models
[226]. As such, one refers to the methodology posited previously in § 4.3.3, through
which the voltage dependencies of harmonic current phasors are resolved from
cartesian components, rather than polar form. Subsequent to this, individual ZIP
models are determined separately for the orthogonal cosine and sine parts of the
current phasors pertaining to each harmonic order.
During the evaluation process (§ 5.3), erratic fluctuations in harmonic angle measurements were recorded, in response to sporadic, irradiance driven, variations in
active power. This exposes a weakness in the conventional ZIP model approach.
As described in § 4.3.1, intricate device behaviours can often only be poorly replicated within the confines of this simplistic quadratic format [41]. Thus, given the
heightened modelling complexity, higher order polynomials are preferred in this
instance, to ensure a closer fit for Ih (P ) against the modelled data. A sixth order
polynomial is observed to best strike a balance between the accurate mapping of
the measured data sets, without over-elaborating the modelling approach.
The harmonic current models are constructed for odd orders, h: 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and
13 only. For reasons described in § 2.8.2, even harmonic orders are disregarded.
The polynomial coefficients used to model each order are computed via matrix
multiplication. Two n-length vectors, αh and βh , are used to denote the full
set of raw harmonic current measurements (expressed in cartesian form), where


ah = Ih · cos φh and bh = Ih · sin φh , as per the definitions given by equations
(4.33) and (4.34), respectively.




As such, αh = ah, 1 ... ah, n T and βh = bh, 1 ... bh, n T .
Moreover, the original definition of active power matrix, U , in equation (5.2), is
extended, to dimensions of n by 6, for its adaptation to the Ih model, such that



P1 5 P 1 4 P1 3 P 1 2 P1 1




 ..

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
U=  .

.
.
.
.
.




5
4
3
2
Pn P n Pn P n Pn 1
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from which a single row slice is extracted. This corresponds to the nominal level
of active power, P0 , and an elongation of its original, three term equivalent in
equation (5.3).
u0 =

h

i
P0 5 P 0 4 P0 3 P 0 2 P0 1

(5.9)

Using the extended polynomial model proposed, and for a given harmonic order,
h; two coefficient sets are determined, λh, a and λh, b , each of which consists of six
terms. For reference, the λh, a and λh, b vectors are analogous to the three term
coefficient sets, τ and θ, used in the similar least squares regression examples of
equations (4.3) and (5.1), respectively.

The λh, a set expands to λh, a, 1

...

λh, a, 6

T

and pertains to the vector of

measured Ih cosine parts, αh . As per previous examples, the vector is computed
via the classic pseudo-inverse approach:
−1
λh, a = UT U UT αh

(5.10)

Similarly, relating to the vector of measured Ih sine parts:
λh, b = UT U

−1

UT βh

(5.11)

For a given level of generated active power, a PVI unit is modelled as injecting
ch = abh + j bbh
harmonic currents, defined by the snapshot expression Ibh ∠ φ
in equation (4.35), for which the equivalent vector representations take the form
ch = U λh, b . The nominal values pertaining to each of these
ch = U λh, a and β
α
d
fitted vectors are ad
0, h = u0 λh, a and b0, h = u0 λh, b , respectively.
Associated sets of per-unit, active power referred, polynomial model coefficients
may be obtained. Due to the expansion, from three coefficients to six, for the
proposed model, the use of ZIP based nomenclature is no longer appropriate.
Thus, an alternative convention is employed, based on letters C D E F G H.
For abh terms:
h
i
Ch, a Dh, a Eh, a Fh, a Gh, a Hh, a =


1
· diag u0 λh, a
ad
0, h

(5.12)


1
· diag u0 λh, b
bd
0, h

(5.13)

Similarly, for bbh :
h
i
Ch, b Dh, b Eh, b Fh, b Gh, b Hh, b =
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Figure 5.26: Measurements of (a) fundamental current (milli-amperes magnitude and degrees phase angle), and (b) 3rd harmonic current (% magnitude and
degrees phase angle); versus active power for PVI #01.
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2

abh (P ) = ad
·
C
LF
+
D
LF
+
E
LF
+
F
LF
+
G
LF
+
H
0, h
h, a
h, a
h, a
h, a
h, a
h, a

(5.14)



5
4
3
2

b
d
bh (P ) = b0, h · Ch, b LF + Dh, b LF + Eh, b LF + Fh, b LF + Gh, b LF + Hh, b

(5.15)

For clarity, the C D E F G H coefficients can be used to compute the relative harmonic current magnitude, Ih , of an arbitrary order h, for a modelled PVI, as a
function of its load factor. Terms abh and bbh are determined via equations (5.14)
and (5.15), from which its polar form |Ih | ∠ φh is composed, via equation (4.35).
A worked example of this modelling concept is provided in the following, wherein
the genesis of the coefficients obtained for the third current harmonic, pertaining
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to PVI #01, is described. Plots of raw harmonic current magnitude and phase
angle measurements are presented for the fundamental, I1 , and third order, I3 ,
in Fig. 5.26(a) and (b), respectively. The poor low irradiance performance of the
inverter is evident from the very high magnitudes observed for I3 , at power levels
below 10 % of rated power. Conversely, at higher power levels an ever diminishing
trend of harmonic current distortion is noted. Similar discontinuities are observed
in the Ih (P ) profiles pertaining to the other harmonic orders.
For this reason, the models formed for abh and bbh are expressed as piecewise functions, defined for distinct low (0 % < LF ≤ 10 %) and higher (10 % < LF ≤
100 %) active power domains. This arrangement is consistent with the practice
adopted for the formulation of ZIP models for reactive power, in § 5.4.1.
Consider the following expressions for the components of current harmonic I3 , for
PVI #01, in which the [ Ch, a ... Hh, a ] and [ Ch, b ... Hh, b ] coefficient sets are
computed using the method outlined between equations (5.10) and (5.13).
For the low powered region, 0 % < LF ≤ 10 %:



1.3443
LF 5
0
0
0
0 0



−1 

 0
LF 4
0
0
0 0
 −3.8043 × 10 






−2 

 0
0
LF 3
0
0 0
  3.7537 × 10 
abh 0% < LF ≤ 10%
= − 9.0608 × 107 · 


 0
0
0
LF 2 0 0
 −1.3660 × 10−3 




−6 
 0

0
0
0
LF 0
  6.3287 × 10 

−1.8385 × 10−8
0
0
0
0
0 1

(5.16)

and

LF 5
0
0
0
0

4
 0
LF
0
0
0




3

0
0
LF
0
0
bbh 0% < LF ≤ 10%
= − 8.3367 × 107 · 
 0
2
0
0
LF
0


 0
0
0
0
LF

0

0

0

0

0


1.2782


−1 

0
 −3.0033 × 10 


−2 

0
  2.2604 × 10 


0
 −4.4913 × 10−4 


−6 

0
 −8.7884 × 10 
−1.8192 × 10−7
1

0



(5.17)

For the higher powered region, 10 % < LF ≤ 100 %:



abh 10% < LF ≤ 100%
= 6.5048 × 10−1


LF 5
0
0
0
0

4
 0
LF
0
0
0


3
 0
0
LF
0
0
·
 0
2
0
0
LF
0


 0
0
0
0
LF

0

0

and
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0

0
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0
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bbh 10% < LF ≤ 100%
= − 2.8282 × 10−2
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(5.19)
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Figure 5.27: Polynomial model for 3rd harmonic current (% magnitude and
degrees phase angle); versus active power for PVI #01.

ch = abh + j bbh of equation
Using equations (5.16) to (5.19) and the identity Ibh ∠ φ
(4.35), the modelled representations of Ib3 and φb3 can be recovered, as depicted
in Fig. 5.27. In this chart, the magnitude and phase angle models are extrapolated
across the full operating range of the PV inverter. They are observed to offer a
good fit to the raw measurement data, displayed previously in Fig. 5.26(b) and
overlaid in lightly shaded colours in Fig. 5.27.
Finally, the six polynomial coefficient pairs (abh , bbh ) determined for all the harmonic
current orders measured, for inverters PVI #01 and PVI #02, are presented in
tabular form. This data may be translated into a harmonic current model instance
for a PV inverter, by referring to the method outlined within the preceding worked
example in Fig. 5.27.
For PVI #01, Tables 5.13 and 5.14 detail the coefficients determined for cartesian
components ah and bh , respectively; for periods in which the inverter operates at
less than or equal to 10 % of its rated power. Model parameters for harmonic
orders 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13 are all reported.
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Table 5.13: Polynomial representations of harmonic currents (magnitude in
%, and phase angle in ◦ ), as functions of active power for PVI #01.
Cosine terms, a
ch , only. Low powered operation: 0% < LF ≤ 10%.
h

ad
0, h

Ch, a

Dh, a

Eh, a

Fh, a

Gh, a

Hh, a

3

-9.0608 ×107

1.3443

-3.8043 ×10−1

3.7537 ×10−2

-1.3660 ×10−3

6.3287 ×10−6

-1.8385 ×10−8

5

9.4338 ×107

1.2952

-3.2153 ×10−1

2.7086 ×10−2

-8.0540 ×10−4

2.4699 ×10−6

-8.0659 ×10−8

7

7

1.2574

−1

−2

−4

−5

9.5247 ×10−8

−4

7.0408 ×10

-2.7842 ×10

−1

2.1709 ×10

-7.4307 ×10

−2

1.0402 ×10

9

7

−3

1.0932 ×10

1.5921

-6.8273 ×10

9.6222 ×10

-5.7469 ×10

1.3418 ×10

5.0914 ×10−7

11

3.1749 ×107

1.3466

-3.8477 ×10−1

3.9861 ×10−2

-1.7551 ×10−3

2.7761 ×10−5

3.8184 ×10−8

13

6.2589 ×107

1.2681

-2.9051 ×10−1

2.3162 ×10−2

-7.7727 ×10−4

1.0574 ×10−5

5.5122 ×10−8

Table 5.14: Polynomial representations of harmonic currents (magnitude in
%, and phase angle in ◦ ), as functions of active power for PVI #01.
Sine terms, bbh , only. Low powered operation: 0% < LF ≤ 10%.
h

bd
0, h

Ch, b

Dh, b

Eh, b

Fh, b

Gh, b

Hh, b

3

-8.3367 ×107

1.2782

-3.0033 ×10−1

2.2604 ×10−2

-4.4913 ×10−4

-8.7884 ×10−6

-1.8192 ×10−7

5

-1.6070 ×108

1.3075

-3.3724 ×10−1

3.0880 ×10−2

-1.1862 ×10−3

1.7172 ×10−5

-1.6883 ×10−8

7

9.7876 ×107

1.2444

-2.6044 ×10−1

1.6267 ×10−2

-1.8832 ×10−4

-7.1105 ×10−6

-5.5887 ×10−8

9

6

1.6071

−1

−1

−3

−4

3.0198 ×10−6

−4

-1.4951 ×10−6

−5

2.0919 ×10−7

2.8638 ×10

6

11

-4.6284 ×10

13

7

3.0001 ×10

2.3498
1.1768

-7.2135 ×10

1.2367 ×10

−1

2.5496 ×10

-1.5902
−1

-1.7893 ×10

-9.7090 ×10

2.7607 ×10

−2

-1.4844 ×10

−3

2.9676 ×10

−4

1.3542 ×10

7.6727 ×10

-3.0019 ×10

Table 5.15: Polynomial representations of harmonic currents (magnitude in
%, and phase angle in ◦ ), as functions of active power for PVI #01. Cosine
terms, a
ch , only. Medium and higher powered operation: 10% < LF ≤ 100%.
h

ad
0, h

Ch, a

Dh, a

Eh, a

Fh, a

Gh, a

Hh, a

3

6.5048 ×10−1

-6.2435 ×102

2.0631 ×103

-2.6068 ×103

1.5574 ×103

-4.3571 ×102

4.7402 ×101

5

-1.3736 ×10−1

1.2531 ×103

-4.2537 ×103

5.5358 ×103

-3.4250 ×103

9.9266 ×102

-1.0193 ×102

7

1.5380 ×10−1

-7.1527 ×102

2.4316 ×103

-3.1266 ×103

1.8629 ×103

-5.0503 ×102

5.3480 ×101

9

−1

2

3

-1.8398 ×10

3

3

-1.9983 ×10

2

-9.8399 ×101

2

3

3

3

2

2.4964 ×101

2

5.8405 ×101

11
13

-1.0284 ×10

−1

-2.2436 ×10

−1

-1.0543 ×10

4.6881 ×10

-6.4293 ×10

3

-1.4193 ×10

2.0583 ×10

3

4.7227 ×10

2.7657 ×10

-2.4686 ×10

3

-5.9292 ×10

1.3426 ×10

3

3.4153 ×10

7.0303 ×10

-3.1328 ×10
-8.4693 ×10

Table 5.16: Polynomial representations of harmonic currents (magnitude in
%, and phase angle in ◦ ), as functions of active power for PVI #01. Sine
terms, bbh , only. Medium and higher powered operation: 10% < LF ≤ 100%.
h

bd
0, h

3

-2.8282 ×10−2

1.6932 ×104

-5.7834 ×104

7.6269 ×104

-4.8563 ×104

1.5100 ×104

-1.9031 ×103

5

−2

3

-2.9172 ×10

4

4

-1.5753 ×10

4

3

-4.0031 ×10

5.9311 ×102

−2

3

3

3

3

2

-1.0066 ×102

7

Ch, b

2.2577 ×10

-9.3957 ×10

1

Dh, b

1.3948 ×10

2

Eh, b

1.0839 ×10

-4.5054 ×10

2

Fh, b

5.5265 ×10

2

Gh, b

1.1243 ×10

-3.2123 ×10

2

Hh, b

8.9796 ×10

1

9

3.1788 ×10

1.2452 ×10

-4.1297 ×10

5.2822 ×10

-3.2747 ×10

9.0750 ×10

11

3.2618 ×10−2

-5.0644 ×103

1.6724 ×104

-2.0792 ×104

1.1969 ×104

-3.1605 ×103

3.2500 ×102

13

7.0615 ×10−2

-1.2929 ×103

4.4029 ×103

-5.7772 ×103

3.6319 ×103

-1.0969 ×103

1.3324 ×102
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Associated sets of polynomial model coefficients, for the operation of PVI #01
at higher power levels (up to rated power), are given in Tables 5.15 and 5.16.
Nominal harmonic currents for PVI #01, pertaining to rated power operation,
computed from the resultants of the cartesian values given in Tables 5.15 and
5.16, are reported in Table 5.17.
Table 5.17: Nominal, relative magnitudes and phase angles of harmonic
currents, by order, for model of PVI #01, operating at rated power, Pr .
∠φh (◦ )

h

|Ibh | (%)

3

0.6511

-2.5

5

0.1392

170.7

7

0.1802

-31.4

9

0.3341

107.9

11

0.2267

171.7

13

0.1269

146.2

The equivalent, polynomial model coefficients for PVI #02 are reported in Tables
5.18 and 5.19, for periods in which the inverter operates at less than or equal to
10 % of its rated power.
Table 5.18: Polynomial representations of harmonic currents (magnitude in
%, and phase angle in ◦ ), as functions of active power for PVI #02.
Cosine terms, a
ch , only. Low powered operation: 0% < LF ≤ 10%.
h

ad
0, h

3

-4.9291 ×105

5

5

-2.5922 ×10

7
9
11
13

Ch, a

Dh, a

Eh, a

2.3870

-1.8452

5.1993 ×10−1

-6.5282 ×10−2

3.6031 ×10−3

-8.0438 ×10−5

2.3214

-1.7346

−1

4.6432 ×10

−2

-5.3671 ×10

−3

2.5659 ×10

-4.3668 ×10−5

-1.4928 ×106

2.3919

-1.8529

5.2323 ×10−1

-6.5726 ×10−2

3.5807 ×10−3

-6.9625 ×10−5

-6.3863 ×105

2.4343

-1.9221

5.5574 ×10−1

-7.1892 ×10−2

4.0668 ×10−3

-8.4762 ×10−5

-1.7331

−1

−2

−3

-6.0161 ×10−5

−3

-6.5310 ×10−5

5

2.5657 ×10

5

-4.6405 ×10

2.3168
2.4004

-1.8658

Fh, a

4.7003 ×10

−1

5.2802 ×10

Gh, a

-5.6694 ×10

−2

-6.6096 ×10

Hh, a

3.0277 ×10
3.5224 ×10

Table 5.19: Polynomial representations of harmonic currents (magnitude in
%, and phase angle in ◦ ), as functions of active power for PVI #02.
Sine terms, bbh , only. Low powered operation: 0% < LF ≤ 10%.
h

bd
0, h

3

-1.8585 ×105

5

5

4.1064 ×10

Ch, b

Dh, b

Eh, b

2.4251

-1.9095

5.5248 ×10−1

-7.2251 ×10−2

4.2654 ×10−3

-9.1669 ×10−5

-1.7288

−1

−2

−3

-2.6244 ×10−5

−3

2.3195

Fh, b

4.5879 ×10

-5.1636 ×10

2.2401 ×10

7

6.0356 ×10

2.4377

-1.9266

5.5669 ×10

-7.1688 ×10

3.9951 ×10

-7.9768 ×10−5

9

-1.9520 ×106

2.3863

-1.8439

5.1922 ×10−1

-6.5049 ×10−2

3.5410 ×10−3

-6.9058 ×10−5

-1.8343

−1

−2

−3

-6.2315 ×10−5

−3

-6.0833 ×10−5

11
13

-9.2263 ×10

5

-5.8650 ×10

2.3811
2.3935

-1.8523

5.1342 ×10

−1

5.1955 ×10
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−2

Hh, b

5

5

−1

Gh, b

-6.3595 ×10

−2

-6.4013 ×10

3.3871 ×10
3.3333 ×10
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Associated sets of polynomial model coefficients, for the operation of PVI #02 at
higher power levels, are given in Tables 5.20 and 5.21. Nominal harmonic currents
for PVI #02, pertaining to rated power operation, computed from the resultants
of the cartesian values given in Tables 5.20 and 5.21, are reported in Table 5.22.
Table 5.20: Polynomial representations of harmonic currents (magnitude in
%, and phase angle in ◦ ), as functions of active power for PVI #02. Cosine
terms, a
ch , only. Medium and higher powered operation: 10% < LF ≤ 100%.
h

ad
0, h

Ch, a

Dh, a

Eh, a

Fh, a

Gh, a

Hh, a

2.7591

-1.3396 ×101

5.3364 ×101

-7.6880 ×101

5.2050 ×101

-1.7016 ×101

2.8783

5

1.6379

1

5.5242 ×10

2

-1.4657 ×10

2

1.4920 ×10

1

-7.1264 ×10

1.5303 ×101

-9.1746 ×10−1

7

1.5519

7.2518 ×101

-2.0064 ×102

2.1141 ×102

-1.0309 ×102

2.0743 ×101

5.9684 ×10−2

3

9

4.8081 ×10−1

-4.9852 ×102

1.4178 ×103

-1.4929 ×103

7.1380 ×102

-1.5502 ×102

1.5756 ×101

11

4.1418 ×10−1

-1.0973 ×103

3.1995 ×103

-3.4468 ×103

1.6760 ×103

-3.5745 ×102

2.7006 ×101

13

−2

3

4

4

3

3

2.1373 ×102

7.1170 ×10

-3.6472 ×10

1.1506 ×10

-1.3760 ×10

7.7285 ×10

-2.0398 ×10

Table 5.21: Polynomial representations of harmonic currents (magnitude in
%, and phase angle in ◦ ), as functions of active power for PVI #02. Sine
terms, bbh , only. Medium and higher powered operation: 10% < LF ≤ 100%.
h

bd
0, h

Ch, b
−1

Dh, b
2

Eh, b
2

Fh, b
2

Gh, b
2

Hh, b
1

3

-9.5555 ×10

1.6719 ×10

-4.7794 ×10

5.2333 ×10

-2.7288 ×10

6.5648 ×10

-4.3456

5

-1.5899

1.0973 ×102

-2.9561 ×102

3.1492 ×102

-1.6988 ×102

4.5246 ×101

-3.4155

7

1.9769

1.8089 ×102

-4.9541 ×102

5.0752 ×102

-2.3733 ×102

4.9741 ×101

-4.4218

2

2

2

2

1

1.9617

−1

9

3.9424 ×10

1.5063 ×10

-5.0369 ×10

6.2444 ×10

-3.4367 ×10

7.1334 ×10

11

9.4493 ×10−2

6.1038 ×102

-2.3402 ×103

3.3625 ×103

-2.2483 ×103

6.8835 ×102

13

−1

2

2

2

2

1

9.8066 ×10

-2.3928 ×10

6.9856 ×10

-7.5553 ×10

3.7404 ×10

-8.4772 ×10

-7.1740 ×101
7.9826

Table 5.22: Nominal, relative magnitudes and phase angles of harmonic
currents, by order, for model of PVI #02, operating at rated power, Pr .

5.5

∠φh (◦ )

h

|Ibh | (%)

3

2.9199

-19.1

5

2.2827

-44.1

7

2.5133

51.9

9

0.6218

39.3

11

0.4248

12.9

13

0.9832

85.8

Concluding Remarks

This chapter develops a series of device level, static load models; hewn from empirical observations of customer appliances in a laboratory setting. A selection of
modern household lamp instances (Table 5.1) and a pair of regular, domestic class,
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photovoltaic inverters (PVIs) are characterised. Models for active power, reactive
power and odd ordered, non-fundamental, harmonic currents are all defined.
For the evaluation of household lamps (§ 5.2), care is taken to ensure that the influence of T HDV is eliminated from the test voltage source. As such, power quality
metrics are tested against changes in fundamental voltage only [37]. This enables
measurements to be acquired in the absence of potentially disruptive, harmonic
cross-coupling influences, as outlined in § 4.3.3. This aspect of the research is considered to be unique, in respect of other device level tests and characterisation
attempts described in literature [6, 69, 78, 154, 222, 224, 239, 240].
Moreover, this research assesses the voltage magnitude based modulation of harmonic current distortion levels, which is either not addressed in similar literature
[29, 44, 153], or modelled in a unsatisfactory manner, e.g. via the use of the exponential load model [153]. This issue was discussed previously in § 2.8.3.
ZIP model coefficients for the fundamental powers of each tested luminaire are
reported in Table 5.2. Similarly, ZIP models for harmonic current are reported
between Tables 5.5 to 5.10. In all cases, results are accompanied by an indicator
of accuracy, via calculated R2 terms. The very high R2 values (' 1.00), that are
generally reported, help to validate the proposed characterisation method.
The concept of harmonic diversity is also explored in § 5.2. In light of the increasing
prominence of non-linear electronic devices within modern distribution networks,
this is an increasingly important phenomenon to consider. For instance, an indifference to harmonic diversity, within various network studies of CFLs described in
literature, helps explain why major, projected rises in background T HDV levels
have not materialised in practice [226]. Fortunately, the ZIP model based characterisation approach for harmonic currents, espoused by this thesis (§ 4.3.3), is
proven to factor the diversity effect implicitly within aggregate load models.
The evaluation and characterisation of PVIs is undertaken in § 5.3 and § 5.4. A
novel, load factor (LF) based, irradiance driven, polynomial model for the PVI
generation of reactive power and harmonic current distortion is developed. An
associated model for the active power generation of PVIs, Pg , was determined
previously, in § 4.5, and reused in this context of this chapter. The dependence
of the models on LF ratios, rather than absolute power quantities, allows for
easy translation of model parameters to different PVI power ratings, as might be
required within a comprehensive set of power systems simulations.
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Fig. 5.25 shows how the reactive power models of the evaluated PVIs muster a
good fit against the raw test data, presented in Fig. 5.24. In § 5.3.3.3, one may
observe how the associated set of DPF measurements diverge from EREC G83/2
[20] stated limits at low active power outputs (< 100 W ). Given that EREC
G83/2 restrictions only apply for operation at rated power, power quality standards
compliance remains. Fig. 5.24 shows that some of the PVI stock installed in the
UK, are configured to operate with a PF(P) mode of power factor control, such
that capacitive DPF s are enacted at low irradiances, and inductive DPF s under
high irradiance levels.
From the perspective of harmonic current generation, raw test data in Figs. 5.21
and 5.22 (§ 5.3.3.2) demonstrate that concerns articulated about the low irradiance operation of PVIs in § 3.9 are warranted. The erratic relationship between
harmonic current distortion and Pg renders the original, matrix based, quadratic
formulation for ZIP models, developed in § 4.2.1 and § 4.3.3, as inadequate. A
more faithful representation of the raw power quality data is achieved through the
expansion of the method, such that a sixth order polynomial model is derived. An
example of the effective nature of this approach is observed in Fig. 5.27, where a
good fit against both harmonic current magnitude and phase angle data is achieved
for third order, harmonic current emissions from PVI #01.
For some harmonic current orders, Table 5.11 reports that the tested PVIs contribute emission levels that would be considered non-compliant, in relative percentage terms, if they were to persist at rated power operation. This issue is
shown to coincide with PV generation levels of up to 1 kW (or 33 % load factor).
These findings ought to concern utilities, given the typically part-loaded nature of
PVI operation in the UK, and the expectation that such a scenario would likely be
considered intolerable by DNOs if it were similarly applicable to single 1 kW rated
PVIs, operating at their respective rated outputs, rather than a similar active
power injection from a group of partially loaded devices.
Once more, one is mindful that the harmonic current limits specified in EREC
G83/2 [20], in accordance with the relative harmonic current values detailed in
Table 2.4, are only applicable to the operation of PVIs at rated power. To this end,
the nominal harmonic current values reported in Tables 5.17 and 5.22 show that
the evaluated PVIs are anticipated to adhere to relevant power quality guidelines,
outlined in Table 2.4.
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6.1

Introduction

This chapter serves to outline the power quality context of a real world collection
of distribution networks, located in the Greater Manchester region; and how such
conditions can be expected to evolve in coming years. It begins with an overview
of the Ofgem Low Carbon Network Fund (LCNF) Tier 2 project, “Smart Street”
(§ 6.2). For reference, the project was originally entitled “eta” [250, 251]. Smart
Street aimed to showcase the performance advantages to distribution network operators (DNOs) of applying voltage optimisation techniques, in particular conservation voltage reduction (CVR), introduced previously in § 2.5.4 and visualised in
Fig. 2.14, to help address some of the many complex challenges encountered within
future networks. Queen’s University Belfast (QUB) was a research partner within
Smart Street, alongside teams from the University of Manchester (UoM), ENWL
and several other industrial partners and public interest groups.
A specific focus is lent to the research activities undertaken by QUB as part of
Smart Street, through the Retrofit Design and Operation of Interconnected LV
Networks analytical work package, and the Power Quality Impacts tasks and deliverables reports, therein. This includes an introduction to three of the combined
MV/LV, primary distribution networks (Denton East, Hindley Green and Egremont) from which the Smart Street trials were comprised (§ 6.3). In each instance,
a detailed network model has been created that encompasses the mix of technological options, including capacitor bank switching, on-load tap changing and network
reconfiguration, that were explored in Smart Street.
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In § 6.4, empirical power quality data, logged from within the Smart Street trial
networks, is considered alongside an inferred overview of the local, embedded photovoltaics resource. This information further informs the power quality attributes
of the three sample MV/LV network models, in preparation for the undertaking
of sequential-time, harmonic power flow (HPF) simulations in subsequent work.
The accuracy of the load modelling techniques utilised in offline, power flow simulations, performed as part of the Smart Street project, was recognised as a crucial
consideration in the validation of CVR technology, as applied in the field. As
such, a methodology for generating representative load profiles, tailored to the
Greater Manchester area and suitable for use, in simulation, with the aforementioned network models, is detailed in § 6.5. This is followed by the verification of
a selection of generated profiles, in § 6.6, via a group of case study examples. This
work builds upon that of previous chapters, whereby the physical evaluation and
subsequent power quality characterisation of appliance-level behaviours, including
modern lamp technologies (§ 5.2) and PVIs (§ 5.3 to § 5.4), are employed in the
synthesis of realistic, aggregate household-level, demand trends.
Various, novel contributions to load profiling are ventured within this research.
These manifest mainly as significant, functional enhancements to a well known,
open-source, profiling application for household demand, known as the CREST
tool (§ 6.5). In terms of expanding the customer appliance emulation options,
additions include:
 Expanding the pool of available customer appliances, in recognition of the

distinctions between the modelled behaviours of different lighting types (§ 6.5.5.2).
 An option to incorporate electric storage heating within generated profiles

(as required).
To incorporate harmonic current distortion attributes and voltage dependent behaviours within appliance load models, the following features were developed:
 A voltage dependency function, in the form of ZIP coefficients (§ 4.2.1), is

added to the active and reactive power set-points generated via the original
CREST tool method.
 Definition of nominal harmonic current spectra for each synthesised appliance

(as required). These include relative magnitude and phase angle data for
every harmonic current order of interest.
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 Extending the premise of the previous two bullets to engender voltage de-

pendency within synthesised harmonic current spectra (§ 4.3.3).
For the synthesis of photovoltaic generation data, modifications include:
 A method for facilitating the geographic translation of a probability matrix,

used in the emulation of timed fluctuations in cloud cover, to a new location,
through the use of weather station data (§ 6.5.3.1). This is utilised in the
synthesis of solar irradiance data.
 Probabilistic assignment of geometric PV system parameters, as applied to

each synthesised household. This includes, array tilt and surface azimuth
angles (§ 6.5.4.1).
 Load factor driven modulation of profiled, PVI driven, power quality data

(active power, reactive power and harmonic current), as per the tables of
§ 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.

The culmination of these augmentations to the CREST tool is the establishment
of an aggregate harmonic load (AHL) model for each synthesised household. As
such, representative, net customer demand profiles can be produced from the modified CREST tool, within which the voltage led modulation of harmonic current
magnitudes and phase angles is inherent. This work reflects contemporary interest in temporal load modelling techniques, including items of research that invoke
harmonic load modelling [44, 153].
The research conducted for this thesis seeks to develop a framework for performing HPF simulations. Using this, comprehensive power quality investigations of
modern distribution networks can be realised. This aim is satisfied by the development of a bespoke, database oriented platform, as described in § 6.7. Moreover,
this approach facilitates a powerful, post-processing environment, whereby various
complex power quality metrics can be evaluated for the HPF results data, through
the design of appropriately formulated, database queries.
In § 6.8, the methods employed in simulation for emulating the various control
actions enacted within a CVR-equipped, MV/LV network, are described. This
includes the co-ordination of on-load tap changer (OLTC) control and capacitor
bank switching, as per the overview given for the technology in § 2.5.4. This is
followed by some concluding remarks for the chapter, in § 6.9.
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6.2

Project Overview

The main practical component of Smart Street was a two-year field trial for an
amalgam of voltage optimisation technologies, culminating in April 2018. The trial
was managed by the local DNO, Electricity North West Limited (ENWL), across
a number of LV and MV networks which they own and operate. The project built
on prior LCNF supported initiatives, undertaken by ENWL within the same DNO
region. These include the “Customer Load Active System Services” (CLASS) [252]
and “Low Voltage Network Solutions” (LVNS) [30] projects.
The research strived to obtain a set of best case operating regimes for ENWL, such
that the network capacity made available for new low carbon technologies (LCTs)
can be maximised under different conditions, while continuing to manage power
flows within allowable voltage and thermal limits. Distribution network customers
also stood to benefit, due to the expectation that the efficiencies of customer
appliances are improved by the lowering of service level voltages. These objectives
were achieved by coordinating the control of various network assets, such as those
transformers equipped with an on-load tap changer (OLTC), switched capacitor
banks and the switching in (and out) of designated meshing points.
The remit for the trial encompassed six primary substations, which supply eleven
MV feeders, 38 LV distribution transformers and 163 downstream LV circuits.
These circuits and associated network assets were carefully selected by ENWL to
ensure that the research conducted was representative of the different customer
base and load types that one might expect to encounter across other regions and
their associated distribution networks. A work programme and timetable for deliverables was agreed between the project partners. The OpenDSS software [151],
more formally known as the Open Distribution System Simulator, was chosen to
perform the offline analysis of trial networks.

6.3

Sample Networks for Simulation

From the networks included in the Smart Street trials, three interlinked, MV/LV
circuits, from the Denton East, Hindley Green and Egremont localities are scrutinized by this thesis. The power quality effects associated with the introduction
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of modern load types and embedded PV systems are evaluated, alongside an assessment of the alleviative qualities of the various network assets and techniques
that were trialled within the project. These include, the introduction of OLTC
mechanisms for MV/LV transformers and switched, multiple step, shunt connected
capacitor banks. The automated, interconnection and/or meshing of adjacent LV
circuits were also facilitated, by replacing legacy link boxes with intelligent, network switching apparatus [251] known as LYNX devices.
Traditionally, link boxes are used by DNOs to back feed customers in the event of a
network fault along an LV feeder, which are typically radial in nature and so more
susceptible to customer outages under fault conditions. LYNX devices enable
DNOs to remotely operate such interconnection points, to greatly enhance the
flexibility of LV network operation, while retaining their base protective function,
with respect to infrequently occurring, fault scenarios.
As part of its role in the Smart Street project, offline analysis of the trial networks
was performed by QUB (§ 6.2), using the OpenDSS software. Each network was
configured in *.dss text format. These files were taken in combination with predefined sets of representative load profile data, to fashion simulations for the power
quality assessment of CVR performance across the trial area.

6.3.1

Overview of Network Models

The OpenDSS network models utilised within the Smart Street project are revisited for analysis within this thesis. A representative selection of these is introduced
between Figs. 6.1 and 6.3. In each case, the constituent LV circuits, and the interconnection pathways between them, are clearly demarcated, alongside capacitor
bank locations, which are marked by pairs of yellow filled circles. Bus co-ordinates
were provided for each of the featured, constituent LV networks. This ensures
that Figs. 6.1 to 6.3 can be displayed with geographical context. Equivalent, spatial information was unavailable for the MV sections of each model, and so only
the locations of LV buses, lines and network assets are visible in these diagrams.
For Denton East, depicted in Fig. 6.1, two, full detail, dense-urban LV networks,
labelled 172181 and 172371, are simulated in union with their common MV primary network (6.6 kV) and a 33 kV connected, source bus. Both featured, LV
circuits are served by off-circuit (fixed) tapped MV/LV transformers, rated 315
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kVA (for circuit 172181 ) and 500 kVA (for circuit 172371 ), respectively. All other
LV circuits, each supplied from the wider 6.6 kV primary network, are simulated
as lump loads. The 6.6 kV primary network is supplied, from the source bus, via
a paralleled pair of 10 MVA rated, 33/6.6 kV transformers.
Table 6.1: Topology details for showcase, dense-urban type, Smart Street
trial MV/LV network; Denton East primary.
Constituent Network(s)

OLTC

LV Cap Banks

DENTON EAST / 172181 (LV)

LV Interconnection(s)
X (to 172371 )

DENTON EAST / 172371 (LV)
DENTON EAST 6.6 kV (MV)

LV Meshing

X

X (to 172181 )

X

172181

LV Interconnection
(172181/172371)

172371

Figure 6.1: Single line diagram of interconnected, Smart Street trial MV/LV
networks, Denton East 172181 and 172371.

Two 100 kvar rated, capacitor banks, each comprising two 50 kvar steps, are
installed within the 172371 LV circuit. A single interconnection is asserted between
the two featured, LV constituent networks, along a dedicated linkway circuit. This
combination of circuits was chosen in the trials on account of their contrasting
light commercial (172181 ) and residential (172371 ) focus. This quirk may elicit
benefits for the LV interconnected operation, as the respective periods of peak
demand within either circuit typically occur at different times during each day.
Collectively, the MV/LV network consists of 1,674 buses, 619 lines and 580 LV
connected loads, of which 59 denote customers served by the 172181 circuit, 420
are customers connected to the 172371 circuit and 101 are streetlights.
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This information is consolidated within Table 6.1.
Table 6.2: Topology details for showcase, suburban type, Smart Street trial
MV/LV network; Hindley Green primary.
Constituent Network(s)

OLTC

LV Cap Banks

LV Meshing

HINDLEY GREEN / 212730 (LV)

X

X

X

HINDLEY GREEN / 212725 (LV)

HINDLEY GREEN 11 kV (MV)

X

X (to 212725 )
X (to 212730 and 212720 )

X

HINDLEY GREEN / 212720 (LV)

LV Interconnection(s)

X

X (to 212725 )

X

212720
LV Interconnection
(212725/212730)

212730

212725

LV Interconnections
(212725/212720)

Figure 6.2: Single line diagram of interconnected, Smart Street trial MV/LV
networks, Hindley Green 212730, 212725 and 212720.

For Hindley Green (Fig. 6.2), three, full detail, suburban LV networks, labelled
212730, 212725 and 212720, are simulated in tandem with their common MV
primary network (11 kV) and a 33 kV connected, source bus. All other LV circuits,
supplied from the 11 kV primary network, are modelled as lump loads. The
featured LV circuits serve 179, 124 and 363 LV connected customers, respectively.
In addition, 131 streetlights are supplied across the combined model. The 11 kV
primary network is supplied, from the source bus, via a paralleled set of three
33/11 kV transformers, each rated at 10 MVA. In total, 2,819 buses and 2,675
lines are included in the MV/LV network model.
LV circuit 212730 is fed via an OLTC-equipped, 500 kVA rated, MV/LV transformer. By contrast, both the 212725 and 212720 circuits are supplied by legacy,
off-circuit tapped transformers, each rated at 500 kVA. Six, LV connected, capacitor banks are interspersed across the combined network; five are rated 100 kvar,
plus one 150 kvar rated unit. Reconfiguration, away from the default topology, is
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also made possible, whereby the featured LV circuits can interconnect with one
another, through a choice of six linkway paths. In addition, two intra-network, LV
mesh pathways, also exist within the 212730 and 212720 circuits.
This information is consolidated within Table 6.2.
Table 6.3: Topology details for showcase, rural type, Smart Street trial MV/LV
network; Egremont primary.
Constituent Network(s)

OLTC

LV Cap Banks

EGREMONT / 622605 (LV)

X

X

X (to 622521 )

X

X (to 622605 )

EGREMONT / 622521 (LV)
EGREMONT 11 kV (MV)

LV Meshing

LV Interconnection(s)

X

622521

LV Interconnections
(622605/622521)

622605
Figure 6.3: Single line diagram of interconnected, Smart Street trial MV/LV
networks, Egremont 622605 and 622521.

For Egremont (Fig. 6.3), two, full detail, rural LV networks, 622605 and 622521,
are simulated together with their common MV primary network (11 kV) and a 33
kV connected, source bus. All other LV circuits, supplied from the 11 kV primary
network, are modelled as lump loads. The featured LV circuits serve 153 and 151
LV connected customers, respectively; plus 55 streetlights in total. The 11 kV
primary network is supplied, from the source bus, via a paralleled pair of 33/11
kV transformers, each rated at 7.5 MVA. In total, 2,303 buses and 2,217 lines are
included in the MV/LV network model.
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LV circuits 622605 and 622521 are both served by 500 kVA rated, MV/LV transformers. For the former, an OLTC mechanism is employed; while the latter is
off-circuit (fixed) tapped. Each constituent LV feeder possesses three capacitor
banks, all of which are rated 100 kvar. The featured LV circuits can be arranged
to interconnect, via a choice of two linkway paths.
This information is consolidated within Table 6.3. For reference, the streetlamp
locations within each MV/LV network, are depicted in Appendix E.

6.3.2

Network Assets

The tap ratios of legacy, off-circuit tapped transformers, can only be changed
manually on site. In general, fixed tap adjustments of this nature are avoided
by DNOs, unless strictly necessary, as a transformer shutdown and local outage
require to be planned and enacted. Each MV/LV transformer, of this type, utilised
within the Smart Street trial area, has the same scheme of possibilities for tap
ratio, a. This comprises five tap setting options; from 0.95 pu to 1.05 pu inclusive,
separated by intervals of 0.025 pu and centred around a nominal ratio of 1.00 pu.
Such an arrangement is typical of off-circuit tapped transformers in the UK [108].
For LV networks in which an OLTC mechanism is employed, the corresponding
transformer is equipped with a wider tapping range, between 0.92 pu to 1.08 pu.
This is partitioned into an array of nine tap ratio positions, interspersed by intervals of 0.020 pu, and centred around a nominal ratio of 1.00 pu.
These specifications are tabulated in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4: Smart Street - Types of MV/LV Secondary Transformer
No. of

Tap Step

Min. Tap

Max. Tap

LDC Band-

Taps

∆a

Ratio, amax

Ratio, amin

width, ∆Vb

Legacy Asset, Fixed Tap Ratio

5

2.5 %

95 %

105 %

-

Upgraded Asset, OLTC

9

2.0 %

92 %

108 %

± 1.8%

The major, operational benefit associated with OLTC-equipped, MV/LV transformers is their facilitation of automated voltage regulation within downstream
LV feeders. One well known method for feeder voltage drop control, by way of
OLTC manipulation, is line drop compensation (LDC) [91], as discussed in § 2.5.4.
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The voltage drop experienced along a feeder, between its sending end, V2 , at the
transformer secondary; and the voltage, VEOL , that is inferred from the regulated
node, typically found close to the end of the line; may be loosely considered to be
a function of feeder length, x, whereby
dV (x) = V2 − VEOL

(6.1)

The general absence of field voltage measurements within distribution networks
means that an analogue for the regulated voltage, VEOL , is often computed, as
per the method described in § 2.5.4. The value for dV, used in this calculation, is
inferred from a measurement of prevailing current flow, at the head of the feeder
[109]. Upon factoring the prevailing tap ratio, a, of the MV/LV transformer, and
neglecting the comparatively small portion of dV that develops across its leakage
impedance; equation (6.1) may be alternatively expressed. As such, an approximation for VEOL , is formed, in terms of the voltage observed at the transformer’s
primary winding, V1 , and the gradient of the drop along the feeder,

VEOL '

V1
a




−

dV
· ∆x
dx

dV
.
dx


(6.2)

Elementary, LDC based control of VEOL is encapsulated by equation (6.2), whereby
increases in feeder voltage drop, dV, due to rising feeder load, can be compensated
by lowering the tap ratio, a, of the OLTC transformer. This serves to boost the
sending end, secondary voltage, V2 , and so maintain VEOL around its desired,
regulated set-point, VR . This is contingent on the desired setting for a being
resolved within the available tapping range, or a tap pinning event may occur, of
the nature discussed in § 2.5.2.
In practice, the ability to fine tune VEOL , around its desired set-point, VR , is constrained by transformer step-size. As per Table 6.4, for OLTC-equipped devices, in
the Smart Street project, this is ± 2 %. Thus, a voltage bandwidth, denoted ∆Vb ,
is prescribed for the LDC relay, such that only those deviations in VEOL that fall
beyond the desired set-point, by a fixed margin, i.e. outside the range VR ± ∆Vb ,
shall initiate a tap change instruction, ∆a, to the associated OLTC mechanism.
It is good practice to ensure that LDC bandwidth is always lower than the corresponding transformer tap-size, as per equation (6.3). Given that an LDC bandwidth of 1.8 % applies (Table 6.4), this philosophy is confirmed as being adhered to
within Smart Street. This ensures that corrective, tapping actions can be expected
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to always resolve the controlled voltage back into the desired band of operation,
without undershoot or overshoot. In addition, some hysterisis is introduced to
the control loop, to mitigate against undesirable phenomena, including tap jitter
between adjacent tap-steps, from occurring. One should note that an excessively
low bandwidth is also undesirable, due to its tendency for greatly amplifying the
frequency of tap changing events [125].
∆Vb (%) ≤ ∆a(%)

(6.3)

In Table 6.4, the LDC bandwidth for OLTC devices is specified with respect to a
nominal system voltage of 230 V. However, in practice the associated bandwidth
is defined in percentage terms, taken with respect to the set-point voltage, VR .
However, in the Smart Street trial area, business as usual (BAU) set-points, for
the regulation of voltages within LV circuits, are specified by ENWL towards the
upper statutory limit, at 250 V [253]. Thus, the bandwidth setting applied in
simulation is converted accordingly to ± 1.656 %.
As is apparent from the single line diagrams depicted for each of the sample networks, in Figs. 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3; a series of capacitor banks were installed on the
trial LV circuits, as part of the Smart Street project. Each unit consists of a
varying number of 50 kvar rated steps. Despite concerns associated with THDV
amplification (§ 2.4.5, § 2.7), it is pertinent to note that none of the LV capacitor
banks in the Smart Street project were fitted with detuning reactors.
Table 6.5: Capacitor details for LV circuit constituents, of the showcase
Smart Street trial MV/LV network; Denton East primary.
LV Circuit

Capacitor Bank Ratings (Total kvar, No. of Steps)
CB #01

CB #02

100, 2 × 50

100, 2 × 50

CB #03

CB #04

DENTON EAST / 172181
DENTON EAST / 172371

Table 6.6: Capacitor details for LV circuit constituents, of the showcase
Smart Street trial MV/LV network; Hindley Green primary.
LV Circuit

Capacitor Bank Ratings (Total kvar, No. of Steps)
CB #01

CB #02

HINDLEY GREEN / 212730

100, 2 × 50

100, 2 × 50

HINDLEY GREEN / 212725

150, 3 × 50

HINDLEY GREEN / 212720

100, 2 × 50
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Capacitor bank properties, pertaining to each of the constituent LV circuits, are
detailed in Tables 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7.
Table 6.7: Capacitor details for LV circuit constituents, of the showcase
Smart Street trial MV/LV network; Egremont primary.
LV Circuit

Capacitor Bank Ratings (Total kvar, No. of Steps)
CB #01

CB #02

CB #03

EGREMONT / 622605

100, 2 × 50

100, 2 × 50

100, 2 × 50

EGREMONT / 622521

100, 2 × 50

100, 2 × 50

100, 2 × 50

6.3.3

CB #04

Studies for the Smart Street project

The analytical work packages within the Smart Street project culminated with
a collection of power systems studies, in which CVR functionality was enacted
within simulations of the network models outlined in Figs. 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3, and
the ensuing network performance evaluated.
Each simulated network was interrogated with six different demand scenarios,
comprising two seasonal factors: summer and winter; and three years: 2017, 2035
and 2050. Bespoke load profiles were created for each scenario, according to a
pre-defined set of scaling factors (as applied to the baseline profiles defined for
summer 2017 and winter 2017). These were intended to encapsulate projected
growth rates in customer demand. The nature of these studies is described in
greater detail within ENWL’s closedown report for the project [254].
In addition, appropriate PV penetration levels among customer rooftops were inferred for each simulated year among dwellings within the trial area, increasing
steadily from a zero base in the “present day” scenario (2017)1 . The locations
of these embedded PV sites, where individual 3 kWp rated2 PV systems were
modelled in simulation [254], were confirmed by ENWL. PV locations were progressively allocated, such that if a dwelling is projected to be equipped with PV
in the 2035 scenario then it is guaranteed to also have PV assigned to it in 2050.
Several simplistic assumptions were made for PVI behaviour, including unity DPF
operation and no harmonic current distortion, across the full load factor range.
1
2

Note that in practice, considerable PV resource is already installed within the trial networks.
kilo-watt peak (kWp)
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The composition of the demand/PV penetration combinations simulated across
the six scenarios, as outlined in [254], is presented in Table 6.8. The demand
scaling factors shown, are exclusive of any projected growth that may be attributed
additionally to the impending uptake of electric vehicle (EV) ownership. Values
are informed by the cluster of Future Energy Scenarios envisaged for the UK by
National Grid in [255]; specifically the case study entitled Steady State, therein.
Table 6.8: Smart Street - Modelled demand scenarios

Demand Scaling Factor

2017

2035

2050

1.0000

1.0535

1.1859

0%

20%

40%

PV Penetration (% of Dwellings)

For reference, maps of projected PV customer locations, pertaining to the penetration options outlined in Table 6.8, are found in Appendix E, for the Denton
East, Hindley Green and Egremont trial areas.

6.4

Practical Network Power Quality Context

By recognising the network environment in which the Smart Street trials were
conducted, this sub-section adds context to the manner in which the load models
developed for the two representative PVI units in § 5.4, are applied in simulation.
The two PVI units reviewed in § 5.4, denoted PVI #01 and PVI #02, were shown
to exhibit very distinct Q(P) characteristics. Of these, the most representative
technology must be identified for the modelled distribution networks in question.
This is prior to invoking appropriately defined, Q(P) and Ih (P ) models, for the
formation of emblematic, minute-by-minute PV generation profiles (developed in
§ 6.5.5.1). To this end, § 6.4.2 summarises some power quality data obtained for an

urban LV feeder within the Smart Street trial area, within which a high penetration
of residential PV installations is noted.

6.4.1

Influx of rooftop mounted PV in Greater Manchester

Some background regarding the widespread installation of PVIs in the Greater
Manchester region is hereby presented. In late 2011, Manchester City Council
outlined plans to invest heavily in the installation of rooftop mounted photovoltaics, primarily upon council owned, domestic properties [256]. The timing
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of proposal was intended to capitalise on the then highly lucrative3 , feed-in tariff
(FiT) scheme for new PV installations [31, 33], prior to impending government
cuts to the subsidy from March 2012 onwards.
Three thousand suitable rooftops were to be identified in Manchester for deployment, two thirds of which were to be financed via Rent-A-Roof arrangements with
local contractors [256]. In the context of power quality, it is important to note that
this roll out was enacted prior to the introduction of Engineering Recommendation
(EREC) G83/2 [20] in August 2012, and thus the installations would have been
subject to less stringent performance restrictions, a legacy of which is the ongoing
network performance impacts encumbered upon the local utility, ENWL.

6.4.2

Power Quality Field Measurements

Prior to performing representative power quality studies, some comprehension of
the prevailing condition of ENWL’s designated, trial distribution networks is required. This is especially true of the background THDV levels that one can anticipate within each network, and how they vary across each day, subject to different
network loading patterns. This information cannot be simply extrapolated from
projections for the harmonic current signatures of distorting loads alone.
As such, to assist in QUB’s modelling of the Smart Street trial networks, ENWL’s
Technical Support Unit (TSU) undertook a power quality evaluation for one of
their LV substations, located at Circular Road in Denton, Greater Manchester.
This serves the Denton East 171383 LV circuit, onto which 268 residential customers connect, within a dense urban environment. Power quality data, including
current, voltage, power factor and harmonic distortion, were logged at this site for
one week, between 30th November and 7th December 2016. A report was issued
subsequently and distributed among Smart Street project partners [10].
At the time of the investigation, a significant quantity of rooftop mounted PV was
identified as having been installed upon the high density, terraced housing, served
by the LV circuit in question. Forty-seven properties were observed to have PV
arrays installed in the area, typically consisting of around eight panels each. The
typical installed size for inverters in ENWL’s network was reported to be 3 kW
in [205]. If one assumes an average peak demand level of 2 kW per LV customer
3

43.3p per kWh [256]
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applies, as advised in [257], a crude estimate for the PV penetration of the LV
circuit can be formed, via equation (2.28), of 26.3 %4 .
Table 6.9: 95 % level harmonic voltage magnitudes, by order. Measurements
from Denton East 171383 LV circuit, Nov./Dec. 2016. Reproduced from [10].
Harmonic Order

Rel. Magnitude

h

95th percentile

3
5
7
9
11
13
T HDV (%)

0.84
3.16
1.41
0.41
0.38
0.32
3.62

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

The report [10] tabulates the 95th percentile ranked, ten-minute averaged, harmonic voltage magnitude levels for the full seven day monitoring period, undertaken for the Denton East 171383 LV circuit. This choice of reporting metric is
consistent with the prevailing voltage quality regulations mandated for distribution networks, as discussed in § 2.4.9 and specified within both EN Std. 50160 [28]
and EREC G5/4-1 [104]. The approach serves to condense the full range of fluctuations observed for each harmonic voltage order, across the monitoring period,
into a convenient set of singular values. The 95 % level, relative magnitudes of
the six most significant, non-fundamental, odd voltage harmonics, measured for
Phase C (the worst performing phase) at the sending end of the main LV feeder,
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2nd Dec.

1st Dec.

30th Nov.

are reproduced in Table 6.9 from [10].
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Figure 6.4: Measured fluctuations in T HDV for Phase A
at main busbar bus 235044361 of the Denton East 171383 LV circuit.
30th Nov. to 7th Dec. 2016. Reproduced from data reported in [10].

The time-varying nature of voltage distortion levels within the network is also
captured visually by the report [10]. The trend for T HDV , reported for Phase A
4

47 × 3 kW
268 × 2 kW
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of the main secondary feeder over the monitored period, serves as an appropriate
example and is reproduced in Fig. 6.4.
A diurnal, fluctuating pattern in T HDV is evident from the week of data presented
in Fig. 6.4. Distortion levels are typically observed to peak during late evening and
early morning, followed by a relative plateau during the middle of the day, a sharp
dip (coinciding with the typical onset of daily peak demand) and a steep rise from
early evening onwards. The regular, early evening dip observed for T HDV in Fig.
6.4, is consistent with the onset of increased resistive loading on the network during
peak hours, such as that associated with a sharply increased customer demand for
cooking, legacy forms of lighting, or electrified space and water heating. Load types
of this nature are noted by EN Std. 61000-2-2 [13] for the damping qualities they
impart within networks where high levels of harmonic distortion pervade (§ 2.4.8).
The hypothesis is further corroborated by the clustering of cooking and lighting
end uses around the evening peak, within the indicative, daily demand profile for
a typical UK residence, shown in Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 6.5: Active power measurements (in kW) for a selected LV feeder in
Denton, Manchester; alongside concurrent irradiance readings (in W/m2 ) at
IENGLAND1383 weather station, Salford. Tuesday, 13th Sept. 2016.

Additional power quality information for the Denton area, concerning the urban
LV circuit 171823 at Hodnet Walk, was accrued by ENWL (for the single day of
13th September 2016) and shared with Smart Street project partners [258]. A high
concentration of rooftop photovoltaic installations was noted in this locality. Validation of the reported power quality phenomena, and thereby its correlation with
local PVI behaviour, was sought. Thus, solar irradiance data was also acquired,
independently, from a nearby weather station for the same date [259].
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Fig. 6.5 plots the active power measurements for the LV feeder alongside the solar
irradiance profile for the day. Irradiance data is plotted using a scale of 0 to
1,000 Wm−2 (the STC benchmark) to highlight the likely remit of sub-rated PVI
operation among customers served by the feeder. A significant photovoltaic infeed is clearly evident, due to the presence of reverse power flows through the local
LV transformer during the middle of the day, a time period over which peak PV
generation is likely to coincide with minimum demand in networks of this nature.
Fig. 6.6 plots the corresponding reactive power measurements for the LV feeder,
alongside the daily solar irradiance profile. The common convention for reactive
power is upheld, whereby positive vars denote flows down the feeder, away from the
transformer. Thus, during day-time hours, a persistent capacitive power factor,
and reactive power inflow to the substation, is observed for the featured feeder.
This period is shown to coincide exactly with the span of solar irradiance for
the day in question (green trend) [259]. This peculiarity, alongside the high PV
penetration characteristic of the feeder, implies that this phenomenon is related to
the aggregated behaviour of its embedded PV resource. In § 5.3.3.3, tested inverter
PVI #01 is noted to operate with a significantly capacitive power factor under
low irradiance conditions and such behaviour is deemed typical for PV systems in
which a PF(P) strategy for reactive power control is invoked (§ 3.8) [113].
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Figure 6.6: Reactive power measurements (in kvar) for a selected LV feeder
in Denton, Manchester; alongside concurrent irradiance readings (in W/m2 ) at
IENGLAND1383 weather station, Salford. Tuesday, 13th Sept. 2016.

Fig. 6.7 depicts the voltage measurements for the feeder, as observed at the transformer secondary, alongside the daily irradiance profile. Voltage is observed to
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rise abruptly over the half-hour period after sunrise, and thus the onset of photovoltaic generation. This spike is likely to be exacerbated by the coincident increase
in capacitive vars (Fig. 6.6), which will act to boost voltage along the feeder.
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Figure 6.7: Transformer secondary voltage measurements (in V) for a selected
LV feeder in Denton, Manchester; alongside concurrent irradiance readings (in
W/m2 ) at IENGLAND1383 weather station, Salford. Tuesday, 13th Sept. 2016.

6.4.3

Low Voltage Network Solutions LCNF project

Power quality issues within the Denton network area were analysed by ENWL
within a previous LCNF project entitled “Low Voltage Network Solutions” (LVNS).
This was undertaken across distribution networks in the Greater Manchester area
for three years up to June 2014 [30]. Crucially, the research was conducted after
the aforementioned, mass influx of council initiated, rooftop mounted PVI installations was rolled out (§ 6.4.1). One deliverable report from the LVNS project [205],
highlights some interesting observations regarding the noted correlation between
low irradiance PVI operation and power quality abnormalities.
The feeders supplied by the MV/LV transformer at Earl St, which itself is served
from the Denton East primary substation, host the highest penetration of embedded PV among the 136 substations monitored by the LVNS project [205]. The
average installed capacity of the PV systems, accounted for by the LVNS project,
is 3 kW [205], which aligns closely to the UK average for 2014, of 3.06 kW [254].
Figure 9 of [205] highlights how the Earl St transformer experienced a considerable
number of reverse power flow instances across the LVNS monitoring period (January 2013 to January 2014), although on each occasion the accompanying power
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factor of the feeder was noted to be inductive (not capacitive). However, Figure 10
of [205] demonstrates that Earl St also experienced a number of capacitive power
factor instances across the year. The fact that these did not similarly translate
into reverse power flow instances may indicate that the PVIs of this network were
generating at low power at the time, in line with the behaviour embodied by PVI
#01 in Figs. 5.23(a) and 5.24(a).
Overall, the findings of [205] show the effect of PV upon network power factor
is neither definitively inductive or capacitive in nature. The correlation noted
between PV generation and T HDI , as per the laboratory testing experiences recounted in § 5.3.3.1, appears to be validated in relation to the Earl St substation,
given that Figure 14 of [205] shows its maximum level of T HDI to exceed 200 %
during the monitoring period. Moreover, Table 17 of [205] demonstrates that, of
all the networks observed, those with the highest penetrations of PV are also those
that endure the worst levels of harmonic pollution.
However, one ought to note that increases in T HDI do not always translate into
higher levels of T HDV . Distortion ratios are liable to be increased indirectly by
the reduction in conventional feeder current flows that downstream, generating
PV units will invoke, resulting in reverse power flows in some cases. The flow of
non-fundamental, harmonic current, in ampere terms, is a therefore a more useful
metric for considering the wider power quality implications of PV generation on
distribution circuits. Unfortunately, such data is not captured by the report [205].

6.4.4

PVI model selection for simulation

The chronology of changes to the FiT subsidy, commonly acknowledged to have
been a major driver for the growth of residential PV in recent times [31, 33], means
that the findings of the LVNS project are likely to be reflective of the typical LV
network experience across the UK. Of the load models developed in § 5.3, the power
quality data accrued from the monitoring of LV networks by ENWL (§ 6.4.2), aligns
more closely with the tested performance of PVI #01, than that of PVI #02.
Alternative explanations for some of the recorded phenomena remain possible.
For example, the abrupt swings in reactive power flow, observed at both sunrise
and sunset (Fig. 6.6), may be, at least partially, attributable to the simultaneous
switching of streetlighting. This load type has a significant, net inductive characteristic (§ 5.2.1). However, instances of highly capacitive behaviour alongside that
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of reverse power flows, for circuits discussed in § 6.4.3, reaffirm the likely presence
of PF(P) style reactive power provision among PVIs in the monitored area.
In conclusion of this matter and for the purposes of simulation, the characteristics
of the PVI #01 device are chosen to be replicated within the empirical models
created for reactive power and the non-fundamental components of harmonic current, each as functions of generated active power. This is achieved through the
methodology discussed here and in § 5.3, more generally.

6.5

Load Profiling Methodology

Static load modelling concepts, which are necessary for the comprehensive modelling of net customer demand within modern distribution networks, were introduced in § 4.2. This sub-section describes how such theory was expanded upon in
the Smart Street project (and for the purposes of the simulation work performed
for this thesis), to capture the stochastic, time-varying nature of customer demand
and embedded generation in simulation. This requires the translation of conventional load models, viewed from the perspective of individual snapshots in time,
to the sequential time domain, in the form of time varying, demand profiles.
The profiling methodology adhered to within Smart Street built upon prior research in the modelling of electrical loads, thermal demand and distributed generation, undertaken by the Centre for Renewable Energy Systems Technology (CREST)
at Loughborough University. These efforts produced an open-source, spreadsheet
based tool [234], for load profiling, known as “CREST ”, and an associated series
of journal articles [11, 235, 257, 260].
The functionality of the CREST tool, including those enhancements made as part
of the research work conducted for this thesis, is hereby outlined, for the various
stages of its evolution, in chronological order. A general introduction to the tool,
as developed over several iterations by researchers at Loughborough, is presented
in § 6.5.1. This is followed by descriptions of the adaptations deemed necessary
for the CREST tool, in preparation for the analytical studies portion of the Smart
Street project (§ 6.5.2, § 6.5.3 and § 6.5.4). Finally, a description of the additional
adjustments made to the tool, in serving the supplementary requirements of this
thesis, are given in § 6.5.5.
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6.5.1

Synopsis of the original CREST tool

The CREST tool is designed to generate minute-by-minute, load patterns for individual appliances, which it then aggregates to form electrical and thermal demand
profiles at the household level. It is composed from an amalgam of probabilistic
models, including: a building occupancy model [11], based on a time-of-day usage
survey among UK residences; a climate model, driven by the day of the year and
the geographical location of the modelled customer; high resolution, time varying,
usage models for domestic lighting [260] and other household electrical appliances
[257]; rooftop mounted PV generation [235]; and non-electrical, thermal demand
[261]. In light of the per-minute resolution of the profiles, the various, internalised,
control cycles of certain appliances, such as washing machines, are also reflected
by the tool. All functionality is automated via a selection of bespoke modules and
classes, coded in the Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) language.
The individual aspects of energy use described, are interlinked within the overall
household consumption model, via a framework of complex, probability driven
interactions. For example, the heating requirements of a dwelling depend on its
ambient temperature, pattern of occupancy through the day, passive thermal gains
attributable to electronic device use, and the insulation model for the building.
In general, the stochastic nature of the modelled profiles is framed by the configuration of appropriate probability matrices. Using these, the many potential
appliance state transitions, to be factored for every dwelling and each modelled
instant in time, are triggered sporadically throughout each simulated day [235].

6.5.1.1

Lighting model

The apportioning of lighting demand within each modelled dwelling serves as an
example of the complexity involved in attempting to fashion a statistically robust
pattern of state transitions for certain appliances, across a simulated day. Temporal fluctuations in lighting use are subject to a variety of prospective installed configurations, room types, the number of occupants present at each modelled instant
in time and associated irradiance thresholds for switch on events. The CREST
tool seeks to overcome these challenges by defining a representative pool of one
hundred potential lighting fixtures. The technological and power ratings’ composition of this collection is informed by a pair of industry audits for the lighting
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market, published in 2008 [260]. A range of associated relative usage probabilities
are also specified within the tool, which reflect the typical usage rates of the room
within the dwelling in which the fixture resides [260].
For each 1,440 minute, daily demand trend, produced by the CREST tool, and
for each dwelling therein; a selection of appropriate lighting fixtures with preconfigured lamp ratings, are chosen at random from the designated pool, by the
automated profiling script (configured in VBA), and assigned to the dwelling instance in question. The on and off statuses of these fixtures are stochastically
assigned, subject to their corresponding relative use probability, across each simulated day [260]. A calibration scalar is defined to ensure that average lighting
demand converges towards the UK average across a full year of daily profiles [260].

6.5.1.2

Solar irradiance model

The solar irradiance model in the CREST tool is also stochastically determined.
It influences lighting demand patterns and provides the main stimulus in the production of PVI generation profiles. Models for tilted collector referred irradiance,
Gtc , and associated PVI generated power, Pg , are defined in § 4.5.5, as functions of
a range of input parameters, by equations (4.70) and (4.71). Of these parameters,
several are fixed in relation to the day of the year, time of day and array orientation. Those that remain are stochastic ratio terms, for: clearness index, kt ; beam
ratio, kb ; diffuse ratio, kd ; and diffuse correcting factor, Z.
Previous discussion in § 4.5.5 explains how all the irradiance ratios described can
be derived, ultimately, from kt . Thus, a statistically robust method of producing
Gtc profiles can be extrapolated from the stochastic model developed for a single
factor, kt ; alongside user defined values for each of the fixed terms present in
equations (4.70) and (4.71). The kt factor serves as an analogue for overhead
cloud cover, which can be either very erratic in nature; or manifest as a more
consistent stream of kt values during very overcast days. An interdependence is
therefore acknowledged to exist between kt samples pertaining to adjacent time
steps. Value transitions between time steps can be modelled through the definition
of one or more probabilistic relationships. This approach is explored by the CREST
tool, using the concept of Markov chains [235], in order to produce stochastic time
series of clearness index values.
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A first order, Markov chain approach is employed [235], whereby the value of each
new sample, kt (n), depends upon that of the previous sample, kt (n − 1), subject to
a next-state probability distribution. The next state transition process resembles
a finite state machine, in which transitions between each of the possible states are
probability driven rather than deterministic actions.
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Ϭ͘ϬϬϲ

Ϭ

ϭ
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Figure 6.8: Markov chain example [11]. Next-state transition probability
diagram for active status within a one-person household at midnight.

A simple example of such an interaction is discussed in [11] and visualized in
Fig. 6.8. It describes the activity status of a one-person household, whereby the
occupant can be in either an active (value of 1) or inactive (value of 0) state. If the
occupant is inactive at midnight (i.e. asleep), there is a much greater propensity
to remain as such by the instant of the next sampled event (00:10 am), than to
become active once more. This condition is embodied in Fig. 6.8, by a probability
of 0.994 (for the continuation of the inactive state) and 0.006 to change to an active
state. Conversely, if the same person is active at midnight, then the likelihood that
they will go to sleep by the onset of the next sample is represented by a probability
of 0.207, and that they remain awake by a value of 0.793.
For more complex applications, the limited choice of next state transitions displayed in Fig. 6.8 can be expanded to encompass many different possible states,
and their associated assortment of next-state probabilities. The CREST tool
achieves this through its definition of a transition probability matrix (TPM) [11].
In the case of next state values for kt , the CREST tool divides the continuous
range of potential values (0 to 1) into 101 separate discrete bins, each with a resolution of 0.01, such that the associated TPM consists of a 101 × 101 matrix of
current- to next-state transition probabilities [235]. The structure and preparation
of a TPM for clearness index data, is described in greater detail within § 6.5.3.1.
Given its use of clear sky irradiance, Gy , as per equation (4.50), as a reference
parameter rather than the extra-terrestrial metric, G0 , as per equation (4.46), the
means by which the original CREST tool obtains clearness index values [235], is
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at odds with equation (4.61) and consequently the descriptions outlined in other
literature [7, 233]. For this reason, the CREST tool inspired definition for clearness
index [235] is distinguished as kbt from this juncture onwards in this thesis, where
Gth
kbt =
Gy

(6.4)

This may be contrasted to the more conventional definition expressed for kt in
equation (4.64). For completeness, direct conversion between kt and kbt terms is
given by equation (6.5), in which one may recall the definitions for air mass, AM,
in equation (4.52), and optical thickness, τ , in equation (4.53).
kbt = kt · eτ ·AM

6.5.2

(6.5)

Enhancements to customer demand profiling with
CREST for Smart Street simulations

6.5.2.1

Profile classes

For the purposes of Smart Street, the functionality of the original CREST template needed to be expanded, to produce load profile data that was more attuned
to specific types of LV network customer, and so better replicate practical network
conditions in load flow simulation. To achieve this, ENWL allocated each customer instance within the modelled networks to an appropriate profile class (PC),
according to its residential/commercial and electric heating statuses.
Eight basic types of profile class are defined by the agents appointed to administer
balancing and settlement within the UK’s electricity market, Elexon [262]. These
include: PC1, which corresponds to Domestic Unrestricted Customers; and PC2,
which refers to Domestic Economy 7 Customers. In the UK, the Economy 7 tariff
is used to provide cheap electricity during night time hours and is most commonly
associated with the provision of electrical space and water heating [263], often
via a thermal storage buffer. The remaining classes, PC3 to PC8, comprise an
assortment of non-domestic tariffs and are not generated by the CREST tool,
which focuses solely on domestic energy consumption. In general, the first two
digits of the metering point administration number (MPAN) that is assigned to
the electricity meter at every PCC in the UK reflects the profile class of that user.
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For the original version of the CREST tool, thermal demand profiles are typically
computed from the perspective of a gas-fired boiler. However, the presence of a
significant amount of electric storage heating, among PC2 type customers within
the trial area, meant that such data needed to be appropriately translated into an
equivalent constituent of overall electric demand. The main difference between the
PC1 and PC2 profiles produced, is that electric storage heating is added to the
underlying, PC1 -style profile of each PC2 dwelling. This is achieved by running
an initial PC1 simulation, in which a gas-fired boiler is incorporated, to derive an
appropriate domestic heating profile. Thus, a total daily volume of delivered heat
(in kWh) is obtained for a modelled dwelling. From this, an equivalent storage
heat profile, delivering the same amount of heat to the end user, across the day, is
interpolated, retrospectively.
The electric heat profile is based on the specification of Dimplex’s “Quantum”
Q150 storage heater model [264], of which each PC2 dwelling is assumed to have
two units. The process of “charging” each heater, i.e. via the direct use of electricity, takes place at a rate of 3.3 kWe and only during the allotted Economy 7
switch on period5 . A delivered efficiency for the heater, of 100 %, is implicit.
Conversely, the subsequent (deferred) delivery of stored heat to the occupants,
i.e. that which is decoupled from the electricity supply, is performed at a rate of
1.5 kWth , but only as and when heat is required by the occupants6 . At all other
times, the pre-charged heat is retained within a high capacity thermal mass (magnetite core [264]) with a low standing loss characteristic7 . Any shortfall between
the heating requirements of the occupants and the storage capacity of the heater,
e.g. due to the expiry of the stored heat reserve, is covered by the on-demand,
“boost” auxiliary heating element, rated at 1.3 kWe .
Fig. 6.9 demonstrates how the PC2 profile is determined for an arbitrary dwelling.
The red curve shows the variation in the stored heat balance of the two heater
units present within the dwelling, across the day (quantified in kWh, on the right
hand axis). The cyan trend shows the charging up of the thermal store during the
overnight Economy 7 switch on period, at the cumulative, rated input power level
of 6.6 kWe . For each period in which heat is released to the occupants (in yellow),
the storage balance declines sharply. Similarly, across longer periods in which heat
5

Electrical power in kilo-watts, denoted by kWe .
Thermal power in kilo-watts, denoted by kWth .
7
Over a nine-hour period, manufacturer testing reports that approximately one ninth of the
initial stored heat total can be expected to be lost [264].
6
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is not actively released, the stored heat balance continues to fall at a more gradual
pace due to standing losses. It should be noted that the PC2 profiles produced by
this amended CREST tool do not factor the provision of hot water.
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Figure 6.9: CREST tool generated, daily electric storage heater
profile, for a PC2 customer, 15th December.

6.5.2.2

ZIP model integration

Given the analytical focus of the Smart Street project upon the energy savings
benefits of CVR within the designated trial networks, it is important to prescribe
a nominal set of demand profiles for simulation. These need to be amenable to
voltage-led adjustment during simulation, in accordance with the time-varying
fluctuations incurred by PCC voltages. The original CREST tool generates demand profiles that lack voltage context. Thus, in the amended version for the
Smart Street studies, ZIP coefficient sets, for active and reactive power, were obtained from literature [6, 218] and assigned to each of the individual appliance
types, from which the original CREST tool was comprised [257]. In the case
of PC2 customers, the electric storage heating constituent is treated as a purely
constant impedance load type, for active power, acting with unity DPF.
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6.5.2.3

Demand growth

As discussed in both § 6.3 and the closedown report for the Smart Street project
[254], a range of demand and generation projections were simulated for the envisaged present day situation, and the years 2035 and 2050. These conditions are
outlined in Table 6.8.
A configurable scaling factor was embedded in the updated CREST tool spreadsheet, to scale the demand profiles produced, according to the relevant year being
simulated. This was enacted in the VBA code, at the computation level for individual appliance demand. The stochastic nature of the scaled profiles is retained
by setting the relevant scaling factor, as reported in Table 6.8, as the mean value,
µ, within a normal distribution; in which a standard deviation of µ/10 is applied.

6.5.3

Enhancements to solar irradiance profiling with CREST
for Smart Street simulations

The pre-existing approach for formulating synthetic, solar irradiance profiles, using the latest, publicly available version of the CREST tool [234], was discussed
in § 6.5.1.2. However, for the purposes of this research, the functionality of the
original tool was considered to be quite limited. This is in addition to a major
discrepancy being noted in the definition it uses for clearness index, denoted kbt in
this thesis; when contrasted with the metric espoused by accepted theory [7, 233],
denoted kt . Moreover, to retain a high degree of accuracy, the irradiance data
produced by the tool had to be reconfigured, towards the geographic location of
the Smart Street project. § 6.5.3.1 outlines a description of the translation process undertaken for the augmented CREST tool, to convert the pre-existing TPM
worksheet, as described in § 6.5.1.2, into a new array of values that correspond to
climatic conditions observed within the Greater Manchester region.
§ 6.5.3.2 details the nature of, and motivation for, the updates made to the pre-

existing VBA code within the version of the CREST tool used by QUB within the
simulation deliverables for the Smart Street project [265]. This includes a facility
to pre-define a minute-by-minute, 365 day data structure of climate parameters
to encapsulate the modelled year in question, from which daily photovoltaic profiles (pertaining to a variety of angles for rooftop panel tilt, β, and azimuth, γ)
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can be subsequently spawned. § 6.5.3.3 offers some brief validation of the proposed model’s performance against measured real world data for the geographical
location of interest, Greater Manchester.

6.5.3.1

Geographic translation of the Clearness Index TPM

The clearness index conditions included within the original CREST tool were obtained from the analysis of one-minute irradiance measurements, recorded during
2007, at Loughborough, a town situated in England’s East Midlands region [235].
However, to more accurately relate any profiles created by the CREST model
to the trial network area in the Smart Street project, any location sensitive parameters used to generate synthetic, kt data must be translated to the Greater
Manchester region, found in the north-west of England. The TPM employed by
the CREST tool, for the generation of simulation ready, PV profiles (§ 6.5.1.2),
needed to be updated to reflect a more appropriate set of climatic conditions, as
encountered during a more recent time frame.
One may recall that global horizontal irradiance (GHI, or Gth ) is the main format
used by weather stations for the reporting of solar irradiance measurements (§ 4.5).
Two consecutive years (2016 and 2017) of GHI data, with five minute resolution,
were obtained for the IHANDFOR2 weather station [207] in Manchester8 . For
reference, this is the same weather station from which the irradiance data plotted in Fig. 3.15 is obtained. At each timestamp within the measured irradiance
dataset, corresponding values for extra-terrestrial irradiation (G0 ), optical depth
(τ ) and zenith angle (θz ), as observed upon a flat, horizontal collector surface,
are computed via equations (4.46), (4.53) and (4.60) respectively. Given, a further calculation of the air mass observed at each time point, via equation (4.52),
values for clear sky irradiance (Gy ), as per the ASHRAE definition (§ 4.5.2), are
determined using equation (4.50). A full year of clearness index ratios, kbt , can
be subsequently obtained, whereby actual GHI measurements are divided by the
corresponding set of hypothetical clear sky readings, as per equation (6.4).
Probability distributions for kbt are compiled from the weather station data for the
years 2016 and 2017 and displayed in the scatter plots of Fig. 6.10. This figure also
shows that Weibull distributions can be used to give reasonable approximations
8

Latitude (φ): 53.36 ◦ , Longitude (ψ): -2.21

◦
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for the distribution of clearness index values across a year, as per similar examples
of synthetic irradiance modelling in literature [266, 267].
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Figure 6.10: Annual probability distribution functions of clearness index. Sunlight hours only. Greater Manchester, 2016 and 2017.

The geographic translation of the clearness index TPM is completed by analysing
the manner in which kbt values fluctuate from one timestamp to the next. Each kbt
value is rounded to two decimal places, such that they are easily allotted to one of
the one hundred equally-sized bins that represent the full range of all possible current-state clearness index scenarios. In the timesteps subsequent to each of these
clearness index samples, the next-state transitions to other bins are recorded. For
the close to 200,000 irradiance readings accumulated across the two-year period, a
range of probability distribution functions (PDFs), one for each of the one hundred
kbt bins, are formed to characterise the amassed next-state transition information.
Any readings that fall outside of sunlight hours are filtered out of the data set.
The distributions contained within the updated TPM are mapped in Fig. 6.11
in a three-dimensional manner. Given a specific current-state kbt value (x-axis),
the probabilities pertaining to the next-state transition (z-axis) are plotted with
respect to each of the one hundred bins for kbt , as observed in the next-state (yaxis). For lower clearness index values, Fig. 6.11 shows that the distributions tend
to exhibit greater inertia, whereby the chance of a next-state value remaining
close to that of the current-state is observed to be high, as indicated by the more
pronounced protrusions from the two-dimensional floor of the diagram in this region. By contrast, the qualities of scattered cloud cover appear to be encapsulated
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within the enhanced spikes in probability observed towards the right hand edge of
the map, such that instances of high clearness are reasoned as more likely to be
immediately succeeded by a drop off in clearness to a mid-range value.

Figure 6.11: Conditional probability distribution functions for next-state transitions of clearness index, given current-state. Sunlight hours only. Greater
Manchester, 2016-2017.

6.5.3.2

Code updates to the Global Climate model in VBA

For a specific day of the year, the original CREST demand model tool generates
household-level, demand profiles on a minute-by-minute basis. To create a new
set of profiles for a selection of dwellings, a VBA macro, RunThermalElectricalDemandModel, is executed for the day in question. Under the default application of this macro, randomised sampling of the probability matrix configured on
the ClearnessIndexTPM worksheet, depicted in Fig. 6.11, is used to stochastically
generate a 1,440 sample dataset of kbt values. Clear sky irradiance data, Gy , is
similarly synthesised for each time-point, via equation (4.50), meaning that a corresponding set of GHI values can be formed using equation (6.4). Furthermore,
the computed GHI data is referenced within a supplementary temperature model,
coded in VBA, from which fluctuations in ambient temperature data are derived,
across the simulated day.
Owing to much of a household’s consumption behaviour being driven by environmental conditions [11], the electrical and thermal demand of each synthesised
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appliance are only allotted once the climatic environment has been initiated via
the aforementioned steps. One example of the modelled dependency of consumer
demand on weather conditions is the manner by which the CREST tool inherently increases the propensity of lighting usage during non-daylight hours and for
overcast daytime periods, in which low clearness index values pre-dominate.
Several changes have been made to the VBA code of the original CREST tool.
For instance, in determining sample values for the diffuse factor, kd , any potential
correlation with the kt ratio was not explored. Instead, an expression in which the
day of year serves as the only independent variable, was employed [231], that is:

2π · DOY − 100
kd = 0.095 + 0.04 · sin
365


(6.6)

This approach has now been replaced by equation (4.66) to ensure that the relationship between clearness and diffuse scatter, empirically observed by Orgill and
Hollands in [233], is incorporated. Similarly, the work of Skartveit and Olseth
[236], to orientate the diffuse portion of irradiance to sloped collector surfaces, has
been added to the updated tool, as introduced in equation (4.68).
In equation (4.50), the calculation of clear sky irradiance is shown to depend on
the prevailing air mass (AM), a quantity that equation (4.51) denotes as the secant
of zenith angle, θz . However, this definition yields AM values that tend towards
infinity, for time points close to either sunrise or sunset, where θz ' 90◦ . Such
occurrences may potentially trigger numeric overflow errors in the VBA code, and
so Young’s approximation for AM, presented in equation (4.52) is preferred within
QUB’s updated version of the CREST tool.
In the modified version of the CREST tool, a new option to synthesise a 365 day
climate model has been incorporated within the newly created Run365DayGlobalClimateModel macro. For a specified location (φ, ψ), clearness index, irradiance
parameters and ambient temperature data are all computed for each minute of the
entire year in question, and populated across 525,600 rows of the GlobalClimate
worksheet. By exercising the range of probabilities represented in the clearness
index TPM in a more extensive manner, the stated approach generates an holistic array of environmental data that better reflects the full range of dispersed
irradiance and temperature possibilities, likely to be encountered across a typical
year. Moreover, in the updated version of the tool, each clearness index term is
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translated from its original kbt definition to the more generally accepted kt interpretation, via the identity presented in equation (6.5). The scope of the generated
irradiance datasets is expanded to include minute-by-minute representations of the
DNI, DHI, kb , kd , air mass, and Z parameters, such that profiles of tilted collector
referred irradiance, Gtc , can be subsequently computed for any panel orientation
(β, γ), via equations (4.59) and (4.69). From this, the cos(θ) and Gdc terms of
equation (4.56) are updated as appropriate. As such, through the invocation of
equation (4.71), PV generation profiles may be extrapolated for any tilted plane
and azimuth combination, as is typical across many rooftops within the UK.
Subsequent to the generation of a full year of weather data, calls to synthesise a
1,440 sample demand profile for a day of interest, via a modified version of the
RunThermalElectricalDemandModel macro, are enacted by importing previously
calculated climate data from the GlobalClimate worksheet for the day in question,
and using it to inform modelled household consumption behaviours. For dwellings
upon which a PV system is installed, the previously compiled, annual profiles
for DNI (or Gb ) and DHI (or Gdh ) are re-utilised to produce daily Gtc datasets,
tailored to a particular PV panel arrangement (β, γ), by application of equations
(4.56) and (4.69).

6.5.3.3

Validation of the modified CREST tool

To validate the accuracy of the modified CREST tool, and updated clearness index
TPM therein, in producing irradiance profiles that provide a good statistical fit
with the Greater Manchester region, a Monte Carlo study is undertaken. The
365 day climate model is compiled and refreshed 1,000 times. Total annual solar
insolation, as observed on a horizontal plane and measured in kWh/m2 , is reported
for each iteration. These figures are analogous to the energy volumes that would be
obtained if the series of instantaneous GHI readings incident at a specific location,
as reported by a typical weather station, were totalled across a whole year. The
randomness inherent in the formation of each set of 365 day climate data ensures
that a disparate range of annual kWh totals are produced. For reference, the actual
insolation totals observed at the IHANDFOR2 weather station are calculated to
be 845.6 and 695 kWh/m2 for the years 2016 and 2017, respectively [207].
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If one considers historical data for the UK, from between the years 1993 and 2007,
Fig. 6.12 shows that the annual level of insolation expected within the Greater
Manchester region is between 851 and 900 kWh/m2 p.a. [12]. In this context,
the total insolation figure recorded for 2017, of 695 kWh/m2 , appears to be a
statistical outlier. This helps to explain the relatively low average, insolation value
that is obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation of the updated CREST tool for
this location, of 795.9 kWh/m2 , which while being somewhat below the 851 to
900 kWh/m2 range depicted in Fig. 6.12, is comfortably between the upper and
lower bounds of the annual insolation totals recorded at the IHANDFOR2 weather
station between 2016 and 2017. Thus, the model can be judged to offer a good fit
for climatic conditions at this locality, given the nature of the minute-by-minute
data it has been populated with.

Fig 18

Figure 6.12: UK map of annual solar insolation. Average values taken between
1993 and 2007 (reproduced from [12]).
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6.5.4

Enhancements to PV profiling with CREST for Smart
Street simulations

The adaptations applied to the original CREST tool, in producing realistic, location specific, stochastic, time series profiles for solar irradiance, are documented in
§ 6.5.3. These are now broadened further, to facilitate the creation of associated,

panel-tilt orientated profiles for photovoltaic generation, considering representative spreads in prospective tilt, β, and surface azimuth, γ, angles. For reference,
this work serves to consolidate the background theory and equations developed in
§ 4.5. An expression for PVI generated active power, Pg , is derived in equation

(4.71), as a function of panel-tilt orientated irradiance, Gtc , in equation (4.70).
This underpins the profiling methodology hereby detailed for Pg , from which companion reactive power and harmonic current, time-series profiles are also derived;
as described in § 5.4, via equations (5.7), and (5.14) to (5.15), respectively.

6.5.4.1

Randomised allocation of PV system parameters

From those PVIs characterised in § 6.4.4, the PVI #01 module is deemed to be
most representative of the units typically installed at UK residences. As such, the
time series profiles synthesised for Pg (in preparation for the studies undertaken
by this thesis), are based on the model coefficients computed for PVI #01 (§ 5.4).
Corresponding profiles for reactive power and harmonic current are derived subsequently, using the equations discussed, in combination with the associated sets
of ZIP coefficients, provided in Table 5.12 and Tables 5.13 to 5.16, respectively.
For convenience, the definitions for Gtc and Pg , derived previously in equations
(4.70) and (4.71), are reimagined in the following, as reduced functional descriptions, expressed only in terms of their base parameters.

Gtc = f


β, γ, φ, δ, ω kt


Pg = g

(6.7)


η, Gtc , k · P ST C (dc) , P P V I (ac)

(6.8)

In the formation of minute-by-minute, irradiance profiles, using the terms specified
in equation (6.7), clearness index (kt ) is determined in a stochastic fashion, from
one time-step to the next. Terms φ, δ and ω are location specific. Their respective
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values are thereby common to all PVI installations within a given neighbourhood,
for a specific day of the year. The remaining terms, β and γ, are installation
specific. These denote the tilt angle at which a PV array is mounted upon a roof,
and the direction in which the roof is orientated towards the Sun, respectively.
Thus, while β and γ do not fluctuate from day to day for a given PVI instance,
their assigned configuration is subject to high levels of variability across the pool
of prospective PVI plant, embedded within a given residential area.
While the designated combination in (β, γ) serves to shape any related, synthetic
profiles for Gtc , it will also determine the pattern of variability among daily generation volumes, accumulated over each year [268]; and the moment during each
of those days that the peak instance of PV generation occurs.
Similarly, as per equation (6.8), derived profiles for Pg are subject to additional
variability, with respect to other installation specific parameters, including the ac
power rating of each PVI, denoted P P V I (ac) , and the total dc power rating of the
PV array, k · P ST C (dc) . In this research, the latter term is aligned to the inverter’s
rating, via the array-to-inverter ratio, rA/I , introduced in equation (3.20).
Reasonable distributions for two of the presented installation specific parameters,
β and γ, are configured within a new probability matrix, added to the modified
CREST tool. This work aims to facilitate the creation of a representative pool of
embedded PV resource across a given distribution network, within which the daily
generation peak will vary slightly from one instance to the next, and a spatial
sense of diversity is mustered among the reactive power and harmonic current
contributions of the respective PVIs.
While it remains important to acknowledge that similar distributions may be applied to the selection of the P P V I (ac) and rA/I factors, these are not explored in
Smart Street. Instead, a nominal rA/I value of 100 % was assumed for all PVI
installations in QUB’s final deliverable report on network power quality [265].
The application of a PV penetration factor, to each singular run of the CREST
tool, further complicates the batched generation of composite dwelling demand
and embedded generation profiles. For example, if 1,000 profiles are to be created,
subject to a PV penetration of 20 %, only two hundred of the net household demand
profiles produced will comprise instances of PV generation. Probabilistic variations
within the controllable, installation specific parameters described, β, γ, rA/I and
P P V I (ac) , are thereby contained within that number. One may note that this
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ventured approach, for engendering a specific PV penetration level across a pool
of profiles, differs from that espoused in equation (2.28), whereby the respective
peak values for demand and embedded generation are neglected.
The pitch of the roof onto which a PV array is mounted serves as an analogue for
angle β. As such, knowledge of the range of likely pitch angles, for roofs across
the UK, is used to inform the model. Furthermore, to arrive at a set of plausible
probability estimates one must also consider how β for a prospective PV system
impacts upon its anticipated annual yield.
Assuming that potential PV customers act in a rational manner, those residences
upon which an optimum roof pitch is calculated are predisposed to benefit from
the most attractive returns on their investment among the pool of potential customers, and so shall be expected to exhibit a greater propensity for installing a
PV system. To this end, the best performing range of pitch angles for the UK
is calculated to be between 27◦ and 57◦ , with 35◦ serving as the optimum value
[12, 269, 270]. Shallower roof pitches are more likely to require expensive reinforcements in preparation for PV installations9 , and so are considered to be less
attractive to prospective customers.
P(β)
40%

24%
16%
12%
8%

30
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40

45

50

Tilt Angle, β (°)

Figure 6.13: Modelled probabilities for PV tilt angles
among residential installations in the UK.

The traits described are reflected within the notional probability distribution,

P β , displayed in Fig. 6.13, in which the available range of potential installation options is condensed into a choice of five possible tilt angles. Despite being
the optimum tilt angle, the probability of installation at 35◦ is deemed to be lower
than at 40◦ , on account of the latter value being reflective of a more popular roof
pitch style among UK homes. At the extremities of the tilt angle range presented,
9


effective panel weight exerted on the roof will scale with cos β .
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a narrower angle of 30◦ is presumed to be less desirable for PV installations than
a wider angle of 50◦ due to the higher likelihood that roof strengthening is needed.
In establishing a similar distribution for surface azimuth angles, rationality among
PV customers is once again assumed. As such, the most attractive orientation,
from a technical and financial perspective, is facing due south, i.e. where γ is 180◦
[12, 269]. One may further presume that the spread of azimuth angles exacted
upon a prospective pool of rooftop PVI installations, is evenly balanced around
the due south orientiation. For example, south-west and south-east facing arrays
are anticipated to yield the same energy totals across each year [12].
It is estimated that roughly 90 % of PV systems in the UK are orientated to within
45◦ of due south [32], although this observation factors the high proportion of
ground-mounted, utility scale installations (accounting for 58 % of all photovoltaic
capacity in the UK [269]), which invariably all face due south on account of being
uninhibited by roof tilt or azimuth angles, and so shall serve to disproportionately
boost the overall estimate for the prevalence of south-facing installations. The
42 % of all photovoltaic capacity that remains are constrained by building specific
properties, including angles β and γ.
P(γ)
60%
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20%
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180
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Surface Azimuth Angle, γ (°)

Figure 6.14: Modelled probabilities for PV surface azimuth
angles among residential installations in the UK.

For simplicity, the range of potential values for γ, either side of the due south
optimum, is condensed into two equally likely orientations for due west (90◦ ) and
due east (270◦ ). The notion of panel orientations facing further northwards is
discounted, such is the very significant drop off in yield [12]. The chosen probability

distribution, P γ , for the three stated orientation options (of south, west or east)
is presented in Fig. 6.14. This selection of orientation probabilities reflects the 3:1
ratio chosen between southern and western facing, PV panel arrays for the power
system studies performed in [114].
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As § 3.8 describes, the maximum rated power for EREC G83/2 compliant PVIs
among UK residential properties is 3.68 kW [20]. However, a selection of other,
smaller inverter ratings are alternatively available to purchase, for those properties
upon which fewer PV panels can only be accommodated. To cover the potentially
disparate range of PV inverter ratings within a simulated LV network, a single
average, capacity value can be used for each simulated household. The aforementioned LVNS project for Greater Manchester (§ 3.8 and § 6.4.2) reasons a capacity
of 3 kW to be appropriate [30]. The same value is similarly cited in ENWL’s closedown report for Smart Street [254]. As such, this figure is used within the profiles
generated by the modified CREST tool.
It is also pertinent to note that some variation in PVI generation will occur with
changes in ambient temperature, but this additional modulating factor is not considered within the building of the CREST generated profiles. A standard inverter
efficiency, η, of 98 % is chosen, although as [196] describes, this metric is liable to
deviate with applied dc input voltage (an analogue for incident irradiance).

6.5.5

Additional features developed for the CREST tool

Descriptions of the functional improvements made to the original CREST tool
(§ 6.5.1), in preparation for the power quality studies performed by QUB [265], as
part of the Smart Street project, are documented in § 6.5.2, § 6.5.3 and § 6.5.4. For
the purposes of this thesis, the aforementioned research is expanded, to provide a
more exhaustive, power quality analysis of modern distribution networks.
In § 6.5.5.1, the potential power quality impacts of an additional configurable factor, the array-to-inverter ratio, rA/I , are explored in the allocation of system parameters among rooftop mounted, PVI installations within studied network models. This expands upon the work previously undertaken within Smart Street, as
described in § 6.5.4.1. A set of photovoltaic generation profiles, pertaining to an
arbitrary date, 19th Oct. 2016, and triangulated to the Greater Manchester region,
are produced in a stochastic manner, using the modified CREST tool. These are
scrutinized in terms of how their tilt angle, azimuth and rA/I ratio affect power
quality performance across a 24 hour period. The oversizing of PV arrays, as discussed in [209], is demonstrated to impart a remedial effect upon the PVI driven
injections of harmonic current into adjoining LV networks.
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In § 6.5.5.2, similar contemplation is given to the power quality parameters associated with household lighting. The latest customer tastes and future uptake
patterns envisaged for four key lighting technologies are reviewed. This information is codified within the CREST tool to create a new, user-defined option for
tailoring the lighting mix enacted within the generated load profiles. Associative
harmonic current magnitude and phase angle data, alongside ZIP model attributes,
pertaining to both the fundamental and non-fundamental harmonic domains, are
incorporated. Probabilistic assignment of lamp type by individual fixture, within
a larger, household level collection, is also made possible. Moreover, the impending technological transition anticipated for the installed lighting stock of the UK
is captured: from a predominantly incandescent/CFL base, in the present day;
towards the domination of LED lamps from the year 2035 and beyond.
In § 6.5.5.3, the consolidation of harmonic current characteristics, attributable to
a pool of non-linear customer devices, within singular, aggregate harmonic load
(AHL) models, at the household level; is discussed in the context of its implementation within the modified CREST tool. A voltage sweep based approach for
resolving the AHL properties is described.
In 6.5.5.4, the mechanism for generating daily load profiles, using the modified
CREST tool, is discussed. This includes an overview of its evolution towards full
integration with MS Access databases.

6.5.5.1

Analysis of synthetic photovoltaic profiles

This sub-section serves to build upon the work explored in § 6.5.4.1, regarding the
random allocation of PV system parameters among a large pool of PV customers,
as modelled by the modified version of the CREST tool. Probabilistic variation in
rooftop orientation, via angles β and γ, is captured by Figs. 6.13 and 6.14, respectively. Moreover, as per the interests of this thesis, user defined adjustment of the
rA/I ratio is also factored. This ensures that the influence of load factor modulation
on the power quality performance of PV systems is encapsulated within the load
profiles produced. A selection of CREST tool generated trends, encompassing a
range of prospective PV system parameters, is hereby contemplated.
Physical constraints, such as available mounting area and roof strength, will influence the rA/I ratios that pervade in practice. In [270], which is the forerunner
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report to [12] for photovoltaics guidance in the UK, common practice in the UK
is described, whereby rA/I is deemed typically to be in the range of 100 to 125 %.
This thesis wishes to explore the distortive influence of low rA/I ratios within a
wider network context, in addition to the potentially alleviative impact of PV array over-sizing. As such, profiles are created for reasonably extreme rA/I values of
50 and 150 %, plus the nominal 100 % arrangement.
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Figure 6.15: Synthetic profiles for active power (kW),
for rA/I ratios of 50 % and 150 %. Pairs of (a)-(b) east, (c)-(d) south,
and (e)-(f) west facing PV arrays. 19th Oct. 2016.

An overcast, synthetic irradiance profile, similar in nature to that physically recorded
in Manchester on 13th September (Fig. 6.5), is found amongst those generated
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stochastically, via the Global Climate VBA model within the modified CREST
tool, for the nearby date of 19th October. This time-series is used to derive equivalent sets of active power, reactive power and harmonic current data. The resemblance of this synthetic irradiance profile with the weather station data, pertaining
to the Greater Manchester area and utilised in § 6.4.2, ensures that a meaningful
comparison of derived sets of active power with the real world power quality data
measurements, reported by ENWL in [258], is possible. However, some notable
aspects of any comparison will differ, owing to discrepancies in sunrise and sunset
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Figure 6.16: Synthetic profiles for reactive power (kVar),
for rA/I ratios of 50 % and 150 %. Pairs of (a)-(b) east, (c)-(d) south,
and (e)-(f) west facing PV arrays. 19th Oct. 2016.
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To showcase the capabilities of the proposed modelling approach, some example synthetic PVI profiles are fashioned from the aforementioned irradiance data.
These reflect the operational traits of a 3 kW rated inverter, the loading characteristics of which are based upon that of test device, PVI #01, of § 5.3. Profiles are
synthesised across a range of tilt angles, β (30◦ , 40◦ and 50◦ ); azimuth directions,
γ (east, south and west); and the two extreme options for rA/I (50 % and 150 %).
The time-shifting influence of a PV array’s azimuth alignment within generated
active power profiles is apparent within Fig. 6.15, whereby eastern facing systems
(γ = E, 270 ◦ ) offer enhanced collection during early morning, southern facing
panels (γ = S, 180 ◦ ) around noon and western facing panels (γ = W, 90 ◦ ) towards
sunset. Given the autumnal context, whereby the Sun follows a lower trajectory
in the sky, steeper tilt angles are shown to offer improved generation performance
over shallower angles. No instances of inverter clipping are recorded within panels
(b), (d) and (f); in which the performances of oversized arrays (rA/I = 150 %)
are depicted. The maximum power output observed for the day is 2.7 kW in
Fig. 6.15(f), which is comfortably within the nominal rating of the device, 3.0 kW.
The corresponding plots for synthesised reactive power are presented in Fig. 6.16.
For each (rA/I , γ) combination, capacitive kvars are injected into the grid by
the PVI at the onset of sunrise and the cusp of sunset, at which point the device
operates at a very low load factor. This mimics the behaviour envisaged for the low
powered operation of characterised inverter, PVI #01, in Figs. 5.24(a) and 5.25.
Moreover, from the perspective of the wider LV network, this behaviour follows the
similar pattern of leading power factor operation observed during sunlight hours
in Fig. 6.6, which formed part of ENWL’s field investigation of prevailing, network
power quality conditions [258], recounted in § 6.4.2.
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of synthetic profiles, rA/I of 50 % versus 150 %. (a)
Daily production totals (in kWh) and (b)95th percentile magnitudes of reactive
power (in kVar) for a mix of β, γ combinations. 19th Oct. 2016.
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Further analysis of the active and reactive power data produced is presented in
Fig. 6.17. In panel (a), the daily generated energy volumes for each (β, γ) combination, and the two rA/I ratios, are computed in kWh. Irrespective of tilt angle,
this chart shows that south facing panels offer the best yield across a full day of
sunlight. In addition, a slight increase in yield is noted for steeper tilt angles (β =
50◦ ), given the time of year. As expected, array oversizing (rA/I = 150 %) offers
significantly improved yields over its under-sized equivalent (rA/I = 50 %).
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of synthetic profiles, rA/I of 50 % versus 150
 %. 95
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In Fig. 6.17(b), the 95th percentile values for instantaneous reactive power are
plotted for each (β, γ) combination, and for each rA/I ratio therein. For clarity,
this approach identifies the sample within a data series that 95 % of all series values
are either lower than or equal to. In accordance with the model for reactive power
presented in Fig. 5.25, increased levels of active power (as per the rA/I = 150 %
trend) are accompanied by a more inductive reactive power setting in this chart.
In Fig. 6.18, the 95th percentile values for each of the harmonic current magnitudes,
as observed across the full day of synthesised photovoltaic samples, are displayed
for both simulated options for rA/I . For each of the six harmonic current orders
studied, an increase in rA/I is shown to effect a reduction in relative ampere magnitude. The impact is observed to be more pronounced for lower harmonic orders.
In terms of ampere level reductions, the impact of array oversizing is shown to be
most significant for mitigation of the third current harmonic, as per Fig. 6.18(a),
and in particular for south-facing panels, which have a greater tendency to operate
at higher wattages and so emit lower T HDI levels, as per Figs. 5.17 and 5.19.

6.5.5.2

Lighting mix

It was deemed necessary to update the lighting composition of the original CREST
tool to reflect modern tastes. As discussed in § 2.1 and § 5.2.1, these have changed
substantially since the first iteration of the tool was released in 2009 [260]. Moreover, the VBA encoded lighting model within the latest release of the CREST tool
[234], by Loughborough University, is informed by data from 2008 (§ 6.5.1.1), at
which time GIL and halogen lamp technologies dominated. A description of how
this content has been suitably refreshed is now outlined.
Table 6.10: Composition of modern domestic lighting mixes, by modelled
demand scenario/year, for the amended CREST tool. Reproduced from [21].
Bulb

Avg.

Type

Rating (W)

Share (%)

Wgt. (W)

Norm. (W)

Share (%)

Wgt. (W)

Norm. (W)

8

6%

0.480

0.016

90%

7.200

0.763

Halogen

48

33%

15.840

0.538

2%

0.960

0.102

CFL

16

54%

8.640

0.293

8%

1.280

0.136

GIL

64

7%

4.480

0.152

0%

0.000

0.000

LED

2017

2035

A synopsis of the U.S. domestic lighting market, detailed in [21], outlines a future
scenario for 2035 that is conveniently aligned to the dates of the modelled demand
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scenarios envisaged by the Smart Street project (Table 6.8). This information is
used to compose a more representative lighting mix for simulation. In Table 6.10,
a market breakdown of the most common range of domestic lighting products,
categorised as “A-Type” in [21], is presented. For clarity, the A-Type classification
encompasses all general purpose, omni-directional, indoor lamps [21].
Table 6.10 reports the percentage share of installed stock, by major lighting technology, for the years 2017 and 2035. This is complemented by the assignment of
a typical, nominal power rating to each lighting type, as per Table C-2 of [21]. A
weighted rating (Wgt.) is thereby computed for each lamp type within a representative household, from which a normalised power output (Norm.) is derived.
Thus, despite CFLs dominating in-situ lighting stocks, with a 54 % share (Table
6.10); the larger unit ratings of halogen lamps help to explain their comparative
significance, in terms of the average kWh expended on lighting (a 53.8 % share).
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Figure 6.19: Modern domestic lighting mixes, by modelled demand scenario/
year. (a) Share of installed luminaires by lamp type, and (b) effective share of
lighting demand by lamp type.

For clarity, the probability distributions derived in Table 6.10 are also visualised
within the bar chart plots of Fig. 6.19.
This information is integrated within the pre-existing VBA code for the lighting
model of the CREST tool, such that the selection of each lamp type by lighting
fixture is obtained via probabilistic assignment, according to the associated statistical share of that technology for the simulated year in question (2017 or 2035).
A future scenario for 2050 is also explored, in which the 2035 lamp mix data is
re-used. Certain aspects of original CREST tool functionality, for determining if
and when lighting is required, are retained. As such, the dependencies of lighting use upon occupancy and room type characteristics [260] are unaffected by the
updates described, as implemented within the modified CREST tool.
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Harmonic current characteristics for CFL and LED lamps are assigned from those
devices, in the collection evaluated in § 5.2.1, that are most closely aligned to the
typical A-type power ratings specified in Table 6.10. Thus, for profiles created by
the modified CREST tool, Bulb 05 and Bulb 08 (of Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.1) are
deemed to be most representative. In the absence of directly recorded, power quality data for halogen lamps (§ 5.2.1), this lamp type is configured in the modified
CREST tool with the same harmonic current characteristics as those observed for
the tested GIL, Bulb 11 in Table 5.1. This is justifiable, in respect of halogen
lamps being commonly described as exhibiting constant impedance loading characteristics [241]. Moreover, the similarities of the voltage response characteristics
of GILs and halogens is evident from the trends displayed in Fig. 4.2.

6.5.5.3

Household level aggregation of harmonic current contributions

A THDI representation of overall household demand, akin to the concept of AHLs,
discussed in § 4.4.2 and [228], is effected within the modified CREST tool. Harmonic current signatures, attributable to individual customer devices, are consolidated within a singular AHL instance, that connects to the adjoining network,
via the PCC of the dwelling, within the envisaged network model. In contrast
to the approaches described for this technique within surveyed literature (§ 4.4.2),
the method employed by the modified CREST tool ensures that fluctuations in
both harmonic current magnitude and phase angle are factored. Moreover, the
incorporation of voltage sensitivity to the method is another novel feature.
Following the same method as that described previously for the aggregation of
appliance level, active powers, in § 4.4.1 and [153]; a voltage sweep approach is
adopted to extract the aggregate load model characteristics, pertaining to each
time step of the generated, dwelling level, load profile. In contrast to [153], composite load model instances are resolved using the ZIP model (§ 4.2.1), rather than
the exponential load model (§ 4.2.2). Given the presence of PVI active power injections within the prospective net demand mixes of simulated dwellings, in addition
to the profiling of customer level, reactive power contributions; instances of polarity crossovers within the generated profiles are likely to occur. Thus, as explained
in § 4.3.1, a reliance on the exponential model should be discounted in such cases.
The first act in synthesising a voltage sweep is the pre-selection of a group of test
voltage levels, pertaining to the fundamental order, V1 , across the statutory range,
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V1(1)

...


V1(Nk ) , with index k and length Nk . An interval of 0.01 pu between

adjacent voltage samples is chosen. Only the fundamental order of applied voltage
is considered as stimulus, due to all harmonic current, voltage response models
being defined solely in terms of V1 , for reasons explained in § 4.3.3.
For an Nj sized collection of individual appliances, each possessing its own harmonic current signature, an Nk length set of prospective, voltage led, harmonic
current values are computed, for each modelled instant in the time series profile.
Thus, a matrix of harmonic current phasors, I\
, of order h; pertaining to the
h
(j, k)

j th appliance and subject to the k th test voltage, is produced. These phasors are
expressed, most conveniently, in cartesian form, ah (j, k) + bh (j, k) ; via the resolution
of equations (4.33) and (4.34), respectively, for each (j, k) combination.
One may note that the magnitudes pertaining to the appliance level, I\
h (j, k) phasors,
are percentage ratio terms. Thus, to compute the aggregated phasor, the individual current phasors must be converted to ampere equivalents, via the identity in
equation (2.9). However, this step requires a priori knowledge of the fundamental
current, I1 , drawn by each device. Fortunately, the fundamental apparent powers
pertaining to each (j, k) combination, S1 (j, k) , determined from the companion ZIP
models for active and reactive power, via equation (6.9), can be used to compute
the aggregate harmonic current ratios.
\
S
1 (j, k) =

\
\
P
1 (j, k) + j Q1 (j, k)

(6.9)

Given that each of the appliances within the aggregated pool share a common
PCC voltage, it is valid to determine aggregate harmonic current distortion ratios
in the manner described. In computation, the ratios of individual apparent powers
are equivalent to those of the corresponding currents, and so are interchangeable.
An expression for the voltage driven model of an aggregate harmonic current phasor, of order h, at test voltage, V1(k) , is given in equation (6.10). In a similar approach to that outlined for the computation of aggregate active powers in § 4.4.1,
an Nk length vector of Ibh values is produced, each pertaining to a unique fundamental, PCC voltage, V1(k) . This vector is akin to a single row slice of the Nj by
Nk matrix of appliance active powers portrayed in equation (4.38).
Id
h (k) V1(k)



[
∠φ
h (k) V1(k)



 P Nj
≡

S\
1 (j, k) · a\
h (j, k)
PNj
\
j=1 S1 (j, k)

j=1
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\
S\
1 (j, k) · bh
(j, k)
P Nj
\
j=1 S1 (j, k)

j=1
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For the load mix that prevails at a particular timestep, aggregate ZIP model coefficient sets are determined via the least squares method espoused in equations (4.38)
to (4.42). Separate iterations of the method are performed to resolve instances for
the ah (j, k) and bh (j, k) components at each time point. The ZIP coefficients obtained, via θ in equation (4.42), are populated within the tables of the load profile
database files produced, and are subsequently utilised in HPF simulation. Each
of the formulae described is encoded within the modified CREST tool.
The method described in equation (6.10) remains valid even if some appliances
within the mix do not have harmonic current characteristics defined. Their ah (j, k)
and bh (j, k) factors are simply set to zero in such instances, whereas their contributions to overall fundamental current are retained via the S1 (j, k) factor.

6.5.5.4

Profile exports and interaction with Microsoft Access

The CREST tool facilitates the generation of minute-by-minute, synthetic demand
profiles for multiple dwellings on a given date. Naturally, a more representative
spread of probabilistic customer parameters, including appliance use patterns,
lighting compositions and PVI configurations, is achieved when larger numbers
of dwellings are produced within each multiple profile batch. For the original tool,
the contents of each newly spawned daily profile instance, is written to the destination worksheet, in consecutive time sample order, via the VBA code embedded
within the same Excel workbook. Upon completing each iteration of the profile
generation loop, 1,440 new rows of data, one for each timestep, are appended to
the profile data accrued previously for other dwellings within the same batch. At
the time of writing, the default rows limit of an Excel worksheet is 220 . This renders the maximum number of dwellings that can be accommodated, by the original
CREST tool, within each batch, to be 728.
Once a multiple dwelling set of profile data is compiled, it must be further refined
for its use in power flow simulation. In Smart Street, studies were performed using OpenDSS software, introduced briefly in § 6.2 and § 6.3, in conjunction with
detailed models for the distribution networks of the trial area. Load profile data,
generated by the CREST workbook, must be disaggregated into dwelling specific
sets. These are exported manually from the CREST workbook into comma separated values (CSV) formatted text files, each pertaining to a 1,440 minute trend of
active and reactive power and harmonic current data points for a single dwelling.
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In simulation, the OpenDSS software uses imported CSV data to populate LoadShape objects, from which time series, power flow simulations are driven.

1,000 dwellings
User-defined Parameters
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Day of Year
Geographical Location
No. of Dwellings
Profile Class
PV Penetration (%)
Demand Scaling Factor
Lighting Mix

Load profile DB
*.accdb repository
(2). Populate Data Tables
LOAD PROFILE (*.csv)
1,440 time-steps
CREST tool
*.xlsm Workbook

(1). File Export

Figure 6.20: Platform for the stochastic generation of synthetic load profiles.
One profile batch for 1,000 dwellings, exported to a database repository.

In Smart Street, to attain a reasonable statistical spread among simulated customers, batches of one thousand, PC1 and PC2 type profiles were deemed necessary for the offline simulation analysis performed by QUB [254]. Due to the
limitations described for the original CREST tool, in generating the required volume of profile data, it was felt that a major reworking of the CREST tool was
required. First, the VBA code was amended such that only 1,440 rows of profile
data, pertaining to a single dwelling, are written to the results worksheet upon
each iteration of the profile generation loop. This significantly reduces the file size
of the saved CREST tool workbook. The profile data amassed for each simulated
dwelling is exported automatically to an external CSV file, by the VBA script,
and labelled with an appropriately indexed file name.
Once all 2,000, PC1 and PC2 profile CSVs have been generated, the modified
CREST tool interacts with a pre-formatted, template MS Access database file,
via VBA, such that the database is populated with profile data: one CSV file
for each new data table. The name assigned to each data table is inherited from
the indexed profile name of the CSV source. A 2,048 data table limit for each
MS Access file, ensures that much larger profile batches can be generated using
the modified CREST tool. Databases also serve as convenient storage formats in
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comparison to 2,000 individual CSV files. For completeness, an overview of the
CREST tool driven, profile generation process is presented in Fig. 6.20.
To reuse the profile data stored inside the MS Access database (Fig. 6.20), several
bespoke VBA macros have been encoded within the database file. The default
means of profile extraction, enacted via a macro entitled mcrExportAllProfiles,
enables the mass export of all data tables to destination CSV files, by designated index, as per the initial assignment by the CREST tool. These files can be
used subsequently in OpenDSS simulation. Alternatively, this process can be augmented via another macro, entitled mcrMonteCarlo ExportAllProfiles, through
which data tables are exported to randomly indexed CSV files, rather than maintaining a direct match of data table name with CSV file name. This is a useful
feature when embarking upon a Monte Carlo study in OpenDSS.

6.6

Case study plots of household electricity use

In this sub-section, a selection of daily load profile plots, generated from the modified CREST tool, described in § 6.5, are displayed. These convey the behaviours
attributable to a variety of potential customer arrangements, as envisaged through
the course of a common sample day. For consistency with the characteristics modelled previously for different rA/I configurations in § 6.5.5.1, displayed between
Figs. 6.15 and 6.18, the same sample date, of 19th October 2016, is chosen.
Table 6.11: Details of Demand Scenario Plots. 19th Oct. 2016.
Chart of Power

Chart of Harmonic

Profile

PVI

Lighting

Consumption Trends

Current Trends

Class

rating (kW)

Mix

Fig. 6.21

Fig. 6.22

PC1

-

2017

Fig. 6.23

Fig. 6.24

PC2

-

2017

Fig. 6.25

Fig. 6.26

PC1

3.0

2017

Fig. 6.27

Fig. 6.28

PC1

-

2035

Fig. 6.29

Fig. 6.30

PC1

3.0

2035

In all, five profiles are generated for the sample date, according to the different
customer configurations listed in Table 6.11. For the examples in which PV arrays
are deployed (Figs. 6.25 - 6.26 and 6.29 - 6.30), a common panel/inverter arrangement is applied. This includes an rA/I ratio of 100 %, with a stochastically assigned
panel orientation (β, γ), as per the probability distributions defined in § 6.5.4.1.
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Synthesised profiles for four PC1 and one PC2 style dwellings are shown. The
PC2 dwelling is distinct, in that a large tranche of customer demand is delivered
during off-peak hours, under the Economy 7 tariff (§ 6.5.2.1). The final controlled
variable, assigned by the CREST tool, is the lighting mix. This pertains to either
present day demand (year 2017) or the envisioned future scenario, for the year
2035. Once more, the load composition is determined stochastically, according to
a set of probability distributions presented previously in Fig. 6.19, within § 6.5.5.2.
Panel (a) of Fig. 6.21 depicts the overall active power consumption of a simulated
dwelling for the sample date. Power consumption at nominal voltage is represented
by the black line trend. Deviations from nominal behaviour are displayed in blue
and red companion trends, for higher and lower voltage level responses, respectively. In this instance, the chart shows how the provision of voltage reduction
at the customer’s PCC, serves to lower household demand, consistently across the
day. Panel (b) of Fig. 6.21 displays the constituent of overall household demand
that is dedicated to lighting, via random allocation (§ 6.5.5.2). For the lighting
mix that transpires, CFLs are observed to comprise a 52 % share of daily lighting
consumption (in kWh); followed by halogen lamps, with 33 %.
In the associated reactive power profile, of panel (c) in Fig. 6.21, the net capacitive
influence of CFLs (as observed in § 5.2.4.1) is discernible during spans of lighting
use. This trait is most apparent in early evening, between 17:00 and 21:00, when
lighting demand (Fig. 6.21(b)) comprises a major share of overall household demand (Fig. 6.21(a)). In the same manner as panel (a), PCC voltage led effects
are observable via the colour scheme adopted for the different plotted trends. In
general, more vars are observed to be drawn at higher voltage levels (blue trends),
during periods of net inductive loading.
Plots (a) to (c) of Fig. 6.22 encapsulate the aggregated, harmonic current distortion
behaviour of the appliances used within the dwelling, for the same load mix as that
analysed within Fig. 6.21. In panel (a), rms harmonic current, IH , in amperes, is
observed to marginally decrease as the PCC voltage is lowered (red trend). In
panel (b), the relative magnitudes of the individual harmonic current orders are
observed to fluctuate with prevailing lighting demand (the only source of harmonic
pollution modelled for this dwelling). The corresponding swings in harmonic phase
angle are depicted in panel (c) of Fig. 6.22.
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Figure 6.21: CREST tool generated, synthetic profile data (power trends) for
a PC1 household. PV: 0 kW, Lighting mix: 2017. (a) Active power (total); (b)
Active power (lighting only); and (c) Reactive power (total). 19th Oct. 2016.
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Figure 6.22: CREST tool generated, synthetic profile data (harmonic
current trends) for a PC1 household. PV: 0 kW, Lighting mix: 2017. (a) rms,
non-fundamental, harmonic current, in A; (b) Harmonic current distortion, by
order, in % ; and (c) Harmonic current angles, by order, in ◦ . 19th Oct. 2016.
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Figure 6.23: CREST tool generated, synthetic profile data (power trends) for
a PC2 household. PV: 0 kW, Lighting mix: 2017. (a) Active power (total); (b)
Active power (lighting only); and (c) Reactive power (total). 19th Oct. 2016.
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Figure 6.24: CREST tool generated, synthetic profile data (harmonic
current trends) for a PC2 household. PV: 0 kW, Lighting mix: 2017. (a) rms,
non-fundamental, harmonic current, in A; (b) Harmonic current distortion, by
order, in % ; and (c) Harmonic current angles, by order, in ◦ . 19th Oct. 2016.
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In Fig. 6.23, a similar pattern of household consumption is observed as that exhibited for Fig. 6.21, with the exception that electric storage heating is incorporated,
under the Economy 7 tariff for PC2 customers. In Fig. 6.23(a), the active power
profile is observed, once again, to be conducive to voltage reduction, whereby the
lowering of voltage is observed to consistently decrease instantaneous demand. A
large tranche of active power demand is delivered in the early hours of the day, for
the purposes of electric storage heating.
Fig. 6.24 serves as a counterpart to Fig. 6.23, in which the associative, load mix
driven, harmonic current effects are displayed. In a similar manner to Fig. 6.22,
the lowering of voltage (red trend) in Fig. 6.24(a) is observed to marginally reduce
injections of rms harmonic current, IH , into the adjoining network. This behaviour
reflects the dominance of the lighting mix by CFLs, as per Fig. 6.23(b), with a 71 %
share of the daily lighting use, followed by halogen lamps, with 26 %.
Similar to Figs. 6.21 and 6.22, the electrical activity of another PC1 customer is
showcased by Figs. 6.25 and 6.26, in terms of power consumption and harmonic
current trends respectively. In this instance, CFLs (62 %) and halogen (36 %)
lamps dominate the lighting mix. In addition, a 3 kW rated PVI is installed at
the premises; a fact that is evident from the reverse injections of active power
depicted in Fig. 6.25(a). In panel (c) of Fig. 6.25, low irradiance PVI operation,
around the cusp of sunset at 17:00, is observed to coincide with a rapid swing in
the reactive power contribution of the customer, from inductive to capacitive vars.
For clarity, the coincident solar irradiance profile is represented by the faint grey
trend in Fig. 6.26(a).
Other power quality effects are similarly observed to correlate with fluctuating
PVI behaviours. For instance, levels of harmonic current distortion are shown to
be most pronounced, in percentage terms, during daylight hours, in Fig. 6.26(b).
Conversely, the equivalent representation of harmonic current in rms terms, IH ,
is shown to plateau at around 0.5 A during the same period of PVI operation
in Fig. 6.26(a). Later in the day, when lighting becomes the dominant source of
harmonic current, IH is observed to grow substantially, to around five times its midafternoon level. This contradiction, between high values of THDI and low levels
of IH during daylight hours, is explained by the existence of an approximately
zero, net power draw throughout the hours of peak solar activity in Fig. 6.25(a).
This manifests as a small, net fundamental current draw being observed for the
dwelling, thereby serving to boost the associated THDI ratio.
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Figure 6.25: CREST tool generated, synthetic profile data (power trends) for
a PC1 household. PV: 3 kW, Lighting mix: 2017. (a) Active power (total); (b)
Active power (lighting only); and (c) Reactive power (total). 19th Oct. 2016.
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Figure 6.26: CREST tool generated, synthetic profile data (harmonic
current trends) for a PC1 household. PV: 3 kW, Lighting mix: 2017. (a) rms,
non-fundamental, harmonic current, in A; (b) Harmonic current distortion, by
order, in % ; and (c) Harmonic current angles, by order, in ◦ . 19th Oct. 2016.
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Periods of comparative PVI and lighting dominance within the household’s aggregate load mix are neatly delineated in Fig. 6.26(a), by way of their differing voltage
response behaviours. For instance, during peak solar hours the lowering of PCC
voltage (red trace) is observed to boost rms harmonic current. Conversely, the
evening demand portion highlights how the same tactic can hypothetically assist
in reducing the harmonic currents attributable to a CFL rich, lighting mix.
Temporal fluctuations in solar irradiance, as reflected by swings in PVI load factor,
engender another noteworthy power quality characteristic for dwellings of this type.
Fig. 6.26(c) captures the erratic transitions in harmonic current phase angles, that
ensue from PVI operation under such conditions.
A future lighting scenario, pertaining to the year 2035 and beyond, is explored in
Figs. 6.27 and 6.28, in terms of power demand and harmonic current contributions
respectively. For this dwelling, LED lamps dominate daily lighting usage share
(84 %), followed by CFLs with 16 %. In terms of active power demand, the applied changes to the lighting mix are observed as remaining conducive to energy
conservation while operating at lower voltages, as per panel (a) of Fig. 6.27.
In contrast to Fig. 6.24(a), and the voltage response characteristics of the current
harmonics attributable to legacy lighting mixes; the lowering of voltage (red trend)
in Fig. 6.28(a), is observed to slightly boost injections of IH to the adjoining grid.
Despite the displacement of GILs and halogen lamps serving to exacerbate the harmonic polluting contributions of lighting, similar levels of relative distortion are
noted in Fig. 6.28(b), as those observed for the legacy lighting mix of Fig. 6.24(b).
This recognises that, despite LED lamps imparting a proportionally greater, distortive impact than CFLs, as per the nominal ratios reported in Tables 5.4 to
5.10; their higher luminous efficacy, and therefore lower individual power ratings,
reduces their ampere level contribution to global harmonic distortion ratios.
Some net capacitive, reactive power behaviour is noted for the household pertaining
to panel (c) of Fig. 6.27, but this is not as pervasive as that observed for the legacy
lighting mixes explored in Figs. 6.21(c) and 6.23(c).
In Fig. 6.29, the demand patterns of a PC1 customer, furnished with a 3 kW
rated, PVI installation and a 2035 lighting mix, are depicted. Moreover, the corresponding fluctuations in harmonic current are presented in Fig. 6.30. Temporal
fluctuations in incident irradiance are represented by the grey plot in Fig. 6.30(a).
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Figure 6.27: CREST tool generated, synthetic profile data (power trends) for
a PC1 household. PV: 0 kW, Lighting mix: 2035. (a) Active power (total); (b)
Active power (lighting only); and (c) Reactive power (total). 19th Oct. 2016.
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Figure 6.28: CREST tool generated, synthetic profile data (harmonic
current trends) for a PC1 household. PV: 0 kW, Lighting mix: 2035. (a) rms,
non-fundamental, harmonic current, in A; (b) Harmonic current distortion, by
order, in % ; and (c) Harmonic current angles, by order, in ◦ . 19th Oct. 2016.
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Figure 6.29: CREST tool generated, synthetic profile data (power trends) for
a PC1 household. PV: 3 kW, Lighting mix: 2035. (a) Active power (total); (b)
Active power (lighting only); and (c) Reactive power (total). 19th Oct. 2016.
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Figure 6.30: CREST tool generated, synthetic profile data (harmonic
current trends) for a PC1 household. PV: 3 kW, Lighting mix: 2035. (a) rms,
non-fundamental, harmonic current, in A; (b) Harmonic current distortion, by
order, in % ; and (c) Harmonic current angles, by order, in ◦ . 19th Oct. 2016.
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Multiple instances of reverse active power injection are observed in panel (a) of
Fig. 6.29. As is the case for Fig. 6.26(b), in which a PV system is also incorporated,
large spikes in T HDI , pertaining to zero watt, cross-over events; are once again
observed in Fig. 6.30(b). Once more, these sizeable T HDI ratios do not translate
into inordinately large, ampere values (IH ), within panel (a) of Fig. 6.30.
By cross-referencing the plot for lighting demand, in Fig. 6.29(b), with that of IH ,
in Fig. 6.30(a), peak rms harmonic current is once again observed to coincide with
the onset of peak lighting use, which in this case occurs during early morning
hours. As anticipated, significant, temporal deviations in harmonic current phase
angle, driven by PVI behaviour, are also noted in panel (c) of Fig. 6.30.

6.7

Simulation Platform for HPF Analysis

The methodology developed for the creation of representative, customer level, demand profiles has been described extensively in previous sub-sections. The application of the aforementioned profile data in power flow simulation is now discussed.
The power systems software of choice, for studies undertaken in both the Smart
Street project and for this thesis, is OpenDSS (§ 6.2, § 6.3).
OpenDSS is an extensive power systems modelling and simulation tool, developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and tailored to the analysis
of electrical distribution networks. It provides engineers with several solution options, including steady-state power flow, harmonics analysis, and fault study [151].
Rather than rely on single phase equivalent representations; the tool supports comprehensive network modelling in full, three phase form. This enables unbalanced,
three phase load flow solutions to be resolved. Thus, a level of analytical scrutiny
is attained that can often prove challenging with other proprietary software.
Basic power flow studies can be performed for a single instance in time, pertaining
to a fixed snapshot of generation and load conditions. Alternatively, such analysis
can be extended across a series of consecutive timesteps, in the form of a Daily
or Yearly study. These are collectively termed as sequential-time solution modes
[151]. They facilitate the simulation of temporal variations in network power flows
and voltages, computed in response to fluctuations in user-configured stimulus,
such as pre-defined, daily profiles for generation and demand. In OpenDSS, each
profile of this nature is configured as a dedicated LoadShape object, which typically
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consists of an array of kW or kvar values; each assigned to a simulated timestep,
and applied to a Generator or Load instance of choice within the modelled network.

6.7.1

Working with the Component Object Model

Figure 6.31: Accessing properties of the Solution class within the
“OpenDSSengine” library, via the COM interface; as viewed in the object
browser of Microsoft’s VBA development environment.

Despite its high degree of functionality, a disadvantage of OpenDSS, in comparison
to other simulation tools, concerns the absence of a graphical user interface (GUI),
to aid in the visualisation of network models. Instead, all design and analytical
tasks are performed via a text based interface. Moreover, many of the analyses
undertaken by the tool are repetitive in nature, and so endeavours to automate
input text commands and other simulation tasks allow more intensive forms of
study to be performed without significantly overburdening the user of the software.
Fortunately, the developers of OpenDSS have painstakingly maintained a component object model (COM) server, in the form of a dynamic link library (DLL),
and associated COM interface to help users overcome such limitations. This
way, the comparative strengths of supplementary applications can be harnessed
in the running of OpenDSS, thereby improving the overall user experience. In
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the simulation work performed for this thesis, COM based interaction allows desired features within OpenDSS to be accessed by a collection of external scripts,
written in the Python scripting language. This requires the instantiation of a
COM client in Python, which takes the form of a third party coded package, called
pywin32\win32com [271].
Python serves as a good fit with OpenDSS, due to its noted versatility, plus an
ability to communicate with various applications, if appropriate COM interfaces
are likewise defined. Similarly useful, COM client-server relationships are available between Python and applications within the standard Microsoft (MS) Office
suite, including Excel and Access. A convenient platform can be subsequently
created, whereby the retention and post-processing of the swathes of simulation
data, obtained from studies undertaken in OpenDSS, are made more manageable.
As a matter of convenience, all of the methods and properties made available by
the OpenDSS COM server can be viewed within Microsoft’s VBA environment,
acting as a COM client. This interface is accessible from within many MS Office
products, whereby the functionality of various external applications can be made
available by configuring the corresponding object libraries as references in VBA.
This framework is visualised in Fig. 6.31, which depicts the various properties of
the Solution class of the OpenDSS COM. For example, a script written in VBA or
Python code is able to determine if a load flow, performed in OpenDSS, has successfully converged, by checking the boolean returned from the Solution.Converged
attribute, listed in the far right panel of Fig. 6.31.
The non-proprietary nature of both OpenDSS and Python is another attractive
feature of the proposed platform. An environment in which these softwares can
be freely configured to interact with the ubiquitous applications of MS Office,
serves as a powerful and scalable means for performing power quality assessments
across a potentially large pool of computers. Given the substantial amount of
data acquired during each simulation run, and the potentially large number of
monitored network components, including load, bus and conductor instances, MS
Access databases are chosen as the most appropriate software for storing results
from harmonic power flow (HPF) simulations, of the sort introduced in § 2.8.2.
As per the literature survey of § 2.8, HPF studies are most typically composed as
time series of individual frequency scan instances. For reference, a frequency scan
instance, pertaining to a single snapshot in time, is conceptualised in Fig. 2.21.
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6.7.2

Harmonic Power Flow analysis with OpenDSS

Conventional usage of OpenDSS, while operating in the Daily solution mode, is
typically confined to load flow simulation in sequential-time, for a fixed system frequency [151]. Fundamental frequency is the default choice in such circumstances,
although equivalent studies of singular, non-fundamental, harmonic orders are also
possible. Conversely, frequency scan analysis is also available in OpenDSS, via its
Harmonic solution mode. This entails network simulation for a fixed instant in
time, across multiple harmonic orders (§ 2.8).

1,440 timesteps

COM Client
COM
Object

COM
Server

COM
Object

OpenDSSEngine.dll

*.accdb Database
COM
Server
MSACCESS.exe

*.DSS Network Files

Configuration Files

Figure 6.32: Platform for performing harmonic power flow (HPF) studies in
OpenDSS, driven by Python via COM, to populate a results database.

Despite such flexibility, the ability to perform time-varying, HPF -based studies,
whereby more than one system frequency is considered, across multiple time-steps,
is not an inherent capability of OpenDSS. For this thesis, and for the studies
undertaken within Smart Street, a new analytical regime is developed in Python
to serve this purpose. This is explained within the following.
Using OpenDSS, HPF studies are configured as a combination of the Harmonic
snapshot and Daily sequential-time solution modes. Each HPF study comprises
one full day of minute-by-minute, net customer demand profiles, encompassing
both load and embedded generation; as produced via the method visualised in
Fig. 6.20. For ease of comprehension, the simulation environment, and interactions
between each of the respective software applications, are depicted in Fig. 6.32, in
which an iterative process of running load flow solutions, followed by the appendage
of results to an MS Access database, for every timestep, is shown.
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for i in range(1, 1441):
### FUNDAMENTAL FREQ. PORTION.
# Prepare for single time step simulation at 50 Hz
# Specify simulation in Daily sequential-time mode, i.e. a single frequency study.
DSSobj.Solution.Mode = dssDaily
# Allow the advancement of time to subsequent time-steps after a solution has been performed.
DSSobj.Text.Command=’Set ControlMode=Time’
# Ensure that only 1 simulation is performed in sequential time
DSSobj.Solution.Number = 1
# Execute the load flow solution
DSSobj.Solution.Solve()

### GRAB MONITORED RESULTS FOR 50 Hz.

### NON-FUNDAMENTAL HARMONIC ORDERS PORTION.
# Freeze the advance of OpenDSS program in time
DSSobj.Text.Command=’Set ControlMode=Static’
# Specify simulation in Harmonic mode, i.e. a frequency scan study for a snapshot in time.
DSSobj.Solution.Mode = dssHarmonic
# Inner harmonic freq scan loop - going from 3rd harmonic order to 13th, in steps of 2.
for j in range(3, 13, 2):
DSSobj.Text.Command=’Set Harmonics=[j]’
DSSobj.Solution.Solve()
### GRAB MONITOR DATA FOR NON-FUNDAMENTAL FREQ., ’j’.

Figure 6.33: Pythonic pseudo code for implementing harmonic
power flow (HPF) analysis within OpenDSS.

The routine portrayed in Fig. 6.32 is driven from a Python script, which coordinates actions in OpenDSS across the COM interface. Python’s NumPy package
is used to define a bespoke set of multi-dimensional, data structures. These are
incrementally populated with results data over the course of an HPF study.
Each iteration of the loop corresponds to a single frequency scan of the network;
of the manner depicted in Fig. 2.21. It begins with a load flow at fundamental
frequency, from which monitored electrical data is recorded for selected bus, line
and load objects, and buffered in memory. The solution mode is changed from
Daily to Harmonic, and time-step progression is halted. A frequency scan is
enacted across the chosen set of non-fundamental harmonic orders: 3, 5, 7, 9,
11 and 13 (§ 2.8.2). Once again, the load flow results (voltages, currents etc)
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pertaining to each simulated order are retained in memory. Upon completion of
the frequency scan portion, the master Python script reverts the OpenDSS instance
back to the Daily solution mode. At the end of the study, the mass of retained
simulation data is parsed, converted to a suitable format and written to the data
tables of an MS Access results database.
The HPF simulation procedure is further encapsulated by the pseudo code of
Fig. 6.33. The time domain aspect of the study is captured within the outer forloop, with iterator i; with the frequency sweep portion being enacted by the inner
for-loop, with iterator j.
Several key differences exist between the stated, HPF simulation approach and
that outlined for sequential-time, harmonic assessments in [44] (§ 2.8.2, § 5.4.2).
In [44], non-linear loads are fashioned as constant power models at fundamental
frequency and constant current models at higher, non-fundamental frequencies.
By contrast, for this thesis, the voltage dependencies of harmonic polluting loads
are fully characterised, through the use of empirically determined, ZIP models; applicable to analysis in any frequency domain. Moreover, the influence of harmonic
diversity is discounted by [44]. Conversely, this thesis contends that the influence
of voltage-led diversity is a key consideration for the evaluation of harmonic distortion constraints within modern networks (§ 5.2.4.5). By using a ZIP coefficient,
inspired modelling approach for load behaviours pertaining to non-fundamental,
harmonic orders, the concept of diversity is replicated satisfactorily in simulation.

6.7.3

Refreshing Load Data in Sequential-Time Simulation

As highlighted in § 6.5, OpenDSS is adept in performing sequential-time load flow
studies. This feature is ideally suited to the assessment of power systems behaviours, in the midst of temporal fluctuations in representative network generation and demand profiles. The incorporation of profiled data within such studies
is typically achieved by the appropriate configuration of LoadShape objects in
OpenDSS. This feature serves to automate the dynamic assignment of nominal P
and Q set-points, from one time-step to the next, for the collection of load and/or
generator instances embedded within the network model [151]. At compile time,
the time series profiles are loaded into the OpenDSS model from a user-defined set
of CSV formatted files.
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The method described proves convenient for modelling the often rapid transitions
that one may observe in the loading patterns of practical networks. However,
accompanying changes to the voltage response characteristics of adjusted load setpoints are not captured inherently by the software. Given the interests of this
thesis in quantifying the voltage response behaviours of modern distribution networks, a LoadShape analogue is developed that serves to update ZIP coefficients in
a dynamic manner. This is implemented alongside the default method for engendering the time-varied assignment of P and Q attributes for each Load instance,
via the population of linked LoadShape objects.
START
Load Index, ‘k’ = 1

NO

k ≤ DSSobj.Loads.Count?

END

YES

Update 50 Hz properties of Load object, ‘k’.

ZIP COEFFICENTS *.dat

Load object, ‘k’
NumPy multi-dim array:

Properties

LoadShape object

.Daily

.kWi-1 .kvari-1

…

ndZIPLoadShape

.ZIPV(list)i-1

Properties
.Pmult .Qmult

Python code:

LOAD PROFILE *.csv

aZIPVelts = []

Auto update of .kW and
.kvar properties, via LoadShape
concept in OpenDSS

for sCoeff in (’Zp’, ’Ip’, ’Pp’, ’Zq’, ’Iq’, ’Pq’):
aZIPVelts.append( \
ndZIPLoadShape[’aZIPV’][k][sCoeff][(i - 1)] \
)
aZIPVelts.append(VCutOff)

Re-load updated .ZIPV
data into Load object, ‘k’.
.kWi

.kvari

…

.ZIPV(list)i
k += 1

Figure 6.34: Functional block diagram for the Python implementation of
time profiled updates to Load objects, in OpenDSS simulation (Daily mode).
Only the 50 Hz domain portion is shown; for a single, arbitrary time-step, i.

A Python script, entitled GenerateZIPVCoeffsOpenDSS.py, was created to assist
in the preparation of the load profile data, for dynamic ZIP enabled simulation.
For an arbitrary OpenDSS network model file, the 1,440, minute-by-minute, time
series of loading characteristics, including ZIP model attributes, are extracted from
each of the load profile CSVs that are intended for use in simulation. All data of
interest is replicated within a large, multi-dimensional, NumPy array [272]. Once
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populated, the NumPy data structures are exported to a *.dat formatted file, using
the cPickle package. Each modelled network and load profile combination is
assigned its own dedicated, ZIP profile *.dat file.
Reuse of this data, in subsequent, dynamic ZIP enabled, HPF simulations (Fig. 6.32),
is realised through its recovery to a NumPy array, named ndZIPLoadShape. Recovered ZIP coefficients are then dynamically assigned, in a sequential-time manner,
to applicable Load objects invoked within the circuit model(s) under study. For
a given time-step, i, Fig. 6.34 portrays a functional block diagram of the Python
code implementation for the fundamental frequency portion of such simulations.
Load objects are accessed in sequence, via the loop denoted by iterator k in
Fig. 6.34. Two parallel mechanisms for updating Load object data are shown.
The first, on the left hand-side of the figure, is an inherent capability of the
OpenDSS software, whereby the active and reactive power set-points of each Load
instance are automatically populated by the contents stored within the associated
LoadShape object, for that time-step. In turn, each LoadShape object is driven
externally, from the contents of a dedicated, load profile CSV file.
The second approach, depicted on the right hand-side of Fig. 6.34, is the bespoke,
ZIP coefficient assignment method discussed. The Python code snippet shows
how the retrieved, *.dat profile data is assigned to each Load instance in turn, via
assignment of an appropriately formatted string to its .ZIPV property. Such online
updates to the OpenDSS network model are applied in advance of the next timestep to be simulated within the software loop (iterator i), articulated previously,
within the code snippet of Fig. 6.33.
The facility for enacting dynamic load updates, described thus far, is extended
to consider temporal variation in the applied harmonic current spectra, which are
similarly defined for each load instance. Once more, dedicated, *.dat formatted
files, pertaining to the simulated network model/load composition mix in question,
and tailored only to fluctuations in those harmonic orders due to be simulated, are
construed from pre-determined, load profile data. This is achieved via another,
purposefully crafted, Python script, entitled GenerateDynIhCoeffsOpenDSS.py.
Spectra objects in OpenDSS are comprised of terms for relative magnitude, ih ,
and phase angle, θh . This data is contained within the same load profile CSVs as
the conventional 50 Hz attributes; all synthesised via the modified CREST tool.
Time series values of i0, h and θ0, h are specified explicitly for nominal voltage only
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(§ 6.5.5.3). As per § 4.3.3, an associated set of ZIP models, pertaining to the voltage
response characteristics of each harmonic current order, are also detailed within
the CSVs. Once again, in preparation for HPF simulation, the ZIP coefficients
pertaining to harmonic current characterisation are extracted to *.dat files, via
further refinement of the proposed method for harmonic loadshape emulation.
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Figure 6.35: Functional block diagrams for the Python implementation
of voltage modulated, HPF simulation in OpenDSS. (a) Outer, Daily
mode, simulation loop; and (b) Embedded function for the voltage led
adjustment and reloading of harmonic current spectra.

For each simulated time-step, measurements of fundamental voltage, at the respective load buses, are acquired. This occurs after the initial load flow solution,
within the outer loop of the HPF method (Fig. 6.33), is performed. This allows
off-nominal, voltage modulated sets of spectra values to be calculated, via emulation of equations (4.31)-(4.35). The updated spectra values, ih (V1 ) ∠ θh (V1 ), are
asserted in the relevant Load objects, prior to the execution of the remaining load
flow solution calls for that time-step; each of which pertains to a non-fundamental,
harmonic order, as per the final for-loop (with iterator j) in Fig. 6.33.
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This functionality is visualised in Fig. 6.35(a). Two bespoke functions, named
Update Load ZIPV() and Update Load Spectra(), are added to the body of
Python code presented in Fig. 6.33, and called within each outer loop iteration. The
former function is utilised at fundamental frequency, as encapsulated by Fig. 6.34.
The design of the latter function is outlined in Fig. 6.35(b), whereby fundamental
voltage data is used in the calculation of adjustments to each harmonic current
spectra object, prior to updating the OpenDSS model instance.
The purpose of the nested loop architecture depicted in Fig. 6.35(a) is to provide
the HPF script with access to each combination of load instance, time-step and
simulated harmonic order, in an orderly, iterative fashion. For large networks, this
induces a significant computational overhead, with respect to the timely update
of ZIP and harmonic current spectra in simulation. Fortunately, some techniques
for reducing the memory burden are exploited within the Python code.
Opportunities to truncate the *.dat formatted, input files, arise from the tendency
for set-point repetition to occur between consecutive time-steps, as observed within
the LoadShape patterns assigned to each load instance. This phenomenon stems
from the design of the modified CREST tool, in asserting an aspect of persistence
within the synthesised usage cycles of certain appliance types [257]. Depending on
the device types, this may manifest in several, consecutive minute streams of static
power and/or harmonic current samples within the load profile CSVs. Moreover,
not all of the appliance types characterised within the modified CREST tool are
assigned a harmonic current footprint. Thus, streams of zero value, harmonic
current data are also commonplace within the synthesised load profile CSVs.
By adopting a report by exception mantra, commonly associated with SCADA communications [273], only the first sample of each identified stream of consecutive
load profile values, as produced by the modified CREST tool, is retained within the
*.dat file, alongside its associated time-step index, denoted i in Fig. 6.35(a). As
such, the dynamic assignment of new ZIP coefficients (Fig. 6.34) and/or harmonic
spectra characteristics (Fig. 6.35(b)) to each load instance becomes a selective affair. For the loops depicted in Figs. 6.34 and 6.35(b), load instances are only
updated if a row of data, pertaining to arbitrary time-step i, exists within the
associated field of the *.dat recovered, NumPy array, of dynamic load profile data,
ndZIPLoadShape, as referenced in Fig. 6.34. Otherwise, for a given time-step, the
set-points applied to the load instance in question are simply retained from the
previously simulated time-step.
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6.7.4

Emulation of Fluctuations in Background Distortion
for HPF Simulation

Temporal variation in background THDV , is characterised in OpenDSS studies
using similar means as those employed for the modelling of sequential-time fluctuations in network loading attributes, as per § 6.7.3. The real world, power quality
data recorded for an LV circuit in the Denton area, as per Table 6.9 and Fig. 6.4 in
§ 6.4.2, is replicated, in the form of a representative 95th percentile day, through the

creation of a harmonic-time, “spectrum-shape” data structure. The time-varying
spectrum shape is decomposed into its individual harmonic order constituents and
depicted in Fig. 6.36, for the representative 24 hour timeframe in question.
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Figure 6.36: Twenty-four hour, time series profile for T HDV , as applied
within power quality, HPF simulations, using OpenDSS software.

The relative proportions between the 95th percentile magnitudes of the harmonic
orders, previously reported in Table 6.9, are maintained throughout the 24 hour
duration of the spectrum shape. In simulation, the harmonic time-series profile
shown in Fig. 6.36 is applied to the source bus of the network under study. This
is achieved by assigning the voltage source object, within the source files of each
OpenDSS simulation, to a bespoke voltage spectrum object. This is named vsrc 171383 Meas THD3p6pc, as defined within the code snippet that follows.
Edit "Vsource.source" bus1=sourcebus basekv=33 angle=0 frequency=50 phases=3
~ spectrum=vsrc_171383_Meas_THD3p6pc pu=1.0

The spectrum is defined as follows, to reflect the values reported in Table 6.9.
Each harmonic voltage order is specified in relative percentage terms within the
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OpenDSS source file, and so fluctuates (in terms of absolute voltage magnitude)
in accordance with parallel changes to the fundamental voltage level through the
course of each simulation.
new spectrum.vsrc_171383_Meas_THD3p6pc
~ numharm=7 harmonic=(1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, )
~ %mag=(100, 0.84, 3.16, 1.41, 0.41, 0.38, 0.32, )
~ angle=(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, )

The instant of peak distortion, for each of the simulated harmonic orders, corresponds to the respective 95th percentile values reported in Table 6.9. As such,
those HPF studies in which this voltage spectrum shape is employed are considered representative of the 95th percentile, worst case condition for the network, in
terms of its background THDV levels.

6.7.5

MS Access as a post-processing environment

The advantages of using MS Access databases for the retention and export of load
profile CSVs, generated by the modified CREST tool, were described previously
in § 6.5.5.4. By contrast, this sub-section focuses on the additional suitability of
databases for the task of post-processing large quantities of results, whereby the
convenience of queries is exploited for the retrieval and refinement of information
from large pools of simulation data.

Figure 6.37: MS Access design view of template table format for data
captured from Bus objects simulated in OpenDSS.

At the end of each full simulation run, depicted in Fig. 6.32, the master Python
script moves to archive all minute-by-minute results within the various tables of
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the results database. Each table is derived from a pre-defined, template design
and is dedicated to a specific bus, load or conductor instance within the simulated
OpenDSS network model. For reference, an image of the generic Design View
fashioned for Bus table types is displayed in Fig. 6.37, in which a selection of the
field names collected during simulation and their prescribed data format, is listed.
For MS Access databases, queries are written in the Structured Query Language
(SQL). In the proposed platform, queries are enacted upon the results database
using Python scripts, implemented across COM and associated interfaces. As
described in § 2, some power quality metrics, such as VUF and THDV , are assessed
against their relative standards in terms of their 95th percentile value, as observed
across a large number of samples, and so lend themselves to being interrogated
by an appropriately defined, database query. To this end, Fig. 6.38 portrays the
interrogation of an HPF results database with SQL queries, to assess performance
against the relevant, percentile framed, power quality constraints, articulated in
standards such as EN 50160 [28].

Voltage Constraints vs. EN-50160
•
•
•
•

Under-voltages
Over-voltages
Voltage Unbalance
THDV by phase

Thermal Constraints
•

Checks vs. 10-min Moving Avg.

*.accdb Results
Database

Checks vs. 60-min Moving Avg.

RMS current vs. Normal Ampere
Rating

CONSTRAINT REPORTS

Figure 6.38: Post-processing environment for the power quality
assessment of sequential-time results in OpenDSS. Interrogation of
results databases via SQL queries, driven by Python via COM.

Each of the SQL query options listed in Fig. 6.38 is generated by the master,
post-processing Python script, as required. A code snippet of a bespoke Python
class, named QueryBuilder, designed to auto-generate query strings that may be
executed upon the database, is presented in Fig. 6.39. For brevity, the composition
of only two functions, from all those coded in practice, is shown. Each returns a
query string that enacts a 95th percentile focused assessment of the simulation
data pertaining to a particular bus, load or conductor instance.
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class QueryBuilder(object) :
def Get95pcCI_Min(self, sTblName, sAttrField):
myQuery = ’SELECT( ’ + \
’(SELECT MAX’ + ’([’ + sTblName + ’].[’+ sAttrField + ’])’ + \
’ FROM (SELECT TOP 5 PERCENT ’ + ’[’ + sTblName + ’].[’+ sAttrField + ’]’ + \
’ FROM [’+ sTblName + ’] ORDER BY ’ + \
’ [’ + sTblName + ’].[’+ sAttrField + ’]) AS BottomHalf) + ’ + \
’(SELECT MIN’ + ’([’ + sTblName + ’].[’+ sAttrField + ’])’ + \
’ FROM (SELECT TOP 95 PERCENT ’ + ’[’ + sTblName + ’].[’+ sAttrField + ’]’ + \
’ FROM [’+ sTblName + ’] ORDER BY ’ + \
’ [’ + sTblName + ’].[’+ sAttrField + ’] DESC) AS TopHalf)’ + \
’)/’ + ’2 AS ConfInterval FROM [’ + sTblName + ’];’
return myQuery
def Get95pcCI_Max(self, sTblName, sAttrField):
myQuery = ’SELECT( ’ + \
’(SELECT MAX’ + ’([’ + sTblName + ’].[’+ sAttrField + ’])’ + \
’ FROM (SELECT TOP 95 PERCENT ’ + ’[’ + sTblName + ’].[’+ sAttrField + ’]’ + \
’ FROM [’+ sTblName + ’] ORDER BY ’ + \
’ [’ + sTblName + ’].[’+ sAttrField + ’]) AS BottomHalf) + ’ + \
’(SELECT MIN’ + ’([’ + sTblName + ’].[’+ sAttrField + ’])’ + \
’ FROM (SELECT TOP 5 PERCENT ’ + ’[’ + sTblName + ’].[’+ sAttrField + ’]’ + \
’ FROM [’+ sTblName + ’] ORDER BY ’ + \
’ [’ + sTblName + ’].[’+ sAttrField + ’] DESC) AS TopHalf)’ + \
’)/’ + ’2 AS ConfInterval FROM [’ + sTblName + ’];’
return myQuery

Figure 6.39: Python code snippet. Definition of QueryBuilder class, designed
to generate SQL code, used in queries enacted on MS Access results databases.

For example, consider a data table with name sTblName, assigned to an arbitrary
network bus during simulation and populated with 1,440 minute-by-minute acquired, voltage records; including fields for T HDV readings on each of its three
phases. The corresponding 95th percentile, highest ranked T HDV measurement,
of all records in the data table, is determined by formulating a query string via the
Get95pcCI Max function. Figs. 6.40 to 6.41 show how such queries are executed
upon the results database.
import pypyodbc
conn = pypyodbc.connect( \
r"Driver={Microsoft Access Driver (*.mdb, *.accdb)};" + \
r"Dbq=" + sAccessFile +";")
cur = conn.cursor()

Figure 6.40: Python code snippet. Establishing a ODBC link to a MS Access
results database, using the pypyodbc package.
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QrY_GEN = QueryBuilder()
if QueryFnName == ’95pcCI_Min’:
sQuery = QrY_GEN.Get95pcCI_Min(TblName, sAttrField)
elif QueryFnName == ’95pcCI_Max’:
sQuery = QrY_GEN.Get95pcCI_Max(TblName, sAttrField)
result = cur.execute(sQuery)

Figure 6.41: Python code snippet. Instantiation of a QueryBuilder object,
followed by a function call to construct an SQL query, execution of query across
ODBC interface, and returned results structure.

Python connects to the database via a standard Open Database Connectivity
(ODBC) interface. Fig. 6.40 shows the establishment of such a connection in
Python, by invoking the pypyodbc package [274]. The cursor child of the returned
object, conn.cursor, is subsequently used to interact with the database.
In Fig. 6.41, the Python defined, QueryBuilder class, introduced in Fig. 6.39, is
instantiated and assigned to a local object, QrY GEN. Its methods are subsequently
used to create an appropriate query string, sQuery, that is passed to the cursor
object to be executed upon the database. If query execution is successful, the
desired data is returned from the database, in tabular form, to the result variable.
As depicted in Fig. 6.38, the data obtained from this process is extracted to a CSV
formatted, constraint report document. In the case of the T HDV example discussed, the constraint document details those buses where a violation was observed
during the corresponding HPF simulation.

6.8

Emulation of Network Voltage Management

This sub-section outlines the techniques adopted for enacting online, voltage control within harmonic power flow (HPF) simulations. This encapsulates the general approach followed within those studies undertaken for both the Smart Street
project and this thesis. The aim is to emulate the provision of conservation voltage reduction (CVR), as per the objectives of the supervisory control software
employed within the trial networks of the Smart Street project. In the absence
of information for the proprietary technique used to enact CVR in practice, an
appropriate, representative method had to be developed for simulation purposes.
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In this context, CVR may be envisaged as a high performance adaptation of traditional, line drop compensation (LDC) style management of voltages within simulations of the sample MV/LV networks introduced in § 6.3. For reference, detailed
technical descriptions of both LDC and CVR technologies are given in § 2.5.4.
As discussed in § 2.5.4, and visualised in Fig. 2.14(b) therein, two principal vectors
of control exist with which to manipulate the voltage profile of CVR equipped
networks: (i) changes to the tap ratio of local MV/LV transformers and/or (ii)
the stepped switching of local capacitor banks. These behaviours are also embodied
by equation (6.2), in terms of the LDC style control of an arbitrary, end of line
voltage, VEOL . In Smart Street, these actions were supplemented by the enactment
of network interconnectivity and meshing via designated, linkway circuits (§ 6.3).
In the context of an holistic CVR architecture, some distinction must be made between the roles of tap change control and capacitor bank switching. Online adjustment of transformer tap ratio is only available within OLTC-equipped networks.
These devices serve to impart a global shift in the voltage levels observed across
the entirety of the network they serve, as per the

V1
a

segment of equation (6.2).

Conversely, as depicted in Fig. 2.14(b), the main role of capacitor bank switching,
within CVR-enabled networks, is to counteract voltage drop, dV, by flattening the
voltage profile of the feeder [35], rather than simply effecting a global reduction in
the voltages of all circuit nodes.
MV/LV
Transformer

V2

CT

iFDR

PCC1

VEOL

PT

CapControl
Capacitor
Bank

Figure 6.42: Control of capacitor bank switching in OpenDSS.

This behaviour is replicated in simulation through the monitoring of line currents.
These serve as proxies for the dV drop, developed along the managed LV feeder,
and are used to initiate capacitor bank switching events. This approach is typical
of how many utilities operate capacitor banks in practice. Each network model has
been fitted with appropriately customised CapControl objects (a control element
class within OpenDSS [151]), to co-ordinate capacitor switching in this manner.
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Capacitor bank steps are inserted, or removed, in accordance with the simulated
fluctuations in line current that are measured along the designated “stimulus”
conductor associated with each CapControl element. Upon comparison with a predefined ampere threshold, each CapControl element indicates whether additional
capacitor bank steps are required to maintain voltage at the desired level, or if
previously inserted steps need to be removed (in the case that VEOL can be reduced
without incurring an under-voltage event). Such an arrangement is depicted for
an arbitrary feeder in Fig. 6.42, where voltage and current are monitored by a
CapControl element, downstream of the capacitor bank, from which capacitor
switching instructions are informed.
In accordance with how switching was configured in the physical field trials for
Smart Street, the actions described are only performed every 30 minutes during
simulation. Several critical, end of line nodes are identified for each constituent LV
circuit, from which a pool of VEOL buses are designated for monitoring purposes,
in full HPF simulation. By adhering to the principles of equation (6.2), each VEOL
instance is resolved by CVR actions such that all phase voltages across the network
under study are observed to exceed 1.00 pu (230 V), across all 1,440 time-points
for the simulated day in question.
Energy savings benefits, attributable to CVR, are determined from the simulation
results. These are indicative of the extent by which CVR may be deemed effective
in flattening voltages towards a lower 1.00 pu threshold, at all times. This functionality is compared with a set of base-line, business as usual (BAU) simulations
in which no capacitor switching or transformer tap-changing actions are enacted.
A step-by-step procedure of the methodology employed to evaluate CVR in simulation now follows:
1. Simulate each constituent LV network, for 1,440 time steps, across five different, sending end, voltage levels (as applied to the source bus of the network),
while capacitor bank switching is disabled.
 Network performance is evaluated with respect to sending end voltages

of 0.96 pu, 0.98 pu, 1.00 pu, 1.02 pu or 1.04 pu.
 A group of critical, end of line buses, VEOL , are identified (from the

simulation results) for each LV network, where the voltage minima of
each day are observed.
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Figure 6.43: Identifying critical buses for CVR support within sample
networks. (a) Matching critical buses with adjacent capacitor bank installation(s); and (b) Selection of ampere triggered, stimulus conductors for
initiating capacitor bank switching events.

2. Refine the critical bus list for each network.
 These are defined as the twenty nodes for which the lowest voltage

instances are recorded across the five simulations introduced in Step 1.
 Match each of the selected buses to the closest capacitor bank instal-

lation (in electrical terms) by plotting the geographical location of the
critical buses and capacitor banks in OpenDSS.
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 For an arbitrary network, in which two capacitor banks are located in

different regions of the network, the stated approach is epitomised by
Fig. 6.43(a), where:
– Loosely determined areas of influence are drawn around each bank,
either side of the source bus for the network.
– Critical buses residing within a particular area of influence become
associated with the relevant capacitor bank in simulation.
– All capacitor switching operations are pre-calculated to factor that
critical node voltages must remain as close to 1.00 pu as possible,
throughout the simulated day in question.
3. Configure a CapControl device in OpenDSS to co-ordinate the switching of
each capacitor bank within each network, given the location of the previously
defined critical nodes, as per Fig. 6.43(b).
 This requires the selection of the most appropriate network branch,

downstream of the associated capacitor bank, through which current
flow should be monitored.
 Ampere thresholds (for triggering the CapControl elements) are speci-

fied, to initiate and disengage capacitor switching on a half-hourly basis,
as appropriate.
4. For network models in which OLTC mechanisms are employed, RegControl
objects [151] are configured in OpenDSS to emulate transformer tap changing
actions. The critical LV node, from which tap change decisions may be
informed, is specified as the controlled bus in OpenDSS code.
 Voltage fluctuations at the controlled node, falling beyond the tapping

bandwidth for the circuit (§ 6.3.2), trigger tap changes, as required.
 In effect, such an approach emulates a system in which direct voltage

feedback is employed. Of the available modelling options in OpenDSS,
this is deemed likely to produce outcomes that best resemble the realworld performance of the supervisory CVR algorithm employed in the
Smart Street trials.
 The desired, CVR-driven voltage of the controlled node is 230 V. Thus,

a set-point is configured for this value, plus the bandwidth voltage of
the OLTC mechanism of 1.656 % (on an equipment base of 250 V, as per
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§ 6.3.2), within the corresponding RegControl object. As such, voltage

control for the node is centred around a voltage of 234.14 ± 4.14 V.
Thus, voltages falling below 230 V will automatically trigger a tap ratio
reduction, to boost VEOL within the next simulated time-step.

6.9

Concluding Remarks

This chapter introduced Ofgem’s LCNF Tier 2 project, entitled Smart Street
(§ 6.2). Emphasis was given to its demonstration of the real world benefits of
employing CVR technology within modern networks, supplemented by the provision of network interconnectivity and meshing, as appropriate. A selection of
sample MV/LV network models, comprising urban, suburban and rural network
types and developed for Smart Street, are subsequently presented in § 6.3. These
are revisited for the purposes of HPF simulation, in support of the power quality
evaluation of future network operating scenarios, within following chapters.
In § 6.4, empirical observations of various power quality phenomena, within LV
networks of the Smart Street trial area, are expounded. These findings are used
to identify the candidate of PVI model, from those characterised in previous work
(§ 5.3 to 5.4), that is deemed to be most appropriate for emulation within subsequent load profiling efforts.
In § 6.5, the attributes of an open-source, spreadsheet based tool, known as CREST,
are critiqued, regarding its representation of daily load profiles for UK households.
A series of amendments to the original CREST tool are proposed, such that the
temporal power quality traits of modern distribution networks are reflected more
accurately within generated load profiles. Enhancements include provisions for:
 modelling the effects of array-to-inverter ratio, rA/I , and load factor on the

performance of domestic PVI installations;
 the probabilistic assignment of lamp type (GIL, CFL or LED) within the

lighting portion of each synthesised, daily, household demand profile;
 factoring time fluctuations in the harmonic current signatures of individual

appliances;
 engendering a sense of voltage dependency within the generated profiles (for

both fundamental and harmonic power behaviours); and
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 creating temporal series of aggregated harmonic current magnitude and angle

data for any synthesised household.
In § 6.7, the Python driven, database oriented, simulation platform, designed for
undertaking HPF studies, is described. A key contribution of the stated approach
is its inherent capability of emulating the voltage-led modulation of harmonic current spectra, as specified for each load instance in simulation, from one timestep to
the next (§ 6.7.3). This method invokes the cartesian component based method for
engendering voltage dependency within load models for harmonic current, derived
in § 4.3.3. This ensures that voltage-led fluctuations in both harmonic current
magnitudes and phase angle are facilitated in simulation.
Moreover, the concept of harmonic diversity (§ 4.4.2), an oft neglected power systems phenomenom [44, 226], is factored in simulation. This feature is implicit
within the voltage dependent, harmonic load models, produced by the modified
CREST tool. The aggregation of individual load model instances (§ 6.5.5.3) serves
to propagate such effects to household and feeder levels of abstraction.
The incorporation of PVI generation within profiles of net household demand, further signifies another potential stimulus for harmonic diversity effects. This arises
from the discrepancies in PVI performance that can be anticipated within any
arbitrary pool of installations, located in close proximity to one another. Despite
being subject to a common set of global irradiance conditions and cloud cover,
variation among installation specific parameters, including array orientation (β,
γ); degree of panel soiling and ageing; and rA/I ratio; ensure that different load
factors are likely to pervade within such groupings, at any given instant during
daylight hours. Such conditions give rise to disparities in emitted harmonic current
angles, thereby engendering an attenuating effect. This is similar to the manner in
which collections of different lamp instances are observed to combine in § 5.2.4.5.
In addition to temporal variations in appliance level, harmonic current signatures
being enacted, via the ventured HPF simulation technique; fluctuations in background THDV levels are also realised (§ 6.7.4). This ensures that practical conditions, of the manner recorded for the Denton East area (§ 6.4.2), can be replicated
in simulation, to a reasonable degree.
The simulation platform described is supplemented further by the design of a
complementary post-processing environment, through which results may be evaluated against the often complex definitions prescribed for various power quality
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metrics. Pertinent examples include the ten-minute, moving average framed limits, specified for overvoltage, undervoltage, THDV and VUF measurements in EN
Std. 50160 [28]. The proposed method demonstrates the advantages of using SQL
queries, alongside a database centred approach, to compute a comprehensive power
quality assessment of HPF simulated networks.
Finally, the means by which CVR functionality is enacted using the OpenDSS software, in HPF simulation, are outlined in § 6.8. This involves the co-ordination of
OLTC and switched capacitor assets, to coerce network voltages to within statutory limits, thereby mitigating overvoltage and undervoltage excursions, while continuing to impart voltage-led, energy reduction benefits to connected customers.
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Studies of Harmonic Pollution
under Conservation Voltage
Reduction
7.1

Introduction

This chapter serves to consolidate the learning amassed over previous chapters,
chiefly in the development of power quality and load profiling techniques for modern distribution networks, and the design of a comprehensive tool for engaging in
harmonic power flow (HPF) based analysis. Using these components, an extensive evaluation of the power quality condition of several, real-world distribution
circuits, alongside a selection of network management approaches, is pursued.
Simulation models for the three sample, MV/LV circuits in question are obtained
from those PhD research activities undertaken as part of the Ofgem Low Carbon
Network Fund (LCNF) project, entitled Smart Street (§ 6.2-6.3). These encompass
a range of present and future utility use cases, pertaining to the Greater Manchester region, including those associated with the dense urban environment of the
Denton East area, the suburban setting of Hindley Green and the low density,
rural topography of Egremont (§ 6.3).
A thorough cross-section of the contemporary and future power quality challenges,
likely to be encountered by distribution network operators (DNOs) of the UK,
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are encapsulated within a suite of load profiles, developed via the techniques explored in § 6.5-6.6. These are construed in a novel fashion that ensures voltage-led
variations in active power, reactive power and harmonic current injections are
adequately captured in sequential-time, HPF simulation, as discussed in § 7.2.1.
Moreover, three separate, year specific, load profile contexts are presented, for the
years 2019, 2035 and 2050. Each of these aligns to a projected mix of lighting
technologies, PV penetration levels and demand growth factors. Two seasonal
delineations, pertaining to one summer weekday and one winter weekday, are also
allotted; plus variations in the PV array-to-inverter ratio (rA/I ), as applied to
embedded photovoltaic inverter (PVI) instances.
The proposed set of load profiles are applied in HPF simulation to each of the
three sample networks, and the ensuing power quality behaviours recorded. In
accordance with the focus of each HPF study, network models are adapted to emulate different topologies, business as usual (BAU) or meshed; and/or operating
practices, passive (traditional approach) and actively managed (using CVR), as
defined in § 7.2.2. This variety of profiled demand scenarios and network configuration options, culminates in fifty-six different simulation permutations in total,
per sample network.
An extensive set of simulation results are presented in § 7.3. These detail the impacts of each simulated permutation on customer energy performance, network
losses, short circuit fault levels (measured at the secondary bus of each MV/LV
transformer) and selected power quality metrics. Performance against power quality benchmarks is quantified in terms of the number of supply voltage violations
incurred, across all buses. These are framed in terms of the ninety-fifth percentile
value observed during simulation, as per the relevant clauses of EN Std. 50160 [28],
which are documented in § 2.5.1 for voltage magnitudes, § 2.4.9 for total harmonic
voltage distortion (THDV ), and § 2.6.4 for voltage unbalance factor (VUF).
§ 7.4 follows, in which an in-depth discussion of the tabulated simulated results

is presented. Supplementary network performance parameters are also reviewed,
including reactive power flows, displacement power factor and utilisation rates of
distributed network assets, including switched capacitor banks and on load tap
changing mechanisms (OLTCs). The perceived influence of modern LCT devices,
including rooftop mounted PVIs and modern lighting, upon the power quality
condition of the sample networks, also factors heavily in this evaluation.
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Several load modelling concepts, previously introduced by this thesis, are revisited to help explain some of the results. These include the modulation of device
behaviours due to temporal fluctuations in applied voltage (§ 4.2) and load factor
(§ 3.8, § 4.5 and § 4.6), plus load mix aggregation and voltage-led forms of harmonic
diversity (§ 4.4.2). Moreover, the impacts of network level induced perturbations,
including the onset of parallel resonance, are also addressed within the analysis.
Finally, a series of concluding remarks are presented in § 7.5.

7.2

Studies for this thesis

7.2.1

Load Profile Mix

The simulations undertaken for this thesis expand on the options explored in the
Smart Street project (§ 6.3.3). The year specific, demand scenarios, outlined in
Table 6.8 are retained as base identities. However, for the years in which domestic
PV installations are factored, 2035 and 2050; three distinct demand profile sets
are produced and simulated. Each pertains to a different rA/I ratio, 50 %, 100 % or
150 %, as applied to PVI units embedded within the profiled scenarios in question.
This approach aims to ensure that the different power quality conditions elicited
by the rA/I sizing of PV plant (described in § 3.10), are exercised in simulation.
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Figure 7.1: CREST tool generated, synthetic GHI profiles,
in W/m2 , for Handforth, Greater Manchester (53.36 ◦ , -2.21 ◦ ).
Summer (15th June) and winter (15th December) scenarios.

A seasonal aspect is additionally factored within the load profile collection, in the
form of representative, summer and winter, weekday scenarios. Using the CREST
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tool, irradiance profiles for designated dates of 15th June and 15th December are
formed, respectively. The corresponding global horizontal irradiance (GHI) profiles
are displayed in Fig. 7.1, for the target location of Greater Manchester. Sunrise/sunset times of 04:56 and 21:22, and 08:33 and 15:37, are enacted within the
summer and winter scenarios, respectively.
In all, eighteen load profiles (LPs) are created, via the method described in § 6.5, indexed LP 01 through to LP 18. Of these, LP 01 to LP 09 pertain to the summer
weekday scenario, whereas indices LP 10 to LP 18 pertain to the winter weekday
scenario. The designation of each synthetic profile, to a unique year, season, and
PV penetration/sizing ratio permutation is detailed in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Modelled demand scenarios and assigned load profile indices
Simulated Year
Demand Scaling Factor (as per Table 6.8)

2019

2035

2050

1.0000

1.0535

1.1859

0%

20%

40%

2017

2035

2035

LP 01

LP 02

LP 06

PV Penetration (% of Dwellings) (as per Table 6.8)
Domestic Lighting Mix (as per Table 6.10)
Summer Scenarios:
0%
rA/I

50 %

-

LP 03

LP 07

100 %

-

LP 04

LP 08

150 %

-

LP 05

LP 09

LP 11

LP 15

Winter Scenarios:
0%
rA/I

LP 10

50 %

-

LP 12

LP 16

100 %

-

LP 13

LP 17

150 %

-

LP 14

LP 18

In the interests of clear presentation, and in supplement to the three rA/I ratio options described, 50, 100 and 150 %, a fourth, prospective variation in rA/I , of 0 %,
is expressed in Table 7.1. This category comprises profile indices LP 01, LP 02
and LP 06, for summer scenarios in years 2019, 2035 and 2050, respectively; and
LP 10, LP 11 and LP 15 for winter. Each corresponds to a set of baseline, 0 %
PV, demand-only profiles envisaged for the respective, simulated season/year combinations in question; in which only progressive changes to the domestic lighting
mix (Table 6.10) and demand side growth (Table 6.8) are factored.
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For the years 2035 and 2050, in which PV penetration levels of 20 and 40 % are
applied in the HPF simulation of the sample distribution networks (Table 6.8),
profiles for the allotted, PVI equipped households are overlaid upon the baseline,
demand-only profiles, to construct the study scenarios desired. Thus, while the
generation of demand-only LPs is required to inform the gross demand portion
of studies within those years in which embedded PV modelling is included, they
are not invoked subsequently in simulation. As such, in terms of the load profiles
simulated for the purposes of this thesis, the eighteen sets created are effectively
cut to fourteen. This is reflected in the formatting of Table 7.1, where demandonly LP indices are italicised, aside from those assigned to the year of 2019, while
all simulated indices are presented in bold font.
In summary, fourteen LPs (seven scenarios each, for summer and winter) are
utilised in simulation for each of the three sample MV/LV, primary distribution
networks, introduced in § 6.3.

7.2.2

Network Topologies

The mix of network assets employed in simulation, including OLTC mechanisms,
switched capacitor banks and the meshing of LV feeders; are detailed for each of
the sample distribution networks in § 6.3.2. The ensuing options available to the
local distribution network operator (DNO), to optimally manage their networks via
the exploitation of such assets, give rise to a number of potential topological and
operating regime permutations. Each configuration may impart markedly different
power quality implications upon the network, depending on the prevailing set of
load profiles applied in simulation (§ 7.2.1).
Table 7.2: Simulated topology options for sample distribution networks.
BAU

BAU

LV Meshing/

(legacy LV

(OLTC equipped

Interconnection

networks)

LV circuits)

CVR

7

sim 35

sim 37

sim 34

3

sim 45

sim 47

sim 44

In general, four prospective configuration options can be identified for every sample
distribution network. These depend on whether a business as usual (BAU) or CVR
focused operating regime is employed; and if inter-network connections, or intranetwork meshing, are enacted, or the BAU topology is imposed. These choices are
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captured through the list of simulation indices, designated to each permutation,
outlined in Table 7.2.
For legacy networks, in which off-circuit tapping is employed at all MV/LV interfaces (as per the Denton East area, § 6.3.1), the BAU option is encapsulated
within the sim 35 index of Table 7.2. For upgraded networks, in which a number of MV/LV transformers have been retro-fitted with OLTC mechanisms, BAU
operation is captured within the sim 37 index of Table 7.2.
In the latter circumstance, coarse tap control is practised as a means of directly manipulating feeder voltage, as observed at the secondary bus of the local transformer.
This differs from the line drop compensation (LDC) style control of downstream
voltages, such as within a CVR scheme, in which intelligent control is exerted
with a view to satisfying high-level, operational aims such as customer energy and
network loss minimisation. As per the approach of ENWL in the Smart Street
trial area, a target set-point of 250 V is configured for the secondary buses of such
networks in simulation, under BAU operation (sim 37 ).
For all cases covered by Table 7.2, simulation indices in which the first digit is
“3”, denote the default topology in which meshing and/or interconnection options
between LV circuits are not engaged, but all normally closed linkway circuits
remain intact. Conversely, those indices that begin with “4”, refer to configurations
in which all normally closed and normally open linkway circuits are engaged.
Conversely, studies in which CVR is enacted are denoted by those simulation indices for which the final digit is “4”. Thus, sim 34 pertains to CVR operation
within a BAU topology, whereas CVR is imposed within a meshed network architecture for sim 44 labelled studies. This nomenclature is common to all sample
networks, irrespective of whether OLTC mechanisms are utilised at MV/LV interfaces. In the case of off-circuit tapped, sample networks, CVR is enacted using
capacitor bank switching alone. Conversely, for OLTC-equipped networks CVR is
invoked via the interaction of OLTC-based control and capacitor bank switching.
Combining the fourteen load profile options outlined for each network in § 7.2.1,
with the existence of four topological options per network, results in fifty-six time
series, HPF simulations being undertaken for each of the three sample networks.
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7.3

Results

In this sub-section, the large compilation of results, amassed from power quality simulation, are reported for each of the three sample networks: Denton East
(§ 7.3.1), Hindley Green (§ 7.3.2) and Egremont (§ 7.3.3).
The tabulation of each evaluated metric is categorised with respect to the seasonal
demand context applied in simulation (winter or summer). Results are delineated
within each table by the yearly demand context (2019, 2035 or 2050) and the relevant simulation indices (as explained in Table 7.2). Moreover, where applicable,
results are further disaggregated by LV sub-circuit, and phase number (for voltage
data). For studies in which embedded PVIs are included, results are apportioned
by the relevant PV array-to-inverter ratio (rA/I ), encapsulated within the associated load profile. Simulations of the year 2019 do not feature PV, and so a default
value for rA/I of 100 % is used in this context.
Customer energy performance results are framed in terms of the kWh totals observed across all simulated metering point administration number (MPAN) instances. Conversely, to quantify the energy impacts of simulated network management practices on utilities, network losses are also reported. These are presented
for conductors only, not transformers or other network assets.
For reference, the customer energy totals tabulated in this section are disaggregated by constituent LV sub-circuit and reproduced in Appendix D.
Quality of supply violations are expressed as percentage scores, assigned to relevant
LV sub-circuit and phase number. Percentages are calculated from the ratio of
violating buses to total number of buses within an LV sub-circuit. This approach
assists in comparing the severity of power quality excursions across different sample
networks, which can vary enormously, in scale and complexity.
Power quality results tables, pertaining to a particular metric, MV/LV network
and phase number; are only produced if a non-zero quantity of violations are
encountered for that combination in simulation, across the pool of prospective
demand scenarios. For example, under-voltage violations are only noted to occur
for select phases within the Hindley Green sample network. As such, no tables of
under-voltage violation data are reported for either of the Denton East or Egremont
networks.
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7.3.1

Dense-Urban MV/LV Network, Denton East

7.3.1.1

Network Energy Performance
Table 7.3: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand, by rA/I ratio;
Denton East 172181/172371. Summer (S ) & Winter (W ).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim

Index

rA/I = 50 %
2019

S 34
S 35
∆ kWh
S 44
S 45
∆ kWh
W 34
W 35
∆ kWh
W 44
W 45
∆ kWh

rA/I = 100 %

rA/I = 150 %

2035

2050

2019

2035

2050

7,654
7,870

7,416
7,634

7,721
7,936

7,067
7,280

2.75 %

2.85 %

2.70 %

7,664
7,882

7,429
7,649

2.76 %

2019

2035

2050

6,282
6,495

6,758
6,972

5,626
5,849

2.92 %

3.28 %

3.07 %

3.82 %

7,733
7,948

7,077
7,291

6,294
6,509

6,769
6,984

5,641
5,865

2.87 %

2.71 %

2.93 %

3.30 %

3.07 %

3.83 %

8,677
8,918

9,009
9,256

9,050
9,318

8,600
8,842

8,697
8,948

8,463
8,705

8,677
8,932

2.70 %

2.67 %

2.88 %

2.75 %

2.80 %

2.79 %

2.86 %

8,693
8,934

9,025
9,273

9,065
9,334

8,616
8,860

8,714
8,965

8,480
8,723

8,695
8,951

2.70 %

2.68 %

2.88 %

2.75 %

2.80 %

2.78 %

2.86 %

Table 7.4: Aggregate Daily Network Losses (Conductors Only),
by rA/I ratio; Denton East 172181/172371. Summer (S ) & Winter (W ).
Daily Network Losses (kWh)
Sim
Index
S 34
S 35
∆ kWh
S 44
S 45
∆ kWh
W 34
W 35
∆ kWh
W 44
W 45
∆ kWh

7.3.1.2

rA/I = 50 %
2019

rA/I = 100 %

rA/I = 150 %

2035

2050

2019

2035

2050

139
142

141
144

137
140

129
131

1.91 %

1.78 %

1.83 %

134
136

134
137

1.94 %

2019

2035

2050

132
134

125
128

132
134

1.56 %

1.43 %

1.97 %

1.74 %

130
133

124
126

126
128

120
122

127
129

1.88 %

1.83 %

1.73 %

1.53 %

1.95 %

1.60 %

175
178

189
192

181
185

177
180

187
191

172
175

192
195

1.78 %

1.74 %

1.98 %

1.83 %

1.92 %

1.84 %

1.90 %

166
169

181
184

174
177

168
171

179
183

163
166

184
187

1.79 %

1.77 %

1.99 %

1.83 %

1.90 %

1.83 %

1.87 %

Short-Circuit Fault Levels

Table 7.5: Short-Circuit Fault Levels, at MV/LV transformer secondaries
(0.4 kV). BAU vs. Mesh topology. Denton East 172181/172371.
Short-Circuit Fault Level (MVASC )
Sim Index

LV circuit 172181

LV circuit 172371

34, 35 (BAU topology)

5.412

8.543

44, 45 (Meshed topology)

6.052

9.089

11.8 %

6.4 %

∆ MVASC
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7.3.1.3

Power Quality Metrics
Table 7.6: Over-voltage excursions by rA/I ratio;
Denton East 172181/172371 (Summer, Ø1 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)

Index

LV circuit 172181
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

2035

LV circuit 172371
2050

2019

2035

34
35
44
45
34
35
44
45
34
35
44
45

2050

2.3 %

Table 7.7: Over-voltage excursions by rA/I ratio;
Denton East 172181/172371 (Summer, Ø3 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)

Index

LV circuit 172181
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

2035

LV circuit 172371
2050

2019

34
35
44
45
34
35
44
45
34
35
44
45

2035

2050

0.1 %

3.3 %

2.1 %

3.3 %

Table 7.8: THDV excursions by rA/I ratio;
Denton East 172181/172371 (Winter, Ø1 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)

Index

LV circuit 172181
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

2035

LV circuit 172371
2050

34
35
44
45
34
35
44
45
34
35
44
45

2019

2035

2050
0.4 %
0.4 %

0.8 %
0.6 %
0.9 %
0.8 %
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0.4 %
0.4 %
0.5 %
0.4 %
1.2 %
0.9 %
1.2 %
0.9 %
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7.3.2

Suburban MV/LV Network, Hindley Green

7.3.2.1

Network Energy Performance
Table 7.9: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand, by rA/I ratio;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720. Summer (S ) & Winter (W ).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim

Index

rA/I = 50 %
2019

rA/I = 100 %

rA/I = 150 %

2035

2050

2019

2035

2050

2035

2050

8,589
8,934

8,732
9,105

9,724
10,074

7,849
8,187

7,288
7,689

7,350
7,699

6,030
6,530

3.86 %

4.10 %

3.47 %

4.12 %

5.22 %

4.54 %

7.66 %

8,603
8,956

8,744
9,134

9,735
10,096

7,856
8,208

7,307
7,693

7,358
7,719

6,050
6,435

∆ kWh

3.95 %

4.27 %

3.58 %

4.29 %

5.02 %

4.68 %

5.99 %

W 34
W 37

11,720
12,225

12,154
12,686

11,711
12,207

11,507
12,011

11,780
12,316

11,157
11,648

11,233
11,746

∆ kWh

4.13 %

4.19 %

4.06 %

4.19 %

4.35 %

4.22 %

4.37 %

W 44
W 47

11,757
12,249

12,188
12,949

11,734
12,230

11,544
12,037

11,802
12,343

11,190
11,671

11,250
11,767

∆ kWh

4.02 %

5.88 %

4.06 %

4.09 %

4.38 %

4.12 %

4.39 %

S 34
S 37
∆ kWh
S 44
S 47

2019

Table 7.10: Aggregate Daily Network Losses (Conductors Only), by rA/I
ratio; Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720. Summer (S ) & Winter (W ).
Daily Network Losses (kWh)
Sim
Index

rA/I = 50 %
2019

S 34
S 37
∆ kWh
S 44
S 47
∆ kWh
W 34
W 37
∆ kWh
W 44
W 47
∆ kWh

7.3.2.2

rA/I = 100 %

rA/I = 150 %

2035

2050

2019

2035

2050

225
228

249
254

241
245

220
224

1.47 %

1.78 %

1.65 %

223
232

248
254

238
249

3.96 %

2.11 %

315
322

2019

2035

2050

240
244

220
223

237
240

1.64 %

1.35 %

1.46 %

1.52 %

214
228

232
245

215
227

233
242

4.28 %

6.42 %

5.47 %

5.35 %

3.50 %

342
349

316
318

316
323

333
339

305
310

320
326

2.17 %

1.89 %

0.53 %

2.10 %

1.83 %

1.60 %

1.91 %

299
318

326
347

302
317

301
319

323
335

291
308

310
322

5.85 %

6.23 %

4.83 %

5.74 %

3.51 %

5.45 %

3.91 %

Short-Circuit Fault Levels

Table 7.11: Short-Circuit Fault Levels, at MV/LV transformer secondaries
(0.4 kV). BAU vs. Mesh topology. Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720.
Short-Circuit Fault Level (MVASC )
Sim Index
34, 37 (BAU topology)
44, 47 (Meshed topology)
∆ MVASC

LV circuit 212730

LV circuit 212725

LV circuit 212720

7.751

8.320

8.806

9.939

11.206

9.495

28.2 %

34.7 %

7.8 %
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7.3.2.3

Power Quality Metrics
Table 7.12: Over-voltage excursions by rA/I ratio;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Summer, Ø1 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses

rA/I

Sim
Index

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)
LV circuit 212730
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2035

2050

10.2 %

11.0 %

10.2 %

10.8 %

LV circuit 212725
2019

2035

2050

LV circuit 212720
2019

2035

2050

5.0 %
8.9 %

60.7 %

9.1 %

14.3 %

Table 7.13: Over-voltage excursions by rA/I ratio;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Summer, Ø2 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim
Index

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)
LV circuit 212730
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

2035

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2050

LV circuit 212725
2019

2035

2050

LV circuit 212720
2019

2035

2050

0.8 %

19.6 %

48.6 %

70.0 %

14.8 %

Table 7.14: Over-voltage excursions by rA/I ratio;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Summer, Ø3 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim
Index

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)
LV circuit 212730
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

2035

2050

LV circuit 212725
2019

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2035

2050

LV circuit 212720
2019

2035

2050

10.7 %

10.8 %
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Table 7.15: Over-voltage excursions by rA/I ratio;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Winter, Ø1 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim
Index

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)
LV circuit 212730
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2035

2050

LV circuit 212725
2019

2035

2050

LV circuit 212720
2019

2035

2050

10.0 %
41.2 %
2.9 %

19.6 %

7.1 %

6.4 %

Table 7.16: Over-voltage excursions by rA/I ratio;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Winter, Ø2 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim
Index

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)
LV circuit 212730
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2035

2050

2.9 %

3.3 %

LV circuit 212725
2019

2035

2050

LV circuit 212720
2019

2035

2050
5.6 %

81.9 %

7.4 %

Table 7.17: Over-voltage excursions by rA/I ratio;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Winter, Ø3 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim
Index

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)
LV circuit 212730
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2035

2050

LV circuit 212725
2019

4.2 %
92.3 %
8.7 %

8.9 %
8.5 %
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2035

2050

LV circuit 212720
2019

2035

2050
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Table 7.18: Under-voltage excursions by rA/I ratio;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Summer, Ø1 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim
Index

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)
LV circuit 212730
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

2035

2050

LV circuit 212725
2019

2035

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2050

LV circuit 212720
2019

2035

2050

0.8 %

5.3 %

Table 7.19: Under-voltage excursions by rA/I ratio;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Summer, Ø3 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim
Index

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)
LV circuit 212730
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

2035

2050

LV circuit 212725
2019

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2035

2050

LV circuit 212720
2019

2035

2050

23.4 %
14.2 %
10.2 %

Table 7.20: Under-voltage excursions by rA/I ratio;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Winter, Ø1 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim
Index

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)
LV circuit 212730
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

2035

2050

LV circuit 212725
2019

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2035

2050
12.5 %

4.8 %

0.8 %
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Table 7.21: Under-voltage excursions by rA/I ratio;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Winter, Ø2 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim
Index

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)
LV circuit 212730
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

2035

2050

LV circuit 212725
2019

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2035

2050

LV circuit 212720
2019

2035

2050

1.8 %

Table 7.22: Under-voltage excursions by rA/I ratio;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Winter, Ø3 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim
Index

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)
LV circuit 212730
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

2035

2050

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

LV circuit 212725
2019

23.4 %
10.7 %
16.8 %

2035

2050

15.5 %
10.2 %

28.8 %
16.3 %
19.3 %

15.3 %

15.5 %

5.9 %

14.0 %

15.3 %

13.0 %

LV circuit 212720
2019

2035

2050

Table 7.23: THDV excursions by rA/I ratio;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Summer, Ø1 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim
Index

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)
LV circuit 212730
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2035

2050

LV circuit 212725
2019

0.8 %
0.6 %
0.8 %
0.6 %

2035

2050

LV circuit 212720
2019

0.6 %
0.6 %
0.6 %
0.6 %
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Table 7.24: THDV excursions by rA/I ratio;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Summer, Ø2 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim
Index

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)
LV circuit 212730
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2035

2050

LV circuit 212725
2019

2035

2050

LV circuit 212720
2019

2035

2050

0.2 %

1.0 %
1.0 %
1.0 %
1.0 %

0.6 %
0.6 %
0.6 %
0.6 %

Table 7.25: THDV excursions by rA/I ratio;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Summer, Ø3 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim
Index

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)
LV circuit 212730
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2035

2050

LV circuit 212725
2019

2035

2050

1.3 %
1.2 %
1.3 %
1.3 %

LV circuit 212720
2019

2035

2050

0.6 %
0.6 %
0.6 %
0.6 %

Table 7.26: THDV excursions by rA/I ratio;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Winter, Ø1 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim
Index

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)
LV circuit 212730
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2035

2050

LV circuit 212725
2019

1.7 %

8.3 %
7.9 %
8.5 %
7.9 %
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2035

2050

LV circuit 212720
2019

2035

2050
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Table 7.27: THDV excursions by rA/I ratio;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Winter, Ø2 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
Sim

rA/I

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)

Index

LV circuit 212730
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

2035

LV circuit 212725

2050

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2019

2035

LV circuit 212720

2050

2019

2035

0.2 %

2050
0.6 %
0.4 %

0.4 %

4.0 %
4.0 %
4.2 %
4.2 %

0.6 %

Table 7.28: THDV excursions by rA/I ratio;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Winter, Ø3 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
Sim

rA/I

Index

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)
LV circuit 212730
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

2035

LV circuit 212725

2050

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2019

2035

LV circuit 212720

2050

2.1 %
0.8 %
1.7 %
0.8 %

2019

2035

2050
0.1 %

0.3 %
0.5 %
0.8 %
0.5 %
0.8 %
0.8 %

7.3.3

Rural MV/LV Network, Egremont

7.3.3.1

Network Energy Performance
Table 7.29: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand, by rA/I ratio;
Egremont 622605/622521. Summer (S ) & Winter (W ).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim
Index
S 34
S 35
∆ kWh
S 44
S 45
∆ kWh
W 34
W 35
∆ kWh
W 44
W 45
∆ kWh

rA/I = 50 %
2019

rA/I = 100 %

rA/I = 150 %

2035

2050

2019

2035

2050

3,201
3,381

3,053
3,249

3,629
3,789

2,832
3,020

5.32 %

6.03 %

4.23 %

3,206
3,383

3,076
3,252

5.23 %

2035

2050

2,261
2,446

2,625
2,818

1,866
2,077

6.23 %

7.56 %

6.85 %

10.16 %

3,637
3,792

2,837
3,022

2,268
2,448

2,637
2,820

1,879
2,079

5.40 %

4.09 %

6.11 %

7.36 %

6.48 %

9.63 %

3,856
4,030

4,396
4,605

4,084
4,309

3,839
4,033

4,190
4,403

3,722
3,911

4,041
4,257

4.31 %

4.54 %

5.23 %

4.81 %

4.82 %

4.82 %

5.08 %

3,875
4,032

4,415
4,606

4,093
4,311

3,858
4,034

4,199
4,406

3,735
3,913

4,051
4,257

3.90 %

4.15 %

5.06 %

4.36 %

4.68 %

4.55 %

4.85 %
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Table 7.30: Aggregate Daily Network Losses (Conductors Only),
by rA/I ratio; Egremont 622605/622521. Summer (S ) & Winter (W ).
Daily Network Losses (kWh)
Sim
Index

rA/I = 50 %
2019

2019

2035

2050

2035

2050

77
79

83
84

82
81

76
78

82
80

77
78

89
85

2.07 %

1.26 %

-0.93 %

2.68 %

-3.09 %

1.36 %

-4.68 %

134
90

129
93

115
92

142
90

130
89

131
90

136
93

-48.31 %

-37.81 %

-25.71 %

-57.47 %

-45.58 %

-46.04 %

-46.20 %

112
107

120
119

118
111

108
107

121
118

107
106

127
119

-4.71 %

-0.84 %

-6.61 %

-1.01 %

-2.53 %

-1.54 %

-6.18 %

149
118

150
129

166
121

147
118

160
128

134
117

162
129

-26.37 %

-16.40 %

-36.87 %

-24.88 %

-25.59 %

-14.35 %

-25.29 %

S 44
S 47
∆ kWh
W 34
W 37
∆ kWh
W 44
W 47
∆ kWh

7.3.3.2

rA/I = 150 %

2050

S 34
S 37
∆ kWh

rA/I = 100 %

2035

2019

Short-Circuit Fault Levels

Table 7.31: Short-Circuit Fault Levels, at MV/LV transformer secondaries
(0.4 kV). BAU vs. Mesh topology. Egremont 622605/622521.
Short-Circuit Fault Level (MVASC )
Sim Index

LV circuit 622605

LV circuit 622521

34, 37 (BAU topology)

8.096

8.047

44, 47 (Meshed topology)

9.263

9.224

14.4 %

14.6 %

∆ MVASC

7.3.3.3

Power Quality Metrics
Table 7.32: Over-voltage excursions by rA/I ratio;
Egremont 622605/622521 (Summer, Ø1 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)

Index

LV circuit 622605
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2035

LV circuit 622521
2050
8.2 %

1.2 %

9.8 %

9.8 %
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Table 7.33: Over-voltage excursions by rA/I ratio;
Egremont 622605/622521 (Summer, Ø2 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)

Index

LV circuit 622605
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

LV circuit 622521

2035

2050

5.4 %

15.4 %

12.1 %

10.5 %

14.5 %

24.2 %

2019

2035

2050

7.2 %

Table 7.34: Over-voltage excursions by rA/I ratio;
Egremont 622605/622521 (Summer, Ø3 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)

Index

LV circuit 622605
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

LV circuit 622521

2035

2050

10.0 %

11.0 %

2019

2035

2050

2.1 %
15.2 %

3.3 %

14.0 %
17.2 %

16.6 %

15.2 %

14.9 %

Table 7.35: Over-voltage excursions by rA/I ratio;
Egremont 622605/622521 (Winter, Ø1 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)

Index

LV circuit 622605
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2035

LV circuit 622521
2050

7.0 %
3.7 %
4.7 %

7.0 %

2.1 %

3.7 %
8.6 %

6.1 %

4.7 %
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Table 7.36: Over-voltage excursions by rA/I ratio;
Egremont 622605/622521 (Winter, Ø2 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)

Index

LV circuit 622605
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

LV circuit 622521

2035

2050

14.0 %

17.5 %

8.9 %

15.2 %

16.3 %

15.2 %

23.8 %

14.0 %

11.0 %

14.9 %

16.6 %

27.7 %

15.2 %

15.2 %

2019

2035

2050

Table 7.37: Over-voltage excursions by rA/I ratio;
Egremont 622605/622521 (Winter, Ø3 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)

Index

LV circuit 622605
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2035

LV circuit 622521
2050

2019

2035

2050

14.0 %
10.0 %
11.2 %
2.1 %

Table 7.38: THDV excursions by rA/I ratio;
Egremont 622605/622521 (Summer, Ø1 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)

Index

LV circuit 622605
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

2035

LV circuit 622521
2050

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2019

0.6 %

2035

2050

0.3 %

1.1 %

0.3 %

0.6 %

0.3 %
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Table 7.39: THDV excursions by rA/I ratio;
Egremont 622605/622521 (Summer, Ø3 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)

Index

LV circuit 622605
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

2035

LV circuit 622521
2050

2019

2035

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2050

0.6 %

Table 7.40: THDV excursions by rA/I ratio;
Egremont 622605/622521 (Winter, Ø1 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)

Index

LV circuit 622605
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

LV circuit 622521

2035

2050

4.2 %
0.9 %
3.3 %
0.5 %

0.2 %
0.2 %
0.9 %
0.2 %
0.7 %
0.2 %
1.9 %
0.2 %
1.4 %
0.2 %
4.4 %
0.2 %

4.7 %
9.1 %

2019

2035

2050

0.8 %
0.6 %

0.3 %

1.7 %

1.1 %

1.1 %

Table 7.41: THDV excursions by rA/I ratio;
Egremont 622605/622521 (Winter, Ø2 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)

Index

LV circuit 622605
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

2035
0.5 %
0.2 %
0.5 %
0.2 %

LV circuit 622521
2050

0.2 %

0.2 %
0.2 %
0.2 %
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Table 7.42: THDV excursions by rA/I ratio;
Egremont 622605/622521 (Winter, Ø3 nodes only).
No. of Violating Buses
rA/I

Sim

(10 min. Moving Avg., > 5 % of all instances)

Index

LV circuit 622605
2019

50 %

100 %

150 %

7.4
7.4.1

34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47
34
37
44
47

0.9 %
4.4 %

LV circuit 622521

2035

2050

4.2 %
0.5 %
4.0 %
0.5 %

0.2 %
0.2 %
0.9 %
0.2 %
0.2 %
0.2 %
0.9 %
0.2 %
0.7 %
0.2 %
5.8 %
0.2 %

2019

2035

2050

3.0 %

0.6 %

Discussion
Daily Energy Volumes

An appraisal of the effectiveness of CVR in reducing daily customer energy demand may be obtained upon reviewing the relevant tables in § 7.3, for the three
sample networks, Denton East, Hindley Green and Egremont. In all cases, as time
progresses from 2019 to 2050, customers are observed to become proportionally
more susceptible to CVR-led energy savings during the representative summer day
rather than in winter, as is evident within Tables 7.3, 7.9 and 7.29.
For convenience, the results obtained from those scenarios in which photovoltaics
feature (2035 and 2050) are re-imagined within Fig. 7.2. For clarity, the energy
data displayed pertains solely to the studies in which a rA/I ratio of 100 % applies.
This information is plotted alongside those results acquired from scenarios during
2019, in which a PV penetration of 0 % is enacted. A seasonal comparison of
CVR performance is made across panels (a) and (b) of this figure, between BAU
and meshed topologies. These conditions pertain to simulation indices 34 and
44, respectively (Table 7.2). The chart depicts the percentage customer energy
savings, obtained for either simulation index, when compared to the pre-existing,
operational regime under BAU configuration, encapsulated by index 35, for Denton
East; and 37, for Hindley Green and Egremont.
In comparing the seasonal scenarios for the 2019 load mixes, it is apparent that
in each of the sample networks, CVR savings are most substantial for the representative winter day, rather than summer, as displayed in the panels of Fig. 7.2.
These findings echo those recorded for CVR in [221], as discussed in § 4.2.3.
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(b)
Figure 7.2: Reduction in aggregate daily customer demand (%), by sample
network. CVR performance for BAU and Mesh topologies, vs. BAU configurations without CVR; rA/I = 100 %. (a) Summer; and (b) Winter.

Conversely, for the simulated years in which embedded PV is factored, 2035 and
2050, the seasonal context, of the CVR-led, energy savings benefit to customers,
reverses. In 2035, the addition of photovoltaics, at a penetration level of 20 %,
enhances the pervasiveness of CVR during summer for Denton East and Egremont,
such that it serves to become more beneficial (in percentage terms), than during
winter. This tendency advances further for the same two networks in 2050.
The performance of CVR for meshed networks in Fig. 7.2 is observed to consistently
track that of conventional, BAU topologies, for all sample networks, across both
seasonal scenarios. However, in each case the counterpart BAU study is always
shown to marginally outperform its equivalent meshed topology, in percentage
energy savings terms.
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Figure 7.3: CVR-led reduction in aggregate daily customer demand (%), by
sample LV network: fixed tap ratio (FTR) vs. OLTC equipped transformers.
BAU topology only (sim 34 ); rA/I = 100 %. (a) Summer; and (b) Winter.

In Fig. 7.3, CVR-led energy performance is further delineated among the constituent LV circuits of each sample network, according to whether its customers
are served by a fixed tap ratio (FTR) transformer, or one where an OLTC mechanism is installed. Daily customer demand balances are aggregated, according to
the relevant circuit type, and displayed in the chart. Once more, for those scenarios in which photovoltaics feature (years 2035 and 2050), only results obtained
from studies in which a rA/I ratio of 100 % applies, are shown.
In this chart, CVR performance is only scrutinised in relation to the conventional,
BAU topology, i.e. a contrast of simulation index 34, with 35 and 37 (Table 7.2).
Equivalent results for meshed simulations are not shown, for reasons of clarity,
given that Fig. 7.2 already observes these to be closely aligned to those reported
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for the BAU topology. OLTCs are not installed within the Denton East network,
and so no results data can be plotted for such a topological variant in Fig. 7.3.
The energy savings benefits of OLTC-driven, CVR outstrip those observed of FTR
circuits, by several percent, during both summer and winter (Fig. 7.3). Furthermore, the improvement is magnified by progressive growth in PV penetration, for
all OLTC equipped networks, except Egremont during winter. The synergy between CVR and PV penetration level may be explained via its characterisation
as a negative, constant power load type (§ 4.5, § 4.7). This offsets the opposing
influence of constant power type, consumer appliances, and the limited voltage
sensitivity they impart on gross household demand. The net effect is to engender
a greater sense of voltage responsiveness within net customer demand profiles.
The results presented in Fig. 7.3 help to better contextualise the bar charts displayed in Fig. 7.2. If the latter figure were to be considered alone, the existence of
a strong correlation between the effectiveness of CVR and its application to low
density environments, could undoubtedly be contended. However, such a conclusion might fail to consider how, unlike the Hindley Green and Egremont areas,
the urban circuit under study, Denton East, is not equipped with an OLTC transformer. Fig. 7.3 demonstrates that it is the use of OLTC based, voltage control,
that serves as the main driver for decreasing customer energy volumes, as opposed
to the urban or rural nature of the sample network. Moreover, the energy savings performance of FTR circuits in Fig. 7.3 is observed to be roughly consistent,
in percentage terms, when compared across the three sample networks. A slight
increase in effectiveness is noted for FTR circuits in advancing years, for summer
scenarios, but to a much lesser extent than within OLTC circuits.

7.4.2

Network Losses and Reactive Power Demand

The conductor only, network losses sustained within sample networks Denton East,
Hindley Green and Egremont, across each of the power quality studies undertaken,
are reported (in kWh terms) within Tables 7.4, 7.10 and 7.30, by seasonal demand
scenario. For a given topology and yearly demand scenario, winter losses are
observed to always exceed those incurred in the equivalent summer simulation.
In the case of Denton East, the mere act of employing a meshed network configuration, without CVR (simulation index 45 ), reduces losses over the BAU topology
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(index 35 ), during both summer and winter months (Table 7.4). Similar benefits
are observed for Hindley Green, but only during winter (Table 7.10). By contrast,
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meshing within the Egremont network is shown to consistently exacerbate network
losses, for all simulated circumstances (Table 7.30).
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Figure 7.4: CVR-led reduction in network losses (kWh), by sample network.
BAU vs Mesh topology, rA/I = 100 %. (a) Summer; and (b) Winter.

Enacting CVR for the meshed topology (simulation index 44 ) is observed to elicit
further decreases in losses, across all load profile mixes simulated for both Denton East (Table 7.4) and Hindley Green (Table 7.10). Conversely, for Egremont
(Table 7.30), the same technique serves to amplify losses even further beyond that
reported for the original, BAU topology (index 37 ).
While the application of CVR within the BAU configuration (index 34 ) is shown
to consistently outperform that of the same topology without CVR (indices 35 and
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37 ), in terms of incurring network losses, for the Denton East and Hindley Green
circuits; it is never observed to be as effective as when meshing is also administered
(index 44 ). For Egremont, the BAU scenario is shown to always marginally surpass
the performance of index 34, which in turn offers a considerable improvement over
both of the meshed simulation indices (44 and 47 ).
In a similar manner to the graphical presentation of daily energy volumes in § 7.4.1,
network losses data is charted, for the default rA/I ratio of 100 %, in Fig. 7.4. For
reasons of clarity, totals from meshed network configurations, in which CVR is
absent (indices 45 and 47 ), are omitted from the charts due to their uniformly
unremarkable nature when compared to the results obtained for indices 34 and 44.
For each scenario, the kWh losses incurred within Hindley Green are consistently
observed to be the most substantial, across the three sample networks. This reflects
its status as the heaviest loaded network (serving 666 LV customers in total).
For Hindley Green, the lowering of losses via a combination of CVR and meshing proves more effective during winter, observed in Fig. 7.4(b), than in summer,
Fig. 7.4(a). Similarly, for the Egremont network, while the use of the BAU topology is shown to always outperform its meshed equivalent, the degree of divergence
is observed to reduce substantially when considered for winter demand scenarios.
In the context of administering CVR, technical theory in support of the enactment
of capacitor bank switching for the purposes of voltage flattening, was previously
advanced in § 2.5.4. By decentralising the provision of reactive power support,
towards the extremities of the distribution network, a significant portion of the
overall flow of vars is displaced from branches in which it is not required, for the
purposes of voltage support etc. As such, the ensuing global reduction in apparent
power flow ought to herald a simultaneous decrease in conductor losses.
However, the supposition described assumes that the prevailing var demand of LV
customers is both mainly inductive and sufficiently large, to warrant compensation
of the scale provided by switched capacitor banks of the nature installed within
Smart Street (§ 6.3.1). Such assets ought to be sized conservatively, such that
over-compensation becomes unlikely to occur and a more streamlined balance in
reactive flows can be achieved. For example, the potential for coercing feeders
that exhibit only slightly lagging, displacement power factors (DPFs), into leading
DPF states, may serve to increase network losses in such circumstances, and thus
prove counter-productive to the local utility.
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Figure 7.5: CVR-led adjustment to daily reactive power balance (kvarh),
by sample network. BAU vs Mesh topology, rA/I = 100 %.
(a) Summer; and (b) Winter.

Evidently for CVR schemes, a relationship exists between the network losses incurred and the level of reactive compensation provided. Fig. 7.5 attempts to quantify this phenomenon by charting the net reactive energy balance, expressed in
units of kvarh, observed across the full day within each simulated scenario. The
plotted values are determined from the cumulative flows of reactive power that
enter, or leave, each of the LV sub-circuits, within the wider Denton East, Hindley
Green and Egremont models, across each daily study. Positive, end-of-day kvarh
balances indicate the presence of a net inductive, demand characteristic for a given
network; while negative kvarh values infer an overall capacitive effect.
The results plotted in Fig. 7.5 are further refined to chart the variation in representative DPF for each of the sample networks. Average daily values for network
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Figure 7.6: CVR-led adjustment to average daily displacement power factor,
by sample network. BAU vs Mesh topology, rA/I = 100 %.
(a) Summer; and (b) Winter.

Each power factor chart is halved into upper and lower portions, which signify net
inductive and capacitive statuses respectively. Results are presented in the same
manner as the method described previously in § 5.3.3.3, for the analysis of PV
inverter performance test results, as per Fig. 5.23. Similarly, the centred horizontal
axis in Fig. 7.6 represents the ideal operating point for the daily balance of reactive
power in each network, i.e. unity power factor.
In this example, should convergence towards the unity power factor axis be achieved,
it means that the net import/export balance of the reactive power supplied to the
network is zero, across the simulated day. Furthermore, it is implied that the var
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demand of customers can be adequately sustained from local sources of reactive
compensation embedded within the LV network, such as switched capacitor banks.
Fig. 7.6(a) anticipates that the average power factors of LV circuits, configured
with the BAU topology, will become progressively more inductive during future
summer demand scenarios. Increased penetrations of rooftop PV are likely to
prove instrumental in this drift. First, net active power demand during summer
days is predicted to fall significantly over the period to 2050 (§ 7.3). Conversely,
PV inverter operation during intervals of high irradiance will be accompanied by
increased draws of reactive power (§ 5.3.3.3 and § 5.3.3.4), as is evidenced by the
steady rise in daily kvarh balances, between 2019 and 2050, observed for all circuits
in Fig. 7.5(a). The net effect will be to lower the power factor of representative LV
feeders. By contrast, the power factors of the same circuits during winter scenarios
are not anticipated to change significantly, as per Fig. 7.6(b).
Prior analysis (Figs. 7.4 and 7.5) illustrated how, of the three sample networks,
Egremont may be considered to be the most responsive to the application of CVR
(with or without meshing), in terms of adjustments to daily network energy balances. Despite Egremont being largely composed from spans of overhead line, its
natural inductive vars requirement (simulation index 37, Fig. 7.5) is much lower
than that observed for either Denton East or Hindley Green, which are both predominantly underground cable based and thereby presumed to be more prone
towards exhibiting capacitive behaviour. However, § 6.3.1 outlines how fewer LV
customers (304) are served within Egremont than in Denton East (479) or Hindley
Green (666). As such, a smaller, overall demand for vars can be expected.
In spite of these observations, the Egremont network has been furnished with
six LV capacitor banks, the same quantity as installed within the more heavily
loaded Hindley Green circuit (§ 6.3.1). A greater risk of over-compensation related
effects therefore arises, in relation to the enactment of CVR within Egremont.
This concern is realised within the winter simulations for 2019, in which the preexisting DPF, under BAU practices, is located close to the unity power factor axis
in Fig. 7.6(b). The subsequent imposition of CVR, with and without meshing, is
shown to push the circuit into a capacitive DPF region.
This action serves to increase network losses over those incurred under the BAU
regime (by 6.61 % for winter simulation index 34 in Table 7.30); as per the left hand
side of Fig. 7.4(b). By contrast, for the summer 2019 simulation, the application
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of CVR (without meshing) for the same circuit, moves its operating position very
close to unity DPF, resulting in only a marginal increase in network losses, of
0.93 %, over the BAU regime, as per Table 7.30.
The application of CVR (with or without meshing) is observed to be most effective
in lowering network losses for the Hindley Green network during winter, as per
Fig. 7.4(b). For the showcased simulations, the corresponding power factor status
of Hindley Green is shown to move slightly towards the unity power factor axis in
Fig. 7.6(b), and so one might consider the installation of capacitor banks within
this network to be adequately sized.

7.4.3

Power Quality Benchmarks

In this sub-section, the violation rates encountered in simulation for the most important power quality benchmarks are scrutinised for each sample network (Denton
East, Hindley Green and Egremont) and four topology options (simulation indices
34, 35/37, 44 and 45/47 ) therein; plus the three yearly demand scenarios (2019,
2035, 2050) and the two seasonal demand profiles (summer and winter) therein.
In general, low violation rates are observed throughout the associated tables of
results, in § 7.3. This obfuscates the analytical task of extrapolating patterns for
power quality behaviours obtained from the simulated results, pertaining to each
of the profiled demand data sets, amassed from one simulated year to the next.
For this reason, the charts presented in the following typically comprise voltage
statistics pertaining to a single phase of interest (numbers 1 to 3) within a specific
sample network. This refinement assists in the detection of demand driven, power
quality phenomena, given that the electrical location (phase number etc), of each
customer PCC instance assigned within a sample network, remains static from one
simulated demand scenario to the next.

7.4.3.1

Voltage Unbalance

The governance of voltage unbalance for distribution networks is outlined in § 2.6.4.
No excursions beyond the 3 % upper limit for ten minute averaged values, specified
for those networks in which a high degree of single connected customers are served,
were discovered for any of the power quality simulations undertaken for this thesis.
As such, no tables of results are reported for this phenomenon in § 7.3.
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Thus, to illustrate the imbalancing effects that CVR and associated technologies
exert upon the simulated circuits, Fig. 7.7 displays VUF values for the worst case,
unbalanced bus, observed in each study. In accordance with the provisions of EN
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Figure 7.7: CVR-led impact on
percentile VUF levels at worst case bus,
by sample network. BAU vs Mesh topology, rA/I = 100 %.
(a) Summer; and (b) Winter.

For the summer demand scenarios, VUF levels are observed to increase between
the years 2035 and 2050. This reflects the influence of the growing penetration
of single phase connected, PVI units. For summer 2050, the enactment of CVR
alongside meshing is observed to significantly alleviate the unbalance condition
of the simulated networks. Most notably, VUF levels within the Hindley Green
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network are consistently shown to improve under a CVR plus meshing operating
regime, during both summer and winter, across all simulated years, when compared
to BAU practice. This is reflective of the Hindley Green circuit being capable
of facilitating the most extensive level of meshing and interconnectivity that is
available within the pool of three sample networks (Table 6.2).

7.4.3.2

Statutory Voltage Limits
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Figure 7.8: CVR-led impact on over-voltage violations at phase 1 nodes,
Hindley Green. BAU vs Mesh topology, all rA/I ratios displayed.
(a) Summer; and (b) Winter.
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From the results tabulated for over- and under- voltage excursions in § 7.3, three
sample network/phase combinations are hereby highlighted. These are selected
on account of the comparative persistence by which they incur statutory voltage
violations in simulation. Over-voltage incident rates for phase 1 nodes in Hindley
Green and phase 2 nodes in Egremont are displayed for all simulated years and
seasonal demand scenarios in Figs. 7.8 and 7.9. Variations in performance, by LV
sub-circuit, with respect to both OLTC/FTR status and PV array ratio, rA/I (for
applicable years 2035 and 2050 only), are also captured within the same plots.
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Figure 7.9: CVR-led impact on over-voltage violations at phase 2 nodes,
Egremont. BAU vs Mesh topology, all rA/I ratios displayed.
(a) Summer; and (b) Winter.
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As one might expect, numbers of over-voltage violations are observed to rise with
increasing PV penetration levels, for the years leading to 2050. Moreover, for each
simulated year, over-voltage instances increase in tandem with the prevailing rA/I
ratio. An outlier to this trend is the behaviour of the OLTC equipped, LV circuit
in Hindley Green during the winter 2050 scenario. Fig. 7.8(b) depicts how the
number of recorded over-voltage violations increases for this circuit, as the rA/I
ratio is lowered, given a BAU operating regime and topology (sim index 37 ).
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Figure 7.10: CVR-led impact on under-voltage violations at phase 3 nodes,
Hindley Green. BAU vs Mesh topology, all rA/I ratios displayed.
(a) Summer; and (b) Winter.
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For those LV circuits that are served by FTR transformers, no over-voltage instances are recorded, in either Fig. 7.8 or Fig. 7.9. In addition, only BAU simulations (sim index 37 ) are observed to encounter over-voltage issues within the
plots shown. Moreover, for the full compendium of results in the tables of § 7.3,
over-voltage instances are only recorded for simulations in which CVR is not administered (sim indices 37 and 47 ). As such, the occurence of over-voltages within
the local utility’s distribution network may be overwhelmingly attributed to the
pre-existing practice of assigning a very high voltage set-point of 250 V to regulate
the OLTC-equipped portions of their LV network [253], as discussed in § 6.3.2.
A similar portrayal of under-voltage violations for phase 3 nodes in Hindley Green
is displayed in Fig. 7.10. This is the only one of the three sample networks to have
recorded under-voltage violations in simulation (Tables 7.18 to 7.22). Excursions
are observed to transpire solely within those LV circuits that are served by legacy
FTR transformers. Moreover, most recorded violations pertain to simulations in
which CVR is enacted, aside from the winter 2019 and winter 2050 scenarios of
Fig. 7.10(b). In all cases, the number of under-voltage violations encountered when
CVR is applied, greatly exceed those endured under BAU operation.
Opting to complement the imposition of CVR in FTR circuits with meshing (sim
index 44 ) is shown to help ameliorate under-voltage constraints. While this measure is at the expense of a marginal reduction in the energy savings benefit of
CVR to LV customers in Hindley Green (Fig. 7.2), it is counter-balanced, simultaneously, by the slight lowering of conductor losses (Fig. 7.4).
In general, the presented simulation results show that the best way of minimising
the occurence of statutory voltage violations, while deploying CVR in distribution
networks, is to install OLTC mechanisms at the MV/LV interfaces. However, care
must be taken regarding their specification, especially for feeders in which high PV
penetrations exist, due to an increased likelihood of tap pinning. This concern was
previously highlighted in § 2.5.2, with reference to a practical example in [110]. The
concept was reiterated in § 6.3.2, regarding the development of an approximation
for end of line voltages, expressed as a function of transformer tap ratio, a.
As PV penetration levels increase, the notional tap ratios of OLTC devices must
also rise, if new over-voltage constraints are to be avoided and/or the resolution of
controlled feeder voltages towards established set-point values is to be maintained.
Fig. 7.11 illustrates how such challenges manifest within the Egremont network
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during the summer demand scenario of 2050. Small deviations in PV penetration level are effectively encapsulated within the diagram by considering OLTC
performance under different PV array-to-inverter ratios, rA/I .
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Figure 7.11: Summer 2050 demand scenario in Egremont, BAU topology.
(a) kW and kvar measurements for an embedded PVI site, rA/I = 100 %.
Daily fluctuations in transformer tap ratios and cap. bank statuses:
(b) rA/I = 50 %; (b) rA/I = 100 %; and (b) rA/I = 150 %.

Panel (a) of Fig. 7.11 plots the daily active and reactive power plots for one of the
households served by the Egremont network. A 3 kW rated, rooftop PV system is
installed at this bus. The BAU topology is applied, without CVR, in simulation
(index 37 ). Load behaviour at this PCC is indicative of wider network performance
under the summer 2050 demand scenario, in which a penetration level of 40 %
applies (Table 7.1). For the same demand scenario and topology combination,
when CVR is applied (index 34 ), panels (b), (c) and (d) showcase daily fluctuations
in transformer tap and capacitor bank statuses, in the form of a black line trace
and colour coded blocks, respectively.
The progressive drift in feeder power factor during summer demand scenarios,
towards a more inductive state, as observed for each of the sample circuits in
Fig. 7.6(a), is hereby explained by the widespread drawing of vars by PVI units
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during clear sky periods, as per Fig. 7.11(a). At a device level, such behaviour
echoes that of an archetypal, PF(P) oriented regime for reactive power control, as
is commonplace for many modern inverter technologies (§ 3.8). Such circumstances
lend themselves to amplified support from local reactive compensation, if available,
as provided by switched capacitor banks under the coordination of a CVR scheme.
This is apparent from the progressive increases in the utilisation of capacitor steps
in simulation, as the prevailing rA/I ratio ramps upwards between panels (b), (c)
and (d) of Fig. 7.11. This is reflected by a coincident shift of the reactive energy
balance, in Figs. 7.5(a) and 7.6(a), towards a net unity power factor position.
Another consequence of rising PV generation levels is the upwards movement of the
OLTC tap position trace between Figs. 7.11(b) to (d). While the results recorded
for Egremont (Tables 7.32 to 7.34) show that no over-voltage instances occur for
CVR enacted simulations (indices 34 and 44 ), the OLTC is observed to hit its
end tap on several occasions in Fig. 7.11(d). Any further increase in PV penetration, reduction in household demand, or lowering of controlled voltage set-point,
is liable to give rise to tap pinning events, whereby an effective loss of control is
endured by the utility, in facilitating quick recoveries from sporadic, over-voltage
incidents. Moreover, the ability of a CVR scheme to lower voltages, and thus impart energy savings benefits to electricity customers, is demonstrably constrained
by the practicable tapping ranges of any participating OLTC mechanisms.

7.4.3.3

Total Harmonic Voltage Distortion

In a similar manner to § 7.4.3.2, it is felt that the THDV condition of the three
sample networks can be best encapsulated using charts of their respective violation
tallies. These comprise Fig. 7.12, for phase 1 nodes in Denton East; Fig. 7.14, for
phase 2 nodes in Hindley Green; and Fig. 7.16, for phase 1 nodes in Egremont.
Fig. 7.12 shows that no THDV violations are encountered during summer months
for phase 1 nodes in Denton East, as is reflected by the absence of any reported
violations in the associated tables of § 7.3.1.3. For winter scenarios, the most
consistent set of violations occur during 2050, in which the number of violations
appears to track the value of rA/I applied to the pool of embedded PVI units in
simulation. Little divergence can be discerned between the violation rates incurred
between those CVR enacted studies in which the BAU topology is retained (sim
index 34 ), and those where both CVR and meshing is applied (sim index 44 ).
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Further scrutiny of any prospective link between rA/I ratio and the number of
THDV violations incurred is provided in Fig. 7.13 for the three winter demand
scenarios of 2050. Temporal fluctuations in THDV , across the same simulated
winter day, are charted for each of the simulated topologies (sim indices 34, 35, 44
and 45 ), as observed at a critical bus of interest, 235047831 01 in LV sub-circuit
172371, where THDV violations are recorded consistently.
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Figure 7.12: CVR-led impact on THDV violations at phase 1 nodes,
Denton East. BAU vs Mesh topology, all rA/I ratios displayed.
(a) Summer; and (b) Winter.

Despite the number of THDV violations appearing to increase with rA/I ratio
(Fig. 7.12), Fig. 7.13 shows that the bulk of violations occur during mid-to-late
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evening. As such, these events cannot be attributed to the behaviour of PVI
installations, but merely reflect a happenstance discrepancy between the distortive
characteristics of the load mixes applied within simulations of differing rA/I ratios.
Moreover, sunrise on the simulated date occurs at 08:33 (§ 7.2.1). This coincides
with the onset of a large spike in THDV , visible within each panel of Fig. 7.13. The
accompanying period of amplified distortion is more pronounced for the rA/I =50 %
scenario, in Fig. 7.13(a), than within the other panels of the chart.
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Figure 7.13: Temporal fluctuations in THDV . Denton East network,
LV circuit 172371, bus 235047831 01, phase 1. Winter 2050, all simulation
indices (34, 35, 44 and 45 ). rA/I ratios (a) 50 %; (b) 100 %; and (c) 150 %.

As such, the hypothesis of § 6.5.5.1 and Fig. 6.18, for the projected enhancement of
harmonic distortion under low irradiance conditions, can still be considered to have
validity. The ninety-fifth percentile value for THDV , which is used to ascertain
whether a violation has occurred or not, is shaped by the much longer period of
heightened distortion levels (> 8 %), recorded during peak time hours.
In a similar manner to Denton East, Fig. 7.14 shows how THDV violations within
the Hindley Green network are most prevalent during future winter scenarios
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(2050). In contrast with Denton East, Fig. 7.14(b) underlines how the enactment
of network meshing appears to remedy THDV constraints in Hindley Green, especially within its complement of legacy, FTR-equipped, LV sub-circuits.
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Figure 7.14: CVR-led impact on THDV violations at phase 2 nodes,
Hindley Green. BAU vs Mesh topology, all rA/I ratios displayed.
(a) Summer; and (b) Winter.

Fig. 7.15 builds upon these findings by considering how the time-varying, relative
magnitudes of individual harmonic voltage orders are affected by the imposition
of CVR and/or meshing. In contrast to the comparative, temporal observations
yielded from Fig. 7.13, the same load profile mix applies for each of the panels
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depicted in Fig. 7.15. Distortion ratios are plotted for a bus of interest, 69051395 01, located within FTR sub-circuit, 212720. Simulation of the winter 2050 load
profile, with a rA/I ratio of 100 %, applies throughout.
In this example, the application of meshing is observed to impart a greater influence
on THDV than that of CVR alone. Upon comparing the two upper panels of
Fig. 7.15, (a) and (b); with the lower pair, (c) and (d); the beneficial impact that
meshing exerts upon low order harmonics, orders 3 and 5, is striking.
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Figure 7.15: Temporal fluctuations in harmonic voltage by order, h.
Hindley Green network, LV circuit 212720, bus 69051395 01, phase 2. Winter
2050 simulations, rA/I = 100 %. Indices (a) 34 ; (b) 37 ; (c) 44 ; and (d) 47.

For the daily evening demand peak, levels of the fifth harmonic (blue trace) reduce
from nearly 8 %, to around 5 % when meshing applies. One potential reason for this
stems from how meshing serves to lower overall network impedance, an effect that
is promoted as a prospective alleviative measure for harmonic voltage distortion in
§ 2.4.5. In these results, the effected reduction in impedance is apparent from the

large increases (up to 34.7 %) in short circuit fault level, SSC (recorded for Hindley
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Green in Table 7.11), for those simulated indices in which meshing is enacted,
when compared with those in which the BAU topology is retained.
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Figure 7.16: CVR-led impact on THDV violations at phase 1 nodes,
Egremont. BAU vs Mesh topology, all rA/I ratios displayed.
(a) Summer; and (b) Winter.

One may recall equation (2.38), in which the frequency pertaining to the onset of
parallel resonance, fpr , for a circuit, is stated as varying with the square root of
its SSC level, which is dominated by the upstream inductive reactance(s) of local
distribution transformer(s). Facilitating an increase in SSC can be anticipated to
shift fpr to a higher harmonic order. The SSC level recorded for bus 69051395 01,
scrutinised in Fig. 7.15, increases by 26.9 %, from 1.882 MVA, in simulation 34,
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to 2.388 MVA, upon the application of meshing in simulation 44. This finding
thereby supports the theory that meshing can help to shift the intrinsic fpr level
for a network to a more opportune value.
Upon revisiting the pattern of under-voltage violations within the FTR circuits
of Hindley Green in Fig. 7.10(b), it is interesting to note a potential correlation
with buses at which THDV violations also occur, during the winter 2050 demand
scenario. However, on further inspection, the under-voltage problem is confined
within LV sub-circuit 212725 (Tables 7.20 to 7.22). Conversely, both FTR circuits,
212720 and 212725, endure harmonic voltage violations (Tables 7.26 to 7.28), with
incidents in the former network being more numerous in absolute terms. Thus,
the existence of any supposed correlation remains unproven by this analysis.
Examples of THDV excursions within the Egremont network are highlighted in
Fig. 7.16. Unlike the other two sample networks, violating instances are noted
to occur consistently for both summer and winter. Summer THDV violations,
displayed in panel (a), are observed to only occur within the FTR sub-circuit,
622521, for Egremont, and only when the network operates under a CVR regime
with a meshed configuration (index 44 ). Using a similar approach to that utilised
for Fig. 7.15, for visualising the harmonic content recorded at a specific node of
interest within the Hindley Green network, the underlying, temporal fluctuations
in the individual harmonic voltage orders of the THDV data, recorded at one of the
critical nodes highlighted in Fig. 7.16, are displayed in Fig. 7.17. The results shown
all pertain to the same load profile mix, as applied within one of four simulation
indices, 34, 37, 44 and 47.
For the bus of interest, 37054578 01 in LV circuit 622521, Fig. 7.17(c) depicts the
results from the solitary study (sim 44 ) in which THDV violations are recorded.
Several large harmonic current spikes are noted through the course of the day. In
light of the long span of daylight hours for the date in question, between 04:49
and 21:29, the spikes can be attributed to the behaviour of a 3 kW rated PVI unit,
located at the household that is served directly from this bus.
The spikes emanate from the intermittent effects of sporadic cloud cover on the
active power output of the PVI. However, the cumulative duration of the spikes
remains too brief to raise the ninety-fifth percentile level of THDV , as encountered
on the sample day, into a violating classification. The distortive impact of modern
lighting towards the end of the day is shown to be more pervasive, and of longer
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duration, than the PVI induced spike events. Thus, once again, lighting proves to
be the main catalyst behind the occurrence of a THDV violation in this instance.
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Figure 7.17: Temporal fluctuations in harmonic voltage by order, h.
Egremont network, LV circuit 622521, bus 37054578 01, phase 1. Summer 2050
simulations, rA/I = 100 %. Indices (a) 34 ; (b) 37 ; (c) 44 ; and (d) 47.

Closer inspection of Fig. 7.17(c) reveals that the enactment of CVR with meshing
for this circuit, appears to be tuned to the seventh order harmonic voltage (green
trace). Thus, the impact that a combination of network meshing plus capacitive
switching has in shifting the parallel resonant frequency of this circuit, towards
an undesirable position, is shown to be significant within this sample study. One
should recall that none of the simulated capacitor bank instances have been fitted
with detuning reactors, in accordance with the manner of their physical implementation in the Smart Street project (§ 6.3.2). This review of THDV performance,
for both the Hindley Green and Egremont networks, suggests that the trial area
would have benefited from the additional imposition of detuning filters.
For winter simulations, OLTC driven LV circuits are generally observed to engender higher levels of THDV than their FTR counterparts. This is apparent within
the results tabulated for the two LV sub-circuits of this classification, of those
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deployed within the presented simulations: Hindley Green/212730 (Tables 7.26 to
7.28), and Egremont/622605 (Tables 7.40 to 7.42). The tables also show that violation counts tend to increase for simulation indices in which capacitor switching
is employed (34 and 44 ), over those in which CVR is not applied (37 and 47 ). As
discussed previously, it is felt that this concern has the potential to be alleviated,
significantly, via the appropriate application of detuning reactors to LV capacitor
banks, thereby mitigating the onset of parallel resonance in such instances.
One must also consider how the nature of the load mix applied to each simulation,
appears to have a key role in shaping the harmonic voltage condition of LV circuits.
For instance, apart from the rA/I = 50 % results accrued for Egremont (Tables 7.40
to 7.42), no THDV violations are observed for winter demand scenarios pertaining
to the year 2035. Results for 2019 imply that the CFL dominated lighting mix
serves as the main source of voltage quality impairments. Conversely, the similarly
detrimental influence of LED lamps only begins to induce THDV constraints for
studied scenarios in which the largest demand scaling factor applies, i.e. the year
2050 (Table 7.1). The influence of PVIs in adversely affecting THDV violation
rates (as per the provisions of EN Std. 50160 [28]) is reasoned to be minimal, in
light of the brief time spans over which attributable spikes in THDV are observed
to persist.
For the selection of LED lamps that are characterised in § 5.2 (listed in Table
5.1), Fig. 5.9 shows how the amount of non-fundamental amps drawn generally
increases at lower voltage levels. By comparison, the same chart shows that CFL
technology, which LED lamps are projected to displace almost wholly in future
demand scenarios, exhibit distortion attributes that are more conducive to the
application of lowered PCC voltages. Conversely, the phase angle diversity among
the harmonic currents attributable to collections of CFLs, is much lower than that
of LED lamp groupings (§ 5.2.4.5), as per Figs. 5.12 and 5.13.
Thus, the presented results may be reasoned as follows. While the THDI levels
attributable to CFLs are observed to decrease at lower voltages, the relatively
static nature of the associated harmonic current phase angles, means that low
levels of attenuation can be anticipated for LV circuits in which numerous CFL
instances connect. This fact may serve to boost THDV levels. By contrast, the
harmonic current performance of LED lamps is observed to be less conducive
to the application of CVR. However, the pervasiveness of harmonic diversity led
attenuation is considerably more promising than with CFLs. As such, the onset of
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THDV violations for LED rich load mixes is observed to only become concerning
for the utility when a large demand growth factor is applied in 2050.

7.5

Concluding Remarks

This chapter outlines the context for performing a collection of harmonic power
flow (HPF) based, time series simulations, using the OpenDSS software, as enacted
on three representative, MV/LV network models. The studies are performed and
the results presented subsequently in table form (§ 7.3). These are scrutinised in
great detail within an accompanying discussion (§ 7.4).
The set of studies presented, seek to convey the progression of demand pattern
trends and associated power quality behaviours between the present day and the
year 2050. This is achieved through the creation of six base profiles, pertaining
to the years 2019, 2035 and 2050; and two seasonal aspects therein, covering
archetypal weekdays during summer and winter of each year. The underlying load
mix shifts accordingly, to accommodate projected changes in lighting composition
and PVI uptake over the timespan of interest, in addition to factoring for general
growth rates in electrical demand among MV and LV customers, as anticipated
for the UK by National Grid (§ 6.3.3). Moreover, the load factor of rooftop PVI
units is identified in previous chapters (§ 5.4) as having the potential to give rise
to power quality complications in future networks. As such, the load profile set is
expanded for the years 2035 and 2050, to factor the impact that applying different
PV array-to-inverter ratios, rA/I , may exert on network performance.
The unique composition of the generated load profiles is important to highlight.
Temporal fluctuations in customer level trends for active power, reactive power
and harmonic current magnitudes and angles are all synthesised. This nominal
demand data is accompanied by time-varying load model coefficients, which serve
to illustrate how the voltage sensitivity of customer demand is subject to temporal
adjustment throughout the course of each simulated day. In addition, the methodology proposed by this research, for characterising the enactment of voltage-led
modulation of both harmonic current magnitudes and angles serves as a valuable
contribution to this field of study. This aspect of the analysis is crucial in facilitating the faithful modelling of harmonic attenuation effects that arise from the
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interaction of different harmonic polluting devices within aggregate feeder current
flows, as per the concept of harmonic diversity, introduced in § 4.4.2.
A number of alleviative methods, available to utilities, for addressing the potential
onset of power quality constraints within contemporary and future networks, are
introduced in previous chapters of this thesis, primarily in § 2. Of these measures,
the application of conservation voltage reduction (CVR), network meshing and a
combination of the two, are explored within the simulations undertaken for this
chapter. Moreover, the utilisation of non-conventional network assets, including on
load tap changing (OLTC) mechanisms at the interfaces of MV and LV networks,
plus switched capacitor banks, are evaluated as part of the analysis.
A variety of intriguing phenomena are captured by the simulated results. In the
case of customer energy consumption, the application of CVR is observed to have
a sizeable, positive contribution in each of the sample networks (§ 7.4.1). For the
present day studies (2019), in which a PV penetration of 0 % is modelled, CVR
is observed to be more effective during winter than in summer. However, the
subsequent advance of rooftop mounted PV within the simulated years thereafter
(2035, 2050) renders CVR to become more effective, in terms of percent kWh
savings, over summer months (Fig. 7.2). A caveat to these observations is that in
terms of absolute kWh values, the results tables (§ 7.3) show that CVR provides
greater, aggregate savings during winter than in summer, across all sample networks and demand scenarios. While the combined enactment of CVR and meshing
is also shown to benefit customers in the same regard, it never outperforms the
comparable study in which the conventional, BAU topology is retained.
Energy savings from CVR are observed to be more pervasive for lower density,
rural circuits (Egremont) than their urban counterparts (Denton East), as per
Fig. 7.2. On closer inspection, much of the accrued benefit is achieved through the
installation of OLTC mechanisms at the local MV/LV transformer (Fig. 7.3). This
may be contrasted with the energy performance of LV circuits served by conventional, fixed tap ratio (FTR) transformers. These are shown to facilitate a roughly
equivalent, proportional reduction in energy consumption, via the enactment of
CVR, of between 2 and 3 %, for all sample network examples in Fig. 7.3. This
margin of benefit is similar in scale to that of practical, CVR example projects,
such as [34], as discussed in § 2.5.4.
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One may conclude that it is the deployment of OLTC devices that proves to be
the most decisive factor in promoting the effective application of CVR, in energy
savings terms, than the rural or urban topography of the network(s) in question.
A growing need for OLTC deployment at MV/LV interfaces is further evidenced
by an increasing divergence between those daily energy totals encountered for
the nominal (rA/I = 100 %), summer and winter demand scenarios of each year.
Net summer demand falls progressively, between 2019 and 2050, for all sample
networks, due to rising PV adoption rates (Tables 7.3, 7.9 and 7.29). By contrast, during winter, the uptake in PV offsets a parallel increase in customer load
growth, causing net demand to remain reasonably static over the same timeframe.
However, one should note that this trend is punctuated by a small dip in daily
consumption for the winter 2035 scenario.
Unsurprisingly, network losses are recorded throughout as being greater during
winter than in summer. The application of meshing is observed to help reduce
losses within the urban (Denton East) and suburban (Hindley Green) sample networks, while the opposite is true for the rural circuit, Egremont. The provenance
of this is felt to stem from the greater prevalence of underground cables (UGCs)
within the former pair of networks than for Egremont, in which spans of overhead
line (OHL) dominate. While the classic, equivalent circuit representations of each
conductor type are similar, in terms of their series impedance components (consisting of lump resistances and inductances), the insulation of UGC sections causes
them to exhibit more substantial amounts of shunt capacitance per unit length
than OHLs, in addition to a small, but persistent, leakage path to ground. Conversely, for the modelling of short OHL sections, convention dictates that shunt
capacitances and leakage resistances can be omitted [91].
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Figure 7.18: Component based, equivalent circuits for meshed, LV network
models. (a) Overhead line (OHL); and (b) underground cable (UGC) circuits.
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Meshed, equivalent circuit representations of OHL and UGC networks are presented in Fig. 7.18. These illustrate how the enactment of meshing can be expected
to alter the effective impedance of LV topologies, as observed between the local
transformer secondary, V2 , and any arbitrary PCC node, located at the end of
the line, VEOL . The meshed, OHL section of Fig. 7.18(a), is seen to manifest as a
reduction in the series path impedance, thereby facilitating increases in both the
flow of current and associated losses, via application of the square law. For UGCs,
as per Fig. 7.18(b), a similar reduction in series impedance ensues, but is offset by
a simultaneous decrease in cable capacitance and increase in leakage resistance,
resulting in an overall increase in the shunt impedance per unit length of cable.
This serves to reduce charging currents and associated losses, in addition to acting
against the capacitive voltage drop effect that is typically inherent to cables.
A combination of meshing and CVR (simulation index 44 ) is observed to further
suppress losses within UGC dominated networks, Denton East (Table 7.4) and
Hindley Green (Table 7.10); but to exacerbate losses in Egremont (Table 7.30).
This discrepancy is theorised to stem from the notion that the capacitor banks installed in Egremont are over-sized in relation to the number of customers it serves.
This view is attained by considering the large swing that the use of capacitor
banks imparts upon the prevailing displacement power factor (DPF) of the circuit
(Fig. 7.6). Indeed, for the studies in which CVR is implemented without meshing
(index 34 ), those demand scenarios in which the average DPF for the Egremont
circuit (Fig. 7.6) is observed to resolve towards either a net inductive value, or
close to unity, are those in which losses are recorded as either outperforming BAU
operation (summer 2035, rA/I = 100%; Table 7.30), or only marginally exceeding
it (summer 2050 and winter 2035, rA/I = 100%; Table 7.30).
Simulation results show that for urban and suburban, UGC dominant networks,
the enactment of CVR to circuits arranged in a conventional, radial topology (sim
index 34 ), offers the best means of reducing the daily energy usage of connected
customers, during both summer and winter. Conversely, to minimise losses within
the same circuits, meshing must be additionally applied (sim index 44 ). For the
showcase, rural network, in which OHLs are the most prevalent conductor type,
the application of meshing does not prove beneficial in any circumstance. From the
remaining options, the provision of CVR (sim index 34 ) serves to reduce customer
energy balances to the greatest extent. Conversely, operating in the absence of
both CVR and meshing, i.e. business as usual (sim index 37 ), signifies the best
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approach for minimising losses. These observations pose a problem for utilities
and industry regulators, in terms of adopting the correct strategy for lowering
aggregate demand levels.
Figs. 7.5 and 7.6 underline the existence of a correlation between decreasing network losses and the minimised supply of reactive power to LV sub-circuits from
higher voltage levels. This is consistent with the general narrative regarding the
perceived benefits of CVR, specifically the application of shunt capacitive switching
(§ 2.5.4), whereby its aim of localising the provision of vars towards the extremities of distribution networks, assists in reducing current flows and therefore losses.
Moreover, Fig. 7.6(a) also helps to chart increases in the PV penetration level over
the studied timeframe, through its transition towards an ever more inductive, average DPF level during summer months. Fig. 7.11 outlines how such a drift in DPF
with PV generation level is likely to coincide with an increase to the utilisation
rates of shunt capacitor banks, operating under CVR. As such, a future use case
for capacitive switching during high irradiance, summer days emerges.
Patterns in the manner by which power quality violations are accrued during simulation are reviewed in § 7.4.3. A comparative sparsity of power quality violations
are noted to transpire within the Denton East area, across all feasible network
configuration options. Unfortunately, such an outcome suggests that a tenet of
the Smart Street project: using the interconnection of LV sub-circuits 172181 and
172371 to validate the benefits of linked operation across different network usage
types (§ 6.3.1), cannot be said to have been tested verifiable by this analysis.
Despite zero violating VUF instances being observed, across all studies, the alleviative influence of meshing on VUF levels, as enacted within sample networks,
may be appreciated via the plots displayed in Fig. 7.7. The single phase nature
of the UK’s LV networks ensures that VUF levels tend to rise with the increasing uptake of high capacity LCT devices, such as PVIs, among customers. If one
compares the data presented for 2035 and 2050, in Fig. 7.7(a), with that of 2019
(a year in which a PV penetration level of 0 % applies in simulation), the application of meshing within UGC networks, during summer demand scenarios, is shown
to mitigate much of the VUF amplification that would have otherwise occurred.
Once more, the candidate rural circuit, Egremont, is observed to remain relatively
impervious to the power quality benefits of meshing.
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As one might anticipate, a general rise in the number of over-voltage incidents is
observed with increases in PV penetration (§ 7.4.3.2). However, a noted shortcoming of this analysis is its inability to factor the onset of protective, over-voltage
tripping for embedded PVIs, as discussed in § 2.5.3, and the consequential diminution of solar yields. This transpires from the bundling of PVI contributions with
conventional household demand in the spawning of synthetic load profiles.
All over-voltage violations are observed to pertain to OLTC-equipped, LV subcircuits; typically when the conventional, radial topology is retained, and therein
only those studies in which CVR is not administered (sim index 37 ). It is important to stress that this situation is not indicative of a flaw within OLTC technology
per se. Instead, an inadvertent, design oversight may be attributed to the local
utility; whereby the BAU set-point of 250 V is chosen for OLTC based voltage control (§ 6.3.2) - only a small fraction below the prevailing, upper statutory voltage
limit. Encouragingly, all over-voltage constraints are demonstrated to be resolved
within each of the corresponding CVR enabled studies (sim index 34 ).
Under-voltage violations are only recorded for the two FTR-equipped, LV subcircuits of Hindley Green; most frequently when CVR is enacted. This suggests
that the deployment of OLTC mechanisms can prove effective in eliminating undervoltage constraints. Moreover, the use of meshing is demonstrated to assist CVR
(sim index 44 ) in addressing a sizeable proportion of the under-voltage violations
reported in Tables 7.18 to 7.22.
No tap pinning events are observed for either of the OLTC devices modelled within
this research (serving the Hindley Green/212730 and Egremont/622605 LV subcircuits). However, Fig. 7.11 conveys how the risks of becoming subject to such
effects rises with prevailing PV generation output. Power systems engineers ought
to consider OLTC parameters, such as tapping range, in relation to such scenarios,
otherwise the ability of CVR to operate at lower voltage set-points, during periods
of high irradiance, shall diminish in future years, as PV uptake increases.
The origins of total harmonic voltage distortion (THDV ) violations are contemplated in § 7.4.3.3. For this metric, the influence of many prospective factors must
be considered. These include: the aggregate, harmonic current contributions of
collections of non-linear, customer devices, which may be attenuated via phenomena such as (i) harmonic diversity (§ 4.4.2), or enhanced by (ii) series network
impedances; and (iii) the onset of parallel and/or series resonance within MV and
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LV circuits (§ 2.7), which may serve to amplify any pre-existing injection, or flow,
of harmonic current, pertaining to a tuned order.
Fig. 7.19 tries to assist in the comprehension of all the various dependencies, inherent to the load profiles and configuration options of network models, with respect
to how they may elicit changes to the THDV levels captured in HPF simulation.
The diagram takes the form of a causal graph, through which changes in controllable parameters, listed on the left hand side, can be tracked, via their respective
paths of influence, to understand how they may ultimately provoke a response in
THDV levels.
LOAD MIX

PV GENERATION PARAMETERS
WEATHER

Nom. ih characteristic(s)

PV array-to-inv
ratio (rA/I)
Location (φ, ψ)

∑

Load Factor (LF)

Panel orientation
(β, γ)

NETWORK MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS
CVR

OLTC Status

PCC Voltages (V)

Harmonic
Diversity
Harmonic
Voltage Drops

Cap. Bank Status

Meshing

Series Network
Impedance

Resonant
Frequency

THDV (%)
levels

Figure 7.19: Causal graph of dependent factors for temporal fluctuations in
simulated THDV levels.

In the HPF studies performed for this research, two categories of non-linear customer device are modelled, each of which may be classed as a low carbon technology
(LCT): modern lighting and PVIs. As such, the effects of harmonic diversity can
only be emulated in simulation via suitable control of three input vectors (as per
Fig. 7.19, § 4.4.2 and [69]):
 the combination of non-linear appliances included within the load mix at any

instant in time;
 the divergence in PCC voltages, through which a voltage-led form of diversity

arises; and/or
 the spatial divergence in the operational attributes of embedded PVI units,

which manifests as a load factor driven sense of diversity.
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The load profiles generated for the HPF studies, seek to characterise time series
deviations in harmonic current magnitudes and angles, with respect to modelled
variations in the factors discussed. This becomes evident upon contemplating the
sample, household level, synthetic profiles presented in § 6.6.
Consider Fig. 6.22(c), in which time series fluctuations in harmonic phase angle
data, attributed to the currents drawn by a sample, non-PV household, are displayed for operation at nominal supply voltage magnitude. In this example, CFLs
represent the dominant, non-linear load type. As such, given the impervious nature of CFLs to applied variations in terminal voltage (§ 5.2.4.4); the synthetic,
harmonic phase angle profile proves to be relatively static across the day.
By contrast, the inclusion of a PVI unit is shown to engender a greater sense of
phase angle disparity within the profile data produced for another household, in
Fig. 6.26(c). This recognises the modulating effect that is often inherent within
PV generation trends, driven by rapid temporal fluctuations in irradiance levels.
The favourable attributes of PVIs, over non-linear forms of lighting, in terms of the
respective drivers for engendering harmonic phase angle fluctuations, are captured
by Fig. 7.19. Many different factors are shown to introduce variations in the load
factors of proximate PVI installations. These are likely to impart high degrees of
angular disparity among the harmonic current contributions of those PVIs that
connect within a common distribution network, and thus instil prominent levels of
harmonic diversity and attenuation. By contrast, empirical test results for CFLs
and LED lamps (§ 5.2.4.5) show that the voltage level impact on the harmonic
phase angle contributions of such items (modelled in Fig. 7.19 as the main driver
for harmonic diversity in modern lamps), is comparatively insignificant.
Given the two example profiles of Figs. 6.22(c) and 6.26(c), one may appreciate how
the contributions of different customers to harmonic diversity, in simulation, shall
depend on the mix of non-linear load types exercised during certain periods across
each day. It is perhaps unsurprising to learn that modern lighting is observed
to play a major role in driving THDV violations within the amassed simulation
results. Longer periods of lighting use during winter are observed to raise the
respective trends in the moving, ten-minute average for THDV at problem buses,
such that the daily, ninety-fifth percentile value is rendered more likely to reside
above the violating threshold, of 8 %.
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Networks are shown to be able to accommodate greater quantities of LED lamps
than CFLs, before THDV violations start to emerge. The comparatively poor,
voltage-led diversity qualities of CFLs, over LED lamps, is argued to render them
a more concerning appliance in terms of THDV impact. For instance, an example
synthetic load profile displayed in Fig. 6.22(c), observes how CFL rich harmonic
pollution is prone to exhibit a very static pattern of angular fluctuation throughout its duration of use, due to its apparent insensitivity to changes in applied
voltage. By contrast, LED rich compositions exhibit a much greater sense of harmonic diversity, as per Fig. 6.28(c). As such, the projected uptake of LED lamps
only begins to provoke network distortion constraints in 2050, when a large demand scaling factor is applied. Conversely, more THDV violations are observed
during 2019 than in 2035, due to the prevailing lighting mix consisting of higher
concentrations of CFLs than LED lamps (Table 6.10).
Conversely, while PVIs are shown to elicit intermittent spikes in THDV , due to
sporadic dips in irradiance levels, such events do not tend to persist for sufficiently
long timespans that would effect a substantial deterioration in the ten-minute
average framed, violation metric. Fig. 7.17 serves to capture the hypothesised
mix of intermittent, PVI induced, THDV spikes during daylight hours, alongside
luminaire driven spans of sustained, THDV amplification towards the end of the
day, for a summer 2050 demand scenario.
No conclusive link can be drawn from the rA/I ratios applied to embedded PVI
instances in simulation and the occurrence of THDV violations, as recounted in the
various tables of § 7.3. Fig. 7.13 suggests that the adoption of lower rA/I ratios may
provoke a slight enhancement of THDV around sunrise, when PVI load factors are
very low. However, these events are not sustained for a sufficiently long period that
might elicit a THDV violation. Moreover, the existence of a prospective equivalent
effect at sunset is likely to be masked by a general uplift in the THDV condition
associated with an increased usage period for lighting.
In general, such observations, coupled with a higher prevalence for excursions
during mid-to-late evening periods, as per Figs. 7.13, 7.15 and 7.17, lead one to
conclude that the practical impacts of PVI driven distortion in modern distribution networks are relatively inconsequential, when compared to that of lighting. The substantial degree of harmonic diversity engendered among the PVI
instances of a common network is hypothesised as the main factor underpinning
this phenomenon. This is enhanced by spatial variations in load factor between
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PVI instances, deriving from deviations in factors such roof pitch angles, orientation towards the sun, rA/I ratios, degrees of panel soiling and the extent of panel
ageing. The existence of attenuated, network level, distortion impacts across PVI
clusters, may be considered in stark contrast to the alarmingly high, equipment
level, relative harmonic current magnitudes recorded for two practical PVI units
in Figs. 5.21 and 5.22, while operating at low load factor.
Fig. 7.19 highlights that the impacts of changes to network impedance and the resonant frequencies of distribution networks also warrant investigation with respect
to their influence on THDV violation rates.
For the Hindley Green network, during the winter 2050 demand scenario, the
enactment of meshing is observed to alleviate THDV violations, pertaining to
low harmonic voltage orders, as per Figs. 7.14(b) and 7.15. The act of meshing is
surmised to exact a desirable, upwards movement of the parallel resonant frequency
for the network, fpr , to a higher order harmonic. In light of the manner by which
meshing serves to increase short circuit fault levels within affected networks, such
a transition in fpr is predicted by equation (2.38) in § 2. Moreover, the meshing of
UCG sections is hypothesised to reduce the effective shunt capacitance of a circuit,
as per Fig. 7.18(b). This is a quantity which equation (2.38) defines as exhibiting
an inverse relationship with fpr .
Simulated results highlight a strong correlation between capacitor bank switching
and the emergence of THDV violations. In contrast to meshing, the act of adding
significant tranches of shunt capacitance to a network serves to lower its parallel
resonant frequency, fpr , and thereby amplify lower order harmonics. Simulated
results demonstrate that such behaviours are most clearly evident within the FTR
circuits of Hindley Green. In Fig. 7.14(b), the worst case studies for THDV violations are all shown to occur during winter 2050, and for the common simulation
variant in which CVR is employed (sim index 34 ). For associated simulations in
which capacitor switching is either removed (sim index 37 ), or augmented by additional meshing (sim index 44 ), one presumes that the resonant frequency resolves
to a much higher (desirable) value. This helps to alleviate THDV levels, as per
Fig. 7.15, and thereby reduce the violation count, as per Fig. 7.14(b).
Many of the issues surrounding capacitor bank switching can be mitigated through
the fitting of appropriate detuning filters to each capacitor bank. However, such
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recommended practice was not followed within the Smart Street project. Alternatively, smaller rated capacitor banks could be fitted, which would have likely
proven beneficial in the case of the Egremont network, in which excessive levels of
capacitive compensation were introduced as part of the project (§ 7.4.2).
Another curious observation arises from the results tables of § 7.3, regarding the
provenance of THDV excursions. For winter demand scenarios, OLTC equipped,
LV sub-circuits are recorded as being more prone towards experiencing THDV
violations than their FTR counterparts. This is perhaps most evident from the
results plotted for the OLTC circuit in Egremont, as per Fig. 7.16(b).
Several of the factors identified in Fig 7.19, as being influential in the determination
of THDV levels, are pertinent to the analysis of prospective, OLTC-driven impacts.
Recalling the practical investigation work documented for modern lighting in § 5,
the non-fundamental currents drawn by the most pervasive, harmonic polluting
models of LED lamp (Bulbs 02 and 05, as per Table 5.4) are demonstrated to
be boosted (in ampere terms) in the presence of reduced PCC voltages (Fig. 5.9).
Thus, the act of lowering the terminal voltages of a large batch of similarly afflicted
lamps may exert a detrimental harmonic impact on the adjoining network. This
phenomenon is proffered as a potential explanation as to why OLTC equipped, LV
networks (in Hindley Green and Egremont) are observed to experience a greater
number of THDV violations during the Winter 2050 scenario, when LED lamps
dominate the load mix (Table 6.10) and lighting represents a larger proportion of
daily demand than during summer.
Moreover, under the application of CVR, OLTC equipped networks are observed to
evoke a considerably more pervasive voltage reduction effect than their counterpart
FTR networks (Fig. 7.3). Thus, lower voltages, and thereby potentially higher
draws of harmonic current from poorly behaving LED lamps, are deemed to be
more likely under such circumstances. In addition, the adoption of CVR serves
to increase the extent of uniformity among voltages at LV buses by design. This
is likely to reduce the acuity of any attenuation benefit that might otherwise be
garnered via the voltage-led harmonic diversity effect. One might also note how the
application of lower voltages serves to reduce the load share of any simultaneously
supplied constant impedance loads, e.g. electrical heating, which help to provide
damping within those circuits in which higher levels of harmonic pollution pervade.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1

Concluding Summary

This thesis explores the contemporary and future power quality implications that
the increased adoption of low carbon technologies (LCT) is likely to exact on
distribution networks in the United Kingdom. The research centres mainly on
the projected impacts of two specific appliance categories: modern lighting and
photovoltaic inverters (PVIs). Innovations in the former field are of great relevance,
given the widespread displacement of general incandescent lamps (GILs) with nonlinear, low energy substitutes, primarily compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) and
LED based luminaires, over recent years. This trend was precipitated by the
phasing out of GILs from general sale, in accordance with applicable EU legislation
[24]. Moreover, in response to the availability of attractive government subsidies,
a surge in small-scale, PVI uptake among residential customers has also unfolded.
The stated advancements have elicited major alterations to the archetypal loading
characteristics of distribution networks, including shifts in the voltage response
behaviours of customer demand and the general amplification of voltage distortion
levels. This thesis analyses the power quality challenges associated with such
technical innovations, and anticipates how such effects are likely to evolve.
An assortment of time series, harmonic power flow (HPF) simulations, informed
by the load modelling focused elements of this research, are configured for three
sample distribution network models. These network models were developed as part
of the Low Carbon Network Fund (LCNF), Tier 2 project, entitled “Smart Street”,
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in which I, and several other academics at Queen’s University Belfast (QUB),
contributed across several work packages and associated research activities.
Smart Street sought to appraise the performance advantages of applying conservation voltage reduction (CVR) to distribution networks. This network management
tool is typically practised via the co-ordinated switching of shunt connected, capacitor banks and the manipulation of transformer tap ratios. Using such techniques,
CVR seeks to lower (and flatten) feeder voltage profiles, and thereby reduce the energy consumption of electricity customers. In the project, such supervisory control
actions were augmented by a suite of network reconfiguration options, including
the enactment of intra-circuit meshing and inter-circuit connectivity, across a designated collection of trial LV and MV networks in the Greater Manchester region.
The analytical portions of this thesis serve to evaluate the effectiveness of employing several of the learning outcomes from Smart Street to alleviate some of
the power quality issues envisaged for future distribution networks, in which high
concentrations of LCTs pervade.

8.1.1

Load Modelling

In power systems simulation, static load models are typically used to emulate
variations in the demand behaviours of connected loads, as they respond to fluctuations in applied terminal voltages. Several load modelling methodologies exist,
of which the ZIP load model (§ 4.2.1) is selected as being the most appropriate
for this research. Its classic interpretation serves to characterise active power demand as a quadratic function of applied voltage. Its applicability, to the fitting
of trends that incorporate zero-crossing instances, justifies its continued utility in
a modern context. For example, the growing influence of embedded generation,
and its potential instigation of reverse power flow events at household and feeder
levels, lends support to this narrative. The same qualities also render the ZIP
load model as a good choice for the characterisation of comparable, voltage driven
fluctuations in reactive power.
This thesis also advances a novel method for characterising the voltage sensitivity
of harmonic current, in cartesian form, via an extension of the ZIP model approach (§ 4.3.3). The strong performance of this method is encapsulated by the
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high coefficient of determination, R2 , values computed in the fitting of raw harmonic current data (experimentally obtained from a collection of test luminaires)
to quadratic functions of applied voltage, as per the results tables of § 5.2.4.4.
Another advantage of the proposed method is highlighted for the aggregation of
multiple load instances in § 4.4.2, and its implicit incorporation of the harmonic
diversity effect therein. The importance of this feature, in shaping the extent by
which aggregate harmonic currents are attenuated, is highlighted regularly in literature [69, 82, 224, 227]. However, the phenomenon is often poorly emulated in
simulation, or neglected entirely [44]. The inadequate factoring of harmonic cancellation effects in simulation, is hypothesised by [226] as a reason why significant
increases in total harmonic voltage distortion (THDV ), projected to arise from the
mass adoption of CFL lighting, have not materialised in practice, to the extent
predicted by various literature [43, 78]. Contemplation of how device level, harmonic current, phase angles combine within aggregate flows of harmonic current,
is often dismissed in literature, in favour of approaches through which aggregate
harmonic magnitudes are synthesised via probabilistic assignment [44, 58, 73, 228].
Moreover, to the best knowledge of this author, an overlooked driver of harmonic
diversity: disparities in the terminal voltages of electrically proximate, non-linear
loads, i.e. voltage-led harmonic diversity, has not been investigated in publicly
available research, other than that produced as part of this PhD [37].
For the characterisation of PVI plant, the classic ZIP load model is adapted once
more, to express power quality behaviours as functions of prevailing load factor
(LF), rather than terminal voltage (§ 5.4). In light of the installation specific, LF
driven discrepancies in behaviour, that are inherent within a population of PVI
instances (even those sharing the same distribution feeder), the ZIP based load
modelling approach is thereby demonstrated to engender an additional, spatial
sense of harmonic diversity within aggregate load profiles.

8.1.2

Characterisation of Non-Linear LCT Devices

A number of laboratory investigations were conducted, using state-of-the-art, power
quality measurement equipment, for a series of luminaries (§ 5.2) and PVI units
(§ 5.3). By employing the innovations outlined in § 8.1.1, the raw measured data
was characterised into sets of voltage driven and load factor dependent, static load
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models. These encapsulate the active power, reactive power and harmonic current
phasor traits of lighting and PVIs, in a way that facilitates their replication in sets
of time-series load profiles, for application in HPF simulation.
In the case of characterising the harmonic current behaviours of observed PVIs,
the archetypal, quadratic form of the ZIP model is extrapolated to a six order,
polynomial function of LF. This ensures that erratic transitions in the harmonic
current profiles of PVIs, especially those encountered at low irradiance, can be
captured with a high degree of fidelity.
Several, notable device behaviours were captured by the experimental investigations. The active power traits of tested LED lamps are observed to mostly resemble constant power style behaviours, alongside a slightly capacitive, displacement
power factor (DPF) at nominal voltage (§ 5.2). By contrast, the active powers of
tested CFLs exhibit greater degrees of voltage responsiveness, in their approximation of constant current style qualities. A more pervasive, net capacitive DPF is
observed for CFLs, in comparison to LED lamps.
Nominal ratios of total harmonic current distortion (THDI ), recorded for both
CFLs and LED lamps, are generally observed to be poor (Table 5.4). Conversely,
the total, non-fundamental, harmonic current (in amperes), IH , attributed to CFLs
appears to be more conducive to the lowering of terminal voltage, than their LED
counterparts (Fig. 5.9). However, a more substantial sense of voltage driven, phase
angle disparity among the harmonic current contributions of LED lamps, in contrast to CFLs, renders collections of the former device type more likely to induce
a pervasive, voltage-led, harmonic diversity effect upon aggregation. This expectation is evidenced by the polar chart comparison of sample CFL and LED bulbs
in Fig. 5.11; the empirical analysis of harmonic diversity, across all test luminaires,
in § 5.2.4.5; and the synthetic, case study profiles, produced for power metrics in
§ 6.6, from the behaviours characterised via empirical investigation.

The tested PVIs, are typified by their amplified, THDI emissions, under low irradiance conditions, as per Figs. 5.21 and 5.22. Moreover, a significant deterioration
in DPF for one test PVI is also noted for the same operational context (§ 5.3.3.3).
Power quality concerns regarding the low load factor behaviours of embedded PVIs,
within distribution networks, are thereby justified. Erratic swings in the harmonic
current, phase angles of the tested PVIs, with respect to changes in prevailing load
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factor, are also noted, as per Fig. 5.26(b). The high degree of load factor dependency, observed to be inherent within PVI harmonic current contributions, has
the potential to manifest as a spatially derived, harmonic diversity benefit within
adjoining distribution networks.

8.1.3

Power Quality Impacts of Future Demand Scenarios
and Mitigation Strategies

Using an augmented version of the open source, CREST profiling tool, a series of
representative, daily demand profiles were prepared for simulation purposes. These
comprised summer and winter weekday demand scenarios for the years 2019, 2035
and 2050. Nominal values for active power, reactive power and harmonic current
spectra were synthesised for a range of modelled constituent appliances, across the
1,440 per minute timesteps of each profile. Profiled devices are aggregated at the
household level, such that each customer is encapsulated as an aggregate harmonic
load (AHL) instance. Moreover, modifications to the CREST tool make it possible
to impress voltage and load factor driven fluctuations upon customer behaviours
during HPF simulation, performed using the OpenDSS software.
The subsequent HPF studies revealed a number of pertinent observations. These
are delineated by technical theme in the review that follows.
Customer Energy Balances
For studies in which CVR is enacted, the proportional savings in daily customer
energy totals are reported to increase with rising PV penetration levels. This
synergy, between residential PV uptake and the effectiveness of CVR, stems from
the negative, constant power load type behaviour, anticipated of embedded PVIs
that operate with maximum power point tracking (MPPT), as explained in § 5.4.
The deployment of on-load tap changer (OLTC) mechanisms for MV/LV transformers is generally recommended within future distribution networks. As predicted trends in net demand progress to the year 2050, voltage level constraints
are liable to arise, as a consequence of the increasing divergence noted between the
summer and winter utilisation rates of LV networks. The imposition of OLTCs
is predicted to assist distribution network operators (DNOs) in the mitigation of
prospective constraints, through their facilitation of a more comprehensive set of
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voltage control options. Furthermore, the simulation results presented by this
thesis demonstrate that the use of OLTCs serves to amplify the pervasiveness of
CVR-led, energy savings benefit to electricity customers.
Network Losses
For underground cable (UGC) dominated networks, the application of CVR plus
meshing is observed to lower network losses. By contrast, a conventional, business
as usual (BAU) approach represents the best means of inhibiting losses for circuits
in which overhead lines (OHLs) are the most prevalent conductor type.
DNOs who wish to implement CVR, with the prime objective of reducing network
losses, should be mindful of ensuring that any capacitor banks they deploy are
sized adequately for the circuit onto which they connect. The successful execution
of CVR ought only to ensure that feeder power factors are corrected towards unity.
Simulation results shows that the over-provision of reactive compensation, to the
extent that LV sub-circuits are pushed into net capacitive regions of operation,
should be avoided, from the perspective of minimising network losses.
Voltage Unbalance
The single phase nature of the LV portions of the sample networks ensures that
levels of voltage unbalance factor (VUF) are observed to increase as PV penetration
levels rise. However, despite such growth in VUF levels, no associated violations
of EN Std. 50160 [28] are shown to occur. For UGC circuits, the application of
meshing is shown to help lower VUF levels. While violations for this metric do
not transpire within the studies, future increases in the adoption rates of those
high powered appliance types not assessed by this thesis, such as electric vehicle
chargers, may cause this narrative to change.
Statutory Voltage Excursions
Over-voltage violations are set to rise with increasing PV penetration rates. Fortunately, simulated results show that the deployment of OLTCs, alongside the
enactment of CVR, can serve to wholly eradicate such constraints. Similarly, the
adoption of OLTCs is proven to be effective in resolving under-voltage violations.
However, an example presented in Fig. 7.11, pertaining to the Egremont network,
shows that utilities must remain cognisant of the possibility that CVR may provoke
the pinning of transformer taps within OLTC equipped networks. Such events are
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liable to occur if the OLTC tapping range proves to be too restrictive for the
successful enactment of voltage control over a potentially diverse range of loading
patterns, and/or the penetration rate of PV increases beyond 40 %.
Total Harmonic Voltage Distortion
The harmonic voltage condition of the sample networks is observed to be impacted
by several factors. First, the prevailing combination of non-linear, appliance types
within the profiled demand mix, serves to heavily influence THDV levels. The
degree of diversity that collections of harmonic polluting, load instances impart
upon aggregation, within feeder current flows, correlates strongly with the ensuing
results obtained for THDV at simulated buses.
One may consider the power quality behaviours of PVIs in this regard. Their
generally poor, harmonic current performance, as observed under low irradiance
conditions, is apparent within the plots of experimentally measured data, presented in § 5.3, including Fig. 5.19. However, the HPF simulation results for this
thesis show that these undesirable, equipment level characteristics do not readily
translate into a pervasive THDV problem at the feeder level.
In simulation, a substantial degree of spatially determined, harmonic diversity,
is likely to be imparted across household level, photovoltaic contributions to the
aggregated flow of harmonic current. Such assertions are justified upon reviewing
some of the representative sets of daily trends for harmonic current data, produced
using the modified CREST tool. For profiled households, in which internalised
demand is offset by PV generation, highly erratic fluctuations in harmonic phase
angle are a key feature. This phenomenon is clearly evident, during daylight hours,
within the sample plots of Figs. 6.26(c) and 6.30(c).
This facet of PVI operation reflects the existence of a large number of variables
which, for any given instant in time, have the potential to induce meaningful
disparities within the load factors of a population of locally connected PVIs. This
includes panel orientation which, for rooftop mounted installations, manifests as
a function of the tilt (β) and azimuth (γ) angles (§ 4.5). The harmonic current
performance of the test PVIs is observed to be highly responsive to changes in load
factor, for low levels of power generation (§ 5.3). Thus, small differences between
localised PVI load factors, as experienced under low irradiance conditions, are
likely to give rise to a significant spread in harmonic current magnitudes and
angles, thereby promoting a pervasive harmonic diversity effect.
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Other spatial influences on the harmonic current contributions of embedded PVIs
include variations in array-to-inverter ratio (rA/I ) and localised fluctuations in
cloud cover, plus several effects not captured in simulation, such as panel ageing,
panel soiling, and dc voltage drops between the PV arrays and their adjoining
inverter modules. While the power quality performance of individual PVI instances
is predicted to be improved by the application of larger rA/I ratios, minimal benefits
are observed in simulation, in terms of recorded THDV violation rates.
In contrast with PVIs, lower levels of harmonic diversity are associated with modern lighting. As such, simulated results observe that the usage of modern luminaires is more likely to invoke THDV violations than the operation of PVIs, even
under cloudy conditions. This hypothesis is evidenced by the observation that the
majority of THDV excursions, occurring in simulation, do so during the evening
hours of synthesised, winter demand scenarios. Moreover, plots of profiled values for harmonic phase angle (at nominal voltage), as per § 6.6, reveal that very
little, temporal variation is observed within the phase angle data synthesised for
households in which modern lamps, particularly CFLs, dominate the lighting mix.
One parameter, terminal voltage, is noted to engender a diversity effect among
collections of modern lamps. Empirical measurements show that this effect is
stronger for LED lamps than CFLs. This feature derives from the greater degree
of phase angle disparity that is induced within the harmonic currents attributable
to LED devices, across the range of statutory voltages.
The onset of parallel resonant effects is observed for some studies in which capacitor
bank switching is employed. This reflects the choice of the local DNO to refrain
from fitting such apparatus with detuning filters as part of the Smart Street trials.
Aside from the practice of detuning, the meshing of UCG prevalent distribution
networks is also observed to help resolve some of the THDV constraints associated
with this phenomenon. This is achieved by effecting a shift in the parallel resonant
frequency to higher harmonic current orders.
Finally, another potential power quality drawback of employing CVR within distribution networks is surmised from the simulated results, tabulated in § 7.3. During
winter demand scenarios, those circuits in which OLTCs operate are observed to
experience a higher prevalence of THDV violations. This effect is felt to derive
from both the lowering of voltages and flattening of the feeder profiles, during
evening periods in which the demand for modern lighting is most pronounced.
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For instance, LED lamps tend to exhibit a greater propensity for drawing larger
amounts of non-fundamental current at lower voltages (Fig. 5.19). Moreover, if
a more uniform spread of voltages applies along a feeder (as per the intention of
CVR-led control), then lower degrees of voltage-led diversity shall pervade and the
attendant, alleviative effect on THDV levels is forgone.

8.2

Future Work

In this section several areas of potential, future research, extending from the themes
explored by this thesis, are considered. In addition, some associated fields of study
that could not be examined fully within the allotted time, are discussed.

8.2.1

Emerging Trends in Harmonic Analysis

This thesis demonstrates how the influence of harmonic diversity ought be factored
in the analysis of future networks as the penetration of nonlinear devices grows.
Literature surveyed for this topic [4, 43, 78] suggests that harmonic assessments
which fail to adequately account for this phenomenon, are likely to yield overly conservative conclusions. As such, the extent to which any associated power quality
effects serve to impart adverse responses within local networks may be overstated.
In terms of factoring the harmonic impacts of contemporary customer appliances,
this thesis focuses on the contributions observed for modern luminaires and PVIs.
However, many additional research opportunities in this field remain; especially
regarding the similar power quality challenges posed by the rising popularity of
electric vehicles (EVs). Recent research contends that the impacts of EV charging
may prove to be even more detrimental to LV network performance than those
anticipated for PVIs [275]. Harmonic resonant effects, of the manner associated
with substantial spreads of shunt capacitance among energised customer devices
[4], as discussed in § 2.7.4 and § 2.8.3, are predicted to become a major concern
pertaining to large clusters of electric vehicle battery chargers (EVBCs) [275].
The investigative works of this thesis highlight the correlation between low load
factor operation of PVIs and amplified injections of harmonic current (§ 5.3.3.1).
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Dependencies of this nature are not widely discussed in literature, but are anticipated to be similarly observable for EVBCs and other prospective large scale,
harmonic polluting devices connecting to LV networks in future years.
Moreover, the significant temporal variablity that one can expect to observe within
the powers drawn by EVBCs, across their respective charging cycles, ought to impart a harmonic diversity effect among network clusters of EV charging points. As
such, the accommodation of substantial increases in EV charging activity within
the LV networks of the UK may prove to be less problematic, from the perspective
of power quality degradation, than present projections [275]. Such an outcome
would echo the load factor driven, harmonic diversity benefits observed for networks with high PV penetrations, in the studies undertaken in § 7.
Evidently, many analytical challenges are set to emerge. These include incorporating the novel ideas communicated by this thesis into standard load modelling
and HPF simulation practices, supported by the empirical characterisation of numerous, new appliance behaviours. Representative modelling of the time-varying
nature of the harmonic loading of modern LV networks is the subject of some
recent research [276]. However, despite a stochastic approach to load aggregation
being expounded, in a comparable sense to the methodology developed for this
thesis (§ 6.5 - § 6.6), no explicit consideration of harmonic diversity is given [276].
As adoption rates for non-linear, consumer device types continue to grow, industry
consensus is broadly aligned, in forecasting general increases in the levels of harmonic voltage distortion that might be encountered typically across distribution
networks. However, the precise composition of any additional harmonic pollution
remains unclear, in terms of a likely breakdown of its constituent harmonic orders.
Supraharmonics, which pertain to orders of emission above 2 kHz, are described as
a potential area of research interest in [275], amidst influxes of PVIs and EVBCs to
LV networks. However, the aggregated impact of any such emissions is likely to be
mitigated, to some degree, by the lower propensity for propagation, of higher order
harmonic currents, within resistive circuits. Moreover, the empirical investigations
of this thesis demonstrate that the pervasiveness of the attenuating, harmonic
diversity effect tends to increase with harmonic order, as per Figs. 5.12 and 5.13.
The potential emergence of interharmonic centered distortion concerns should also
be factored [67]. For example, the mounting popularity of variable frequency drives
(VFDs), discussed in § 2.4.3, and their attendant conversion of the supplied voltage
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between frequency domains, may begin to elicit perceptible interharmonic related
complications within LV networks [67]. Moreover, the inherently nebulous constitution of interharmonic pollution renders the prospect that significant aggregation
effects, and the accompanying attenuation benefits, might accrue from the coupling
of multiple sources of emission, on adjoining LV feeders, to be remote [67].
Unfortunately, this body of work was unable to devote the additional efforts required to research the impacts of supraharmonics and interharmonics in greater
detail. Nonetheless, the studies that were undertaken suggest that LCT induced
flows of triplen harmonic currents can be expected to increase within LV circuits
over the coming years. Under nominal voltage conditions, four of the ten modern lamps evaluated in § 5.2 are recorded as injecting third harmonic currents
with relative magnitudes that exceed 80 % of the fundamental component (Table
5.5). Substantial contributions of the ninth harmonic current order (the next most
significant, odd triplen) are also reported (Table 5.8). Similarly, significant contributions to third harmonic current levels are witnessed for one of the tested PVIs
evaluated in § 5.3 while operating at low load factor, as per panel (a) of Fig. 5.19.
Concerns regarding triplen-based, harmonic distortion are heightened by the exceedingly poor harmonic diversity exhibited among the third harmonic current
contributions of CFLs in Figs. 5.12(b) and 5.13(b), alongside the unimpressive attenuation qualities noted for aggregations of the third and ninth harmonic current
orders, pertaining to LED lamps, as per Fig. 5.13(a).

8.2.2

Regulatory Practices and Industry Standards

For four-wire LV networks, neutral conductors are traditionally sized to accommodate only small flows of current, when compared to their line conductor counterparts [83]. However, the anticipated growth of triplen harmonic distortion, and
the accompanying zero sequence traits, shall serve to increase the loading of these
assets. Moreover, the empirical evidence gathered for this thesis infers that only
a very muted cancellation effect can be expected from the aggregation of multiple
sources of triplen harmonic current. In severe cases, this trend has the potential to
impact upon the protection requirements of affected circuits, particularly beyond
points of common coupling (PCCs) and into the wiring of customer premises.
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The latest British wiring regulations outline rules for neutral conductor sizing;
influenced in part by the triplen content of the load currents drawn by customers
[277]. In basic terms, the current carrying capacities specified for installed cables
reflect the temperature limits that apply to the type of cable insulation used.
Consider the general case of a polyphase, four-core cable. Conventional instances of
unbalance, between mostly linear load types, can be expected to engender increases
in the flow of neutral current, IN . However, the overall heat balance is maintained
by the corresponding decrease that is implied for one or more of the associated line
currents (flowing through adjacent cores of the same cable). As such, appropriate
cable ratings may be computed by framing the thermal requirements, of the entire
cable, with respect to its largest line current [277].
By contrast, for scenarios in which the bulk of IN derives from triplen harmonics,
no equivalent mechanism for thermal offset is imparted upon the adjoining line
conductor flows. As such, the neutral current footprint must be quantified and
considered alongside line current flows, when determining conductor sizing. For
typical installations, the cross-sectional area of neutral conductors is half of that
allotted to line conductors in the same cable. However, for instances in which total
triplen harmonic content exceeds 15 % of the fundamental current, the neutral must
be sized to at least the same cross-section as its companion line conductors [277].
Furthermore, if the line and neutral conductors are already sized equally, and IN
is predicted to exceed the line current, a derating factor must be administered to
all conductors in the cable [278].
Given the preceding discussion and for reasons of safety, one may surmise that the
rising prevalence of triplens shall necessitate the retrospective uprating of many LV
service cables. The extent of such a predicament may be appreciated by revisiting
the power quality results documented for a set of sample CFLs and LED lamps,
in terms of total harmonic current distortion, in Table 5.4. The constituent third
and ninth harmonic current orders are also reported in Tables 5.5 and 5.8. This
data can be re-interpreted as the equivalent ratios of rms triplen harmonic current
to the fundamental, comprising orders 3 and 9 only, as per Table 8.1.
For all of the modern lamps showcased in Table 8.1, the triplen harmonic current ratio far exceeds the 15 % threshold, expressed in [277], above which neutral
and/or line conductor upsizing must be considered in electrical design. Moreover,
customer lighting tends to be installed on dedicated circuits. Thus, it is highly
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likely that theoretical concerns regarding the harmonic triplen led, oversizing of
wiring runs, shall manifest in practice. At an aggregated household level, the
representative, synthetic load profiles developed for the case studies presented in
§ 6.6, show that the proportion of harmonic current distortion, pertaining to the

third harmonic order alone, is predicted to exceed the 15 % threshold on a regular
basis, across a variety of circumstances.
Table 8.1: Triplen portion of the total harmonic current distortion,
contributions of tested LED and CFL lamps, as % of fundamental.
Bulb
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

THDI, T RIP (%)
67.7
68.0
67.3
80.4
68.2
86.5
69.3
78.5
74.3
77.2

For future revisions of the wiring regulations, it may become more intuitive to express harmonic limits in terms of the total demand distortion (TDD) ratio, rather
than the conventional THD metric. For reference, the concept of TDD was previously introduced in § 2.4.8. Its usage may be deemed more applicable for premises
from which exports of power to the grid are anticipated, e.g. from rooftop photovoltaics. Such an approach would neatly circumvent scenarios in which high T HDI
ratios are noted, but only as a consequence of very small (potentially negative)
flows of fundamental current being observed simultaneously, rather than significant draws of non-fundamental amperes. One such example is depicted in the case
study plots of Fig. 6.26, in which the prominent instances of T HDI , observed in
panel (b), happen to coincide with low levels of total rms harmonic current, IH ,
in panel (a); and reverse power injections in Fig. 6.25.

8.2.3

Considerations for Protection

The forecasted amplification of triplen harmonic current flows is envisaged to have
a number of derived impacts. In severe cases, where the ensuing growth of neutral
currents is not mitigated sufficiently by utilities, the emergence of overloads shall
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become a feasible concern. This is a noteworthy development, as the condition of
neutral conductors is often overlooked within the daily management of distribution network assets. Moreover, neutral conductors are not usually equipped with
overcurrent protection [67], and on the utility side of PCCs in the UK, prevailing regulations forbid the installation of protective devices on the neutral path
altogether [279]. The occurrence of broken neutrals, a traditionally rare event,
thus becomes more problematic and perilous, from a safety perspective [84], if the
neutral-to-earth fault currents become too large.
In the UK, the use of protective multiple earthing (PME) schemes in electrical installations is deemed to provide suitable means of protection in most circumstances
[279]. Where applicable, PME is often preferred to other earthing methods, on
account of its lower cost. This benefit arises from its bundling of protective and
neutral functionalities within a combined conductor, rather than incorporating
separate neutral and protective conductors along the full span of the utility’s cable network [280]. To counteract the tendency for voltage rise to develop along
sections of the neutral, multiple neutral-to-earth electrodes are typically installed
at designated connection points along the network cabling route [279].
In the advent of heavier flows of neutral current, more neutral-to-earth electrodes
are likely to have to be installed within PME schemes, as a means of counteracting
the development of dangerous levels of neutral-to-earth voltage rise that might
occur if and when broken neutral events arise [279]. Moreover, in light of increasing
levels of neutral current, the maximum neutral-to-earth resistance specified for LV
networks [279], may need to be reduced by standards authorities, which would in
turn necessitate the fitting of more earthing electrodes.

8.2.4

Other Suggested Topics for Subsequent Research

Some ideas for potential research are hereby suggested, through which the findings
articulated for this thesis can hopefully be advanced upon.
1. The static load modelling methods developed in this work could be revisited
to produce similar, AHL style, load models for electric vehicle (EV) chargers.
These appliances are set to become a major feature of distribution networks
in coming years. Once developed, load model instances might ultimately be
incorporated within a further update of the modified, CREST profiling tool.
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Some initial research has been undertaken for this field in [156]. One might
reasonably expect that load factor modulation effects shall be observed to
influence the harmonic current contributions of EV chargers, in a similar
manner to the behaviours observed for PVIs in this research.
2. In comparison to higher voltage sections of the grid, distribution networks
commonly play host to low X/R ratio circuits. These serve to reduce the
natural, inductive reactive power demand of the network. Thus, the necessity for capacitor banks, as part of a prospective CVR scheme, is somewhat
compromised. One potential avenue of research might explore how swapping
capacitor banks with distributed forms of energy storage systems (ESS) can
better assist CVR in the flattening of feeder voltage profiles.
In contrast with capacitor banks, ESS could be configured to export active power into controlled networks when voltage support is required, and
import active power from the grid when the lowering of voltage is deemed
to be beneficial and/or when there is an excess of PV export during the day.
Such proposal would be more effective in manipulating voltages within LV
circuits than at higher voltage levels (due to the low X/R ratio). Gaming
opportunities for DNOs might even emerge from such a practice, whereby
excess PV generation could be stored during daylight hours, and re-supplied
to households during the subsequent evening peak.
3. Contemporary electronic devices have a tendency to operate with unity DPF.
For example, ubiquitous circuit architectures, such as the switched-mode, dc
power supply (DCPS), as per Fig. 2.7, can be conveniently configured to enact
power factor corrective control. As a result, simulations and the practical
experiences of the Smart Street project, observe that voltage drops within
modern LV networks are not as pervasive as the hypothetical design voltage
drop of 7 %, for distribution feeders in the UK (discussed in § 2.5.2). Thus,
a practical alternative to the provision of CVR using capacitor banks, may
potentially incorporate shunt reactors. This would have the advantage of
countering any prospective, parallel resonance related concerns.
4. Further to the previous point, one might explore if the natural inductance of
streetlamps could be exploited during daylight hours, as a means of providing shunt reactive compensation. This would help to mitigate over-voltage
concerns by lowering network voltages during summer periods in which PVIs
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generate with high load factors. Moreover, the respective windows of daily
utilisation for streetlamps and PVIs are wholly distinct, thus an additional
source of reactive compensation could be released by DNOs without having
to install new assets on their network.
5. The research in this thesis demonstrates a correlation between the degree of
phase angle disparity imparted by certain load types and the ensuing level of
harmonic voltage distortion within adjoining LV circuits. One might wish to
explore if a new pricing mechanism could be developed for large customers,
in a similar manner to how the poor power factors of commercial customers
are typically penalised by utilities. For example, low levels of phase angle
drift across a day (encapsulated within a newly defined power quality metric)
might become subject to a THDV contribution charge by utilities.
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Appendix A
Assigning Compatibility Levels
for Distribution Networks
This appendix outlines the method, established by EN Std. 61000-2-2 [13], for striking an appropriate balance between the capacity of customer appliances to endure
distortion within the voltage supply and the exertions necessitated of utilities to
supply voltage of the requisite quality. Such efforts culminate in the determination
of electromagnetic compatibility levels, assigned to each of the voltage level strata
of which distribution networks are comprised.
In EN 61000-2-2 [13], co-ordination within LV networks is enacted through the
development of probability density functions (PDFs) for the collective disturbance
and immunity levels (of connected devices) incident on a network. Each PDF
pertains to the number, type and mix of devices utilised within the network. The
resistive characteristic of the prospective load mix, e.g. the penetration of heating
loads, which assist in dampening the disturbance level of the system, should also
be factored within this process [13].
The compatibility level, associated with the disturbance and immunity PDFs, is
defined as the maximum degree of disturbance that can be anticipated on a network
with 95 % probability. The PDF for immunity among connected devices should
therefore exceed the reasoned compatibility level by a suitable margin to ensure
that perturbations in voltage quality are highly unlikely to adversely impact or
damage customer equipment. Figure A.1 of EN 61000-2-2 [13] gives an excellent
synopsis of the interaction between predicted disturbance and immunity levels to
declare an appropriate compatibility level for the network in question. This is
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reproduced in Fig. A.1, where the compatibility level is positioned, as described,
at the 95th percentile of system disturbance level probability.

Planning Levels

Compatibility
Level

Probability Density (%)

Immunity Test Levels

System
Disturbance Level

Equipment
Immunity Level

P(Disturbance > Compatibility) ≈ 5 %

Disturbance Level

Figure A.1: Relationship between emission, planning, compatibility
and immunity levels (reproduced from [13]).

Ranges of example immunity test levels and planning levels are also depicted in
Fig. A.1, either side of the demarcation for compatibility. The former are specified
by various equipment testing standards, which ensure that appliances are able to
adequately perform at the stated levels of immunity. The latter are a group of
objectives, set by the system operator, to ensure that the higher disturbance condition of the compatibility level is not breached during normal network operation.
An example of the philosophy outlined in Fig. A.1 is the establishment of the
compatibility level for total harmonic voltage distortion (T HDV ), of 8 %, within
LV networks in EN 61000-2-2 [13], which is made with reference to the sustained
effects (lasting ten minutes or more) of harmonic current emissions on customer
equipment. Conversely, in determining equivalent compatibility for very short
term effects, lasting up to three seconds, equipment is deemed more likely to be
able to withstand higher levels of disturbance, and so the level is raised to 11 %.
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Appendix B
Design Example for the Detuning
of Low Voltage Capacitor Banks
This appendix serves to outline how the detuning of shunt connected, stepped
capacitor banks may be practised, with respect to low voltage (LV) feeders onto
which such assets are typically installed. A design calculation method is thereby
developed. This is intended to be portable to other use cases in which LV connected, stepped capacitors are installed.
For the example in question, circuit impedance data is taken from a twenty-six
customer, suburban LV network explored in [62]. Transformer impedance data
is taken from the Denton East 171383 circuit, one of the trial LV networks that
formed part of the Smart Street project (§ 6).

V1
XG

V2

Xcbl

ZDxTx

Rcbl

Gcbl

Bcbl

CCB

Figure B.1: Equivalent circuit diagram for LV feeder with stepped capacitor
bank, served by a local MV/LV transformer.

An equivalent circuit representation of the sample LV network arrangement is
presented in Fig. B.1. The local transformer steps down voltage from 6.6 kV to
400 V and has a rating of 315 kVA, with a nameplate leakage reactance and
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resistance of 4.766 % and 1.518 %, respectively. From this, an ohmic impedance,
ZDxT x , referred to the 400 V level, of 0.0077 + j0.0242 Ω is computed1 .
The grid impedance, pertaining to the upper voltage level sections, is symbolised
by XG . For a short-circuit fault level of 20 MVA, the corresponding ohmic value is
j0.0080 Ω, at 400 V. For reference, this value falls within a range of reasonable tolerance, with respect to the maximum short circuit level that one might anticipate
for such a circuit, as per Table 2.1 of § 2.3.
Overall cable impedance is consolidated into series parameters, Rcbl = 0.0139 Ω and
Lcbl = 12.57 µH; cable susceptance, Bcbl = 48.52 µΩ−1 ; and dielectric conductance,
Gcbl = 0.007 µΩ−1 . A stepped capacitor bank, CCB , is also introduced. Each step
asserts 100 kvar, corresponding to an equivalent capacitance per phase of 1,989
µF , and is configured in the manner envisaged by Fig. 2.20 of § 2.7.4.
Analysis begins by considering the sample circuit without any capacitor steps
being asserted. The harmonic impedance profiles of the LV cabling (in red) and
the combination (in black) of LV cabling and transformer impedance, taken in
parallel about the main LV bus, are depicted in Fig. B.2.
|Zcbl|(ω)

|ZDxTx+cbl+0xCB|(ω)

Network Impedance, Z (Ω)

0.50
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Figure B.2: Harmonic impedances of LV cable and paralleled network.

The impact of switching in one, two and three steps of the capacitor bank (100,
200 and 300 kvar), upon the network’s harmonic impedance profile is depicted in
Fig. B.3. A parallel resonant peak emerges when large capacitances are connected
in shunt. As predicted by equation (2.38) of § 2.7.1, the associated resonant frequency is shown to move to lower orders as more capacitor steps are added.
1



0.4002
0.315




× 1.518 % + j4.766 %
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|ZNtwk|(ω)
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Figure B.3: Paralleled harmonic impedance magnitude of LV network for
different capacitor bank step sizes.

The corresponding harmonic angle profile is captured in Fig. B.4. In these plots,
the net inductive behaviour of the underlying network impedance (in black) is
apparent from its consistently positive angle, across the harmonic spectrum. By
contrast, the influence of parallel resonance causes the network impedance angle,
in each of the capacitor bank switched scenarios, to decline from a peak value
in the lower harmonic orders. As harmonic order increases, the zero degree axis
is traversed at the respective hpr level, after which the network resides in the
capacitive impedance region. This change in the natural impedance characteristic
of the LV network serves to boost harmonic distortion levels at higher orders.
∠ZNtwk(ω)
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Figure B.4: Paralleled harmonic impedance angle of LV network for different
capacitor bank step sizes.

Detuning solutions are designed for each of the capacitor step combinations depicted in Figs. B.3 and B.4. First, a detuning factor, P, is obtained for each case.
This is defined as the size ratio between the capacitive and inductive impedances
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within the series filter [281]. As expressed in equation (B.1), this relationship is
linked to the resonant harmonic order that is to be matched.
XL
P =
XC


≡

1
hpr

2
(B.1)

The pertinent information used to calculate appropriate sizes for the series filter
inductors, LD , is reported in Table B.1, accordingly.
Table B.1: Calculation of detuning factors and series filter inductor size, LD ,
for the detuning of harmonic impedance plots in Fig. B.3.
No. of Capacitor Steps Asserted (kvar)
100

200

300

hpr

22.5

15.9

13.0

CCB (mF )

1.99

3.98

5.97

XCB (Ω)

-j1.600

-j0.800

-j0.533

P

0.198 %

0.396 %

0.592 %

LD (µH)

10.060

10.073

10.045

Typically, the inductances calculated in Table B.1 ought to be installed alongside a
series damping resistance. Otherwise, the filter will impart a sharp, high Q-factor
shaping effect, which may detract from its intended purpose, by serving to correct
only a limited segment of the network harmonic impedance profile [89].
Table B.2: Q-factors of harmonic impedance plots in Fig. B.3 and
calculation of detuned, series filter damping resistance, RD .
No. of Capacitor Steps Asserted (kvar)
100

200

300

hpr

22.5

15.9

13.0

hBW 1

20.7

14.3

11.4

hBW 2

24.5

17.7

14.8

Qpr

5.769

4.543

3.714

RD (Ω)

0.012

0.011

0.011

To overcome this limitation, good practice suggests that the Q-factor of the series
filter should roughly match that of the network impedance, Qpr , although the
inclusion of supplementary resistance will increase network losses [66, 89]. By
noting the orders at the half-power points, hBW 1 and hBW 2 , found either side of
the resonant peak, hpr , in Fig. B.3; Qpr for each of the tuned, network impedance
profiles can be estimated, using equation (2.39) of § 2.7.1. As such, appropriate
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values of damping resistance, RD , are obtained, via rearrangement of the formula
for the series resonant quality factor, in equation (2.42) of § 2.7.2. This data is
reported in Table B.2.
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Figure B.5: Paralleled harmonic impedance magnitude of LV network for
different capacitor bank step sizes, detuned with bespoke series filter reactance
and damping resistance.

The outcome of adding the detuning components to the capacitor bank in question,
as per the arrangement displayed in Fig. 2.20 of § 2.7.4, is outlined in Fig. B.5. This
chart should be cross-referenced against the original network harmonic impedance
profiles presented in Fig. B.3, which are shaded in grey within Figs. B.5 and B.6. In
each case, the act of detuning serves to correct the impedance towards the underlying network impedance, denoted by ZN twk . Thus, any magnification in harmonic
voltage distortion that would otherwise be observed for the default network topology, upon the assertion of capacitor steps, is alleviated substantially.
In practice, the use of standard tuning factors is often preferred to the bespoke
detuning approach discussed thus far [281]. For example, it is common to use
detuning reactors sized at 14 % of the capacitive reactance for the relief of the
third order of harmonic voltage distortion 2 . Similarly, the fifth harmonic order is
often detuned by a reactance of 5.7 % [67, 144, 281].
In these examples, the tuned frequency of the filter is set marginally below the
harmonic order that is the target of the detuning design. This approach is commonplace and provides a safety headroom in the event that the capacitive elements
in the circuit degrade over time and hpr drifts upwards, accordingly [61].
2

hpr =

q

1
0.14

≡ 2.7
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Figure B.6: Paralleled harmonic impedance magnitude of LV network for
different capacitor bank step sizes, detuned with 5.7 % series filter reactance.
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Figure B.7: Paralleled harmonic impedance angle of LV network for different
capacitor bank step sizes, detuned with 5.7 % series filter reactance.

Application of a 5.7 % series reactance, without accompanying damping resistance,
is shown to resolve all of the resonant concerns associated with the capacitor bank
described. Charts of the relevant network harmonic impedance magnitude and
angle are presented in Figs. B.6 and B.7. Once more, the trends of the original,
tuned impedances are depicted in grey. In this case, detuning is observed to
successfully impart an inductive characteristic across the full harmonic spectrum.
This is balanced by a reduction in the vars obtainable from the capacitor bank at
fundamental frequency [67], of 5.7 % below its rating.
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Appendix C
Supply Voltage Driven, Load
Factor Influences on Induction
Motor Performance
In this appendix, the confluence of load factor (LF) and terminal voltage variables,
regarding their influence on the efficiency of a three phase, ten horsepower (or
7.46 kW) rated, induction motor, is discussed. This makes reference to a set of
experimentally obtained, performance results, published in [14]. In summary, the
applications of (a) a higher than nominal terminal voltage under heavy loading, and
(b) a lower than nominal terminal voltage under light loading, are demonstrated
to denote excellent practice for induction motor operation, in terms of conserving
electrical energy.
Efficiency (η) and displacement power factor (DPF) values are recorded for the
motor, for combinations of applied voltage level (incremented in steps of 0.05 pu,
between 0.95 and 1.10 pu), and load factor (steps of 25 %, up to 100 %). It is
important to highlight that load factor, in this sense, pertains to the shaft output,
denoted LFM . The acquisition of efficiency data means that an equivalent electrical
load factor, LFE , can be determined for each test result. The reference value, for
the calculation of LFE , is taken as the efficiency observed at 1.00 pu applied voltage
and 100 % loading, denoted η0 , such that for the jth test result
 
η0
LFE, j = LFM, j ·
ηj
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Figure C.1: Electrical load factor, LFE , versus applied voltage, for different
mechanical load factors, LFM . Reproduced from data reported in [14].

Fig. C.1 displays how the input side (electrical) load factor, LFE , changes for
different applied voltage and LFM scenarios. In general, much lower efficiency
values are recorded for operation at lower LFM ratios in [14]. This is evident
within the greater divergence observed between the LFE and LFM ratios towards
the bottom of the chart: as test results of ηj , of equation (C.1), fall further below
η0 . In this instance, for each trend of fixed LFM operation, lower LFE values signify
higher efficiencies, as the same mechanical torque, analogous to the prevailing LFM
level, is provided to the driven load by expending reduced levels of electricity. Thus,
it is evident that the application of lower voltages is shown to improve efficiency
for operation at 25 % and 50 % load factor. Conversely, for full rated operation
(100 %), higher voltage levels are observed to be most advantageous, as per the
decline in LFE with increased voltage.
In a similar manner, DPF values are plotted for the same induction motor in
Fig. C.2. In all cases, power factor is shown to improve as voltage is lowered, but
more markedly for lightly loaded operation. This improvement, and the associative reduction in reactive power draw, is explained in terms of the magnetising
current required to set up a rotating flux across the airgap of the induction motor.
This may constitute up to 30 % of full load current [282]. Moreover, the magnetizing reactance and iron loss resistance for an induction motor are typically lumped
together as a shunt branch (within the simplified equivalent circuit for an induction motor [282]), across which the full terminal voltage is observed. Thus, by
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simple application of Ohm’s Law, the act of reducing the terminal voltage serves
to proportionally reduce the magnetizing current drawn.
LFᴍ (25%)
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Figure C.2: Displacement power factor, DPF, versus applied voltage, for different mechanical load factors, LFM . Reproduced from data reported in [14].

Finally, given the availability of η and DPF data from testing, the corresponding
apparent power values, and therefore the total currents drawn, are also computed
for each test result. This enables an ampere based, load factor to be created and
plotted in Fig. C.3, whereby the reference current is the amount observed under
the nominal voltage, rated power combination.
To reduce technical losses and release capacity within their networks, Fig. C.3
shows that utilities should aim to provide customers, exhibiting high proportions of
motor load, higher PCC voltages when their motors operate close to full load; and
lower PCC voltages under lighter loading. In all circumstances, the provision of
customer demand via the lowest ampere based, loading factor possible, represents
the most efficient means of power delivery for utilities.
The LF driven behaviour described, may be encapsulated through the assignment
of static load models to different bands of operational loading. An example of this
is observed within the harmonic fingerprint model (HFM) based characterisation
presented in Fig. 2.22.
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Figure C.3: Ampere loading factor versus applied voltage, for different mechanical load factors, LFM . Reproduced from data reported in [14].

An alternative, linear component based approach to load factor led characterisation
may prove to be more practical, from an aggregated, customer level perspective.
An example of this is presented within the “consumer plant” model of [15], in which
the share, K, of induction motor based load, is used to inform the amount of shunt
resistance and inductance contained within the associated, aggregate household
load model. This is depicted in Fig. C.4, in which one should note that the tan φ
factor pertains to the ratio of reactive and active powers emanating from the load
combination being portrayed.

jhX2

jhX1

R2

Figure C.4: Component based, harmonic impedance model of a household,
with induction motor load share, K. Reproduced from [15].

More generally, the model proposed in Fig. C.4 may be adopted in the evaluation of
network resonance, where frequency scan based approaches are often preferred, as
per the introduction of such themes in § 2.8.1. The influence of distortive network
properties, such as a high prevalence of distributed shunt capacitance, in exacerbating power quality problems (§ 2.7.3), may be quantified via such analyses.
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Appendix D
Customer Energy Performance Disaggregated by LV Circuit
D.1

Dense-Urban MV/LV Network, Denton East
Table D.1: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand;
Denton East 172181/172371 (Summer, rA/I = 50 %).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim

Index

LV circuit 172181
2019

34
35
∆ kWh
44
45
∆ kWh

2035

2050

2,223
2,282

LV circuit 172371
2019

2035

2050

2,233
2,292

5,430
5,588

2.56 %

2.59 %

2,220
2,278
2.54 %

Total
2019

2035

2050

5,184
5,342

7,654
7,870

7,416
7,634

2.83 %

2.96 %

2.75 %

2.85 %

2,229
2,288

5,444
5,604

5,201
5,361

7,664
7,882

7,429
7,649

2.57 %

2.85 %

2.99 %

2.76 %

2.87 %

Table D.2: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand;
Denton East 172181/172371 (Summer, rA/I = 100 %).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim

LV circuit 172181

LV circuit 172371

Total

Index

2019

2035

2050

2019

2035

2050

2019

2035

2050

34
35

2,308
2,369

2,149
2,206

2,097
2,155

5,413
5,567

4,918
5,073

4,185
4,340

7,721
7,936

7,067
7,280

6,282
6,495

2.57 %

2.58 %

2.70 %

2.76 %

3.06 %

3.57 %

2.70 %

2.92 %

3.28 %

2,305
2,365

2,146
2,203

2,093
2,150

5,428
5,583

4,931
5,089

4,201
4,359

7,733
7,948

7,077
7,291

6,294
6,509

2.57 %

2.55 %

2.67 %

2.76 %

3.10 %

3.62 %

2.71 %

2.93 %

3.30 %

∆ kWh
44
45
∆ kWh
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Table D.3: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand;
Denton East 172181/172371 (Summer, rA/I = 150 %).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim
Index

LV circuit 172181
2019

34
35
∆ kWh
44
45
∆ kWh

2035

2050

2,158
2,217

LV circuit 172371
2019

2035

2050

2,066
2,127

4,600
4,755

2.65 %

2.88 %

2,154
2,213
2.64 %

Total
2019

2035

2050

3,560
3,722

6,758
6,972

5,626
5,849

3.26 %

4.36 %

3.07 %

3.82 %

2,060
2,121

4,615
4,771

3,580
3,744

6,769
6,984

5,641
5,865

2.88 %

3.28 %

4.36 %

3.07 %

3.83 %

Table D.4: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand;
Denton East 172181/172371 (Winter, rA/I = 50 %).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim
Index

LV circuit 172181
2019

34
35
∆ kWh
44
45
∆ kWh

2035

2050

2,399
2,463

LV circuit 172371
2019

2035

2050

2,353
2,414

6,279
6,456

2.59 %

2.53 %

2,395
2,459
2.59 %

Total
2019

2035

2050

6,656
6,842

8,677
8,918

9,009
9,256

2.74 %

2.72 %

2.70 %

2.67 %

2,350
2,410

6,298
6,476

6,675
6,863

8,693
8,934

9,025
9,273

2.51 %

2.75 %

2.74 %

2.70 %

2.68 %

Table D.5: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand;
Denton East 172181/172371 (Winter, rA/I = 100 %).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim

LV circuit 172181

LV circuit 172371

Total

Index

2019

2035

2050

2019

2035

2050

2019

2035

2050

34
35

2,434
2,500

2,322
2,382

2,351
2,414

6,615
6,818

6,278
6,460

6,346
6,534

9,050
9,318

8,600
8,842

8,697
8,948

2.63 %

2.53 %

2.60 %

2.97 %

2.82 %

2.87 %

2.88 %

2.75 %

2.80 %

2,431
2,496

2,318
2,378

2,348
2,410

6,635
6,838

6,298
6,482

6,366
6,555

9,065
9,334

8,616
8,860

8,714
8,965

2.63 %

2.53 %

2.60 %

2.97 %

2.83 %

2.88 %

2.88 %

2.75 %

2.80 %

∆ kWh
44
45
∆ kWh

Table D.6: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand;
Denton East 172181/172371 (Winter, rA/I = 150 %).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim
Index
34
35
∆ kWh
44
45
∆ kWh

LV circuit 172181
2019

2035

2050

2,330
2,392

LV circuit 172371
2019

2035

2050

2,294
2,354

6,132
6,314

2.56 %

2.55 %

2,327
2,388
2.55 %

Total
2035

2050

6,383
6,578

8,463
8,705

8,677
8,932

2.87 %

2.97 %

2.79 %

2.86 %

2,290
2,350

6,153
6,335

6,405
6,601

8,480
8,723

8,695
8,951

2.55 %

2.87 %

2.97 %

2.78 %

2.86 %
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D.2

Suburban MV/LV Network, Hindley Green
Table D.7: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Summer, rA/I = 50 %).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)

Sim
Index

LV circuit 212730
2019

34
37
∆ kWh
44
47
∆ kWh

2035

2050

1,806
1,958

LV circuit 212725
2019

2035

2050

1,804
1,962

2,936
3,013

7.73 %

8.07 %

1,812
1,943

1,802
1,946

6.74 %

7.40 %

LV circuit 212720
2019

2035

2050

3,037
3,123

3,847
3,963

2.59 %

2.77 %

2,938
3,039

3,046
3,157

3.31 %

3.51 %

Total
2019

2035

2050

3,892
4,020

8,589
8,934

8,732
9,105

2.92 %

3.20 %

3.86 %

4.10 %

3,852
3,974

3,896
4,031

8,603
8,956

8,744
9,134

3.07 %

3.35 %

3.95 %

4.27 %

Table D.8: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Summer, rA/I = 100 %).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim

LV circuit 212730

LV circuit 212725

LV circuit 212720

Total

Index

2019

2035

2050

2019

2035

2050

2019

2035

2050

2019

2035

2050

34
37

2,082
2,215

1,574
1,714

1,420
1,589

3,045
3,124

2,829
2,909

2,695
2,784

4,598
4,734

3,446
3,564

3,173
3,316

9,724
10,074

7,849
8,187

7,288
7,689

6.02 %

8.19 %

10.66 %

2.55 %

2.72 %

3.19 %

2.89 %

3.31 %

4.31 %

3.47 %

4.12 %

5.22 %

2,077
2,200

1,575
1,700

1,427
1,568

3,053
3,150

2,831
2,933

2,702
2,809

4,604
4,746

3,451
3,575

3,178
3,316

9,735
10,096

7,856
8,208

7,307
7,693

5.58 %

7.37 %

9.01 %

3.06 %

3.50 %

3.80 %

2.99 %

3.48 %

4.16 %

3.58 %

4.29 %

5.02 %

∆ kWh
44
47
∆ kWh

Table D.9: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Summer, rA/I = 150 %).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim
Index
34
37
∆ kWh
44
47
∆ kWh

LV circuit 212730
2019

2035

2050

1,545
1,699

LV circuit 212725
2019

2035

2050

1,032
1,186

2,696
2,776

9.03 %

12.96 %

1,547
1,683

1,041
1,178

8.07 %

11.61 %

LV circuit 212720
2035

2050

2,469
2,682

3,108
3,225

2.85 %

7.94 %

2,697
2,799

2,472
2,578

3.65 %

4.11 %
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Total
2019

2035

2050

2,529
2,663

7,350
7,699

6,030
6,530

3.63 %

5.03 %

4.54 %

7.66 %

3,113
3,236

2,536
2,679

7,358
7,719

6,050
6,435

3.80 %

5.33 %

4.68 %

5.99 %
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Table D.10: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Winter, rA/I = 50 %).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim
Index

LV circuit 212730
2019

34
37
∆ kWh
44
47
∆ kWh

2035

2050

2,945
3,196

LV circuit 212725
2019

2035

2050

3,094
3,362

3,266
3,351

7.86 %

7.97 %

2,963
3,175

3,110
3,412

6.67 %

8.85 %

LV circuit 212720
2019

2035

2050

3,318
3,403

5,509
5,678

2.54 %

2.50 %

3,275
3,381

3,328
3,491

3.15 %

4.65 %

Total
2019

2035

2050

5,743
5,922

11,720
12,225

12,154
12,686

2.97 %

3.02 %

4.13 %

4.19 %

5,519
5,693

5,749
6,046

11,757
12,249

12,188
12,949

3.06 %

4.91 %

4.02 %

5.88 %

Table D.11: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Winter, rA/I = 100 %).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim

LV circuit 212730

LV circuit 212725

LV circuit 212720

Total

Index

2019

2035

2050

2019

2035

2050

2019

2035

2050

2019

2035

2050

34
37

2,812
3,046

2,853
3,103

2,884
3,149

3,398
3,491

3,277
3,365

3,286
3,373

5,501
5,669

5,377
5,542

5,611
5,794

11,711
12,207

11,507
12,011

11,780
12,316

7.68 %

8.05 %

8.42 %

2.66 %

2.62 %

2.59 %

2.98 %

2.99 %

3.17 %

4.06 %

4.19 %

4.35 %

2,821
3,024

2,872
3,082

2,893
3,128

3,411
3,529

3,288
3,398

3,292
3,406

5,502
5,678

5,384
5,557

5,617
5,809

11,734
12,230

11,544
12,037

11,802
12,343

6.69 %

6.79 %

7.49 %

3.33 %

3.25 %

3.34 %

3.10 %

3.11 %

3.32 %

4.06 %

4.09 %

4.38 %

∆ kWh
44
47
∆ kWh

Table D.12: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand;
Hindley Green 212730/212725/212720 (Winter, rA/I = 150 %).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim
Index
34
37
∆ kWh
44
47
∆ kWh

LV circuit 212730
2019

2035

2050

2,770
3,015

LV circuit 212725
2019

2035

2050

2,891
3,150

3,168
3,252

8.13 %

8.21 %

2,787
2,993
6.90 %

LV circuit 212720
2035

2050

2035

2050

3,149
3,231

5,219
5,381

5,192
5,364

11,157
11,648

11,233
11,746

2.60 %

2.54 %

3.01 %

3.21 %

4.22 %

4.37 %

2,896
3,128

3,176
3,281

3,156
3,262

5,228
5,397

5,199
5,377

11,190
11,671

11,250
11,767

7.41 %

3.21 %

3.25 %

3.14 %

3.32 %

4.12 %

4.39 %
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D.3

Rural MV/LV Network, Egremont
Table D.13: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand;
Egremont 622605/622521 (Summer, rA/I = 50 %).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim

Index

LV circuit 622605
2019

34
37
∆ kWh
44
47
∆ kWh

2035

2050

1,651
1,785

LV circuit 622521
2019

2035

2050

1,686
1,837

1,550
1,596

7.48 %

8.20 %

1,655
1,777
6.86 %

Total
2019

2035

2050

1,367
1,413

3,201
3,381

3,053
3,249

2.90 %

3.21 %

5.32 %

6.03 %

1,706
1,830

1,550
1,605

1,371
1,422

3,206
3,383

3,076
3,252

6.81 %

3.43 %

3.58 %

5.23 %

5.40 %

Table D.14: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand;
Egremont 622605/622521 (Summer, rA/I = 100 %).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim

LV circuit 622605

LV circuit 622521

Total

Index

2019

2035

2050

2019

2035

2050

2019

2035

2050

34
37

1,939
2,056

1,469
1,611

1,284
1,425

1,690
1,734

1,363
1,409

977
1,021

3,629
3,789

2,832
3,020

2,261
2,446

5.67 %

8.82 %

9.93 %

2.52 %

3.26 %

4.26 %

4.23 %

6.23 %

7.56 %

1,942
2,047

1,475
1,604

1,290
1,418

1,695
1,745

1,362
1,418

978
1,030

3,637
3,792

2,837
3,022

2,268
2,448

5.15 %

8.02 %

9.02 %

2.85 %

3.96 %

5.06 %

4.09 %

6.11 %

7.36 %

∆ kWh
44
47
∆ kWh

Table D.15: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand;
Egremont 622605/622521 (Summer, rA/I = 150 %).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim
Index
34
37
∆ kWh
44
47
∆ kWh

LV circuit 622605
2019

2035

2050

1,335
1,479

LV circuit 622521
2019

2035

2050

1,131
1,300

1,290
1,339

9.71 %

12.95 %

1,347
1,471
8.40 %

Total
2035

2050

735
778

2,625
2,818

1,866
2,077

3.69 %

5.50 %

6.85 %

10.16 %

1,145
1,293

1,290
1,349

734
787

2,637
2,820

1,879
2,079

11.41 %

4.38 %

6.71 %

6.48 %

9.63 %
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Table D.16: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand;
Egremont 622605/622521 (Winter, rA/I = 50 %).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim
Index

LV circuit 622605
2019

34
37
∆ kWh
44
47
∆ kWh

2035

2050

2,129
2,260

LV circuit 622521
2019

2035

2050

2,423
2,580

1,728
1,770

5.79 %

6.08 %

2,141
2,251
4.88 %

Total
2019

2035

2050

1,973
2,025

3,856
4,030

4,396
4,605

2.43 %

2.58 %

4.31 %

4.54 %

2,436
2,569

1,733
1,781

1,979
2,037

3,875
4,032

4,415
4,606

5.20 %

2.65 %

2.84 %

3.90 %

4.15 %

Table D.17: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand;
Egremont 622605/622521 (Winter, rA/I = 100 %).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim

LV circuit 622605

LV circuit 622521

Total

Index

2019

2035

2050

2019

2035

2050

2019

2035

2050

34
37

2,258
2,434

2,112
2,261

2,286
2,447

1,826
1,876

1,727
1,772

1,904
1,956

4,084
4,309

3,839
4,033

4,190
4,403

7.20 %

6.58 %

6.57 %

2.66 %

2.55 %

2.63 %

5.23 %

4.81 %

4.82 %

2,266
2,423

2,125
2,252

2,293
2,438

1,826
1,888

1,734
1,783

1,907
1,968

4,093
4,311

3,858
4,034

4,199
4,406

6.47 %

5.63 %

5.95 %

3.24 %

2.75 %

3.11 %

5.06 %

4.36 %

4.68 %

∆ kWh
44
47
∆ kWh

Table D.18: Aggregate Daily Customer Demand;
Egremont 622605/622521 (Winter, rA/I = 150 %).
Daily Energy Demand (kWh)
Sim
Index
34
37
∆ kWh
44
47
∆ kWh

LV circuit 622605
2019

2035

2050

1,977
2,116

LV circuit 622521
2019

2035

2050

2,310
2,476

1,746
1,795

6.61 %

6.70 %

1,985
2,107
5.79 %

Total
2035

2050

1,731
1,781

3,722
3,911

4,041
4,257

2.72 %

2.83 %

4.82 %

5.08 %

2,313
2,465

1,749
1,805

1,738
1,792

3,735
3,913

4,051
4,257

6.15 %

3.10 %

3.05 %

4.55 %

4.85 %
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Appendix E
Smart Street - Maps of Network
Modelling Scenarios
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Figure E.1: Map of streetlamp locations within interconnected, Smart Street
trial MV/LV networks, for Denton East 172181 and 172371.
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Figure E.2: Map of PV customer sitesX within interconnected, Smart Street
trial MV/LV networks, for Denton East 172181 and 172371.
PV penetrations of (a) 20 %; and (b) 40 %.
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Figure E.3:
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X
trial MV/LV networks, for Hindley Green 212730, 212725 and 212720.
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Figure E.4: Map of PV customer sites within interconnected, Smart Street
trial MV/LV networks, for Hindley Green 212730, 212725 and 212720.
PV penetrations of (a) 20 %; and (b) 40 %.
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Figure E.5: Map of streetlamp locations within interconnected, Smart Street
300400
300600
trial MV/LV networks,
for Egremont 622605 and 622521.
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Figure E.6: Map of PV customer sitesX within interconnected, Smart Street
trial MV/LV networks, for Egremont 622605 and 622521.
PV penetrations of (a) 20 %; and (b) 40 %.
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